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ABSTRACT 

 

 This study focused on the need for an increased understanding of the experiences 

of preservice elementary educators and their respective abilities to define culture, 

identity, and the politics of representation in a technologically centered world by 

responding to culturally challenging and politically laden images and media. The 

experience under study focused on pre-service elementary educators enrolled in an arts 

methods class and understanding their abilities to perceive, process, and respond to visual 

media on a blog. Throughout this process, I assessed the individual�s understanding of 

multicultural concerns as it related to the Internet, museum, and online discussions, with 

implications for teaching and learning in art and museum education. I utilized Anderson 

and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical model with Banks� (1991) value-inquiry model in 

order to assess students� abilities to critically analyze challenging material while 

investigating blogging and asynchronous methods of communication as a strategy for 

addressing these issues. 

 In this study, I reveal how students negotiated, shared, and constructed multiple 

aspects of their identities in order to understand their roles in addressing diversity in their 

future classrooms. Students completed a curriculum designed to help them describe, 

analyze, interpret, and judge material that highlights aspects of their classmates� cultural 

identities. Students first created a personal blog that revealed their cultural identity, 

posted and responded to a classroom communal blog that reflected material that 

challenged an aspect of their cultural identity, and then responded to online surveys that 

revealed various aspects of their cultural identity while reflecting on the meanings they 

generated throughout this study. What I found was that students developed a greater 

awareness of their personal value systems as a student, friend, and/or family member. 

They focused on the beliefs they thought they needed in order to address culturally 

challenging material in their future classrooms. This study also helped students 

understand the process of transformation: where they came from, where they are 

presently, and how they see their beliefs impacting the type of learning environment they 

will create for their students in the future. 



xi 

 Finally, I share the implications of using blogging in the classroom as a counter-

hegemonic tool of inquiry, a way to connect the worlds of art, museum, and multicultural 

education, and a means of revealing the personal stories of students in a way to create an 

open and expressive environment for addressing challenging material. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

As technology rapidly changes the nature of the museum experience, preservice 

teachers have grappled with ways to identify meaningful connections between the 

museum and the classroom. In recent years, museums ranging from the National Gallery 

of Art to the Field Museum are offering virtual spaces, tours, and educational activities to 

engage its visitors (Risinger, 2005).  Places like the Guggenheim Museum in New York 

and the Walker Art Center are even establishing pages on social networking sites and 

blogs like MySpace to reach out to broader audiences (Berwick, 2007). Establishing 

connections from the physical space to the virtual space are allowing more people to gain 

access to the arts then ever before.  

In an article titled �Cultural Renaissance or Cultural Divide,� Ivey and Tepper 

(2006) concluded that a rapid rise and emergence of individuals� ability to create their 

own culture centers on greater accessibility to art and entertainment on one�s own terms. 

This idea of access on one�s own terms also applies to a new feature on cable television 

called �On Demand� that allows people to control and shape their access to television 

shows, videos, and movies according to their own schedule; watch television 

programming when they want, as many times as they see fit. The �On Demand� feature, 

part of technological advancement, affords people the ability to curate:  

�their own cultural experiences � exploring new types of culture; choosing when 

and how they want to experience art and entertainment; searching out 

communities of like-minded fans with whom to dig deeper into the substance of 

what they see and hear. The �curatorial me� is another emerging form of active 

engagement with art and culture. (Ivey and Tepper, 2006, B7) 

This article highlighted how new technologies like the iPod also enable people to 

search, select, download, organize, and exhibit various forms of media that represent an 

individual�s respective sense of identity and cultural community. McFee (1996) defined 

culture and art as mutually inclusive in that they both shape the way that individuals learn 

to, ��see, think, and organize their reality� (p. 8). So, building off the idea that people 
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curate their identity, and select media that represents their sense of community, I wanted 

to explore ways that preservice teachers enrolled in an arts methods class could curate 

cultural experiences related to topics of art, entertainment, and identity, through blogs.   

Furthermore, I wanted to investigate ways to connect the physical world of the classroom 

and museum, to the �On Demand� virtual world in a way that is meaningful for students.  

Individuals are capable of generating multiple meanings and identifying 

themselves through a variety of lenses (Sleeter & Grant, 1999).  Limitless possibilities 

are available to people in terms of selecting and displaying music, videos, and visual 

representations related to one�s personal preferences, but a closer investigation of these 

selections may or may not provide a better understanding of others� cultures and means 

of expression. Education has the capacity to address students� decision-making processes 

by engaging students in creative thinking that allows the production of ideas that better 

define others respectfully. Looking at the ways that other cultures are visually 

represented and identifying how those representations are constructed can help future 

educators understand the need to present information to their classrooms in a culturally 

sensitive manner. This approach could mean that teachers become more aware of 

presenting a variety of cultures and perspectives to not only help students develop more 

respect for other cultures, but to enable students from marginal populations a sense of 

belonging. Therefore, if one connects cultural tools like the Internet and blogs, to cultural 

institutions like museums, while addressing cultural education as a means of focusing on 

topics like multiculturalism and culturally challenging material, then one could explore 

ways to understand the experiences and meanings that students attribute to curating their 

identity as it relates to their roles as future educators.  

 

Problem Statement 

 

 This study focused on the need for an increased understanding of the experiences 

of preservice elementary educators and their respective abilities to define culture, 

identity, and the politics of representation in a technologically centered world by 

responding to culturally challenging and politically laden images and media. The 

experience under study focused on pre-service elementary educators� abilities to 
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perceive, process, and respond to visual media on a blog while assessing their ability to 

define and identify aspects of their own and others� cultural identity. Throughout this 

process, I assessed the individuals� understanding of multicultural concerns as it related 

to the Internet, museum, and online discussions, with implications for teaching and 

learning in art and museum education. I implemented a blogging curriculum to have the 

students utilize asynchronous methods of communication as a strategy for addressing 

these issues. This study focused on the need to help teachers understand how their values 

and identity may affect their future teaching and curriculum design. 

Background of the Problem 

After extensively analyzing literature regarding culture, art education, Web-based 

learning, and museum education, I have found little information that effectively connects 

all of these fields in an applicable manner to pre-service elementary education majors in 

an art methods class. In this study, I wanted to investigate how certain approaches used in 

education encourage people to actively engage in museum experiences like they do with 

media and entertainment. Lankford (2002) stated that, �As authentic-object oriented 

institutions, art museums must struggle to remain viable in a techno-culture where virtual 

worlds proliferate��(p.140) This means that museums must now create more 

opportunities for people to access their collections online in the form of websites and 

virtual galleries. Since classroom teachers are part of the population that will encourage 

students to be museum visitors by participating in field trips and research assignments, 

more needs to be explored in terms of helping teachers understand that the museum and 

virtual world contain resources that are educational and can help connect experiences 

from the physical museum to the physical classroom. I decided to investigate ways that 

the museum meets the accessibility demands of future teachers in a manner that is 

educational and supportive of the physical offerings of the museum. 

 

Research Questions 

 

There were two guiding research questions for this study: What meanings do pre-

service elementary education majors construct through engaging culturally challenging 

images, focused on identity and cultural hegemony issues, through blogging? How useful 
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are traditional critical models of inquiry in blogging and related asynchronous strategies 

for examining these cultural issues as perceived by the participants? 

Supporting questions 

 To address the main question, I framed several other supporting questions. These 

questions are: 

1. How do individuals define and negotiate their identities in this study? 

2. How will the blogging structure work toward the end of cultural 

demystification in the perceptions of the students and the instructor? 

3. How do Banks� (1991) value inquiry model and Anderson and Milbrandt�s 

(2005) analytic critical model work in an asynchronous context to address 

culturally challenging visual material and hegemony?   

 

Objectives of the Study 

 

 The necessary steps and procedures to answer the research questions, stated as 

objectives, are to: 

1. Provide a theoretical foundation through a review of literature on the culture, 

multicultural aspects of art and museum education, and Web-mediated 

learning experiences. 

2. Determine, based on the above literature review, the pedagogical framework 

and strategies applicable to the study. 

3. Implement the study with preservice elementary educators in a three-week 

period. 

4. Assess how facilitating an awareness of culture in the media and in visual 

images works and what it means through the collection and analysis of a 

variety of data including: pre/post tests of students� attitudes and awareness of 

culture, identity, technology, and multicultural issues, online comments on the 

blog, researchers observations and journal reflections, analysis of the mapping 

my identity exercise. 

5. Evaluate the data for meaning and draw conclusions and implications for art 

education and museum education practice.  
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Overview of the Study 

 

The purpose of this study was to identify preservice elementary educators� 

conceptions of culture and identity through visual representations on a blog and to gain 

insights on how those conceptions are constructed and shared through asynchronous 

means. This research sought to investigate methods that help students negotiate the 

multiple meanings that people have when encountering culturally challenging images. 

The representations posted on the blog focused on culturally significant and/or 

challenging stereotypical images. These images and exercises encouraged students to 

identify why images are problematic and enabled them to use particular inquiry strategies 

as a method of constructing counter-hegemonic ideas. I wanted to address issues of 

culture and culture management by having the students post and respond to images while 

simultaneously creating a virtual exhibition. For this research, I executed several 

procedures to better understand the experiences of the students involved in this research. 

First, I had the students complete a pre-test (Appendix A) which consisted of six open 

ended questions. This survey was conducted online via the website 

www.surveymonkey.com. This pre-test generated a baseline understanding of students� 

conceptions of culture and representation.  

Then, I began by having the students define their culture based on Congdon, 

Stewart, and White�s (2002) identity mapping exercise (See Appendix B). This exercise 

consisted of an identity wheel and guiding questions/prompts that helped each individual 

define her cultural identity. The wheel was filled out by each participant, and they were 

expected to describe each aspect of their cultural identity in an online open-ended survey 

administered on www.surveymonkey.com. In order to provide an example, and to present 

myself as part of this study, I participated in the identity exercise and answered the 

survey in order to reveal the cultural categories that define my identity. I provided my 

answers in a packet that I gave to the students at the beginning of the study. 

Next, I created a post on a personal blog in order for students to see how I visually 

identify my cultural identity. Following my post, students created their own personal 

blogs and posted images that best illustrated their culturally defined categories according 

to the identity mapping exercise (Appendix B). Each research participant was expected to 
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post at least one response or comment to everyone�s personal blog using Anderson and 

Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic model. This initial blog post provided a basic demographic 

base that the other research participants and I used to identify one another. Each student�s 

personal page was linked to a classroom communal blog in order to allow other students 

an opportunity to understand each others� identities and choice in cultural representation.  

To begin the communal blog, I posted two entries of both stereotypical and 

counter hegemonic representations that reflected my culturally defined identity as an 

African-American female. The first entry consisted of a video clip entitled, A Girl Like 

Me which highlighted culturally challenging aspects of beauty and race within the 

African-American community. My second communal blog post displayed a 1950�s 

advertisement of Aunt Jemima and an artwork from Betye Saar entitled, The Liberation 

of Aunt Jemima.  The video clip and other images are further described in the curriculum 

section of Chapter three. The film clip and visual images were posted in order to 

challenge some students� conceptions of identity and to help them understand how other 

cultures view the role that images play in identity management, specifically African-

Americans� perceptions of race. Again, the students used Anderson and Milbrandt�s 

(2005) analytic model of inquiry to understand why the images are problematic for some 

people.  

Next, the students were instructed to post two representations on the communal 

blog; one culturally challenging or counter-hegemonic image and one stereotypical 

representation to be commented on by the other participants in the study. I generated a 

posting schedule that appointed specific dates for each participant to post in order to 

make the blogging process more manageable. The groups, labeled Group A, Group B, 

Group C, and Group D, each consisted of three participants. Students were assigned to 

the groups in alphabetical order according to their last names. 

On the communal blog, every participant in the study was expected to post at least 

two comments or questions under each entry. The set schedule (Appendix D) allowed the 

respondents time to process, research, and respond to the images before a new blog entry 

appeared on the communal blog. The process of displaying, selecting, and discussing 

various images eventually provided the students with a virtual exhibition, designed by 
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their decisions and choices, to represent the ways that culture is maintained and 

rearticulated through images and discussions. 

On the third and final week, the students went back to their personal blog and 

posted a culturally challenging image or representation that they wanted to address. They 

provided the reader with a final reflection and analysis about the image using Anderson 

and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic model. I concluded this study by conducting a post-test 

(Appendix E) and administered this survey on www.surveymonkey.com to determine if 

there were any changes in students� initial attitudes and understandings of blogs, 

culturally challenging material, and ideas that are relevant to their future careers as 

teachers. Throughout the study, I kept a journal in order to document my initial 

conceptions of what occurred during the study, ideas that reflected what occurred during 

the study, and my final thoughts. I used the data from the pre/post tests, Mapping My 

Identity exercise, blog posts, and reflections as a way to cross analyze and triangulate the 

thoughts and opinions of the students throughout the implementation of the study. 

Giving students the ability to discover and display alternative forms of media as 

they may apply to specific exhibitions and then discussing the reasoning behind the 

choices may help students demonstrate their knowledge of the museum experience as it 

relates to the representation of culture, related to an educational context (Eberbach & 

Crowley, 2005). I wanted to see if students were able to have meaningful discussions 

about art, culture, and the media by generating discussion questions for their peers based 

on their choice of media and visual representation.  

Cultural Tools 

Developing inquiry-based teaching methods via blogs and the Internet are 

methods that entice students to seek out actual art objects (Wongsee-Sanit, 1997). 

Utilizing cultural tools like the Internet and blogs, could help connect the worlds of the 

virtual world to the physical space of the museum and classroom in order to help students 

find more relevance in the museum as a teaching tool. The approach used in this study, in 

presenting, discussing, and framing this culturally challenging material, is blogging. Part 

of the rationale for using blogs is that I wonder whether the integration of blogging into 

the classroom, with its unrestricted response time and accessibility, will enable students 

to discuss and understand the issues faced in defining culture, with richer responses than 
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the physical classroom alone. When students post culturally challenging materials on a 

blog, they are collectively acting as curators of a virtual exhibiton.  

Curators, known for thematically displaying multiple associated objects with 

relevant text, are responsible for producing meaning and interpretations for their 

respective visitors (Hooper-Greenhill, 2000).  Therefore, when students curate a virtual 

exhibition from their responses to culturally challenging images, they are presenting a 

point of view, possibly enabling their classmates and visitors to produce multiple 

meanings and interpretations. In having students engage in discussion of material on a 

blog, the students presented to one another by utilizing a model of thematic inquiry 

(Erickson & Villenueve, 2004); becoming more aware of various facets of culture and 

how certain aspects of cultural identity pose challenges for some and not for others. By 

having students and myself post challenging images in a blog, I wanted to know if we 

could curate alternative points of view and representation as they relate to ideas presented 

in thematic art exhibitions. I wanted to understand if bridging concepts from the museum 

experience with technology could help people become more aware of culture, personal 

choices regarding the selection and dissemination of culture, the politics of 

representation, and diversity, as they relate to art and media. In that context, this study 

examined pre-service educators� conceptions of culture and its subsequent production, 

dissemination, and maintenance through technological outlets. More specifically, in this 

research, I examined and dissected hegemonic practices of cultural institutions like the 

media and museums, by engaging students in curating a virtual gallery that challenges 

stereotypical presentations of culture.  

Cultural Institutions 

According to Stephen (2001), art museums are emerging as centers of culture that 

function as places for people to become entertained and informed about the art world. In 

order to strengthen this emergence of museums as centers of culture, these institutions 

must find other ways of reaching out and connecting to the culture of the people.  

Challenges that institutions like the museum face can include generating interest from 

visitors of various cultural identities and backgrounds. Ross (2004) stated that the 

museum functions as a public space where various groups seek to articulate their cultural 

and social identities through representation. With so many facets to cultural and social 
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identities, certain challenges must be addressed. Curator Thelma Golden (1994) stated 

that issues revolving around the politics of representation and race must be discussed in a 

manner that provides alternatives and helps people understand ways to think beyond good 

and bad. So in this study, the research participants and I created and responded to 

personal blogs that displayed culturally significant ideas related to each individual�s 

personal identity through images and other visual media. Next, each participant in the 

study came together through a classroom communal blog and posted images, and media, 

that challenged their own or others� sense of cultural identity. In a sense, we generated 

and displayed alternative views regarding a variety of culturally identifying factors. The 

perspectives and alternative views were established through the students' use of inquiry, 

Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic model, and Banks� (1991) value inquiry 

model. The models will be further examined in cultural education and in the review of 

literature. 

Cultural Education 

Current models of multicultural education can investigate ways that contemporary 

forms illustrate social conditions (Cahan and Kocur, 1994). By addressing pre-service 

elementary educators� sense of identity as it relates to forms of popular culture, I wanted 

to see if students were able to generate an awareness of their choices as markers of 

cultural identity. I also wanted to examine blogging as a tool for museum education in 

that enables students to curate a virtual exhibition. In this study, I wanted to see how 

students were able to share and respond to each others� various inquiries regarding 

images as signifiers of culture. Then, through discussion on a blog, I wanted to see what 

type of dialogue emerged as students discussed and reflected on personal meanings that 

arose when they talked about the art object and other visual forms of representations 

found in popular culture.  

 

Significance of the Study 

 

Future educators face the task of understanding and interpreting the many forms 

of mass communication that their future students will engage (Jacobsen & Lock, 2004).  

Developing means to critically understand popular media as they relate to the art object 
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could enable future educators to foster more meaningful connections to the ideas that 

they present in the classroom. Hooper-Greenhill (1994) stated that, �Objects are the result 

of social processes, many of which have been exploitative and conflictual� (p.116). This 

idea of objects also applies to media representations in that once objects or ideas 

represented on television are removed from their original context, use, or historical 

moment, these objects are subject to various interpretations by people with diverse sets of 

belief systems and life experiences. How one teacher chooses to present historical 

information in a classroom may seem culturally insensitive to students in that class or 

even to a teacher working with another class. Without truly understanding how situations 

can offend other cultures, and without having knowledge of the various perspectives of 

other people, future educators could produce more of the stereotypical information that 

creates social disharmony in the world today.  Therefore, I wanted to understand 

strategies that help students understand other cultures in a personally significant manner. 

Arts methods courses can provide some of the few opportunities for pre-service 

elementary education majors to understand the correlations between art, museums, 

media, and multiculturalism as they relate to society and education (Duncum, 2003). 

Given that these future elementary teachers may be responsible for bringing classes to the 

museum for field trips, it would be useful to help the teachers find value in the art object 

and museum as a cultural institution. Understanding the politics of representation as they 

apply to the art object and visual culture calls for a better understanding of how culture is 

created and maintained through social interaction and institutional forces like the media 

and museums.  

In my experiences as an Instructor for the course ARE 3313: Arts in the 

Elementary Schools, I have noticed a need to raise awareness of how cultures other than 

students� own are perceived in the both the classroom and in visual images.  Each 

semester, as part of the curriculum, I assign a group project that focuses on creating and 

presenting a puppet show based on a nontraditional multicultural story. This unit 

encourages students to appreciate other cultures and look at the ways that multicultural 

education crosses over many genres and fields of study. I intend to have students 

understand stories that normally go beyond their cultural norm, in an effort to have them 

better appreciate and understand the lives and traditions of others, but the process is not 
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always an enlightening experience. Although many students do find stories that are eye-

opening and perspective changing, some students still do not grasp the complexities of 

the characters, representations, and stereotypes that are often perpetuated in our society.  

For example, one semester I had students present a story titled Cendrillon, a 

Jamaican spin on the classic Cinderella story. Although the illustrated story presented the 

Jamaican characters with a variety of skintones, the students created their puppets and 

painted them all black. As an African-American, this blatant stereotype that all African-

American and Afro-Carribbean people are all literally black disturbed me. Then, as I 

began to think more about the situation, I realized that this issue of skin tone may not 

have been as alarming to these Caucasian women because they never had to deal with the 

negative associations involved with race.  

The next semester, I had another group select a story, titled Flossie and the Fox, 

which depicted an African-American stereotype of a large African-American woman who 

looked like Aunt Jemima. One of the students asked me if it would be okay to bring in an 

Aunt Jemima figurine to use as a puppet since she knows of people who collect the 

figurines. Again, I was stunned to the point of being speechless when the student 

proposed this idea to me. On one hand, I figure, �Who am I to say whether or not 

someone is wrong for collecting Aunt Jemima figures?� Then, I again realized that the 

problem was not that someone was collecting these representations, it was the fact that 

the student saw no obvious conflict or issue with the Aunt Jemima cartoon figure. It was 

at this moment that I realized I needed to understand if students are able to understand the 

complexities and multiple meanings that are embedded in the visual representations of 

other cultures.   

Therefore, I wanted to find strategies that help people better understand the power 

that visual images and media have in conveying simple and complex representations of 

culture. Banks (1991) stated, �If teachers do not know how their own cultural binders can 

obstruct educational opportunities for students of color, they cannot locate feasible 

places, directions, and strategies for changing them� (p.71). Beginning by identifying 

students� own conceptions of culture and identity, I wanted to further students� 

understanding by having them search for culturally challenging images that may have 

contradicted their own sense of culture. I also wanted to connect strategies used in 
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museum education to engage students in discovering their ability to make critical 

decisions regarding the analysis and production of various forms of media.  

Wallace (1995) posed many questions regarding media studies and museums in 

an effort to understand how people construct their personal narratives and write their 

personal histories.  He raised the following questions: 

 As images and narratives together constitute a goodly (and growing)  

portion of most people�s historical capital why shouldn�t museums turn  

media into artefacts? Why not mount shows that deconstruct for visitors the  

kinds of historical messages embedded in Hollywood movies or TV  

docudramas? How about exhibits which use morsels of films, along  

with other objects, to raise questions about narratives people carry in 

their craniums? Why not demonstrate that film, like written history,  

conveys not an unequivocal �truth� but a narrative interpretation? 

(Wallace, 1995, 112) 

 These questions help point to a need to incorporate ways that people understand 

the media and connect it to their personal experiences. By addressing culturally 

challenging images in this study, I hoped to enable students new ways of discovering 

how their choices of images, descriptions, analyses, interpretations, and judgments, can 

affect the way they experience numerous forms of media and images.  

Pre-service educators participating in this study had an opportunity to understand 

how culture is presented and mediated as a result of their participation in creating and 

responding to blogs that display culture, engage discussion, and educate people about 

making critical decisions regarding visual media. It is nearly impossible to avoid seeing 

images in magazines, billboards, on television, so I sought ways to understand how 

students viewed the omnipresent state of these stimuli. Is it enough to denounce visual 

media as a hegemonic force (Sleeter & Grant, 1999), set to take over the minds of young 

learners, or should learners be equipped with critical thinking strategies to adapt and 

respond to the information that is presented? 
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Limitations of the Study 

 

 This study intended to provide an in-depth qualitative look into the experiences of 

preservice educators in a particular art methods class. Although this research is not 

generalizable, it provided a rich, in-depth description of the meanings attributed to 

students who curated a virtual museum. It was a useful foundation, and benchmark, for 

future research connecting studies in art and museum education, multicultural studies, 

and the implementation of technology in the classroom. The short three-week duration of 

this study was a limitation that limited the amount of response time for the research 

participants. The possibility of data-collector bias was possible in this type of action 

research since the researcher knows the intent of the study (Fraenkel & Wallen, 2003). To 

prevent bias, I triangulated my findings with an outside observer. I also used various 

forms of data collection in the form of pre-tests/post-tests, surveys, identity mapping 

exercises, and final reflections from the participants and myself in order to form a 

complete picture of the experience at hand. 

 

Definition of Terms 

 

 In this study, the following terms defined as follows: 

Blogs: A blog, short for weblog, is a website that allows an individual to post journal 

entries in reverse chronological order that visitors can comment on (Brooks-Young, 

2006). 

Constructivism: The constructed nature of knowledge (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000). 

Culture: � A feedback system through which people send messages to themselves about 

the nature of reality� (Anderson, 1989, 43). Culture in this manner also refers to the, 

��values, worldviews, and identities that people construct for themselves�� (Kurin, 

2000, 339). 

Curate: The act of, �display[ing] objects in groups along with associated images and 

texts, and thereby produce interpretations for visitors�� (Hooper-Greenhill, 2000, 6). 
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Hegemony:  A process by which, ��a dominant class (in alliance with other classes or 

class fractions) does not merely rule a society but leads it through the exercise of moral 

and intellectual leadership� (Storey, 1998,124). 

Hyperlink/Hypertext: Links that are highlighted within a given text to provide the 

reader to other websites of interest.  Fahy (1995) stated that, �Hypertext and hypermedia 

(which include images and sound) allow non-linear access to information, and provide 

the possibility for users to explore databases in ways more akin to human thought through 

the creation of links� (91).  

Identity Negotiation:   ��a conscious and mindful process of shifting one�s worldview 

and/or cultural behaviors, so it is possible to be cognizant of a choice to assimilate 

without understanding that assimilation might have a direct effect on future choice-

making�� (Jackson, 2002, 362) 

Multicultural Education:  ��a global curriculum, an appreciation of diversity, a belief 

in the value of cooperation, and a belief in the importance of a caring community.� 

(Ladson-Billings, 1999) 

Museum Education:  A method of education that focuses on, ��the experience and 

learning needs of the learner, combined with a greater recognition of the diverse social 

characteristics and cultural attitudes of differentiated audiences��develop[ing] new 

forms of relationships with visitor and user communities which are based on more 

interpersonal methods of communication�� (Hooper-Greenhill, 2000, 3).   

Politics of Representation: Representation refers to a ��historically determined 

construction that is mediated by social, ideological, and cultural processes and not as a 

reflection of reality� (Desai, 2000, p. 115). Also referred to as, ��cultural practices, 

made up both of textual systems of knowledge and material or economic arrangements 

for the (re)production of knowledge� (Jay, 1994, 11).  

Popular Culture:  The active engagement of the public in the products of cultural 

industries (Storey, 1998).  Accepting,  �a �negotiated� mix of intentions and 

counterintentions; both from �above� and from �below�, both �commercial� and 

�authentic��� (127).  

Virtual Museum: A collection of images exhibited in an online environment versus a 

physical building. 
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Summary 

 

In this study I examined the need to address preservice elementary educators� 

conceptions of culture and visual representations through technological asynchronous 

means. Starting with the student�s ability to curate their own cultural experiences, I 

became determined to find ways of helping students curate their cultural experiences as it 

related to the arts, museum, and multicultural education. After addressing cultural tools 

deisgned to organize and display aspects of cultural identity, I reviewed cultural 

institutions which support and manage ideas related to cultural identity. Finally, I 

discussed methods of cultural education which address ways for students to identify, 

respond to, and possibly change ideas related to cultural identity as they apply to art, 

museum, and multicultural education. I designed a study to meet the needs of addressing 

the ways that students select, understand, and respond to culturally and politically 

challenging images while simultaneously curating and responding to a virtual exhibition. 

First, the students examined and defined their conceptions of culture based on a pre-test 

(Appendix A) and through Congdon, Stewart, and White�s (2002) identity mapping 

exercise (See Appendix B). Students then presented their responses to the identity 

mapping exercise in the form of a blog entry on their personal page.  Each student�s 

personal page was linked to a classroom communal blog in order to allow other students 

an opportunity to understand each others� identities and choices in regard to cultural 

representation. Through final reflections and a post-test (Appendix E), I gained a better 

understanding of the meaning that students attributed to this blogging experience. In the 

following chapter, through an extensive review of literature, I further established the need 

for this qualitative study and its means of understanding how students in a pre-service 

arts methods class utilize technology to understand and deconstruct culture. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

What meanings do pre-service elementary education majors construct through 

engaging culturally challenging images, focused on identity and cultural hegemony 

issues, through blogging? How useful are traditional critical models of inquiry in 

blogging and related asynchronous strategies for examining these cultural issues as 

perceived by the participants? This chapter reviews theory and research related to Web-

based learning, blogs, museum, and cultural education. The overarching theme centers on 

culture and how its construction and maintenance take on different meanings in the 

realms of museum and art education, and technology. First this chapter addresses cultural 

tools that are used in this study which include Web-mediated learning and blogging. Then 

cultural institutions are explored while touching on ideas related to museums, hegemony, 

and identity. After that, ideas found in cultural education are reviewed to provide the 

reader with a structure for understanding the key ideas that shaped this study. Included in 

this chapter are references to research studies that are built on the uses of technology and 

Web-mediated learning as they connect to the museum experience. All of these ideas are 

then brought back to the theoretical underpinnings of this research, Constructivism and 

Dewey�s (1934) ideas about experience. Thoughout this review, references to Falk and 

Dierking�s (2000) Contextual Model of Museum Education are made to demonstrate how 

learning occurs through three contexts; the personal, sociocultural, and physical. This 

review provides the reader with a better understanding of strategies that potentially 

connect museum, art, and multicultural education to Web-mediated practices and the 

experiences of pre-service elementary education majors in an arts methods class. 

 

Cultural Tools 

 

 Developing inquiry-based teaching methods via blogs and the Internet are 

methods that entice students to seek out actual art objects (Wongsee-Sanit, 1997). 

Utilizing cultural tools like the Internet and blogs as forms of Web-mediated learning 
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experiences could help connect the worlds of the virtual world to the physical space of 

the museum and classroom in order to help students find more relevance in the museum 

as a teaching tool. This section further explores studies that utilized cultural tools as a 

means of designing learning experiences.  

Web-Mediated Learning Experiences 

The Internet provides people in society with limitless resources that can possibly 

transform their ability to engage in politics, culture, and across global locations (Rojek, 

2007). Numerous forms of art and entertainment are allowing people to design worlds 

that better express their ideas and values to a more global audience. People are no longer 

confined to their immediate town, school, or geographic region.  With the advent of the 

Internet and digital media, people have the ability to share and disseminate information 

across the world in a matter of seconds. Therefore, using technology to educate students 

today is important because the generation of young people born after 1979 are among the 

first to face a constant barrage of, ��networks of information, digital devices, and the 

promise of connectivity� (Montgomery, 2000, p.147). Faced with a wealth of 

information, young people may not understand how to make critical decisions or choices 

regarding the types of virtual worlds in which they participate.  

The Internet culture allows individuals a limitless stash of information and 

repository for action (Anderson and Milbrandt, 2005). People are creating virtual worlds 

that allow them to communicate across global lines at a dizzying rate of speed (Nessim, 

1997). These virtual worlds are allowing people to express their ideas, opinions, and 

culture through various forms of media including music, art, video clips, and other 

images that stand as symbols for the individual. The Internet has also helped museums 

develop greater access to its audience through the creation of websites and online tours 

(Wongse-Sanit, 1997). Developing inquiry-based teaching methods via blogs and the 

Internet are methods that entice students to seek out actual art objects (Wongsee-Sanit, 

1997). Utilizing cultural tools like the Internet and blogs, could help connect the worlds 

of the virtual world to the physical space of the museum and classroom in order to help 

students find more relevance in the museum as a teaching tool. 
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Research on Web-based learning 

 An unpublished research study regarding Web-based teaching and learning by 

Clark (2000), concluded that: 

 The creation of a computer-supported intentional learning environment develops 

 the students� ability to express themselves and define concepts for a wider 

 audience beyond the classroom. Students produce knowledge objects for the 

 online environment and are challenged to learn the material more thoroughly than 

 in most face-to-face classrooms where they might put in an appearance and not 

 contribute to the conversation, often because they are not prepared (p.143). 

 Using the virtual world to promoted learning and afforded students time to 

process the material under question, while offering evidence of their learning for others to 

see and compare to their own learning experiences.  

 Suh (2005) conducted another research study that connected web-mediated 

learning with experiences of pre-service educators. Suh�s study concluded that Web-

based instruction allows students to align there progress in solving problem-based 

questions with other students. It affords them an opportunity to check archived posts in 

order to align individual progress with that of their peers. In an exploratory study 

conducted by Kumar, Kumar, & Basu (2002), Web-based instruction was viewed as a 

means of supplementing the classroom experience but not completely substituting for 

face-to-face classroom interaction.  

 Therefore, one strategy that has proved useful when considering online instruction 

is blended learning. Blended learning integrates both online and in-classroom learning 

strategies in order to facilitate learning for a variety of learners (Driscoll & Carliner, 

2005). Combining online and in-classroom learning can afford people supplemental 

opportunities to discuss content in class, have greater access to materials not covered in 

class, and advanced time review material before it is presented in class.  

Blogging 

Weblogs, or blogs, are electronic journals created via the Internet and hosted by 

various websites that allow people to display information, discuss and debate it, with a 

sense of anonymity.  Blogs, used in the classroom experience, help students share ideas, 

track experiences, and state their varied views about topics in the realm of politics, 
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citizenship, and racism (Berson and Berson, 2006). Having the ability to read someone�s 

thought processes regarding current issues in education, as they relate to the media, can 

occur via the Internet. Geof Strawbridge (Walker, 2003), director of Web publishing at 

Lycos, noticed an increase in blogging because of its ties to the reality television 

sensation, �Part of the appeal [of blogging] we think is the reality factor. Blogs let you 

have an instant public presence and share your own private reality show� (Walker, 2003, 

E01). Blogs, in this sense, can allow students to share their personal discoveries and 

reflections to a global audience that one may never see or hear. 

Using the blog presents a form of social reconstructionist education can help 

students understand a need for social equality (Ladson-Billings, 1999).  Blogging 

provides a space for students to discuss and address ideas about art and its social impact. 

Discussions and debates that occur on blogs or in the living room of a family watching 

television shows could help a person gain new perspectives on the social injustices faced 

by different cultures. Utilizing ideas found in cultural studies can help one understand 

how particular contexts and practices in popular culture produce certain meanings that 

impact the way people construct their knowledge and sense of being (Frechette, 2002). 

Conversations about struggles faced by marginalized groups could help an individual 

develop respect for others while contributing to a new sense of identity. 

As a repository of communication, blogs enable students to hyperlink other Web 

pages, thus increasing the likelihood that students will find several outlets and means of 

cultural representation. Hyperlinking is a method of providing links to other Web pages, 

documents, video clips, and other forms that help the user of the site navigate to relevant 

topics that are posted by the individual (Siva, 1996). This helps one to organize and 

outline a series of thoughts on one page or in one blog response. The world of the 

Internet, that makes blogging possible, creates, ��organically developed community 

standards�blind to color, caste, and ethnicity� (Anderson and Milbrandt, 2005, p.156). 

Elimination of these types of boundaries could help students feel more comfortable in 

expressing their views and reflections about multiculturalism and the politics of 

representation. In addtion to text, hyperlinks, and comments, blogs have the ability to 

display visual images and videos. When images are included in blogs, they become visual 

blogs that become a useful teaching tool allowing students to examine how:  
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�images operate online and how they interact with text� Visual  

weblogs are a starting point for debate and discussion. They emphasize 

the present tense � this is what I saw today, this is how things look to me  

from where I stand right now (Badger, 2006,n.p.).   

 By allowing students to choose and post various forms of media (including 

artwork, prints, and video clips), one can understand the personal connections that they 

make in regards to challenging issues in culture. A collection of blog posts can essentially 

turn into a thematic exhibition of thoughts and feelings regarding any topic. A thematic 

exhibition could be displayed as a virtual exhibition, helping students create a dialogue 

(Stiler & Philleo, 2003). This dialog is present in a virtual space for students to reference 

multiple times in the future. 

 In a sense, blogs are helping people create more shared experiences, building a 

global community. This global community unites through the Internet to help partner, �� 

art, science, technology, diverse cultures, religions, and politics� in a manner unforeseen 

by any other information medium (Shiva, 1996, p.18). Art educators have the opportunity 

to capitalize on these intersections in their classes. Developing a greater awareness of 

how the global community constructed itself could lead to greater sensitivity to the 

concerns of other cultures and the politics of representation.  

Creating a dialogue among their peers may hopefully bring to light to different 

perspectives in students regarding the meaning that one derives from the art object and 

the context of online museums. Dialogic looking engages a person in reflective practices 

to facilitate learning between the visitor and the art object (McKay & Monteverde, 2003). 

This form of looking is predicated on the idea that the viewer of the art object:  

�exchange[s] observations, memories, and associations with partners,  

while maintaining a second, internal dialogue as they work to understand  

the images they encounter (p.40). 

 Developing an experience where a viewer has an initial impression about an art 

object and can engage in discussion with others to affirm or challenge ideas can faciliate 

learning (Barry & Villeneuve, 1998). When speaking across global territory, what is 

deemed offensive to one person is seemingly harmless to others. Therefore, one must 
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understand the importance of the ways that young people are representing their ideas 

through various types of media and visual images (Osborne, 1996).  

Melnick (2002) stated that online worlds have the possibility of erasing cultural, 

economic, and geographical boundaries. The concern lies in the fact that most people do 

not understand these cultural differences, and face interaction with anonymous visitors 

who present themselves with different identities. Perhaps giving individuals a constructed 

experience in response to multicultural issues leads to a more balanced way of expressing 

personal ideas that lead to a better appreciation for others belief systems, values, and 

cultures. Anderson and Milbrandt (2005) stated that by providing a means of 

collaboration through online research may help students develop discussions that are 

integral to learning. Students will find ways to connect to others from various points of 

view and learn from those interactions. 

 

Cultural Institutions 

 

 This section of the literature review addresses cultural institutions that are 

responsible for the maintenance of culture and cultural identity. It begins with a look at 

the physical institution of the museum as a space that displays and encourages discussion 

about culture. Then it reveals a shift to the ideas that help shape individuals� attitudes 

about culture including hegemony and identity. This section continues with a discussion 

regarding the ways that cultural tools are utilized to transform and shape cultural 

institutions. 

Museums 

Institutions like universities and museums offer the possibility of defining what 

constitutes valuable culture. Serving as preservers of culture, museums are institutions 

that provide evidence of people and their environment and contribute to developing 

culture within a community (ICOM, 2004). Through their mission statements, museums 

are able to proclaim their ideas related to the preservation of culture. The importance in 

this for art museums centers on the power that visual representations have on individual�s 

sense of identity and belonging. Museums now face the responsibility of accommodating 

a nation that seeks ways of expressing an increasing diversity of, ��cultural, intellectual, 
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environmental, social, economic, ethnic, national, educational, and generational�� forms 

(American Association of Museums, 1998, p.10). In addressing diversity, museums now 

understand the importance of reflecting the cultures of the audience/s they serves.  

According to Geursen and Rentschler�s (2003) cultural value model, the values of an 

organization and values of society determine what contributions are important to culture. 

When cultural institutions only choose to represent the dominant culture, 

marginzalized groups and subordinate classes lose an even greater sense of equality. 

Diverse societies consist of various perspectives which means that the responses to 

museum exhibitions will vary based on personal experiences and perspectives taken from 

one�s own culture, ethnicity, and history (Hooper-Greenhill, 2000). Often, museums 

display cultural artifacts without focusing on the relevant contextual information that 

attributes different layers of meaning to the object (Chung, 2003). Placing an emphasis 

on the contextual application of the artwork provides one means of addressing 

multiculturalism in the museum. Addressing cultural objects in their context can help 

ensure that relevant information is provided for the visitor.   

In a study done in Santa Ana, California by Gregory, Mattern, and Mitchell 

(2001), a concentrated effort on the arts showed significant improvement of the 

communications in a large and ethnically diverse population. Creating more avenues in 

the arts for diverse populations may increase understanding between representative 

groups. It is important to recognize that communities consist of different cultures. 

 According to Stephen (2001), art museums are also emerging as centers of culture 

that function as places for people to become entertained and informed about the art 

world. In order to strengthen this emergence of museums as centers of culture, these 

institutions must find other ways of reaching out and connecting to the culture of the 

people.  Challenges that institutions like the museum face can include generating interest 

from visitors of various cultural identities and backgrounds. Ross (2004) stated that the 

museum functions as a public space where various groups seek to articulate their cultural 

and social identities through representation. With so many facets to cultural and social 

identities, certain challenges must be addressed. Curator Thelma Golden (1994) stated 

that issues revolving around the politics of representation and race must be discussed in a 

manner that provides alternatives and helps people understand ways to think beyond good 
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and bad. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the ways that politics of representation 

and other issues of cultural identity are maintained by practices like hegemony.  

Hegemony 

Hegemony refers to the practices used by dominant classes or groups to exercise 

control over less privileged classes (Storey, 1998). Practices to maintain dominance 

include control over visual representations and media that profess certain ideologies 

about what is right and moral in certain societies. In American television, the negotiation 

of race and discussion of conflict is monitored by the Federal Communication 

Commission in order to present the ideas that best serve the publics� interests (CLRA, 

1971). These regulations make it difficult for people who want to create dynamic 

programming that allows strong ideas about race to be put forth, discussed, and 

challenged. Television thus forces marginalized groups to conform to the status quo and 

manage images according to the standards of the powerful and dominant groups (Storey, 

1998). Similar to the FCC, cultural institutions like universities and museums manage 

and reinforce ideas about culture. So how can museums ensure that the perspectives of 

underrepresented and less privileged classes are presented? What types of strategies are 

utilized to ensure that audiences are capable of interpreting the beliefs and values of these 

underrepresented cultures? 

Hegemony implies that a society manages conflict through a process of 

negotiation between the dominant class and the subordinate class (Storey, 1998).  In 

France, it was originally thought that a unified society, without distinctions between race, 

serves as a model that abolishes problems with culture wars. Yet, in November 2005, 

riots in France drew attention to the problems regarding the lack of balanced 

representation of race in French society. In an address to the French nation on November 

14, 2005, President Jacques Chirac called the lack of representation for minorities a, 

��crisis of meaning, a crisis of reference points and an identity crisis.� (Moore, 2005).  

Chirac proposed that television media has the ability to build identity and propagate 

ideas. The violence that ensued in France illustrated a worse case scenario that of what 

could happen when powerless segments of a population are unacknowledged. The lack of 

sophisticated representations, or the lack of any representation may pose problems for 
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people trying to find a sense of place in a society. The key is for people to represent 

themselves rather than having it imposed. 

In America, hegemony,��has been structured by liberal notions of race based on 

white ethnicity that emphasizes equal opportunity and not equal power� (Desai, 1996, p. 

20). The control and power of representation in television media still reside in the hands 

of the dominant class. When subordinate classes make their own popular culture text, it 

enables them to resist dominant understandings of the world they live in (Storey, 1998). 

Therefore, I want to understand the perspectives of students regarding visual 

representations in order to understand their ideas about hegemony and whether they have 

bought into the ideas often enforced in cultural institutions and the media. 

So how much power do visual representations have in shaping ideology and 

attitudes about race in the United States?  In order for students to understand the power 

that visual representations have, they must understand that politics are embedded in what 

they view. Visual representations reflect society and the values of both the viewer and 

producer of the art form (Anderson & Milbrandt, 2005).  The misrepresentation of the 

visual resembles a process once used by slave owners to distinguish whites from blacks 

in order to conclude that nature intended these differences, not culture (Parks,2004). To 

understand how power is negotiated within classes, one must know the classifications of 

each group. Examples of symbolic representations found in television demonstrate the 

possibilities of both educated and damaging interpretations (Salomon, 1997).  Without 

critically examining images found on television, audiences face the possibility of making 

general assumptions about a group of people they have no knowledge about.  Television 

provides the means of representation, but only critical examination of programs can 

provide educated opinions and clarity of unfamiliar situations.  

Fiske and Taylor (1991) noted that when people try to understand and represent 

groups of people that they are not directly involved with, they rely on prototypes or 

mental schemas rather than real world experiences for information. Entman and Rojecki 

(2000) stated that prototypes are the, ��unconscious embodiments of stereotypical traits 

that make up a socially constructed category� (p. 160). These statements claim that many 

people rely on television media and to provide them with access to certain people when 

first hand interactions and experiences may offer more authentic information. Stereotypes 
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strengthen hegemonic practices and enforce the dominant ideologies. In order to 

challenge viewers� initial responses to these visual images, a greater variety of depictions 

of other cultures are needed.  

Issues involving race plague many contexts and cultures. bell hooks (1998) 

insisted that new avenues to discuss racism and the politics behind hegemonic forces 

should be established. Television, film, and art are some of the outlets used to negotiate a 

way out of conflict and help resolve some issues of power and control. Traditionally, 

African-Americans have used forms of art and popular culture to challenge ideals of 

white cultural dominance and to create a past that protects their history from disappearing 

(Gray, 2005). The struggle to achieve dominance or power often occurs through visual 

stimuli. This struggle often occurs between opposing ethnic groups, or communities of 

ideological differences.  

San Juan Jr. (1999) noted that the theory of hegemony permits us to look at forms 

and practices that seek to change existing social and political structures. Li (2000) 

suggests that cultural hybridity models challenge established hegemony. Hybridity 

suggests that characteristics of identity are derived from multiple cultural and ethnic 

sources (Sturken and Cartwright, 2001). To understand how culture is shaped and 

presented to large audiences, one can look at the role of museums as purveyors of culture. 

Looking at the art object in the context of the museum as institution presents many ideas 

about the power of the art object in representing the ideals of the dominant culture. 

Hegemony is cultural, not natural; therefore it is possible to engage counter-hegemonic 

practices.  Therefore, my goal through this research is to challenge hegemonic practices 

by engaging students in curating a virtual gallery that challenges and reconstructs 

stereotypical presentations of culture.   

Identity 

When one understands how culture is maintained and produced, it may be 

important for an individual to understand his or her contribution to the maintenance of 

culture. It is thought that identity is regulated through interactions between individuals 

and governing powers and built upon ideas relating to culture (Rojek, 2007). Therefore, 

this study explored individual�s understanding of culture and identity and the ability to 

use this information to challenges existing hegemonic practices. In order to understand 
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the relevance of curating a cultural experience one must understand how certain images 

and media support or refute personal preferences. In an article that discusses the process 

of creating one�s sense of identity, Ronald L. Jackson II (2002) stated that the process of 

negotiating identity involves a person either accepting or rejecting varied sets of 

descriptors that can help define an individual. Jackson referred to the formation of 

identity as: 

�a conscious and mindful process of shifting one�s worldview 

and/or cultural behaviors, so it is possible to be cognizant of a choice 

 to assimilate without understanding that assimilation might have a  

direct effect on future choice-making�.(p.362) 

 Congdon, Stewart, and White (2002) created an identity mapping exercise that 

reveals an individual�s sense of self in relation to his or her community. The illustrated 

model titled Mapping My Identity (See Appendix B) consists of twelve categories 

arranged in a clocklike fashion. Each category, or hour hand, centers on an individual�s 

identity, the centerpiece. The respondent is asked to answer questions that help define his 

or her identity and to rank them in terms of importance in shaping who they are as a 

person. The following categories: gender, geography, family, health, age, economic, 

political, recreational, aesthetic, ethnic, occupational, and religious help show how 

various concepts contribute to the shaping of identity.  

Postcolonial studies also confirm that identity shapes and develops itself through 

numerous categories that define an individual�s sense of being (Fernandez, 1999). The 

categories, taken from the mapping my identity project (Congdon, Stewart, & White. 

2002), see (Appendix B), come into fruition through a set of prompts developed to elicit 

responses from students. A few examples of prompts utilized for the development of 

categories include: 

 

Religious Identity/Community: 

• I consider my religious identity to be what? 

• I share it, or do not share it, with others because why? 
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Gender and Sexual Identity/Community 

• Most of, some of, very few of my teaching decisions are influenced by my 

gender/ gender identity and/or sexual identity 

• I most often choose to spend leisure time with friends of the same? Opposite? 

Sex because? 

 

Racial/Ethnic Identity/Community 

• I consider my ethnic identity a heritage that is informed by my biological 

heritage or my cultural experience because? 

• This part of my identity is important or relatively unimportant because? 

 

 For a full listing of prompts see Appendix B. By answering prompts and mapping 

out one�s own culture, the individual may have a better sense of how their culture relates 

to or differs from others.  This activity also prompts students to rank and prioritize their 

respective communities as it affects their sense of identity. Congdon, Stewart, and White 

(2002) stated that this activity helps individuals become more aware of the varied 

perspectives that may shape their curriculum development. After mapping one�s identity, 

students may share their concepts of identity with others in the class. Entman and Rojecki 

(2000) stated that:  

The very process of making the implicit culture explicit and debating  

its effects on ourselves would engage the members of the two racial  

groups with each other and ultimately, we think, enhance mutual trust and  

understanding (p.218). 

 Having an awareness of how others generate culture and identity possibly enables 

students in a pre-service education class to become better advocates for letting the voices 

of subordinate and powerless cultures be heard. Sava (2000) stated that, �It is through the 

lens of our own identity construction that we come to know and understand others.�� 

(p.104). The mapping my identity exercise (Congdon, Stewart, and White, 2002) may 

help students have a better understanding of meaning as it relates to others sense of 

identity, and how these ideas could transform one�s own sense of identity.  
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Understanding how certain culturally identifying factors contribute to one�s sense 

of interacting with others can help students construct various meanings out of art objects 

or situations. Hein (1998) stated that museums must understand the meaning-making that 

occurs in visitors. Mapping one�s identity will help students create a baseline 

understanding of their ideas about culture as it relates to the decisions they make in 

everyday life.  

 

Cultural Education  

 

 This section focuses on the theories that provide ways of understanding how 

people learn and effective ways to enhance learning experiences. First, this review points 

out ideas from Constructivism that clarifies the importance of understanding experience 

from the view of Dewey�s (1934).  Ideas about schema, zone of proximal development, 

social interaction, and symbolic language demonstrate ways to create a curriculum 

structed on the ideas of culture and socially constructed learning experiences. Finally, I 

address museum and multicultural education as central ideas to shaping this research 

study. 

Constructivism 

Constructivists study, ��the multiple realities constructed by people and the 

implications of those constructions for their lives and interactions with others� (Patton, 

2002, p. 96). So, a constructivist centered study allows the participants to share their 

personal views about culture in a manner that ideas can be challenged, shaped, and 

changed to create new ones. Hollan (2000) also notes how constructivism forces us to 

examine how each learner is a unique case that can illustrate how the mind organizes and 

manufactures an experience.  

Dewey (1934) further explores experience and asserts that a person undergoes a 

process of (1) the primary experience, followed by (2) an individual�s reflection on this 

initial experience that  produces, and (3) reflections that challenge and test his or her 

initial experiences (Azelvandre, 2001). For example, in order for an individual to 

understand an art object, he or she must have the opportunity to see or experience an art 

object, process the object in question, and reflect on that experience. In Dewey�s (1934) 
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significant work Art as Experience, he helped build a foundation of understanding into 

ways that experience and perception shape meaning in individuals with regard to art. 

According to Dewey, ideally, art displays the experiences of a community fostering 

greater understanding and cohesiveness. Since art reflects the experiences of community, 

then the ideas and experiences of the viewers and audience who interpret it should be 

reflected.  

Dewey (1934) also noted that our ability to perceive situations becomes clear 

when we recognize the differences inherent in an object or situation. When one 

recognizes something without fully understanding its qualities and what makes it unique, 

he or she may not develop the ability to perceive the object in its entirety. The 

organization of an experience is further explained by Vygtosky (1997), who stated that 

any form of education must combine, ��the perception of a stimulation, the processing 

of the stimulation, and the responding action� (p.48).   

Vygotsky (1896-1934) built a theory of learning centered on the idea that humans 

construct knowledge through interactions with others (Kozulin, 2003). Constructing our 

own cultural spaces and experiences frequently begins by interacting with the worlds and 

cultural spaces of others. The environment and people around us have the possibility of 

altering what we learn. The ideas of Lev Vygotsky (1997) explain how people construct 

cultural spaces and internalize new information. This theory of sociocultural development 

emphasizes the learner and his or her ability to process cultural symbols and signs of 

communication as they relate to other people.  

Falk and Dierking�s (2000) Contextual Model of Learning (CML) also posits that 

effective learning in museum settings occurs through an understanding of three 

interrelated spheres identified as the personal, physical, and sociocultural contexts. 

Learning in the personal context sphere requires proper motivation, personal interest, 

construction of new knowledge from previous knowledge, and appropriate contexts for 

transferring knowledge (Falk and Dierking, 2000). Therefore, our perceptions of events 

serve as the building blocks and the foundation to new ones. Gombrich (1960) deemed it 

important to have an initial schema or perception, because without it, we are never be 

able to understand certain experiences in our life. Without schema, events do not exist 

and we face the challenge of constantly reinventing our thoughts.  
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 Schema. Schemas allow individuals to process ideas about the social world 

through patterns in information and images (Entman and Rojecki, 2000). On an 

individual level, people have different schemas and ideas about art. Schemas are also 

reflected through a person�s �horizons of expectations� (Alexander, 2003, 181).  In 

horizons of expectations, the horizon suggests the schema and the expectations are ways 

that new ideas assimilate into the pre-existing schemas. So, with so many interpretations, 

horizons of expectations, and schemas, art and museum educators must create an 

audience that wants to learn about art and what different cultural organizations have to 

offer. Horizons of expectations center on the idea that people receive and take in art in 

relationship to the people they interact with. Therefore, it is important to understand how 

audiences receive culture based on one another�s schema or horizon of expectations.  

Gombrich (1960) stated that in order for our schemas or perceptions to change, 

they must be triggered in some way.  Intervention through an outside stimulus needs to 

occur.  Participation within a culture or cultural activities may affect a person�s value 

system, beliefs, and norms, which in turn help develop schema.  DiMaggio (1997) also 

stated that our routines reflect on our most readily available schemata.  Therefore, active 

engagement and interaction within a specific group of people models one way that 

individuals� moderate and cultivate culture. On an individual level, people have different 

schemas and ideas about art. Adding or changing the belief systems of pre-service 

educators about the museum and culture could affect the transmission of ideas to the 

preservice educators� future students and family members. Developing awareness of 

other cultures through the creation of a virtual museum could develop schemas, create 

more interactions with ideas inherent in other cultures, and expand an individual�s 

conception about art.  

According to Vygotsky (1998), learning occurs through lower and higher order 

processes. The first level or phase is lower-order thinking consists of basic memory 

strategies and attention to the environment.  Higher-order thinking, the second phase of 

learning, occurs when cultural influences are internalized (Efland, 2002). Phase one, 

lower-order thinking, connects to the initial behaviors of a student who walks into an 

unfamiliar museum space. This may also reflect a student�s initial experiences while 

participating in creating a virtual museum. More experiences with the museum in the 
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virtual realm may facilitate more familiarity with an actual museum experience, thus 

bringing the pre-service educator to the second phase of learning. The two phases of 

learning are explained more thoroughly through Vygotsky�s ideas based on the zone of 

proximal development. 

 Zone of Proximal Development. The distance between what a person knows and 

what a person is capable of learning through assistance is called the zone of proximal 

development (ZPD) (Efland, 2002). This zone reflects a space where learning will more 

likely occur. It requires that an educator understands the approximate starting point and 

frame-of-reference in the learner so that new information can assimilate.  Developing 

higher-order thinking requires making a transition from one way of thinking to another. 

Vygotsky (1997) used the ZPD to emphasize that learning occurs within a social context 

and with interaction in a community of learners. Without someone to engage the learner, 

travel within the zone of proximal development occurs at a slow rate. Educators who 

have the task of assisting their students must find ways for students to move beyond 

existing sets of ideas and/or experiences to ones that move them forward into higher-

order thinking. Without a teacher or role model, a child will less likely move out of his or 

her comfort zone. That child would maintain satisfaction with the information that he or 

she already knows. Vygotsky (1997) emphasized that our ability to processes abstract 

thoughts and ideas occurs in our zone of proximal development. The comfort zones 

reiterate the actual developmental level that a child works with. 

This study examined and revealed aspects of pre-service educators� zones of 

proximal development related to culture and identity. First, the study revealed the initial 

attitudes and beliefs of pre-service educators toward culture and the visual media. Then, 

it investigated their initial attitudes and thoughts about the tools and institutions built to 

maintain and produce culture like the art museum, the Internet, and popular media.  This 

study sought to understand if connecting ideas found in popular culture help students 

develop an awareness of their ability to look at and analyze media and reflect an 

understanding and appreciation of the meanings generated by other cultures. By 

instructing students to engage in the creation of a virtual museum exhibition, while 

critically discussing and analyzing works of art, this study encouraged students to process 

their thoughts and newly learned concepts.  
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Showing students what they are capable of doing, and introducing new concepts, 

encourages movement within the zone of proximal development. The arts offer many 

ways for people to develop their zone of proximal development. Producing art, 

expressing ideas through symbols, and analyzing art, helps students process new ideas in 

other subjects. Studying symbols found in an art object in relation to one�s personal, 

sociocultural, physical contexts can offer students a better transition in the zone of 

proximal development and possibly help one to understand the culture of others better. A 

person�s perspectives and attitudes can change when applying one domain to another 

(DiMaggio, 1997).  The process of switching domains enables a person to gain insight 

into something that he or she normally does not encounter. Analyzing art can also help 

students have an appreciation for the context and history in which art exists. 

 Social Interaction.Vygotsky�s theory of constructivism also rests on the idea that 

people learn on a social level and then process that information and internalize it as truth 

(Fielding, 1989). Through socially significant activities, individuals can construct images 

across global boundaries (Shepel, 1995). In Falk and Dierking�s (2000) CML, the 

sociocultural context emphasizes the learning that occurs through conversations and 

shared meanings between people. Interacting with classmates and instructors can help 

students process information that one shares. By sharing ideas with the class and in turn 

processing student responses, individuals collect multiple perspectives they will then 

process into knowledge and facts. Gandy Jr. (1998) stated that one must develop an 

introspective awareness and ability to counteract schematic behaviors that address 

difficult topics like race. Having the ability to discuss ideas that fall outside of one�s 

personal belief systems or cultural community could reveal a student�s development of 

cultural awareness as it applies to the politics of representation. Illeris (2006) posited that 

when learners reflect on their learning about cultural constructions, and in turn share that 

reflection with others, they engage in a process that broadens and defies their conceptions 

of said constructions. Therefore, for an individual to effectively process new ideas, one 

must reflect and respond, and if the reflection occurs with others, a greater transfer of 

knowledge occurs. Vygotsky�s (1997) theory also emphasizes that transfer of knowledge 

increases when new ideas are apparent in the context of one�s own social sphere. 
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Social interactions and discussions afford individuals opportunities to find 

collectively shared sets of beliefs and other ideas that challenge existing paradigms of 

thought (Lankford, 2002).  Other ways to discuss forms of social interaction that tie to the 

idea of self and community come from sociological perspectives of theorists like Efland 

(2002) who argue that learning about culture and society is socially constructed. 

Interacting with people who may have different experiences and frames of reference can 

help individuals gain new perspectives about society. In reference to the arts, Vygotsky 

would argue that the arts could not exist because they thrive on community audiences, 

visitors to exhibitions, and participants (Soep, 2002). Without community engagement, 

the arts are devalued. So arts educators must develop means to reflect the culture of the 

community.   

Symbolic language. Culturally situated, signs are a means of communicating 

within a certain social group (Kozulin, 2003). Creating signs and symbols, as done in the 

field of art, shows some of the most basic, innate, forms of communication.  Vygotsky 

(Kozulin, 2003) noted that forms of communication like language, writing, and art, are 

psychological tools, or symbolic artifacts, that enable people to touch on their sense of 

memory and perception. When people receive signs and language as truth, these ideas 

become, ��internalized, they result in behavioral transformations that form a bridge 

between the early and later forms of development� (Efland, 2002, p. 32). In order to 

discern the truth, it seems that one must encounter multiple sources of signs.  

Films and exhibitions are cultural products created with the intention of 

communicating a certain cultural context (Falk and Dierking, 2000). Visual 

representations found in art and the media provide the multiple signs of communication 

that further enhance and bridge an individual�s development. Therefore, for this research, 

I need to understand the system of signs that contributes to the perceptions of students 

and their respective sense of truth. Tracking each individual�s sense of identity and 

culture may provide the insight needed to begin this investigation.  

Since museums also contain cultural objects, one must have the tools necessary to 

interpret the various symbols and signs that are embedded in the objects. If a visitor 

cannot translate and communicate across various systems of signs, then the visitor may 

not have a meaningful experience in a museum. Lankford (2002) stated: 
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Visitors who are best equipped to find significant meaning in works of art and  

attain flow experiences are those who have acquired enough historical and  

cultural knowledge to recognize and read traditions and symbols across societies  

and epochs; who are accomplished at critically analyzing and interpreting works  

of art.� (p.148) 

 People understand symbols and attribute meaning to them through their 

interactions with other people (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998).  If visitors to museums are not 

versed in the methods of communication across cultures, then their sense of 

understanding and meaning-making diminishes.   

Philosopher Ernst Cassirer (Efland, 2002) stated that symbols allow a person to 

remember and process memories while reconstructing them through imagination. This 

statement shows how in order to process information one must recall old information and 

imagine new possibilities. The power of imagination can be released through 

conversations between people of different cultures (Greene, 1995). Imagination in 

relation to the art object allows a person to understand the possibilities that are inherent in 

one�s relationship to the self and society (Hooper-Greenhill, 2000). The role of symbols 

and signs affect a person�s ability to interact with society. So, in order to increase the 

learners� ability to process signs and imagine new ideas, a better understanding of self in 

relation to the art object needs to occur. This may occur through the student�s collective 

creation of a virtual museum.   

Like the museums, the Internet consists of a major system of signs, language, and 

built communities across cultural boundaries. Modern electronic technology has 

facilitated the ability for small cultures and communities to represent their lifestyles and 

experiences across the world (Kurin, 2000).  Once confined to a small circle and a limited 

exchange of ideas, communities of culture can gain knowledge of other cultures and 

systems of signs as they present their own through the Internet. These representations are 

occurring at an even more rapid speed due to high-speed Internet connections and faster 

computer processors.  So how are student populations processing these representations? 

What representations do they seek and explore as they traverse these information 

highways? 
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Another approach to analyzing culture and looking at the ways people use 

reasoning behind their decision-making is Alexander�s (2003) interpretive sociology. 

This sociological perspective seeks answers to questions like, �How do people�s 

decisions influence the values and norms they hold true to their own culture?� 

Sociologists like Alexander investigate how people think, and show how their 

interactions with society affect their knowledge. Understanding how the learner responds 

to his or her culture by contrasting it with another through sociocultural interaction first 

helps the learner perceive a situation, then helps develop his or her schema in order to 

process new information more clearly.  Freire (Sleeter, Torres, & Laughlin, 2004) stated 

that social interactions were critical for the student who wanted to engage in actions that 

transform. According to Falk and Dierking (2000), one must also look at how the 

physical context affects a visitors� learning.  

Museum Education 

Over the years, museum education has shifted from the model that feeds 

information to visitors to one that helps them construct meaningful experiences 

(Lankford, 2002). In order to provide a fruitful educational experience, one must look at 

education as ��a mode of opening the world to critical judgments by the young and to 

their imaginative projections and, in time, to their transformative actions� (Greene, 1995, 

p.56). According to Ross (2004), the museum functions as a public space where various 

groups seek to articulate their cultural and social identities through representation. 

Creating opportunities for pre-service educators to understand methods used by museum 

educators could help them gain new perspectives on teaching in multicultural classrooms. 

These future teachers could have a better understanding of creating dialogues that open 

up discussion for young children whether the subject centers on art, science, or social 

studies.As part of a network of departments in the museum, educators also face the 

responsibility of accommodating various learning types. This study used technological 

museum education strategies, specifically Internet blogging, to help students critically 

analyze the production of visual images while constructing their own meaningful 

experiences.  

 In the article �Educational Excellence in Art Museums: An Agenda for Reform,� 

Patterson B. Williams (1985) addressed a need to develop a curriculum in the public 
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schools that highlights the ability to help students understand the language of the art 

object.  Williams posed the question, ��if arts education is a complement to the basics 

and museum education is a complement to arts education, who is going to invent 

instructional methods to prepare students in the basics of museum literacy?� 

(Williams,1985, p.109) Museum literacy centers on the ability of visitors to find 

personally significant experiences in relation to the art object (Zeller, 1989).  Therefore, 

museum literacy not only allows a person to read objects, it also allows the visitor to 

independently draw upon the resources made available by the museum in a manner that 

empowers the visitor. Beginning with future educators enables the goals of art museum 

education to continue into the school and into the minds of students. Future educators 

need to gain the tools necessary to help their own students understand the importance of 

the art object and its place in education and culture. Only when educators see the 

importance and benefit of utilizing the art museum and studying the art object can they 

see the importance of museum literacy.  

Low (1948-49) also discussed a need for educators to be well versed in museums 

in order to help their future students gain an interest in the arts and to have a better 

understanding of the resources made available by the museums. As stated by Pick and 

Anderton (1996), the role of the museum educator is to provide an audience the life and 

meaning that is necessary to appreciate and understand the arts. Meaning revealed from 

the art object via contextual and personal analysis can help a visitor gain a better 

appreciation for the relevance of art in representing culture. In a study done by Johnson 

(2004), visitors declared that they wanted information about the meaning of the subject 

matter for the artist who produced the work. Visitors demonstrate more interest in the 

iconography and symbolism imbedded in the work rather than ambiguous terminology 

brought about by knowledgeable curators. Creating a space for teachers to find 

connections to the museums may help them understand the value of cross-curricular 

models of instruction. The process of switching domains can enable a person to gain 

insight into something that he or she would normally not have encountered (Sleeter & 

Grant, 1999). 

If people lack the ability to generate personal meaning or identify connections to 

the artifacts and ideas iterated by a museum, then the museum as institution lacks 
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significant cultural value. An art museum situated in a university is less valuable to 

students who did not understand the importance of the arts. Uncertainty of the cultural 

norms, values, and beliefs, of a particular culture affect a person�s judgment and the 

decisions that he or she makes (Alexander, 2003). Learning occurs when visitors are able 

to connect experiences from their life to the exhibitions and displays that are before them 

(Hein, 1998). Providing viewers with questions or inviting them to take on different 

perspectives allows more learning to occur. 

Engaging the museum experience can help pre-service educators understand how 

museums function as preservers and producers of culture, both generating and sustaining 

different cultural communities. By studying how the museum functions as a hub for 

interdisciplinary learning (Barry & Villeneuve, 1998) preservice elementary educators 

may understand ways to communicate ideas about other cultures to their future students. 

Gaining a sense of others� perspectives about culture and visual representations may 

require that students be in tune with their own sense of identity and how it may be 

informed by their choices regarding visual stimuli. Therefore, museum educators must 

find out why certain people are involved in educational programming and why some opt 

not to engage. Developing strategies to facilitate initial connections to the museum and 

understanding why some people take a wealth of knowledge from an exhibition while 

others take nothing, are some concerns of museum educators. Offering connections from 

present cultural contexts to past cultural or historical traditions generates more learning in 

the visitor.  

Architect Michael Graves (Stephen, 2001) comments that art museums have been 

created to function as spaces where people may have discussions, study, and engage in a 

social climate. The design of the space directly relates to how a person interacts with 

others and perceives his or her learning situation. Physical context affects how a person 

behaves or interacts with their environment (Falk and Dierking, 2000). How a person 

interacts with the space they are in may affect what type of learning occurs and how 

much of it takes place. Responding to new ideas shows that students may have developed 

new schemes in relation to what they have perceived and processed. The ability to 

discuss these ideas could represent a change in thought processes. Certain behaviors that 

occur in varied physical spaces and constructs shapes learning in different ways. So, how 
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does asynchronous discussion in a virtual space affect how a person interacts with others? 

Does it change with the space as it does in real space? 

 Falk and Dierking (2000) stated that first time visitors to museums often focus on 

the surroundings and are less apt to develop an astute educational experience in relation 

to the artifacts on display. If a more familiar space like the Internet were connected to the 

museum experience, what kind of learning could occur?  

Multicultural Education 

 Current models of multicultural education can investigate ways that contemporary 

forms illustrate social conditions (Cahan and Kocur, 1994). Connecting past and present 

cultures to generate learning requires an individual to understand the multiple values and 

perspectives of these cultures. But, an even greater challenge occurs when one tries to 

define culture. Oxford�s Dictionary (2001) defines culture as the, ��customs, 

achievements, etc., of a particular civilization� (p.185). When produced and maintained 

through various technological forms, culture signifies a place for, ��making sense of 

social life through negotiation, contestation, and struggle� (Gray, 2005, p.136). Overall, 

culture emulates a tapestry of new ideas, opinions, and beliefs, and customs of others. 

Therefore, strategies in education need address all cultures as potentially equally valid.  A 

response to balancing the needs of all cultures comes in the form of multicultural 

education. Davenport (2000) defines multicultural education as the strategies used to (1) 

address underserved minority populations in the education system and (2) develop 

principles of awareness and acceptance for students of all diverse backgrounds. Desai 

(2000) suggests that multicultural education addresses the need to provide authentic 

representations of historically underrepresented populations in the United States and 

abroad.  

A successful model of multicultural education focuses on ��a global curriculum, 

an appreciation of diversity, a belief in the value of cooperation, and a belief in the 

importance of a caring community� (Ladson-Billings, 1999). This model encourages 

students and instructors to look at ways that marginalized people can have a voice in a 

model of education structured around eurocentric beliefs and principles.  Through 

multicultural art education, people could understand how art has impacted their culture 

and cultures in surrounding communities all over the country (Clark & Zimmerman, 
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1997). Developing an appreciation for the diversity within a nation could bridge more 

understanding and empathy between different cultural communities.  

Currently, many teacher-training programs require courses on diversity awareness 

and arts methods as a form of cross-curricular linkage. Multicultural education allows 

individuals to understand themselves in relation to politics involving race, gender, and 

class (Noel, 2003). My question is if pre-service education majors in an arts methods 

course participated in activities that connected their experiences to the museum, media, 

and the art object, what type of meaning is produced from the experience?  As future 

teachers, these education majors face the possibility of representing many of the cultural 

representations that their future students will encounter, so teachers in the elementary 

classroom must consider how images of cultures are presented. Primary-age children 

already develop misconceptions of others based on images found in comics, storybooks, 

and the media (Ooka Pang, 1991).  Without providing students with a sophisticated 

understanding of other cultures, teachers could support some of the damaging stereotypes 

that cause disharmony in the world today. 

Cipolle (2004) emphasized that education in the community addressed the need of 

democratic change. If culture withers away, then the community will have nothing to 

thrive on. By analyzing and reflecting on the needs of the children in relation to current 

social justice issues, students can work together by adapting different cultural 

perspectives. Helping pre-service educators become more comfortable with the 

usefulness of the museum in the relation to curriculum and education could make 

museum services more effective. McFee (1996) stated that an interdisciplinary 

groundwork covering the ways that art displays the values and beliefs of a society is the 

starting point for any studies in multicultural education. 

 Diversity begets possibilities and, diversity in schooling is a source of possibilities 

for our culture (Eisner, 2004). So, using multicultural education strategies that illuminate 

the impact of the arts for pre-service educators could enable an exchange of different 

cultures to take place. Also, a critical look at the art object in relation the politics of 

representation and multiculturalism allows pre-service educators to become more aware 

of the diverse lives and interests of the students they may work with in the future. The 

politics of representation are not merely understood by the artists producing the work, but 
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also by the audience who receives and analyzes the work (Gray, 2005). By unearthing 

future educators belief systems about race and representation as they relate to the art 

object and popular media, students may become more comfortable discussing ideas 

relevant to multiculturalism as an everyday practice rather than a marginalizing it in the 

school curriculum.  

Examining contextual information and encouraging students to inquire and extract 

information from cultural artifacts is taken from Erickson and Villeneuve�s (2004) 

thematically based inquiry model for analyzing the art object. This model enables the 

student to reveal information about the art object that may not be apparent upon an initial 

viewing. Information related to the art object that produces a more complete picture will 

help the student understand the importance and unique qualities of the object being 

examined. 

Critical Analysis of Cultural Objects 

Over time people acquire the ability to distinguish everyday mundane experiences 

from the exceptional ones through socialization and cultural experiences (Alexander, 

2003). These experiences help one to classify objects and form judgments. Through 

culturally situated life experiences, individuals gain perspectives on everything that they 

encounter. In order for students to understand art objects and media representative of 

other cultures, they must utilize a variety of critical approaches different from the 

dominant eurocentric model.  One approach to analyzing the art and artifacts of another 

culture is Anderson�s (1995) anthropological paradigm. Anderson�s approach to art 

criticism begins with the traditional questions about the art object, �What is it? What does 

it mean? and What is its value?� (p.201) But, as it says in the article, a more culturally 

concerned question addresses the function of the object in its cultural context by asking 

how the object functions: What is it for? Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic 

model of art criticism provides viewer with ways to describe, analyze, interpret, and 

evaluate cultural objects, including asking what is it for? 

Eisner (1999) concluded that studies done in the arts show that students can 

understand culture by analyzing artists� relationships to their settings at the time the work 

was created. Exploring the context in which artworks are created, maintained, or 

presented, can help provide a linkage to students� own sense of identity and culture. So, 
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by first presenting students with culturally challenging images, then asking them to 

provide contextual information, students may help themselves and others develop a 

deeper understanding of the various simple and complex meanings people can ascribe to 

an object. Therefore the analytic model (Anderson and Milbrandt, 2005) demonstrates the 

manner in which one can decode and define art objects, experiences, and the cultural 

context of the objects produced. 

Falk and Dierking�s (2000) CML is also an applicable model to use when 

discussing art objects from other cultures. It focuses on the learners� need to address 

ways that the art object or artifact becomes a part of the personal, physical, and 

sociocultural spheres to elicit meaning in both the producer and the viewer of the artifact. 

Therefore, museum educators now have the capacity to show students how to interact 

with cultures outside their own in a positive manner. Perhaps it will help them have an 

appreciation for diversity later in life, offering them more perspectives when interpreting 

various forms of visual media.  

 

Summary 

 

This review addressed cultural tools, cultural institutions and cultural education in 

order to create a window into the shared experiences of students in this study. Web-

mediated learning strategies, including blogging are tools, are rapidly changing the 

structure of the classroom and becoming integral to the learning environment. These tools 

are shaping the ways that learners process and construct their learning, the Internet is 

shaping how institutions like the museum are addressing the needs of its culturally and 

educationally diverse audiences, all while providing greater access to people on a global 

scale. Cultural education is accommodating technological tools and offering multiple 

opportunities for students to challenge and reevaluate their ideas about identity and the 

ways that culture is maintained in society through culturally challenging images and 

institutions. According to King (1995), examining the, ��links among culture, ideology, 

hegemony, and methodological bias in social science knowledge production,� will 

contribute to a better understanding of the role of multicultural education (p. 268). In the 

next chapter, I further address this review by addressing the structure of the curriculum 
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for this study and revealing how it connected cultural tools, to cultural institutions, while 

addressing cultural education. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Introduction 

 

 This study investigated the characteristics of blogging when integrated into a 

curriculum that addresses topics of art, museum, and multicultural education while 

addressing issues surrounding the politics of representation and cultural identity. It served 

to address multicultural literacy through technologically based art museum education 

strategies. In Chapter one I addressed the significance of addressing rapidly changing 

forms of technology in the fields of museum, art, and multicultural education. Also, I 

defined terminology that illuminated the different ideas that affect preservice elementary 

educators learning in these fields. In Chapter two, I reviewed the literature that helped 

inform the questions necessary for further investigation. In this chapter, I will explain the 

research techniques and methodologies used to further an understanding the experiences 

of preservice educators engaged in this research study. 

 

Setting and Subjects 

 

 This study took place in both a physical classroom situated in the Art Education 

Department at Florida State University in Tallahassee, Florida, and an online virtual 

environment that was hosted by the blogging site www.blogger.com. The intact, 

nonrandom and purposive population included nine out of the eleven students enrolled in 

my section of ARE 3313: Art in the Elementary Schools, Spring Term 2007. The 

participants were all females named: Meredith, Christina, Addison, Izzie, Callie, 

Samantha, Carrie, Charlotte, and Miranda. These are pseudynoms for the actual 

participants in the study. This was a purposive sample that provided rich information 

regarding a specific population of students (Patton, 2002) enrolled in my class. In part, a 

sample of convenience, it served appropriately because I was interested in the meanings 

of a population that I have worked with for several semesters. By conducting the study 
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with my own group of students enrolled in ARE:3313, I was able to immerse myself in 

the study and gain perspectives of students over the course of the semester rather than a 

few select meetings. Purposive sampling is best utilized when a researcher wants to select 

a population or group where a set of phenomena are likely to occur (Denzin  & Lincoln, 

2000). This classroom, with its focus on utilizing studio art and critical analysis 

strategies, afforded me the most opportunity to learn about future educators 

understanding of cultural representations.  

 

Research Questions 

 

There were two guiding research questions for this study: What meanings do pre-

service elementary education majors construct through engaging culturally challenging 

images, focused on identity and cultural hegemony issues, through blogging? How useful 

are traditional critical models of inquiry in blogging and related asynchronous strategies 

for examining these cultural issues as perceived by the participants? 

Supporting questions 

 To address the main questions of this study, I addressed several other questions to 

understand the meanings that students derived from this study. Those questions included: 

1. How do individuals define and negotiate their identities in this study? 

2. How will the blogging structure work? 

3. How are Banks� (1991) value inquiry model and Anderson and Milbrandt�s 

(2005) analytic model utilized to address culturally challenging visual 

material and hegemony?   

 

Overview of the Study 

 

The purpose of this study was to identify preservice elementary educators� 

conceptions of culture and identity through visual representations on a blog and to gain 

insights on how those may be constructed and shared through asynchronous means. This 

research sought to investigate methods that could help students negotiate the multiple 

meanings that people have when encountering culturally challenging images. The 
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representations posted on the blog focused on culturally significant and/or challenging 

stereotypical images. These images and exercises encouraged students� to identify why 

images are problematic and enabled them to use inquiry as a method of constructing 

counter-hegemonic ideas. I wanted to address issues of culture and culture management 

by having the students post and respond to images while simultaneously creating a virtual 

exhibition. For this research, I executed several procedures to better understand the 

experiences of the students involved in this research.  

First, I had the students complete a pre-test (Appendix A) which consisted of six 

open ended questions. This survey was conducted online via the website 

www.surveymonkey.com. This pre-test generated a baseline understanding of students� 

conceptions of culture and representation. Then, I had students define their culture based 

on Congdon, Stewart, and White�s (2002) identity mapping exercise (See Appendix B). 

This exercise, consisted of an identity wheel, and guiding questions/prompts that helped 

each individual define her cultural identity. The wheel will was filled out by each 

participant, and each was expected to describe each aspect of their cultural identity in an 

online open-ended survey administered on www.surveymonkey.com. In order to provide 

an example, and to present myself as part of this study, I participated in the identity 

exercise and answered the survey in order to reveal the cultural categories that define my 

identity. I provided my answers in a packet that I gave to the students at the beginning of 

the study. 

Next, I created a post on a personal blog in order for students to see how I visually 

identify my cultural identity. Following my post, students created their own personal 

blogs and posted images that best illustrated their culturally defined categories according 

to the identity mapping exercise (Appendix B). Each research participant was expected to 

post at least one response or comment to everyone�s personal blog using Anderson and 

Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic model. This initial blog post provided a basic demographic 

base that the other research participants and I used to identify one another. Each student�s 

personal page was linked to a classroom communal blog in order to allow other students 

an opportunity to understand each others� identities and choice in cultural representation.  

To begin the communal blog, I posted two entries of both stereotypical and 

counter hegemonic representations that reflected my culturally defined identity as an 
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African-American female. The first entry consisted of a video clip entitled, A Girl Like 

Me which highlighted culturally challenging aspects of beauty and race within the 

African-American community. My second communal blog post displayed a 1950�s 

advertisement of Aunt Jemima and an artwork from Betye Saar entitled, The Liberation 

of Aunt Jemima.  The video clip and other images are further described in the curriculum 

section of Chapter three. The film clip and visual images were posted in order to 

challenge some student�s conceptions of identity and to help them understand how other 

cultures may view the role that images play in identity management, specifically African-

Americans� perceptions of race. Again, the students used Anderson and Milbrandt�s 

(2005) analytic model of inquiry to understand why the images are problematic for some 

people.  

Next, the students were instructed to post two representations on the communal 

blog; one culturally challenging or counterhegemonic image and one stereotypical 

representation to be commented on by the other participants in the study. I generated a 

posting schedule that appointed specific dates for each participant to post in order to 

make the blogging process more manageable. The groups, labeled Group A, Group B, 

Group C, and Group D, each consisted of three participants. They were assigned to the 

groups in alphabetical order according to their last names. 

On the communal blog, every participant in the study was expected to post at least 

two comments or questions under each entry. The set schedule (Appendix D) allowed the 

respondents time to process, research, and respond to the images before a new blog entry 

appeared on the communal blog. The process of displaying, selecting, and discussing 

various images eventually provided the students with a virtual exhibition, designed by 

their decisions and choices, to represent the ways that culture is maintained and 

rearticulated through images and discussions. 

On the third and final week, the students went back to their personal blog and 

posted a culturally challenging image or representation that they wanted to address. They 

provided the reader with a final reflection and analysis about the image using Anderson 

and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic model. I concluded this study by conducting a post-test 

(Appendix E) and administered this survey on www.surveymonkey.com to determine if 

there were any changes in students� initial attitudes and understandings of blogs, 
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culturally challenging material, and ideas that are relevant to their future careers as 

teachers. Throughout the study, I kept a journal in order to document my initial 

conceptions of what occured during the study, ideas that reflected what occurred during 

the study, and my final thoughts. I used the data from the pre/post tests, Mapping My 

Identity exercise, blog posts, and reflections as a way to cross analyze and triangulate the 

thoughts and opinions of the students throughout the implementation of the study. 

 

Theoretical Foundations 

 

Phenomenology and Constructivism 

This qualitative phenomenological study (Fraenkel and Wallen, 2003) focused on 

the perceptions and experiences of students participating in discussions on a blog. 

Phenomenology is a theoretical approach that investigates the ways in which people 

understand their experience of certain phenomena (Patton, 2002). This study was 

designed to provide the subjects with phenomena, in the form of culturally challenging 

images and media, in an effort to examine the subjects� awareness and potential to 

construct culture, representations, and to curate virtual exhibitions. The experiences were 

documented through analysis of conversations in the classroom, dialogue on the blogs, 

and through pretest/posttests, an identity-mapping exercise, and my personal observations 

kept in a journal. By including responses in a final assessment to the data analyzed from 

the blogs, online surveys, classroom discussions, pretest/posttests, and my personal 

obervations over the course of the study, I tried to gain insight into the experiences of the 

subjects who were presented and chose culturally challenging images.  

 To further expand my understanding of the meanings that the participants 

acquired, I also investigated the ways in which they constructed their particular 

experiences. Bridging a phenomenological approach with constructivist theory helped me 

attain this. Constructivists study, ��the multiple realities constructed by people and the 

implications of those constructions for their lives and interactions with others� (Patton, 

2002, p. 96). Therefore, I get a better understanding of the whole experience under study 

by looking at the different perspectives constructed by the participants. I looked at the 

decisions the participants made regarding their media choices and how they engaged in 
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discussions about the media. Through an analysis of pre-tests/post-tests  and blog entries, 

I determined how the interactions of the participants in the study affected the ways in 

which they constructed new ideas. I hoped to gain insight into the different perspectives 

that students attributed to the images and how cultural backgrounds may affect the 

interpretation of these images.  

 

Curriculum 

 

Based on strategies that I found in the literature review of multicultural education 

and culturally responsive teaching, I employed specific strategies to help students engage 

in discussions that reveal attitudes and perceptions of other cultures. Banks (1991) 

emphasized that a multicultural curriculum focuses on helping students understand 

various perspectives about other cultures while forming new ways of organizing and 

constructing these thoughts. Future educators, who are unable to value and understand 

how students express thoughts, ideas, and responses to images, will have limited access 

to the students� capacity for learning and communicating (Gay, 2000). Therefore, by 

presenting pre-service educators with culturally challenging images and stereotypical 

representations in a blog, they may discover new perspectives and systems of 

communication for cultures different from their own.   

This study is a multifaceted call and response to several culturally challenging 

images and forms of visual media. The questions are structured around Banks� (1991) 

value inquiry model and Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical model. Banks� 

(1991) model is a curriculum for moving students toward empowerment, action, and 

change and it helps students evaluate, examine, and understand their choices regarding 

models of inquiry. In this case, the model of inquiry centers on culturally challenging 

images. The questioning strategies involved in this inquiry are presented below: 

1. Defining and recognizing value problems 

2. Describing value-relevant behavior 

3. Naming values exemplified by the behavior 

4. Determining conflicting values in behavior described 

5. Hypothesizing about the possible consequence of the values analyzed 
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6. Naming alternative values to those described by behavior observed 

7. Hypothesizing about the possible consequences of values analyzed 

8. Declaring value preferences; choosing 

9. Stating reasons, sources, and possible consequences of value choice: 

justifying, hypothesizing, predicting. (Banks, 1991, p.134-135) 

This model served as the framework for the questions and activities posted on the blog. A 

list of questions structured on Banks� (1991) value inquiry model (Appendix C-3) was 

provided for the students involved in the study.  The students were instructed to utilize 

these questions for framing their responses to the images and media that they may be 

untraditional for them to identify with. The complete structure of the curriculum 

implementation is illustrated in Appendix C. 

 Students were also promted to utilize Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic 

critical model as a starting point for analyzing the image or media posted on the blogs. 

The full model and questions for the interactive model are posted in Appendix C-4. 

This model helped individuals involved in this study to first, create a response to an 

image or media clip. Then the model prompted the students to describe what they saw, 

analyze the material, offer interpretations, and then form an evaluation of their thoughts 

related to the material and the context of which the image was created or displayed. Here 

is the framework that students used and a few sample questions: 

 I. Reaction 

A. General Questions 

  1.  What's your first response to this work? 

  2. How does this make you feel? 

  3. What does it make you think of? 

  4. What does it remind you of? 

 II. Description 

 A. Obvious Thematic, Formal, and Technical Qualities 

  1. What images (illusions/pictures of recognizable things) do you  

   see? 

  2. What colors (shapes/textures/etc.) are they? 

  3. Are there any outstanding or unusual features you notice? 
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  4. What else do you see?  (Gently force increasingly subtle  

   discriminations.) 

  5. Are there any dark(light) areas? Rough/unusual textures?   

   Large/small shapes? etc. 

  6. How do you think this work was made?  (What is it, a painting, a  

   sculpture, a photograph, or what?) 

  7. What types of brush strokes (sculptural finish, photograghic  

   technique, etc.) do you see? 

  8. What is the artist's (physical) point of view?  What are your clues? 

 B. Formal Relationships of Shapes and Images to Each Other.  

  The key in formal analysis is to look for relationships between forms and 

 images. Differences such as where a rhythm changes or one thing being 

 bigger or darker or brighter than another are particularly significant clues  

 for meaning.  The focus here is on principles of design.   

  1. What (images, colors, shapes, textures, lines) dominate the image?  

   Why? 

  2. Are there significant negative areas/spaces in work?  What makes  

   them significant? 

  3. What movement do you see?  What elements--line, shape, etc.-- 

   and/or what principles (rhythm, proportion, etc.) cause this? 

  4. Where do you see contrast? What causes it? 

  5. (Focusing on implied movement...) Where are the figures   

   looking/leaning toward/pointing? 

  6. Where does the focus lie in this work?  What causes you to look  

   there?  (Is there a single focus?  Why?  Why not?  What features  

   cause us to see it that way? 

 C. Formal Characterization (Intended impact of the forms, colors, theme, and 

  their relationships) 

  1. What mood is presented?  How are we meant to feel in the   

   presence of this piece? Why? What's the evidence? 
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  2. Why are we meant to focus where we do?  (Why is there no central 

   focus or why is there a central focus?) 

  3. Is this realistic? formalistic?  expressivistic?  

  4. Is this primitive, slick, aggressive, bold, intellectual, overpowering, 

   timid, monumental, fluid, abstract, cool, static, rhythmic, hot,  

   etc?...  How?  Why?  What's the  evidence? 

  5. (Sometimes your strategy needs to focus on asking opposites to get 

   to the character of a piece...)  What if the background were a  

   different color?  What if it were done realistically instead of in  

   exaggerated forms?  What if it had soft edges instead of hard?  and 

   so on... 

 D. Contextual Examination (Historical and Cultural Context)  

   These questions will normally be answered by the teacher or through 

  outside research. 

  1. Who did the work? 

  2.  What was the artist's point or intention? 

  3. What is the title? 

  4. When and where was the work done? 

  5. How does it reflect that place and those times? 

  6. What style is it considered to be? 

  7. Does it have or has it ever had a functional purpose?  What? 

  8. What influenced its production (social context, other art,   

   technology available)? 

  9. What impact has the work had on work that came later or on  

   society in general? 

  10. What does the work tell us about the people who originally made  

   and used it? 

III. Interpretation  

 A. General Questions 
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  1. What do you think this work means?  (Remind students of the  

   subject matter, qualities, and character as they described them to p 

   rompt interpretations.)    

  2. If you were inside the work, as a particular character, abstract form 

   or figure, what would you be thinking/feeling? 

  4. (In the face of non-objective or highly abstract work...) What does  

   it make you think of or remind you of?     

  5. What would you entitle this work if you were the artist? Why? 

 V. Evaluation 

 A. Personal Experience 

  1. What was your experience in critiquing this work? 

  2. Have your perceptions/feelings of it changed since we started?   

   How? 

  3. Would you like to have it for your own?  Why/why not? 

  4. Do you feel a need to resolve what you found through visual  

   critique versus what you found in the contextual examination?   

   Can this be done?  How? 

 B. Aesthetic Judgment 

  1. Do you think the work is good in and of itself?  Why or why not?  

   What criteria do you base that on?  (Answers can be about   

   technique, skill level, expressive power, beauty, and other qualities 

   to be found in the work itself.) 

 C. Contextual Judgment 

  1. Did the work address some significant human problem or need?   

   Did it do it well? Why or why not? 

 D.  Final Judgment   

  1. Was the work up to the task we have determined that set for itself? 

Was it worth making? 

  2. Ultimately was it worth examining?  Why/why not? 

 Utilizing Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical model with Banks� 

(1991) value-inquiry model provided the questions necessary to address ideas and images 
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posted on both students personal and communal blog posts. The following chart and 

diagram are color-coded displays of the curriculum that show the process that the 

students engaged in for a three-week period. 

 

 

Pre-test: Initial conceptions of culture 

Mapping My Identity: Personal definition of culture and identity 

      Blogging: Displaying, sharing, and discussing culture 

      Final Assessment: Reflection of ideas found in blogs and identity exercise,        

      Post-test: Final definition of culture 

Figure  3.1  Color-coded schedule of three-week study 

 

PRE-TEST 

 

                            

 

 

 

 

DAY 1 

 

Congdon, 

Stewart, White 

(2002) Mapping 

My Identity 

Exercise 

 

 

DAY 2 

 

- Create a blogger.com 

personal page 

- Post an image or 

media clip that reflects 

your cultural identity.  

 

 

DAY 3 

  

- Post responses to 

each participants 

personal blog 

 

 

 

 

DAY 4 

 

- Use Anderson & 

Milbrandt�s (2005) 

analytic critical model, 

post at least TWO 

responses to the starter 

posts on the communal 

blog. 

DAY 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 6   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 7 

Group A 

Post images/media that 

1.) Are stereotypical of 

your culture 

2.) Challenge ideas 

about your cultural 

identity 

(Everyone else must 

respond to each post at 

least TWO times) 

                 DAY 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 9 

Group B 

Post images/media that 

1.) Are stereotypical of 

your culture 

2.) Challenge ideas 

about your cultural 

identity 

(Everyone else must 

respond to each post at 

least TWO times) 

DAY 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 11 

Group C 

Post images/media that 

1.) Are stereotypical of 

your culture 

2.) Challenge ideas 

about your cultural 

identity 

(Everyone else must 

respond to each post at 

least TWO times) 

DAY 12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 13 

Group D 

Post images/media that 

1.) Are stereotypical of 

your culture 

2.) Challenge ideas 

about your cultural 

identity 

(Everyone else must 

respond to each post at 

least TWO times) 

DAY 14 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 15 

Post one final 

image and 

reflection on 

your personal 

blog 

             DAY 16 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 17 

 

FINAL 

ASSESSMENT 

 

 

DAY 18 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 19 

 

 

 

 

   

DAY 20 

 

POST-TEST 

 

 

 

DAY 21 
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The students began with a pre-test (Appendix A) on Day 1, then completed the 

Mapping My Identity (Congdon, Stewart, & White, 2002) exercise (Appendix B) on Day 

2 and used it as a reference point for the first blog post on their personal page. Each 

student had access to one another�s personal blogs via a hyperlink on the classroom 

communal blog. On their personal blogs, the students demonstrated their understanding 

of one another�s cultural identity by posting responses using Anderson and Milbrandt�s 

(2005) analytic critical model (Appendix C-4) in conjunction with Banks (1991) value 

inquiry model (Appendix C-3). The participants were encouraged to post their reactions, 

interpretations, and evaluations of what they see on one another�s personal pages. They 

then posted culturally challenging material in a communal blog, and at the conclusion of 

the study answered a final assessment and a post-test survey in order to asses their 

experiences of the curriculum, understand the meanings they had as a result of the study,  

and to note if their ideas about identity, culture had changed from the pre-test to the post-

test. The following diagram shows the stages from pre-test to post-test and the arrows 

demonstrate progression of students experiences. 

 

Pre-test: Initial conceptions of culture 

      Mapping My Identity: Personal definition of culture      

 and identity 

     Blogging: Displaying, sharing, and discussing  

 culture 

     Final Assessment: Reflection of ideas found in 

 blogs and identity exercise, significance of 

 culture revealed 

     Post-test: Final definition of culture 

 

Figure 3.2 Outward progression of sequence of events and participants experiences 

 

I began the community blog with my own posts regarding race and hegemonic 

representation. I selected these images as a way to represent ideas that I, as an African-

American female, find culturally challenging. It provided an example to the other 
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research participants of material that is difficult and complex, but necessary in identifying 

hegemonic ideas. 

Race and hegemonic representation 

I began the blog by presenting students with a small media clip entitled A Girl 

Like Me (http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1091431409617440489), a mini-

documentary directed by Kiri Davis, a 16 year-old African-American female high school 

student in New York City. This clip produced by Reel Works Teen Filmmaking, and 

presented in the sixth annual media that matters film festival, reflects on a 50 year-old 

study done by Dr. Kenneth Clark (Rossell, 1980) that centers on African-American 

children and young adults� conceptions of race and beauty. This video looked at a study 

conducted with African-American elementary students and their responses to a question 

posed by Davis based on students� perceptions of pretty and ugly dolls and race. This clip 

showed how the media may play a role in students� identity and conceptions of beauty 

and served as a starting point for this study and investigation.  

After viewing this video clip, students were asked to describe what they saw. 

Using Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic model, combined with Banks� (1991) 

value inquiry model, I encouraged discussions and responses to help the students 

describe, analyze, interpret, and evaluate the clip. This lesson plan format is based upon 

Anderson and Taylor�s (1993) curriculum resource guide entitled Multicultural Arts 

Education: Guidelines, Instructional Units and Resources for Art, Dance, Music and 

Theater Grades K-12.  
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Lesson # 1 

A Girl Like Me 

 

Figure 3.3. Video still from the youth documentary A Girl Like Me. Kiri Davis: Director, 

Reel Works Teen Filmmaking 

 

Activity Title: A Girl Like Me 

Grade Level: Third-year elementary education majors 

Time Needed: One class period 

Disciplines: Art , Social Studies 

Primary Outcomes: Students will learn about Kiri Davis� adaptation of an earlier study 

implemented by Dr. Clark, with African-American children and during Brown versus 

Board of Education, to understand the ways in which perceptions of beauty are affected 

by race.   

Content Base: The researcher will present the students with a video clip entitled A Girl 

Like Me. 

Cultural and Historical Objectives: Students will give examples of how different people 

sometimes see the same thing in different ways. 

Vocabulary: stereotype, politics of representation 

Resources and Materials: Video clip of Kiri Davis� clip entitled A Girl Like Me. 

(http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1091431409617440489) 

Procedures: The researcher will present the clip and encourage contextual examination by 

the other participants in the study. 
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For the next lesson, I began with another culturally challenging image that had 

multiple layers of messages and meanings and historical context.  

LESSON # 2 

Aunt Jemima�s Last Stand 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Aunt Jemima advertisement 1950 
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    Figure 3.5 The Liberation of Aunt Jemima 1972 Betye Saar 

 

Activity Title: Aunt Jemima�s Last Stand 

Grade Level: Third-year elementary education majors 

Time Needed: One class period 

Disciplines:  Art, Social Studies 

Primary Outcomes: Students will learn about Betye Saar�s interpretation of Aunt Jemima 

and discover the historical ideas that contributed to the creation of this image. 
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Content Base: The researcher will present the students with an online reproduction of a 

1950s Aunt Jemima advertisement contrasted with Betye Saar�s The Liberation of Aunt 

Jemima.  

Cultural and Historical Objective: Students will inquire about the historical and cultural 

context of this image. 

Vocabulary: stereotype, politics of representation 

Resources and Materials: Reproduction of 1950s advertisement and Betye Saar�s The 

Liberation of Aunt Jemima.  

Procedures: The researcher will present the images without any summaries to let the 

students guide the inquiry and analysis. 

 

LESSON #3 

Presenting Cultural Identity 

Activity Title: Inviting Inquiry by Sharing Personal Cultural Challenges 

Grade Level: Third-year elementary education majors 

Time Needed: Self-directed time over the course of one week 

Disciplines: Art, Social Studies 

Primary Outcomes: Students will display their ability to present images/media that 

represent an important aspect of their cultural identity on a personal blog page. 

Students will then create a communal blog post that displays images/media that present a 

stereotypical representation and/or culturally challenging aspect of their cultural identity.  

Content Base: The research participants will present material, context, and questions to 

probe other participants to respond to blog postings 

Cultural and Historical Objective: Students will inquire about the historical and cultural 

context of this image. 

Vocabulary: stereotype, politics of representation 

Resources and Materials: Blogger.com website  

Procedures: The procedures listed here provide a brief overview of the curriculum as it 

was originally designed. The detailed events of the procedures as they occurred are 

outlined in Chapter 4. 
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1. Students were assigned to one of four groups (Group A, Group B, Group C, 

Group D) that each consisted of three members, assigned alphabetically by last 

name. 

2. Group A had one day to post an image/media clip on the communal blog that 

characterized an aspect of their cultural identity in a negative way and one 

image/media clip that challenged the stereotypical representation. The next group 

did not post for two days in order to allow everyone to create a dialogue based on 

the first three students� postings. The schedule was designed to have the 

communal blog posts and responses only take one week, in order for me to 

implement the post-test, final assessment, and for students to make one final post 

on their personal pages. 

3. Group B posted the next set of images for me and the other research participants 

to respond to. 

 A calendar of all events as they occurred is provided in Appendix C-1. Students 

were presented with question guides from Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic 

model of art criticism (Appendix C-4) along with a list of the following questions based 

on Banks� (1991) value inquiry model (Appendix C-3). Over the course of the blogging 

curriculum, activities occurred in class that added to the experiences that occurred with 

the blogs. I kept a record of the conversations that added insights to the ideas that were 

discussed in the curriculum. I added these to the report in Chapter 4 to provide the reader 

with insight into the ways that the online blogging curriculum connected to conversations 

held in class. 

 

Blogging Procedures 

 

 On Wednesday, October 4, 2006, in preparation for this study, I participated in a 

workshop at Florida State University entitled Blogs: New Technologies for Learning. 

This workshop, offered to faculty and instructors through the Center for Teaching and 

Learning, provided insights into the possible uses of blogging in the classroom. The 

course provided strategies for utilizing a blog and suggested that instructors address the 

following questions:  
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• What learning objectives am I trying to achieve? 

• Will each student have her/his own blog? 

• What blogging software will I recommend or require? 

• Will students be required to use certain multimedia elements in their blogs? 

• I will read students' blogs ___ times a week. 

• I will respond to students' posts ___ times a week. 

• My students should be willing to spend ___ hours a week blogging. 

• I will be willing to spend ____ hours a week interacting with students' blogs. 

•  I will assess blog entries based on the following: ___, ____, ____ 

 I addressed these specific procedures for blogging and applied it to the curriculum 

for this study. The objective of the study was to capture insights into pre-service 

elementary educators� conceptions of culturally challenging images and media. I wanted 

to understand how they responded to questions regarding these images, engaged in 

discussions, and how they chose to represent their findings in a blog. Students began by 

creating a private account on blogger.com that was hyperlinked to the classroom blog. 

The classroom blog was private and only accessible for the participants engaged in the 

study. Students were required to understand ways to post images and written material in 

blog posts. Tutorials and assistance were provided on blogger.com and I also assisted 

students in working with the blog. As the instructor, I was available to answer any 

questions and/or concerns in class or through e-mail correspondence.  

 The blogging curriculum was implemented over a three-week period; I read the 

students� blogs on a daily basis. I also responded to the students� blogs on a daily basis in 

order to maintain consistent communication and dialogue.  Everyone in the study was 

expected to respond to the blogs posted by me and the other research participants as soon 

as they were updated. As all of the research participants and I updated the blogs, I 

assessed the blog entries based on students� answers to questions posted in the classroom 

blog, generation of questions for other classmates, and their responses including 

additional images, ideas, and hyperlinks. I hoped that by allowing students to select and 

post culturally challenging images that they in turn create a virtual museum that included 

a representative sample of the culture and identity of the class. The idea of creating a 

virtual exhibition based on the decisions of each research participant could be used to 
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help students understand the culture of a museum exhibition and perhaps prepare them 

for analyzing and discussing art objects outside of the classroom and in cultural 

institutions. 

 

Instrumentation 

 

Several assessment instruments were implemented in this research study. First, I 

implemented a pre-test (Appendix A) that provided me with a baseline understanding of 

the students� conceptions of culture, museum education, and web-mediated experiences. 

Next, I had students identify their culture through the implementation of Congdon, 

Stewart, and White�s (2002) identity mapping exercise (Appendix B). Then, I 

implemented the blogging curriculum which served as another source of data to be 

analyzed. In addition, I implemented a post test (Appendix E) and final assessment 

(Appendix F) in order to track any new meanings attributed to engaging in the 

multicultural blog curriculum. Finally, I triangulated the data with notes from my 

observation journal to further unravel the meanings that the participants developed as a 

result of this study.  

 

Assessment 

 

Many sources of data were analyzed and coded in order to understand the 

meanings that students gained as a result of participating in this curriculum. First I 

analyzed the responses to the pre-test (Appendix A) that addressed the participants initial 

understanding of culture and its dissemination. This open-ended questionnaire allowed 

the participant�s to use their own language in defining culture and their opinions 

regarding culture. The pre-test consisted of questions that looked at students� ideas about 

controversial images and the influence that media has on culture and identity. I used Falk 

and Dierkings�s (2000) Contextual Model of Learning as an initial framework for 

organizing the pre-test/post-test data to see how the personal, sociocultural, and physical 

contexts presented themselves in the initial data analysis. This helped me get a baseline 

understanding of any changes from the pre-test/post-test results (personal context) that 
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may have come about from interactions with classmates (sociocultural context) or the 

virtual space created by the blog (physical context). To see the complete results of the 

changes or lack thereof in pre-test and post-test see Chapter 5. 

Then, I analyzed the data that the students revealed in the Mapping My Identity 

exercise (see Appendix B). Using the categories from the Mapping My Identity exercise 

(Appendix B) as pre-figured foci, I was able to begin analyzing the ways that students 

classified their identity. As part of the exercise, students were instructed to fill in identity 

wheels that ranked, in order of importance, how twelve established categories contributed 

to their identity. The categories were: religion, gender, geography, family, health, age, 

economic, political, recreation, aesthetics, ethnicity, and occupations. During this time, I 

also looked at the Mapping My Identity wheels that each student completed and noted the 

categories that appeared the most in terms of ranking. Combining the codes from the 

mapping my identity exercise, with the data-driven codes from the pretest, allowed me to 

see the initial patterns and themes which I then applied to the blogging data, post test, and 

final assessment. For an illustration of these codes see Appendix N. 

Using the themes from the mapping my identity exercises enabled me find themes 

from the personal and communal blogs. I used prefigured foci from the mapping my 

identity exercise to analyze the blogs and in order to note if any themes emerged that 

were not addressed in the original categories. After printing out the entire blogs, I had a 

complete transcript of all the conversations, images, and summaries that occurred. I 

analyzed these transcripts line by line in order to code the information. The personal and 

communal blogs were placed, in their entirety, in the appendices (See Appendix F & G).   

Taking this information, I then employed content analysis in order to help me 

establish linkages between what the participants said in their pre-test/post-test and 

compared it to what they posted and discussed on the blog (Silverman, 2001). Following 

this, I triangulated the data by comparing the analysis of the pre-test/post test surveys, 

mapping my identity exercise, personal and communal blogs, and compared the 

responses to the responses in the final assessment (Appendix E) and my field notes.  

In addition, I used my personal journal reflections and fieldnotes taken over the 

course of the study as they correlated with the students� data. Using reflections from my 

own personal journal helped me clarify ways that I deal with culturally challenging 
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images and help me better relate to the inferences garnered by the rest of the participants 

(Banks, 1991). Personal reflections and memos helped me track any, ��speculation, 

feelings, problems, ideas, hunches, impressions, and prejudices� (Bogdan & Biklen, 123, 

1998) that I had over the course of the study. My journal also began before the study and 

captured my initial conceptions regarding the study and what I thought would occur. I did 

a daily assessment of the blog and articulated what I learned while raising any questions 

about the research exercise. Notes were also taken during the analysis portion of this 

research in order to note any significant ideas that emerged as a result of coding the data. 

Analyzing all of this content helped me see how the participants created meaning as it 

related to blogging about culturally challenging material. All of this information provided 

the reliability necessary to shed light on the students� conceptions of culture, technology, 

and visual representation (Creswell, 1998).  This insight provided me with information 

and gave me insights necessary to alter or change the curriculum for future classes. 

In addition to the blogging text, I analyzed the visual data provided by the 

students and investigated the denotations and connotations of the images posted on the 

blog. These meanings are both the surface meanings and deeper embedded symbolic 

meanings implied by the representations (Silverman, 2001). Assessing visual data and 

aligning it to the text posted by the participants by the study allowed me to understand the 

different ways that culturally challenging material was presented and understood by a 

variety of students. Looking at the ways that signs and systems are communicated in 

different ways helped me learn new strategies that are useful for helping future students 

analyze and interpret culturally challenging material. 

 

Coding 

 

 I employed several coding strategies to analyze the data collected from the blogs, 

pre/post tests, and interviews. After analyzing the data I found patterns in the documents 

that I analyzed (Boyatzis, 1998). After finding significant themes and patterns that 

emerged from the initial analysis of the data, I created codes that helped identify each 

aspect of the students� personal data. Then, I looked for significant codes that pertained to 
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themes created through the research question and supporting questions. I based my 

coding on coding families taken from Bogdan and Biklen (1998) which are shown here:  

Definition of the situation code: statements regarding how the students particular  

identity classification pertains to their statements in the study. 

Subjects� Ways of Thinking about People and Objects: statements made regarding  

participants� methods of identifying other cultures and culturally challenging 

material  

 In addition, I applied Boyatzis� (1998) strategy for developing a code that has 

higher instances of interrater reliability and validity. The following list explains the 

framework I used to define the codes: 

1. A label 

2. A definition of what the theme concerns 

3. A description of how to know when the theme occurs 

4. A description of any qualifications or exclusions to the identification of the 

theme 

5. Examples, both positive and negative, to eliminate possible confusion when 

looking for the theme. 

 Here are examples of themes that occurred in the analysis of my data: 

Theme 1 

 Label- Values/Family 

 Definition- The person describes the influence of the family including parents,  

grandparents, siblings, relatives, spouses, that influence their decisions, 

behaviors, or attitudes, about culture. 

Indicators- Coded when the person writes, �Family is of great significance to  

me,� �My sisters are my best friends, and my dad is the most important 

person in my life.�  

Differentiation- when the person refers to cultural experiences or activites �My  

family used to always go on picnics when I was younger.� 

Theme 2 

 Label- Cultural Experiences/Family 

Definition- The person describes holidays, traditions, or experiences that relate to  
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or reflect an aspect of their personal or another person�s cultural identity. 

Indicators- Coded when the person writes, �My family and I used to take several  

day trips to the beach just to relax and escape from the stress of school, 

work, and life in general 

Differentiation- when the person refers to an idea not an experience.  

Examples include when someone includes a value statement and says, �I  

still have a great loving family that support me in what I wish to do with 

my life,� or �I found out that many have great families that they love to be 

around and friends that are their greatest support.� 

Theme 3 

 Label- Growth/Challenges 

Definition- The person describes events, material or experiences that reflect  

challenges, conflict and/or stereotypes. 

Indicators- Coded when the person writes, �Anything that put down American  

women was a good enough reason to choose,� or ��a biased or 

misinterpreted portrayal of a culture in which case this picture mocks or 

pokes fun at someone�s beliefs or heritage.� 

Differentiation- when the person refers to awareness of new ideas and not the  

actual moment of challenge or conflict. � 

 After I created my initial codes, I asked an expert, who has experience conducting 

research and has a Ph.D in Educational Administration, to review my data and check to 

codes for interrater reliability. After refining the initial themes and codes, I looked for 

any correlations between the participant-derived themes and the themes generated from 

the review of literature that resulted in my supporting questions for this study. After 

confirming these codes, I looked for more emerging patterns from my comparison of the 

various data sets in order to focus the codes into more manageable descriptions.  

 

Reporting 

 

Based upon a model of phenomenological inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000), in 

Chapters four and five I provided the reader with textual, structural, and overall narrative 
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descriptions of the experiences of both myself and participants in the study (Creswell, 

1998). The textual interpretation looked at what occurred during the study. The structural 

description addressed the different ways in which the experience occurred with me and 

the participants. Finally, I captured the overall essence of the experience and explained 

what could be learned as a result of this research. My intent was to provide the reader 

with an in-depth narrative report in order to highlight the lived experiences of the 

participants in the study.  

The narrative report is a method of reporting qualitative data and considers the 

audience, encoding, quotes, and researcher representation (Creswell, 1998).  I provided 

my colleagues in art education, future educators, and museum professionals with insights 

into the experiences of students who perceive, process, and respond to challenging 

images. My intention was to bring the reader into the world of the research participants in 

a narrative format, rather than presenting piecemeal quotes, to offer the reader a 

comprehensive look into the experience of multicultural pedagogy. By providing first-

hand accounts and quotes from the participants, I demonstrated how the students reacted 

and responded to the study. I concluded with a reflection of my personal journey 

throughout the study and how it affected my perceptions of culturally challenging images 

and strategies utilized in the classroom to empower students to create multiple 

perspectives.  

 

Summary 

 

 This chapter reviewed the methodology utilized in this study. In order to address 

the research questions, I implemented several instruments to gain an understanding of 

students� experiences as it related to identity and culturally challenging material 

implemented in a curriculum. Utilizing a pre-test and post-test along with a mapping my 

identity exercise, provided a baseline understanding of students conceptions of culture. 

The theoretical foundations of phenomenology and constructivism helped me establish a 

multicultural curriculum that was implemented over a three-week period using blogging. 

Within the curriculum, I reviewed the use of Banks� (1991) value-inquiry model and 
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Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic cultural model that were included to help 

students analyze the challenging material and aid in the discussions on the blog. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

NARRATIVE EVIDENCE AND FINDINGS 

 

This study examined the meanings that pre-service elementary education majors 

constructed through their engagement with culturally challenging images and stereotypes 

focused on issues of identity and cultural hegemony. In Chapter 1, I presented a need for 

the study and the background of its establishment. In Chapter 2, I presented the literature 

and a theoretical framework that pointed to a need for addressing multicultural learning 

in the classroom, hegemony, and technological tools for bridging practices in the 

classroom to the museum world. In Chapter 3, I presented the methodology for the study, 

including the curriculum which consisted of a three-week study challenging students to 

reveal their understanding of culture (Appendix A), identity (Appendix B) and blogging 

as methods of addressing cultural issues found in the media and in the classroom. In this 

section, I examine traditional critical models of inquiry with related asynchronous 

strategies for examining these cultural issues and the ways that blogging elicited meaning 

from the participants.  

In this chapter, I revealed the actualized curriculum by presenting an introduction 

to the setting and participants as described in my field notes. Then, I identified the each 

aspect of the study as it occurred by first addressing meaningful passages from the pre-

test questionnaire (Appendix A) and Mapping My Identity exercise (Appendix B).  Next, 

I selected notable passages from each participant�s personal blog (Appendix F) to show 

how each student presented their respective identities to their classmates. Then, I 

presented the communal blog posts from each participant (Appendix G) that depicts 

culturally challenging and stereotypical material. The full transcripts of the personal 

blogs and communal blogs are presented in the sppendices F and G.  I presented this data 

in order to give the reader an overall sense of the curriculum as it occurred. Throughout 

this narration, I included my field notes and observations to present the reader with a 

holistic account of the events in this study. I made sense of this study as I saw it and 

demonstrated the meanings that I made from it (Wolcott, 2001). I addressed aspects of 
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each participant�s story to help the reader understand the different perspectives that 

merged together to address cultural stereotypes through blogging.  

Later in Chapter 5, I addressed all of the data presented here in Chapter 4, 

analyzed and coded it to answer the main research questions: What meanings do pre-

service elementary education majors construct through engaging culturally challenging 

images, focused on identity and cultural hegemony issues, through blogging? How useful 

are traditional critical models of inquiry in blogging and related asynchronous strategies 

for examining these cultural issues in the minds of the participants? I provided 

implications for this study and offer further recommendations for the museum and 

educators. Here I provide the data in narrative form. 

 

Starting Out 

 

 The spring 2007 semester is almost over and it is time to begin my research study 

with my section of the class ARE 3313: Art in the Elementary Schools. Although the 

class is small in number, eleven, compared to the usual eighteen, I anticipated that a 

wealth of information would be acquired from each person. The students, all Caucasian 

women, appear anxious to come to class each Monday and Wednesday at 4:00pm. It 

surprises me to see them walk into class with an upbeat energy since I know that for at 

least nine of them, this class falls at the end of a long block of classes that starts at 

11:00am. They tell me that since this is art class, it is supposed to be �fun�, not as 

grueling as their other classes. We meet in room 011 of the William Johnston building at 

Florida State University. Oddly enough, this classroom is located in the basement, but is 

well lit because it is at the ground level and has large windows lining two walls 

overlooking Landis Green, the center of campus. Each day, students come into class and 

arrange themselves in a square around a series of four beige rectangular tables. I sit at the 

front of the classroom right next to the door, and generally everyone filters in around me 

to their �usual� unassigned seats.  

For the past few classes, I have come in at 3:30 p.m. and the students that have 

arrived are already doing work on their journals or some art project. Most of the time I 

have to pry them away from their projects to begin class with a discussion of the 
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homework and readings that were assigned in previous classes. Even though they all just 

met this semester, everyone in class seems to have developed close relationships with one 

another. Most of the students appear comfortable talking in class and expressing their 

viewpoints. I�ve told them about the study and they seem anxious to get it started. I 

mentioned that they would be blogging and a few of them looked perplexed and asked 

what blogging was. Although all eleven students agreed to participate in this study, only 

nine ended up completing all the assignments related to the study. Therefore, I will 

present the journeys of each of those nine participants, whose names have been changed 

to protect their identity. The pseudonyms of those students who participated are: 

Addison, Izzie, Christina, Brittney, Carrie, Charlotte, Meredith, Callie, and Samantha. 

 I gave each student a packet that explained this study and the curriculum in detail 

(Appendix C) in order for them to understand the schedule in a detailed manner. It 

consisted of a calendar (Appendix C-1), week-by-week explanation of events (Appendix 

C-2), and a list of questions taken from Banks� (1991) value inquiry model (Appendix C-

3) and Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical model (Appendix C-4) as 

reference for posting comments on the blogs. After teaching many semesters of this arts 

methods class, I realized that providing explicit step-by-step instructions to the 

elementary education majors prevents a flurry of repetitive questions. With all the steps 

clearly laid out, I expected the process to be painless. Later I realized that this was not 

always the case. The students were excited to receive their personalized packets. They 

immediately noted the design of the cover sheet with each of their names. The paper used 

for the cover sheet had a blue background with clouds near the top. On the bottom were 

cartoon images of children from various ethnic backgrounds. They asked me where I got 

the paper (Staples) and they said that it was appropriate since they are teaching 

elementary students like this in the future. I intentionally used the paper to set up the 

theme of the study, a focus on culture and representation. 

I anxiously anticipated the start of this study for numerous reasons. Certain 

discussions occurring in class were ones that I felt that could be addressed through the 

blogging process. I wondered how much deeper some of the topics, including culture, 

religion, and aesthetics, could be addressed in an online forum. I imagined that with the 

addition of visual evidence and online resources, perhaps some of these conversations 
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could have taken more enlightening directions. Presumably some of the discussions 

where opinions differed extremely could have been resolved.  

For example, before this study began, the students and I were sitting and talking 

in class about the semester; how students were managing work, school, and social lives. 

Somehow, the typical humid Florida weather elicited conversations about hair when 

Addison proclaimed, �Boy, I�m glad I�m not African-American because I don�t know 

how I would deal with that hair.� The statement caught me off-guard and I looked at her 

and said,  

�You DO realize I am African-American right?� 

Addison replied, �Yeah, but you don�t have that hair.� 

 The tension was thick in the air and Sara promptly tried to change the discussion. 

Next to me, Izzie started talking about how her boyfriend�s roommate is black but 

doesn�t even look like it.  �Actually, he�s half white I think, and I remember some friends 

saying something in front of him without realizing that he�s black,� said Izzie. 

I acknowledged Izzie and told her that black people do have different skin tones, 

hair types and that sometimes it is hard to distinguish. I was unnerved when Addison 

jumped in the conversation again saying, �Okay, I wanna [sic] get back to this 

conversation, cause [sic] I�m just saying, I don�t know if I could only wash my hair once 

a week,� said Addison exasperated. 

�Have you ever thought that maybe some black girls are glad they do not want to 

wash their hair everyday?� I replied. 

�Audra, how many times do YOU wash your hair a week?� asked Izzie.  

 I told her that it depends if my hair is straight or not. I was relatively 

uncomfortable with the direction of the conversation, so I switched it to other topics at 

hand. I have a feeling that I would�ve taken the comments more personal had the 

conversation continued, so I stopped it. Later on over the course of this curriculum, the 

topic of hair and race came up when I began the posts on the communal blog. In the 

meantime, I begin by exploring the start of the curriculum as it occurred with day one. 
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Day 1: What is Culture? 

 

At the beginning of the study students took an online pre-test culture survey 

(Appendix A) to help me understand their conceptions about culture, how they display it, 

and how it could affect their future teaching. The survey consisted of six open-ended and 

three demographic questions. Complete results of the pretest are shown in Chapter 5. In 

one question, students were asked: �How do you define culture? What is it? What does 

it do?�  Charlotte was one of the first students to respond to the survey and said, �Culture 

is a way of life for a certain people. It is the food you eat, the religion you study and 

much, much more.� 

Charlotte, who sat in the front of the class to the right of me, was usually the first 

one to hand in homework assignments and the first to ask questions. She went to school 

full-time, managed a fast food restaurant in town, and tutored her boss�s child on a 

weekly basis. Charlotte has a quiet demeanor, but often expresses a sense of exhaustion 

that comes from all of the work she is doing this semester. 

Another student that sits in the front of class to the left of me is Izzie. At nineteen 

years old, she is the youngest in the class. She attributes entering the elementary 

education program so early to completing AP classes in high school. Izzie responded to 

the same question and said, �Culture is what defines someone. Culture is tradition passed 

down from generation to generation. Culture shows everyone what you believe in and 

what you do to celebrate your life.� 

Meredith shared Izzie�s ideas about family being responsible for ideas related to 

culture. �Culture is the beliefs and traits that a person has. A person's culture identifies 

who they are and usually is developed from the country they are raised or the by the 

family they grew up in,� said Meredith. Meredith�s story is fascinating as well. She later 

revealed in this study that she is Native American, something that most people in the 

class did not know. Meredith sits towards the back of the class and interacts with 

Christina and Miranda. She is quiet in nature but commanding in appearance. Meredith�s 

dark tan skin stands out from most of the other girls in class, although a few of them 

admit to going to tanning salons.  
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Another question asked on the pre-test survey was, �In what ways do you show 

and display your personal culture?� Izzie said: 

Unfortunately, I cannot think of many ways in which I show and display my 

culture. I am part Irish and part Italian so the main way I can think of myself 

sharing my culture is through food and holidays. St. Patrick's Day is a big holiday 

in my family as well as cooking big dinners and hosting family gatherings. Family 

is very important in my culture and we celebrate events and holidays together. 

 Izzie brings up her Irish heritage in later sections of the curriculum as well.  

 In Callie�s response to the display of personal culture, she identified significant 

was that she displays culture: 

I have an iPod, wear a star of david [sic], and carry a credit card. I recycle, own 

cats, take care of my family, and drive a gas efficient vehicle. I watch hours of tv 

[sic], am quick to defend myself verbally, believe in working hard, and love 

fashion. 

 Callie, an educational psychology major, made an hour long commute just to 

attend this class on Mondays and Wednesdays. She said she took this class because she 

was interested in applying to the art therapy program in the art education department. 

Callie was initially referred to as, �the girl with the scooter,� by the elementary education 

majors since since she was part of their cohort. She always parked her scooter right 

outside of the classroom in an unmarked space that is visible from the classroom and to 

students as they walk into the building. Callie stood out from most of the girls with her 

deeply colored auburn hair and bright blonde streaked bangs. Most students in the class 

have blonde or light brown hair indicative of days spent in the sun or on Landis Green. 

Callie�s opinions were strong and she had no qualms about sharing her personal 

information with the rest of the class.  

Callie told us numerous stories about her mother who is in the military and 

stationed in Georgia. After she discovered her mom is allergic to gluten, Callie searched 

for places that sold gluten-free products that she could ship to her mom.  Callie also 

expressed how difficult it was to know that she couldn�t be by her mother�s side when her 

mother got surgery to fix a heart defect. Callie often brought up hard feelings regarding 
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the war and military life and how crazy it was that her mother couldn�t get a medical 

clearance to be dismissed from service in the military.  

In classroom discussions, Callie brought up the fact that while growing up, she 

was usually the only Jewish girl in her class. She mentioned how in elementary school, 

her teacher made her do an extra report on Judaism during Christmas. Callie didn�t think 

it made sense for her to do extra work and report on something that she already knew 

about. Nobody else in the class seemed to identify with Callie�s religion or being Jewish. 

This cultural factor was an issue that Callie later addressed in the curriculum activities. 

Another question in the pre-test asked: �In what ways do you learn about other 

cultures?� Miranda responded: 

I learn about other cultures in school mostly. It's been through various classes 

including World History and Multicultural Education. I also learn through friends 

that have cultures different from mine. Whenever they talk about something they 

are doing for their culture I get another look at the person they are. 

 Miranda was another quiet figure in class. She also worked outside of school as 

an employee at a small coffee shop in Tallahassee. She stated that in the beginning of the 

semester she saw me at her coffee shop doing work on my laptop, but didn�t say anything 

to me because she didn�t think I would remember who she was. At one point in the 

semester, Miranda became so overwhelmed with school and balancing her busy schedule 

with time for her live-in fiancé that she fainted. She missed class and stated that she had 

to get checked into the hospital. She appeared in better spirits since the mid-semester 

incident, and has recently been promoted to being manager of her coffee shop. 

According to the pretest, students also responded to learning about other cultures 

as a result of their interactions with other people. �I learn about other cultures through my 

classes and by observing other people around me,� said Addison. Addison was one of the 

stronger presences in class and usually the first to complain about an assignment or the 

workload of the elementary education program. She had no problems expressing her 

disdain with a professor or even her friends in this class. She also sat in the front of the 

class and usually walked in with her friends Charlotte and Izzie.  
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Izzie expressed that she learned about other cultures, ��mostly through my 

friends and what they do in their culture. I learn through seeing their traditions and what 

they do in their culture. I also learn through text books and television shows, etc....� 

Later in the pre-test, I asked the students to: �Describe the impact you think 

television, advertisements, and other visual media affect an individual�s identity.� 

Miranda shared her feelings: 

Today, the media plays a huge role in many people's lives. They try to live up to 

what is considered to be the "successful" or "glamorous" life instead of going 

down a path that truly makes them happy with themselves. It has become "How 

do I make the most money" or "How do I become the most beautiful"? Therefore, 

people are seldom ever happy with themselves and try to change to be something 

they are not through jobs, actions, and looks. 

 Looks and appearance was a topic brought up by a few students in reference to 

television and media. Izzie exclaimed: 

I believe television and advertisements have a large impact on someone's identity. 

In today's society, most people on television are beautiful and skinny, making 

young girls and even girls my age think that everyone should look this way. This 

puts stress on females to look and act in a certain way, mostly portrayed through 

television. 

 As a result of this survey, I also wanted to understand what students felt were 

stereotypical and culturally challenging images. Originally, I saw these as two different 

concepts. Stereotypical as a generalization and culturally challenging as something that 

challenges a stereotype. Since this question didn�t clearly define the difference, most 

students gave examples of stereotypical imagery or statements. I asked, �How do you 

define a culturally challenging or stereotypical image? What are some examples you 

have seen and/or heard about?� Christina said: 

A culturally challenging or stereotypical image is one in which people belonging 

to one culture or group are misrepresented in a bad way that is offensive and 

inappropriate. I have heard many about Jewish people being stingy, loud and 

obnoxious. I have heard that Caucasians are snobby, rude, and wasteful. I have 

heard that Hispanics are lazy. I have heard that African Americans want 
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everything for free. I have heard that Asians are mean and uptight. However, 

these are not true and these are things that apply to an individual not a culture or 

race. 

 Christina fit the description of most people�s favorite elementary teacher growing 

up. She always entered class with a smile on her face and would say to me in a soft tone, 

�Hello Audra, how are you today?� She was also another quiet presence in class, but 

spoke up when she felt something needed to be addressed. I never saw her get upset by a 

classmate or anything else related to the elementary education program. Even if she was 

struggling to solve an art problem, she exercised restraint and talked her way through any 

difficulties with manipulating materials. 

 Another compelling response about culturally challenging and stereotypical 

imagery was found in Miranda�s response in which she said: 

I believe that culturally challenging or stereotypical images are generalizations. In 

some cases, the stereotype is true, otherwise it wouldn't exist. However, it is 

important to understand that i[t] doesn't go for EVERYONE. It is a generalization 

because there are people that may fall into a stereotype, but there are also many 

others that don't. 

 Students clearly defined their ideas of culture, how it was maintained through 

media outlets, and how they chose display it. I then wanted to know how culture affected 

their feelings about their future careers as teachers. I asked: �What role do you think 

cultural identity will play in your role as a future teacher?� Meredith said: 

Knowing about the different cultures will help me to understand my students 

better. I am currently learning about what cultures are more likely to speak out in 

class and which ones are not, which ones are more likely to keep to themselves 

and which ones are more likely to work and groups, and so on. 

 Samantha considered her own identity as something that may influence how other 

people live: 

I consider myself to be an American, so I think I will be the role model of what an 

American should be like in how they act to other cultures/people, how to proudly 

support our country, and how we should live our lives. 
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 Samantha was one of the most well traveled students in class. She told us how she 

had an opportunity to visit Japan with her family since her dad often traveled there for 

business. Towering above her classmates at about five feet eleven inches, Samantha�s 

blonde hair and basketball player build commanded attention. She expressed this when 

she talked about how much she stood out in her trip to Japan. Samantha was very open to 

the culture and talked about the different types of food and sushi that she ate on her visit 

even though the thought repulsed some students. Samantha later posted relevant images 

of her travels on her personal blog (Appendix F-10). 

I was surprised to see students identifying themselves as American because I 

normally think of myself as being of African descent first, then American. It was 

alarmingly strange for me to hear someone define themselves as just American. Then 

again, perhaps I just assumed that the label American is another way of saying that 

someone is Caucasian. Another student identified herself as American when asked how 

she displayed her culture. �I dress in American style clothes. I eat American food. I listen 

to American music,� said Charlotte. 

I began to wonder at what point I would consider myself just an American, and 

not African-American. I have traveled to other countries and have still been taken as 

someone of African descent, not just another typical American. So, now that the first 

survey is complete, the students will explore their identity on a more personal level. 

 

Day 2: Creating An Account: ID Required 

 

Since we only met twice a week, blogging collectively was a great help in making 

sure students were continually engaged in this study. At this point in the study, I had 

students complete Congdon, Stewart and White�s (2002) Mapping My Identity exercise 

(Appendix B) to better understand how they personally define their culture. The students 

were given prompts to help them define themselves in regard to categories like religion, 

gender, geographical location, health, family, and age, and others. They filled out their 

responses in another online survey administered on www.surveymonkey.com. This 

website was helpful in formatting surveys, administering reminders, and tracking which 

students responded to which survey. In the packet that I gave the students (Appendix C), 
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I provided my personal example (Appendix I) for students to look at so that they saw me 

as a participant of this study and not someone just observing from the outside. The 

rationale for this was to level the playing field, lead by example, and thus encourage 

students to participate, but I had never revealed so much personal information as my 

students did in terms of my identity and I wondered if it worked against me.  

After the students filled out the online mapping my identity survey, they were 

prompted to fill in the Mapping My Identity wheel  (Appendix B) which asked them to 

rank each category of their identity in terms of its importance in defining who they are in 

relationship to their community. There were twelve categories that the students had to 

rank in order from one to twelve. In addition to ranking the categories on the identity 

wheel, students were prompted to answer, in the middle of the wheel, how their identity 

would affect their curriculum development for their future students. In the following 

passages, I will now reveal how students ranked the categories related to their identity, 

discussed how it may affect their curriculum development, and further explained how 

they defined these categories. 

Table 4.1. Frequency of the top three category rankings in Mapping My Identity wheel  

 FAMILY RELIGION HEALTH GENDER ETHNIC OCCUPATIONAL AESTHETIC 

Ranked 

#1 

9       

Ranked 

#2 

 2 2 2 2 1  

Ranked 

#3 

1 3 2 2   1 

 

In order to see the full distribution of the rankings from the Mapping My Identity wheel, I 

created another chart that shows the full results of each participant in the study. 
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Table 4.2. Complete frequency of category rankings in Mapping My Identity wheel  

 Family Religion Health Gender Ethnic Occupational Aesthetic Geography Age Recreational Economic Political 

#1  9   1         

#2  2 2 2 3 1       

#3 1 3 2 2   1   1   

#4   1 1  2  1 3 1 1  

#5  1 2 1  1   2 2 1  

#6  1 1 1  4   1 1 1  

#7   1    3 1 2 2 1  

#8  2   2  2 2 1  1  

#9     3 1 1 3  1 1  

#10   1 2   1 1  1 2 2 

#11  1   1 1 2  1 1 1 2 

#12     1   2   1 6 

 

Family 

As visible in Table 4.1, nine out of ten participants in this study, including myself, 

ranked family as the number one factor in defining their identity. Callie said: 

Family is of great significance to me. Because my family is relatively small and 

spread out, I am very close to my brother and he is one of my most important 

people. I spend much of my leisure time with my bother because we are only 2 

1/2 years apart in age and have always been there for each other. My boyfriend is 

another of my important people and I also spend much of my time with him. My 

defenition [sic] of family includes all of my relatives, my step-mother's relatives, 

and some of my friends. 

 Callie reflected on her family�s cultural identity by posting stereotypical images 

in the communal blog that reflected on her religious and ethnic identity related to her 

family name, and Jewish customs (Appendix G-8). For her final personal blog post, 

Callie also displayed the importance of her family by posting a photograph from a party 

where many members of her family gathered (Appendix F-8). In the communal blog, 

Callie stated that, ��My last name is XXXX because my mother married someone who 
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wasn't Jewish. Otherwise, you might know right away that I am Jewish because my last 

name may include Berg or Stein.� 

 Callie continued to reflect on her family and her Jewish heritage when she further 

explained: 

My great-grandparents (both sets from my grandmother and grandfather) were 

German-Jewish immigrants and it was no coincidence that both sets were given 

the same first names, Max and Rose. Treated like cattle, they were hearded 

through Ellis Island and when a name wasn't understood because it was German, 

a name was simply given. My mother's maiden name was XXXXXXX, which 

ensured that if someone couldn't tell she was Jewish by her looks, they could tell 

from her name. 

 In the final post on her personal blog (Appendix F-8), Callie continued to reflect 

on the importance of her family in defining her cultural identity: 

Family is a strong part of my cultural identity. Because my parents are divorced, 

my mother is away in the military, and my brother is under my legal guardianship, 

I feel very aware of the importance of family. Since my mother's grandparents 

were immigrants, we have very few blood relatives in the states. The picture that I 

have included in this last blog is that of my step-mother's family. She has two 

brothers, three sisters, and a whole lot of nieces and nephews. My brother and I 

love going to New York to visit our dad and extended family! There is nothing 

like having a family to spend time with and it just makes me so thankful that I 

have my brother Daniel (he's the one in the striped t-shirt on the left). 

 By the conclusion of the study, Callie noted what she learned as a result of this 

curriculum and how it pertained to her identity: 

From searching for a stereotypical image of Jews, I learned that Jews were 

mocked for trying to assimilate in America. "The Name Game" image 

demonstrated that even when trying to become Americanized people thought of 

Jews as being sneaky. Its [sic] almost like the artist hated not being able to 

immediately tell from a name that he was dealing with someone who was Jewish. 

 When Callie posted her family picture on her personal blog (Appendix F-8) 

students responded by asking how she reflected on living with step-parents similar to 
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their own situations. Meredith asked, �Has your step-mother's family become a big part 

of your life? Do they all view you and your brother like family? I know a lot of step 

parents and step children don't get along.� 

 After reading this comment, I noted how Meredith defined family in her Mapping 

My Identity survey response. She said: 

Family is of great significance to me because they are always there for me, they 

support everything I do, and they love me so much. I love to spend leisure time 

with my family and I do when I go back home, but unfortunately, I do not get to 

see them very often. My definition of family is the people who you love and who 

love you and people who you can count on and who have always been there for 

you. 

 In Meredith�s personal blog (Appendix F-3), she first identified her cultural 

heritage through her family and their Creek Indian lineage.  In her communal blog post 

she explored ideas about Native Americans and their representations in the media that she 

considers troublesome. When Meredith concluded the blogging curriculum, she focused 

on her family and defining the importance of these people in her life. Meredith posted 

this picture and said: 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 Figure 4.1 Meredith�s final personal blog post: Family gathering 
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This is not a good picture, but it is the only one that I have that consists of who I 

consider my family. This picture was taken in my old backyard on my Mom's 

45th Bday. In the picture is my mom, my dad, my boyfriend, and his parents, 

along with a few others. My boyfriends [sic] family is as much of my family as 

my own family and this goes both ways. Our families have spent Mothers Day, 

dinners, birthdays, Easter, and Thanksgiving together. His mom has helped me 

through some rough times and when my mom was going through breast cancer 

for the second time she said the only thing that put her at ease was knowing that I 

had another mom who could take of me if anything happened to her. This is how 

close we all are and I do not know where I would be without either one of 

families. My mom is my best friend and the first person I call when I am upset. 

My dad was a commercial fisherman and a truck driver for my entire childhood 

and adolescent life and was not around too often. He is trying hard to make up for 

that now which means so much to me. I have a younger brother who is 

unfortunatly [sic] not in this picture but we have not been close since middle 

school. However, we are becoming close again since he came and lived with me 

here in Tallahassee for a while. My boyfriend is my world and I honestly do not 

know how I got through eighteen years of my life without him. These are the 

people who have made me who I am today. They all have so much faith in me, 

more than I have in myself sometimes. This helps me get through whatever life 

throws at me.  

 Meredith shared her cultural identity, expressed the importance of family in her 

life, and identified with other issues that her classmates faced. 

 Charlotte was another student who expressed the importance of family on her 

identity: 

Family is so important in my life. If I ever have a second between school and 

work to go home, I will be there. My sisters are my best friends, and my dad is the 

most important person in my life. My cousin lives here and I see her all the time. 

Family is knowing that you will always have someone there for you, through the 

thick and thin. 
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 After the category of family, students varied in terms of ranking the second most 

important factor affecting their identity. The students were equally split between religion, 

health, gender, and ethnicity, as being the second most important category in defining 

their respective identities. 

Religion 

While the online curriculum was implemented, colorful statements regarding 

holidays and personal preferences occurred in class. Around the time that the students 

were filling out the online exercise about identity mapping, someone began a discussion 

in class about Valentine�s Day and how some people think it puts too much pressure on 

relationships. Callie interjected that she hated Christmas. Many of the students gasped in 

shock, but I asked Callie to share her reasoning with us. She said that since she is Jewish, 

and didn�t celebrate Christmas that it was a disturbing holiday since it was basically 

force-fed down your throat even before Thanksgiving. Callie said, �You can�t even wear 

red and green without feeling like a Christmas tree.� Addison jumped in and said, �Well, 

I am not really religious, but I like Christmas.�  

This sort of interaction was common between Addison and Callie. It appeared to 

be building tension between the two. I am not sure if Callie takes it personally, but she 

often reiterates her points to show that her opinion has not changed and she is not backing 

down. After these types of exchanges, I often see Addison rolling her eyes and 

whispering to Charlotte. Some of the gasps and reactions of the other students in regard 

to Christmas are best explained through answers to the Mapping My Identity exercise 

(Appendix B). Many of the students spoke of their religion as being very important in 

their sense of identity. Carrie expressed her thoughts by saying: 

I consider my religious identity to be a Christian. I share my religious views with 

others to help them find the Lord. I consider myself active in my religion, I go to 

a Baptist church on Wednesdays for Bible study and church service on Sunday. I 

experience the Lord through my day to day life. 

 Other students also expressed how important religion is in their daily lives.  
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Charlotte stated: 

I grew up as a southern Baptist. My dad is very active in the church. If people ask, 

I will share my religious beliefs. I have been out of the church since I came to 

college, but my beliefs still stand. 

 Callie�s response on her Mapping My Identity survey about religion was as 

follows: 

I identify myself as being Jewish, but not as being really religious [sic]. My 

mother is Jewish, as well as her entire family, but my father was raised in a 

Mormon community and now considers himself to be an agnostic. Because the 

blood of the mother is the blood of the child, I am a Jew. I like to share the fact 

that I am Jewish with those around be because I don't like when people assume 

that I am Christian or that everyone around them is Christian. There were several 

times in high school when I did not stand up for myself and was therefore 

disregarded in my views and feelings. My parents divorced when I was young and 

I was raised by my mother. We went to temple services off and on and I even had 

some hebrew [sic] lessons. Although I am not active in the Jewish community, 

and my father is not Jewish, I still consider myself to be Jewish (I am somewhat 

offended by the term half-Jew).  

 Addison was limited in her response about religious identity and only said, �I am 

not very religious. I really only go to church on Christmas Eve and Easter.� 

Health and Appearence 

Health was another category tied in terms of frequency for second. Addison 

explored her issues with weight, exercise, and overall activity. She indicated that health is 

the number two indicator of her overall identity: 

When I was in high school I was always going, going, going, and involved in 

something athletic. When I came to college I did a 360 on the whole thing and 

now I go to the gym a few times a week and that�s about it. I do miss all the 

activities I used to do. Everyone wants to be in good shape, why wouldnt [sic] 

you? I liked that way I looked in high school more so then I do now but that�s 

what college does to you. Once I get out of college I plan on really working at 

getting back to a size 2 but if it doesnt [sic] happen then so be it. I really only care 
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what the people I care about think about me. Some random person on the street 

could say I look like crap and I would say thanks so do you or something like that. 

I mean it may hurt my feelings for a few seconds but I blo [sic] it off like its 

nothing.  

 Christina also expressed how health ranks second in importance of defining her 

identity: 

My physical and mental health are very important to me. I have recently in 

college begun to understand how to take care of my health. The first 2 years of 

college I ate what I wanted, stress, and barely worked out. Last semester I had the 

flu for 3 months. I quit my job to eliminate stress, started eating healthier food 

and drinking green tea, and got on an exercise routine with my roommate. I feel a 

lot healthier and I am not always sick, but I am still working on some of the 

damage that has been done to my body. I feel so happy to have realized this now 

before my health got out of control. I do yoga and pilates to control my mental 

health. I definitely see results and I want to keep working at it! 

 These ideas about health and body identity later factored in the images that 

Christina and Addison chose to explore on both the personal and communal blogs. 

Meredith was another student who ranked health highly in terms of her identity. She 

exclaimed why health was ranked third in importance and said: 

My physical attrib[u]tes affect the way I see myself, but not as much as it use [sic] 

to. I had a horrible self esteem growing up but since I have been with my 

boyfriend that has changed. I have a much better self esteem because of him and I 

now can honestly say I am happy with myself. 

 The discussions regarding health and identity focused on ways that students view 

themselves, what activities they do or do not do in regard to their health, and the impact 

that others� opinions may have regarding their personal view of their health and wellness. 

Gender 

 Gender was selected by five of the nine students as being top ranked in terms of 

identity. This class was homogeneous in that all the students, including myself, are 

females. Gender, therefore, usually presented itself as an important topic of discussion. 

Charlotte explained why she chose gender as the number two factor in defining her 
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identity. She later explored gender in both her personal and communal blog posts. 

Charlotte said: 

Most of my choices have to deal with my gender. I am a manager at a restaurant 

and you would have no idea how hard it is to get respect because I am a female. 

My gender probably had a very significant role in my career choice. I am very 

caring for children, I love to be around them. Most will find that men are not that 

way. I have always wanted to be a teacher, and teaching is thought of as a 

women's profession. 

 Although students responded to the Mapping My Identity exercise by single 

categories, many categories overlapped. For instance, Charlotte discussed gender as it 

related to occupation. In another response about gender, Callie discussed how gender 

plays a role in her relationships with friends and her choice in career. Callie also ranked 

gender second on her identity wheel and said the following: 

I would think that most of my choices in life are influenced by my gender identity 

and therefore some/most of my teaching decisions are influenced by that identity. 

This identity is likely to affect my relationship with my students because I may 

assume that I understand and am understood more by my female students than my 

male students. Because of this I am likely to treat students differently based on 

gender. My gender has had an impact on my career because I feel that if I were 

male, I would have been encouraged more in science and math studies. I choose 

to spend leisure time with both male and female friends. Female friendships do 

tend to last longer in my life. 

Politics 

Out of all of the categories, political identity was the most frequent category 

ranked last, or twelfth out of twelve total categories. Five out of nine students deemed it 

being the least important in defining their identity. Miranda stated: 

I don't keep up with politics. I know that no matter what a politician says about 

what he or she is going to do for the community, there is always a hidden agenda. 

As far as a label goes, I lean slightly to the left, but I couldn't tell you who the 

members of the house are, or what candidate is supporting what, or what our 
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current president believes because I don't want to be a part of something that has 

become a race for power instead of a position to help better our country.  

 In Meredith�s mapping my identity wheel, she ranked political views last in terms 

of her identity and stated: 

I am not a political person at all. I do not know anything about the government 

nor do I care. I don't vote because I would have no idea what I would be voting on 

or who is the best candidate because I don't watch that stuff on TV or read about it 

at all. The only things I know about politics is what I hear. 

 Although Callie also listed politics as being last in terms of her identity, she 

expressed strong views about the current political state of America. Callie said: 

I consider myself to be a liberal Democrat because I hate President Bush and I 

hate his war. We should be helping each other and helping the environment not 

warring on terrorism and using coal for electricity. My political identity comes 

mostly from my personal experience. I think that discussing issues of politics 

leads to great debates and an awareness of viewpoints. 

 Callie�s opinions also stem from her frustration expressed in class about her 

mother being eligible for deployment in Iraq, even though Callie�s mother is in her forties 

and has had numerous medical procedures. Having reported on the students� identity 

maps, I now turn to their reflections on the idea shared with the class in the form of a 

personal blog post reflecting their cultural identities. 

 

Day 3: Logging-On: Personal Blog 

 

After the students responded to the pre-test (Appendix A) and Mapping My 

Identity exercise (Appendix B), they were instructed to create a personal blog on 

www.blogger.com to share their most significant cultural identifier with the rest of the 

class. Up until this point, all of the answers to the surveys were only viewed by me. None 

of the information was shared with the other students.  

In the process of this study, the personal blogs served to help students share their 

culturally identifying qualities with other classmates in the form of a visual blog post. 

After the students created a personal page, they e-mailed me a link that I posted on the 
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communal blog under the heading Members of the Culture and Identity Blog. After 

logging in to their own personal page, students were instructed to go to all of the personal 

blogs and post at least one comment. The links on the communal blog served as a table of 

contents for all the participants in the study. In class, I reminded the students to use 

Banks� (1991) value inquiry model and Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical 

model as an approach for posting comments in order to elicit discussions about the 

images and ideas in the post. I anticipated that the students may forget the packet that I 

created for them, so I constantly reminded them to use questions from the models as their 

responses to blog posts so that the same sentiments were not repeated. 

Initially, some of the students were confused by blogs in terms of setting them up. 

I received a few e-mails concerning getting the blog started, posting images, or questions 

regarding what to title their personal blog. For example, one e-mail I received said: 

 Audra,  

 I was trying to add a picture for on my blog and i was not sure how to get it on 

there. The only place I saw to save a picture was url. My picture is on my computer, is 

there a way to put it on there?  

 

Thanks,  

Carrie 

 

 I explained the process of attaching a photo and helped Carrie understand how to 

click the picture icon in order to post a picture from her computer files.  

In the personal blogs, students revealed information that others were either 

learning for the first time or found interesting in some way because it represented an 

aspect of their own lives that they appreciate and/or identify with. I will now share some 

of their stories. 

Meredith 

Through one of the first personal blogs posted, I learned that Meredith is Native 

American. Many other students were also surprised to learn that she is Native American. 

Addison exclaimed, �I always just thought you were lucky to have a really nice tan.� 
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Here is the image that Meredith posted, the accompanying paragraph she added, and 

some of the comments she received. She began with the following introductory summary: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Meredith�s first personal blog image of Native Americans and Pilgrims 

I am a Native American Indian, but to most people, I am just white.  

Some people wonder why I always mark off Native American on tests such  

as the FCAT, SATs, and General Knowledge exam. My boyfriend sais [sic],  

I'm [He�s] Native American but I still mark white because I [he] am white. I don't 

look like an Indian. My distance relatives were Indians." This is true for me too,  

but we were brought up differently. I was brought up knowing that I am a  

Creek Indian and my clan is wind. My great great grandparents were full  

blooded Indian. If someone gave me something and then it took it back I  

call them an Indian Giver and my mom would tell me not to ever say that  

because we are Indians and the Indians did not do that. When we would go 

camping I would get eaten up by bugs and my mom would say, "You need  

more Indian blood in you. The bugs don't like Indian blood. I never get bit."  

I guess I just grew up in a family where our culture was more valued. I even  

have access to paper work that proves I am a Native American Indian. This is  

why I perceive myself as a Native American. 

I chose that picture because it is a picture of the Native Americans back in 

the day when my ancestors were around. It shows teepees which are cool and 

mountains in the background because they usully [sic] lived in the mountains. 

 Everyone in the class began responding to Meredith�s personal blog and she 

answered their questions. Here is part of the dialogue that occurred. To see the full 

conversation see  (Appendix F-3). Carrie said:  
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It's so cute, that your mom told you not to say "Indian giver." I would say that all 

the time in elementary school. Your cultural background sounds really interesting 

and it's neat to have papers to show that you are Native American. 

 I was personally shocked to think that anyone thought it was �cute� to not say the 

word Indian giver. I equate it to someone thinking it is �cute� to tell your kids not to use 

the word nigger. At times I have become frustrated by some of the lighthearted 

approaches to these topics, but then I always like to take a step back and consider that it 

just may not affect these students as deeply. Christina posted a comment after Carrie: 

I love how pround [sic] you are of your culure [sic] and identity, I can see how 

important it is to you. Having proof that you are a Native American must be so 

special. Do you ever go to Alabama or Oklahoma to visit any family? 

 Addison entered the conversation and this point and had the following to say in 

regards to Meredith�s post: 

I absolutely love your post. You were so honest about everything and I felt that 

you were/are truly honored to be a Native American. I would have never known 

that was your culture if you wouldnt [sic] have said anything. I just thought you 

had a great tan year around. LOL (laugh out loud). I guess the phrase you can 

learn so much from your peers really is true. :)  

 Meredith finally had an opportunity to respond to the comments and questions 

that her classmates posted: 

To respond to Christina.[sic] I have a lot of family in Alabama. My great great 

Granmother escaped to Alabama back when the government wouldn't let the 

Indians speak their own languages and beat them for doing so. I guess out [sic] 

family just continued to grow there. I do visit there. I don't have any family in 

Oklahoma except for my cousin who is real into culture and he is teaching on a 

reservation there. 

 Many people continued to express their interest in Meredith�s culture and relating 

it to personal experiences. Callie stated: 

 Indian giver is such a stupid phrase. If anything it should be Government  

giver because it was this country's leaders who gave away land that wasn't  

their's [sic] to give and then took it back when they realized it was valuable.  
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There are so many things about America's history that are truly horrible. When I 

was growing up in Alabama, my elementary school was really focused  

on teaching us about Native Americans and tribe history. People there really 

seemed to embrace Native American ancestory [sic]. It is incredible to think of a 

time in which people weren't allowed to embrace their culture. It very much 

parallels some of Jewish History. 

 Miranda continued the conversation: 

I always thought you looked like maybe you had Native American blood in you. 

That also explains why you did the section that you did on the Math cultures 

presentation. You wouldn't know it by looking at me, but I am a quarter 

Cherokee. I think it's really great that you seem to be so in touch with your 

heritage. I'm also German Scot-Irish, but my family has never had any traditions 

that reflect that. It's always interesting to meet and get to know someone who has 

a background that you can learn from :-). 

 More students continued to respond to Meredith�s blog. Callie was one of the next 

students to create a personal page and share information about her cultural identity. 

Callie 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Figure 4.3  Callie�s personal blog image: Callie on her scooter. 
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Here is the reflection that Callie posted on her first personal blog entry: 

I chose to post this image to reflect some of the aspects of my cultural identity. 

Some key points: Clothing, Conservation, and Time. Clothing: I love fashion! 

This picture was taken of me on Halloween and I am wearing some of my vintage 

clothing. This is my kind of mod scooter girl flight attendant outfit. My boyfriend 

said that I would kill myself wearing these heels on my scooter, but I tried to 

convince him that the ladies in Italy wear heels on their scooters all of the time. 

Conservation: I love my scooter! I was able to buy this little Honda Metropolitan 

outright and it is the only thing with my name on the title. The gas is like 70 miles 

to the gallon and the tank only holds a gallon at a time. Also, something that is 

really important to me is the fact that scooters have low emissions. Becoming a 

more environmentally conscious culture is something that I believe in and want to 

work toward. Collecting vintage clothes and recycling as many items as I can is 

just another way that I can practice the policy of reuse. Time: There isn't enough 

time! We are in a rush-rush world. Because of my Metro I am able to get from my 

boyfriend's house to parking on FSU within 15 minutes. This is so important 

because I need to cram as many things into my day as is humanly possible. I think 

that is another reason why I enjoy vintage and retro--it is kind of a way to look 

back and imagine a time when things were just a little slower. 

 I was one of the first people to respond to the blog, probably because I was the 

first one to receive an e-mail link noting that the blog was posted. After being the first to 

post on a few blogs, I decided to wait for others to comment first so that the conversation 

went in the direction that they wanted it to. Towards the beginning of the comments on 

Callie�s page Christina said: 

What an awesome picture! You exert so much female power, I love it! I like how 

you want to wear any shoes you like while driving your scooter. I completely 

agree with your idea about time, how I would love to go back when time was not 

such an issue. 

 Later on in the postings, other students shared how their interests were similar to 

Callie�s. Miranda said: 
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I admire your ideas on recycling and reuse. Occasionally I do some vintage 

shopping. Not only is it cheaper but it is for a good cause. I also think you are 

brave for riding a scooter in boots, or just riding a scooter in general, lol. I'm 

terrified of riding on anything like scooters or motorcycles, which is silly cause 

[sic] I drive a car and these days, that's not safe either, lol. I actually have a pair of 

boots like that, but they're black and I only wear them in the winter. It's a great 

picture of you, very representative of you and your values.  

 Samantha followed Miranda�s comment: 

I have to admit, I have not gotten into the vintage clothing, but the scooter idea is 

the best yet for getting around. Also, I admire that you were able to buy it out 

right in your name. Not very many people can say that about objects like a 

scooter. It's funny you mentioned looking like a flight attendant [sic], because I 

thought the same at first!! You are so cute with the way you're dressed and all...I 

wish I could pull off that look! 

 While Meredith addressed her ethnicity, and Callie addressed many factors that 

contribute to her cultural identity, Charlotte used a gender-specific image to begin her 

personal blog entry.  

 Here is Charlotte�s personal blog entry. 

Charlotte 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

   

   Figure 4.4 Charlotte�s personal blog image: Girls Rule 
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 Charlotte provided the following introductory statement to her first personal blog 

post: 

Most of the choices in my life are influenced by my gender. I absolutely love 

being a female! I love how I feel when people underestimate my ability, and I 

prove them so wrong. I want to be a teacher for the simple fact that I love 

teaching children! I am very caring and compassionate. Though those may be 

some stereotypical qualities of a female, but I do not believe that I want to be a 

teacher because I am female. I choose to spend an equal amount of time with both 

males and females. At work, I am the only woman on the management team. I get 

to spend my work days surrounded by men. However, school is much different. I 

really enjoy spending time with my classmates because we have a lot in common. 

 The students rallied around Charlotte�s comments. Christina replied first: 

I absolutely agree that gils [sic] rule! I also feel I am very feminie [sic] so but that 

doesn't stop me from doing anything I want to do. I think its [sic] great that you 

want to be a teacher for YOU and not because it "fits" our gender role. 

 Carrie commented later in the discussion: 

I think you have explained the ability women [have] very well. It would be hard 

working with all men, do you ever have any problems with them? I think that it is 

great picture, the puppy is such a cutie. "Girls can do anything boys can do." 

 Charlotte responded: 

Working with all men is very annoying. I feel like sometimes they leave me out of 

some things because I am a female. We also butt heads a lot because they are so 

damn stubborn. However, it isn't always a nightmare. 

 Callie continued the discussion: 

I was wondering if anyone else ever went through a phase of loving pink as a girl, 

then hating it because it was a stereotype color and immature, and then finally 

come back into embracing it again with maturity? My brother likes to remind me 

of this time and again. He says things like, "oh is this like that time you hated 

pink?" I don't care anymore because I love pink and I am comfortable with that. 

Also, because pink is sort of a stereotypical girl color, I feel that it gives us more 

power. Just hear me out on this. Girls can favor whatever color that they want. It 
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is boys who are restricted in color. (Consequently, this is why I began to worry 

when boys started wearing pink polos a few years back.) Girls can wear shorts, 

skirts, pants, or dresses. It is boys who are restricted in choices. Girl Power! 

 Miranda related her own experiences of working with men and revealed her 

sentiments regarding the power of women:  

I think it's really great that you are proud of being a girl. It really does feel great 

when you can show up a guy when everyone else had different expectations. I've 

never had to work around a lot of guys because I've always worked in coffee 

shops and it seems to be a female-dominated job, so I admire your ability to deal 

with all those guys :-P Also I think it's good for a girl to have a lot of feminine 

qualities, despite the fact that they may fall under stereotypes. That just means 

you know exactly who you are, what you want out of life, and that's a really 

healthy attitude to have :-) 

 In the previous section, I gave a glimpse into the cultural identity of the students 

in this study. Many discussions from the personal blog about gender, power, family, and 

control over one�s personal life continued over to the communal blog, which will be 

addressed later. The following table illustrates the frequency of topics as they occurred in 

the first blog postings on the personal pages. The frequency table included key words 

from the summaries and included the images that were posted in the personal blogs. 

Some students included more than one image in their initial posts and some images 

crossed over for more than one category. To look at the full transcripts of the blogs see 

(Appendix F & G). 

Table 4.3 Personal blogs: Frequency of topics in first posts 

11 Family: parents, siblings, pets, fiancé, boyfriend, relatives, best 

friend 

6 School: stress, FSU, classmates, testing 

5 Recreational Activities: attending sporting events, going to the 

beach, music, picnic, biking, camping 

5 Geography: southern US, Italy, mountains, South Carolina, 

Boca Raton, FL 
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4 Traditions: birthdays, weekend trips 

3 Philosophy of Life: relax, conservation, time, girls rule, caring 

and compassionate 

2 Ethnic background: Irish, Native American 

2 Holidays: St. Patricks Day, Halloween 

2 Work: teaching, management 

2 Gender 

1 Aesthetics: clothing 

 In the next part of the curriculum, the students explored stereotypical aspects of 

their cultural identity. I will now reveal the next part of the curriculum as it occurred.  

 

Days 4-14: Browsing History: Communal Blogs 

 

In this section I look at the communal blog, or as Izzie titled it, Culture 

Connections. This facet of the curriculum required each participant to create a communal 

blog post that addressed a stereotype and challenged students� sense of cultural identity.  

The blog entries on the communal blog consisted of an image or a media clip that 

students deemed stereotypical or culturally challenging in nature. Every participant was 

instructed to post at least two comments on each communal blog post using Banks� 

(1991) value inquiry model and Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical model 

to create a more in-depth discussion about the ideas and images in the post. The personal 

blogs only required one post or comment since the personal blog only served as 

groundwork information.  

Warm-up exercise 

After the students completed a warm-up exercise in class one day, I realized that 

they process and respond to information better when looking at ways to correct 

something rather than merely asked to a fill in the blank or recite a specific concept or 

idea. In this warm-up exercise that I gave the students, I asked them to correct the errors 

on a sample lesson plan that was missing key components, gave incomplete information, 

and was overall inadequate for use in a classroom. In this one exercise, the students 
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generated more solutions and responses to addressing the issues that were wrong in that 

lesson plan than they have ever given me in a warm-up exercise that required them to 

recite the necessary components of a lesson plan. From that experience, I realized that the 

students were indeed learning the information discussed in class, but that by creating 

solutions to problems, they responded more effectively to the material I was teaching.  

Outside of the classroom, students continued to participate in the blogging 

curriculum. They continued to address topics that reflected aspects of their cultural 

identity. Here is a table that illustrates the topics that students chose to address in their 

communal blog posts including the blog posts that I created by searching for key phrases 

and words that appeared in the blog post summaries: 

Table 4.4 Communal blogs: Frequency of topics  

  8 Gender: women, housewife 

6 Stereotypes: drunken fools, discrimination, rednecks, stay-at-

home mom, sneaky Jews, cheap and greedy, dumb blonde 

4 Aesthetics: weight, clothing, size, facial features, hair 

4 Geography: American, European, South 

4 Work: equal pay, domesticity, qualifications 

3 Control: relationships, work 

3 Family: dad, boyfriends, mother, grandparents,  

3 Heritage: Irish, Jewish, Native American 

2 Food: McDonald�s, corned beef and cabbage 

1 Holiday: St. Patrick�s, three-leaf clover, trinity 

 

 In the following section I highlight the topics that were most dynamic in terms of 

student discussion and critique. By dynamic, I mean there were numerous, lengthy posts 

that varied in terms of content, perspective, and information. I titled the following 

sections; African-American identity, Native American representation, gender and women 

power, aesthetically speaking, and religious heritage to reflect the main ideas presented in 
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the blog. These are a few of the many topics students chose to identify as culturally 

challenging.  

Communal blog introduction 

Originally, I created a schedule that had three students post on the communal blog 

every other day over the course of two weeks. I thought this schedule created enough 

time for the students to reflect on the blog, help maintain continuity, and give students a 

chance to reflect on ideas without feeling overwhelmed. This format quickly dissipated 

and I was forced to let the students post when they were ready. I created the first 

communal blog post in order to give students an idea of what to post in terms of content 

and file types. I anticipated that my blog post would get a lot of responses because; a) the 

content represented a culture that none of them are a part of and b) I am the teacher, so 

they probably want to get off to a good start.  

African-American Identity 

In my first communal blog post (See Appendices F-7, G-1) I didn�t add any text 

because I wanted to see what kinds of ideas the students explored on their own. I thought 

the analysis would be interesting since in an earlier class we analyzed a work of Betye 

Saar as part of a warm up exercise. The work of Betye Saar�s that we analyzed was a 

poster replica depicting an installation titled The Ritual Journey.  

    

 Figure 4.5 The Ritual Journey, 1992, Betye Saar 
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The artwork was not well received. The students usually always try to find 

something nice to say, but Callie was vocal about her disdain for the imagery. The Ritual 

Journey, an installation done by Betye Saar, consists of a canoe sitting in a dark purple 

room surrounded by fish nets draped from two adjoining walls. The canoe was covered 

with many images of eyeballs in various shapes and colors. I asked Callie to tell us why 

she didn�t like it and she stated because it seemed so easy. She stated that she thought art 

was supposed to be complicated and that it looked like anyone could have made what 

Betye Saar did. Samantha also spoke up and talked about how the eyes did seem a little 

too literal. I thought that referencing Banks� (1991) value inquiry model and Anderson 

and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical model would enhance discussions and help 

students give specific explanations about their thoughts on the material 

 Therefore, when I posted a second Betye Saar work (See Figure 3.5) The 

Liberation of Aunt Jemima, I did it with a little apprehension. Meredith was the first 

person to respond to the set of Aunt Jemima images that I posted. For the complete 

dialogue see Appendix G-1. Meredith said: 

This picture is crazy. Aunt Jemima makes some good pancakes and she looks 

very southern and country, but I never thought of her a slave and that is what this 

pictures [sic] portrays. It shows her holding a white baby and cleaning and what is 

up with the gun? Without the pictures of her in the background, I never would 

have even thought that was Aunt Jemima. 

 Originally, I intended to just show the artwork, The Liberation of Aunt Jemima, 

but a professor on my doctoral committee suggested I add another picture to show the 

stereotype in contrast to the artwork, therefore presenting both a stereotypical image and 

the image that challenges this stereotype. This image (See figure 1.1) proved beneficial 

for Izzie�s interpretation: 

I'm very confused as to why or for what reason Aunt Jemima has a rifle in one 

hand and a butter churn in the other...Strange. In this artist's work, Aunt Jemima is 

portrayed as a caretaker of a white child. About Meredith's post, I agree with what 

she said. I would've never known this was Aunt Jemima if it weren't for the 

picture of her on the outside. 
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 I entered the conversation and asked the students why they thought the piece was 

titled The Liberation of Aunt Jemima. I then asked them to think of reasons why the artist 

chose that title and tell us what Aunt Jemima was being liberated from. Christina initially 

responded and said, �Maybe she is being liberated from being associated with pancakes 

and syrup and as a southern cook. The gun could stand for her battle against this image.� 

After many more comments and interpretations were posted by other students Christina 

made another comment to show her change in views and made this comment towards the 

end of the blog post discussion. �As a little girl I never understood why she was on the 

pancake box or syrup bottle. I don't buy it anymore and maybe one day enough people 

will boyott [sic] it. I think it is one of the biggest examples of a stereotype,� said 

Christina. 

Prior to Christina�s statements, other students reflected on their personal thoughts 

about the idea of Aunt Jemima. Carrie answered my questions about the artists� intentions 

and said, �I think that the author [sic] is trying to show that Aunt Jemima was a slave that 

was going to be freed. I had never really though of her as a slave. I think the artist chose 

the title so it would better explain the picture for the viewers.� 

Addison was still unsure as to the rationale behind the creation and depiction of 

Aunt Jemima.  �Is Aunt Jemima really black? I guess I never thought of that because on 

the syrup bottles shes [sic] technically clear. Aunt Jemima looks dangerous with the gun 

but yet she has a white baby...weird,� said Addison. Other students offered evidence to 

show that the Aunt Jemima image could possibly be a damaging interpretation of 

African-Americans and slaves. Callie said: 

For me, Aunt Jemima has always represented Mammy from Gone With The 

Wind. In Gone With The Wind, Mammy was Scarlet's family slave. One big 

reason why this is such a negative stereotypical image is that Mammy is portrayed 

as a house slave who is happy in her role and who doesn't desire to be free 

because she has a certain authority and presence in that family. Also, GWTW 

gives the impression that Mammy wasn't treated badly, that she was like one of 

the family. 

 Charlotte referenced the questions from Banks� (1991) value inquiry model and 

Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical model to change the course of the 
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discussion. Charlotte asked why this character was chosen for this particular brand of 

syrup. Again, Callie was ready to respond: 

The bottle for Aunt Jemima doesn't have to be any color, although I do have a  

brown glass bottle of it, because the syrup is brown. Therefore, even a clear bottle 

would show brown skin. Just saying, she is definitely [sic] meant to be African 

American. 

Maybe the liberation of Aunt Jemima is meant to represent all the images 

that she should be released from. On the other hand, maybe it speaks to what kind 

of roles freed blacks were put into even after liberation. 

 Samantha later brought up a question as to when Aunt Jemima was originally 

created. I was hoping that someone would take the initiative to discover the information. 

Samantha also suggested that perhaps Aunt Jemima (a real person?) made the syrup 

mixture herself. Knowing all of the information that I did, I felt it wouldn�t be beneficial 

if I just posted a whole historical account of the character known as Aunt Jemima. I really 

wanted these questions to sink in with the students to the point that they eventually 

wanted  to find an answer. Perhaps my interests and that of the students were not equally 

balanced. Charlotte posted a comment next and asked how the ethnicity of the creator of 

this image could have possibly played a significant role in the production of this 

character. I then followed with a questions asking if anyone knew of someone who 

collects Aunt Jemima memorabilia. Miranda responded: 

We used to have Aunt Jemima syrup in the house when I was younger and I 

vaguely remember wondering about the lady on the bottle, much like Christina 

said she did. I don't remember attaching a stereotype to it as a child, but I do 

remember buying a different brand when I was grocery shopping for the first time 

by myself. I think I made a conscious decision to buy something that didn't look 

like it had such a strong racial stereotype on it. I think race issues are harder to 

pick out the younger a person is, but they become more obvious as we grow. 

 Students began to reveal their raised consciousness even more in the next 

communal blog post that I made. 

 The next communal blog post I made consisted of a documentary that presented 

issues many African-American women and children feel in terms of issues with hair, skin 
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tones, the definition of beauty, and the model of what is good or bad in regard to race. I 

thought posting Kiri Davis� documentary, A Girl Like Me, 

(http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1091431409617440489) was interesting 

considering since I did not anticipate a class discussion regarding African-American hair. 

I wasn�t sure if the students knew of this documentary or anything about the issues 

presented in it. Christina was the first to respond to the clip (See Figure 1) when she said: 

I have not seen anything like this clip before. It really gave me insight into how 

some African American women view themselves. I was a bit shocked when I 

heard it. I was saddened that at times they may feel they need to look like a 

different culture to feel beautiful. I think that society may influence them to feel 

that way and want to change their hair or skin tone. This was very touching to 

watch. 

 Meredith was another student who didn�t realize the extent of the issues faced by 

African-Americans. It is worthy to note her perceptions of African-American females as 

they relate to portrayals seen on the Jerry Springer show: 

I had no idea that there was so much pressure for black girls to have the fake hair 

and lighter skin. I never knew they felt that lighter skin was prettier or that natural 

hair was ugly. I guess I felt like black girls were more confident in themselves 

because they are thought of as being tough and better fighters and they are always 

on Jerry Springer saying they know they look good even when they are 300 lbs. 

Can you really bleach your skin? Is that dangerous, like for the six yr. old whose 

mother is doing it to her. That mother is showing her daughters that it is not okay 

to be dark-skinned. That isn't right. 

 I was interested in how the students thought this would affect their future careers 

as classroom teachers. Christina said that if she were doing an art project that required a 

model, she would make sure to incorporate different cultures, ��so that they can know 

they are accepted and beautiful just the way they are.� 

 Other students mentioned that they had indeed viewed the clip before. Callie had 

recently watched the clip in her stereotypes and prejudices class. She said: 

One of the most heartbreaking moments of the clip was when the little girl chose 

the bad doll as black, the good doll as white, and then had to hand over which doll 
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she looked like. Its [sic] really painful to realize the inner turmoil of someone who 

is trying to figure out their place in life and to think that society is telling them 

that they are bad. How do you deal with a society that is telling you that black is 

bad?�  

 I wasn�t sure if the question was directed towards me, but soon realized that I was 

probably the only one in the position to answer it. I didn�t immediately answer because I 

thought someone else may try to empathize with a similar situation in order to understand 

the emotions of some of the children in the video. Addison quickly interjected: 

I have totally seen this movie clip thing before. I watched it last semester in my 

Intro to Ed class. I felt like when I watched it I could relate a lot of the things the 

girls were saying about their race to things about white girls as well. I feel that 

some girls think that girls with a nice tan are prettier then girls who are more pale, 

Nicole Kidman for example is pale but an amazing looking woman. Same thing 

goes for Jada Pinkett Smith lighter skin and beautiful but that doesn�t mean that 

dark skin women are ugly. There are so many dark skin models that I would die to 

look like. I love the hair comments about perming and straightening and natural. 

My hair is naturally straight and I wish that I could do something else with it. I 

guess its [sic] just funny to see people complain about their hair being curly and 

wazy [sic] when that�s what I wish my hair would do. :)  

 Meredith was one of the next students to post an entry on the communal blog 

even though she wasn�t scheduled to. I quickly realized that the original schedule I 

created with a specific order for students to post was not going to occur. After many 

efforts to adhere to posting every other day in order to give students time to respond in 

manageable chunks, and after e-mailing reminders, I realized that this study would never 

get finished if I stuck to that. Therefore, I let the students post as soon as they were ready 

in order to expedite the process and give everyone time to respond. In Meredith�s post, 

she continued to address the ideas of ethnicity and her Native American heritage from her 

personal blog to the communal blog. 
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Native American representations 

     Figure 4.6 Meredith�s communal blog post: Native Americans in two different  

  westerns 

 Although I didn�t require students to offer a description of the images or media 

clips that they posted, most offered a short summary and explanation of their choices. 

Meredith offered a summary and posed a question for the rest of the students to respond 

to: 

The first picture is typical for a Western movie. The cowboys and Indians are 

always fighting. But what I never understood is why the Indians are always 

portrayed as the bad guys. The cowboys are the good guys and the heroes that 

travel around looking over their shoulders for the Indians to attack. The Indians 

are the ones that screwed over. The cowboys came in and took over the Indian's 

land and treated them like they had no reason for existence. So why are the 

Indians the ones who are portrayed as the bad guys in all westerns? 

The second picture is culturally challenging because it shows two 

cowboys and an Indian together and it appears they are hiding out or spying on 

someone. Anyhow, they are working together. This is odd to see because you 

always hear cowboys vs. Indians. They are always fighting each other in Westerns 

and the rare times that they do get along, I find odd. 

 Callie was one of the first students to respond and brought up other shows that 

tackled the notion of Cowboys and Indians: 
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Does anyone remember the old tv show F-troop? Its [sic] been a really long time 

since I have seen it, so this comment on it is from my memory of it. Although 

there were so many bad stereotypes used in that show, one of the things that was 

amusing about the troop vs. the Indians, was that the troop was unorganized and 

fumbling, but the Indians were calm and wise. It was a comedy, though, and the 

positive spin on the Indians may have been a result of hindsight and guilt. 

 I had never seen the show F-troop and asked Callie if she could find an old clip on 

YouTube to post and share with the rest of us who are unfamiliar with the show. I asked 

the students why they thought there were so few non-stereotypical images of Native 

Americans available in movies or television. This comment reminded Callie of another 

media representation: 

Oh, another Native American clip that I remember is one from the seventie [sic] 

or eighties that aired for-ever. You guys may remember it was a public service 

announcement with America and all of its pollution[?] At the end of it someone 

throws trash into the street at the foot of an Indian who sheds a single tear. I think 

that he may have been wearing a headress [sic] or maybe just braids. It always 

made me feel bad because its [sic] like we took this land from the Indians, and 

now look what we have done to it. (A few years ago I saw something on VH1 that 

showed that guy wasn't even a Native American. He was like Italian or 

something!). 

 Christina then referenced the idea of history and whose history is depicted: 

All of the western movies that I can remember have the Native Americans 

portrayed as the bad guys and I could never understand why. The settlers that took 

from the Native Americans were the bad guys, but we try to erase that from our 

history don't we. I don't know what I'll do if I teach history, I can't lie and cover 

up the truth of what we did. 

 More responses about awareness were posted as Charlotte jumped into the 

conversation: 

I never really thought about the fact that Native Americans are always potrayed 

[sic] as bad guys. These pictures bring up a very good point. They should make 

more movies showing the truth about what happened. 
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 Addison related her experiences of Westerns with cowboys and Indians to her 

dad�s interests: 

My Dad loves John Wayne westerns and everytime he was fighting "bad guys" 

they almost always ended up being Indians and I never understood that. The only 

bad people that I ever saw what were white were like bank robbers that of course 

were caught. Directors of those movies were clearly stuck in a rutt [sic]. 

 Sensing that the students understood the stereotypical imagery as eternally present 

in movies, I asked them to consider why these stereotypes are maintained by asking them 

if they thought the directors have changed their perspectives over the years and what 

other ways are these negative portrayals reinforced. Meredith commented:  

No they havn't [sic] moved out of that rutt [sic] and I don't know if they ever will. 

We have to teach out [sic] future students the truth in what really happened. These 

negative portrayals are reinforced sometimes through school plays during 

Thanksgiving. I have never seen any in real life, but on TV shows I have seen 

where this has happened during a school play. 

 Again, the students were making the connections between the media and what 

occurs in schools. As the possible agents of change, or enforcers of negative stereotypes, 

they were beginning to show that they understood the power they had to influence what 

ideas are learned or repeated. Christina followed Meredith�s response with: 

I do not think they have moved out of the rutt, and what really bothers me is when 

you have a movie and a character is claimed to be Native American and they 

really are not in real life, I don't know if that is because a Native American does 

not want to do it because of the misrepresentation to their culture or if it is the 

directors decision. I think a Native American should play the part and be able to 

represent their culture through their eyes. 

 Later on in the discussion Samantha also made us aware of her naiveté regarding 

the portrayal of Native Americans. Although everyone began to express their thoughts 

about what could change this situation, they wanted to make it clear that they thought it 

was not good. Samantha said: 

This is a good issue that I guess I never realized really. I feel the Native 

Americans in general totally got this bad stereotype and have never really been 
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given a chance to tell their side of the 'story'. It would be interesting to see a 

Native American create a movie to see their side of it. 

 Noting that most people were not digging further into the topic at hand and 

looking at different perspectives, Charlotte raised the question, �How do you think this 

image would affect someone who knows nothing about Native Americans?� 

 Nobody answered Charlotte�s questions, but Meredith entered the conversation 

again to address some of Christina�s thoughts. 

To respond to Christina, I read that many times Native Americans try out for the 

parts in movies, but don't get it bc [sic] they do not look the part. It was saying 

that movies have created a certain look to Indians that we only think of Indians as 

looking a certain way when really they can look anyway. I know of just three 

main features of Indians and that is dark skin, dark hair, and a long nose. 

 Students gained understanding about Meredith�s perspectives and cultural 

heritage from this blog post as evidenced by their discussions.  

Gender explored: Women power 

The next communal blog posts cover other aspects of cultural identity and what 

images are challenging in terms of representation. The students explored ideas about 

gender, control issues, and the views of women. Christina created a communal blog post 

and titled it, Stereotypical American Housewives. She posted the following images: 
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Figure 4.7 Christina�s communal blog post: Stereotypical American housewives 

 

Christina posted the images with the following summary: 

I chose these two posts because they resemble society's images of a stereotypical 

American housewife. In one of these images the woman is dressed up cute 

hovering over the stove, in the other she is wearing an apron staring off into space 

pondering what to cook. I do not believe there is anything wrong with being a 

housewife or stay at home mom. However, I belive [sic] that it should be the 

woman�s choice and not her husband�s or society. Times haves changed, but there 

is still a big gender bias in who stays at home. 

 As the first one to respond to her posts, I asked Christina and the rest of the 

bloggers if they thought the image of the stereotypical housewife has changed at all 

today. I also asked them if they thought these images negatively affected young girls of 
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today. Charlotte was the next to respond to the post and asked where the photos came 

from. Christina followed with her reply: 

I think that the image of the sterotypical [sic] housewife has changed today in that 

womem [sic] are expected to do it all, meaning they should have a successfull 

[sic] job, but it can't pay more than her spouses, and women have to raise the 

perfect family. However, the husband can only work, and when he comes home at 

night he should have a nice warm meal waiting with a beer and he gets to plop in 

front of the t.v. [sic] and do nothing. I do believe that these images negatively 

affect young girls but I think there are enough role model women out there that 

they think twice when they see these pictures and know it is not the only way to 

live. 

 Other students responded to the blog post by connecting the ideas to ones they 

heard in other classes or saw on television. Meredith began: 

The pictures remind me of a 1940 movie that I had to watch for my multicultural 

film class. This lady was a successful business woman and never made time for 

her husband until he wanted to leave her. Then she tried to become the house wife 

that he wanted, but she just couldn't cut it. She didn't know how to do anything, 

not even make coffee. So it goes to show that some women are cut out for the 

house wife job and others are not. And it's not fair for men to try to put the house 

wife label on us. 

 In the next blog post, Addison continued the idea of gender and explored 

two more topics that included aesthetics and issues of control or dominance. 
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Aesthetically speaking 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Addison�s communal blog post: Aesthetics, health, and control 

  

 Addison presented these images and expressed her definite disgust over the 

negative portrayals of American women as being the only ones overweight. The 

summary that Addison provided is as follows: 

OK so these 2 images just piss me off! LOL. I hate that there is a stereotype of 

women in general and the fact that larger American women always get compared 

to thinner European women. Yeah the thong hanging out is less attractive on the 

American woman but you know what the European women looks skanky. Sorry 

to say it but to me its not attractive on either. Another thing is that you never see a 

thinner American woman compared to larger women of other countries. So does 

that mean that America only has fat women and everywhere else is where all the 

skinny people live? I THINK NOT!!!!!! I am also mad that they put a picture of 

McDonald's food on the American side like that is the only place that people eat 
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it. UMM HELLO McDONALD'S IS ALL OVER THE WORLD!!! So what if the 

American woman is larger than the European but I can bet you that the American 

woman's armpits are shaved and the Europeans aren't! I know that isn't really a 

proven fact but I had to add that in! :) 

The other picture is of a man pretty much controlling a woman. Sorry to 

burst their bubbles but there will be no man that controls me EVER. Men who 

need to control someone have issues of their own they need to take care of before 

getting into a relationship with someone. I think I know more girls who have their 

b/f's wrapped around their finger then the other way around. I know that I can get 

my Dad to pretty much do whatever I ask but at the same time he isn't a pushover 

either but that's what Dad's are for! I guess it all depends on who the guy is. 

 Callie was the first to respond: 

I find it really surprising that Europeans have the stereotype of "the fat 

American". Just last week I watched an animated movie called Belleville. It was a 

French movie, or at least French-Canadian, and the parts that portrayed America 

showed huge slovenly people. The fact that other countries seem to find us so 

lacking in self-control cannot be good for foreign relations. 

 I noted that Callie brought other versions of popular culture back as a comparison 

to the topic of discussion. I was the second to comment on this post and I said: 

Perhaps that idea of excess is why so many other countries hate us in the first 

place. It seems easier for them to link images of overweight people with our 

consumerism. Can anyone find any cultures that VALUE a woman who is not 

stick thin? 

 Callie responded again: 

The other day in my ceramics class, my instuctor [sic] showed slides of female 

fertility sculptures. The sculptures showed curvacious [sic] women with large 

breasts, hips, and everything else. She told us that the reason that the women had 

such an exaggerated form in the sculpture was because that particular culture was 

of an agrarian [sic] type and becoming large meant that you were wealthy and 

could be waited on. Being a large woman also meant that you could have many 

children because you had enough body fat and didn't have to risk miscarriage 
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through manual labor. Now that we are of a post-industrial nation producing more 

than we need, we are expected to avoid excess. Everything seems to be an uphill 

battle, but we need the exercise! 

 Christina continued the discussion: 

I hate to see those pictures and have people think that obesity exists only in 

America. I have been to Europe before and not everyone there is an average 

weight or thin. I do believe America needs to learn portion control and daily 

exercise but sometimes people are overweight because of health conditions like 

diabetes or thyroids, not neccessarily [sic] McDonalds, and I did eat at one in Italy 

so they have them there too like Addison said. I remember when I studied Latin 

that the beautiful and admired women back then were voluptuous [sic] and full 

figured, what happened? 

 Charlotte interjected and congratulated Addison on her post, �AMEN SISTA! 

Men cannot control us. And, we are not all "fat Americans." I love your post!� Addison 

thanked her and said, �I could not have said any of yalls [sic] comments better myself 

!!!!�   

 Meredith then jumped in the post discussion: 

LOL. That is hilarious. But you know they say Americans are obeis bc [sic] we 

have the money to actually buy food rather than getting filled up on rice day after 

day. But agree, there has to be fat people somewhere else too. And women are 

making a comeback controlling the men now. I am like you, [sic] no man will 

ever tell me what to do. Me and my boyfriend are the same in that sense. We don't 

controll [sic] each other and we do whatever we want. As long as we're not 

hurting each other, why not? 

 Christina said, �I agree, no one should ever control you, especially men. For some 

reason I find men to be the most power hungry. I think what Meredith said is a key to a 

healthy relationship.� Carrie was also upset at the generalization and said: 

WHAT! Like Addison said do all they fat women live in America? NO! I think 

that other countries have become accustomed to relating bigger women as 

'Americans' which I think is wrong. Although, it wouldn't be a bad idea for 

everyone not just women to eat healthier to lead a better life. 
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 Samantha connected her other experiences in other countries to the discussion, �I 

also have to say that when I was in Japan, they had McDonalds, Wendys [sic], Starbucks, 

etc. at almost every corner. Yes, their servings are somewhat smaller, but no other 

country has the right to judge us on the fast food restaurants we have,� she said. 

 �I think it's a shame how foreign countries assume that Americans are 

overweight...thanks so much for posting that nasty picture, Addison...[sic],� said Izzie. 

Izzie made another comment to reflect on Christina�s ideas about relationships. ��about 

the "being wrapped around someone's finger" comment or being "whipped", my best 

friend is totally obsessed with her bf [sic] and he has her completely under his control...I 

think it's terrible and it is such a bad position to be in,� she exclaimed. 

 �I agree with Izzie, it is terrible when guys have girls wrapped around their 

fingers. It shouldn't be that way and girls need to also understand that they have to be the 

ones to change and not be soooo attached,� said Samantha. 

 �Do you think that people in other countries really think of Americans as being 

overweight? I do not think that all people in other countries are skinny. Why are they so 

concerned about us anyway?!� asked Charlotte. 

 Carrie followed and said: 

I think that is interesting what Callie had said, about some cultures when women 

are larger they could be waited one. In each country women may follow their 

culture in the way the women look and eat, is important to them. But now you are 

what you eat, so you must eat healthy to be healthy. 

 I was interested in students� personal thoughts on how these issues may affect 

them in the classroom and I said: 

Considering that our country is deemed overweight, I would also be interested to 

know the statistics on women AND men with eating disorders. Can anyone find 

the numbers? This is something you may have to face in your classroom one day. 

 Miranda responded to the original post: 

This is such a great post and it's interesting that you point this issue out. I saw an 

episode of Oprah where a French woman was giving Americans tips on how to be 

thin like a European woman....I was really confused by that particular episode. 

Are we really portrayed as the pigs of earth? 
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 After her first post, Miranda commented again one minute later: 

I agree though, I do think the European woman looks skanky, lol. I don�t care to 

see anyone's thongs, thin or heavy. Also, my fiancé was looking over my shoulder 

and laughed at your picture. He told me to give you a high five for your post :-) 

 Meredith was the last one to respond to the post: 

Ok so even if we are more overweight than the rest of world, I bet there are more 

women who stand on their own two feet and do not let any men control them 

more than any other country. I would rather be fat and doing my own thing than 

to be skinny and controlled by my husband. 

Religious legacy 

The next blog post addresses Callie�s identity and communal blog post where she 

addresses her religious identity. 

Figure 4.9 Callie�s Jewish American cartoons 
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Callie summarized the images she selected and said: 

In the first image that I chose, the cartoon shows a negative attitude toward 

Jewish name assimilation. The interpretation that the cartoonist has for Jews with 

Americanized names indicates that Jews are trying to hide the fact that they are 

Jews. This feeds into the stereotype, "those sneaky Jews". My last name is Jones 

because my mother married someone who wasn't Jewish. Otherwise, you might 

know right away that I am Jewish because my last name may include Berg or 

Stein. The truth is that this is a country of assimilation. Standing out as being 

something other than American was not good for immigrants coming into the 

United States during World War II. There was hatred toward Jewish immigrants. 

Through a last name you could tell who was Scottish or Jewish, who to trust or 

distrust. My great-grandparents (both sets from my grandmother and grandfather) 

were German-Jewish immigrants and it was no coincidence that both sets were 

given the same first names, Max and Rose. Treated like cattle, they were hearded 

[sic] through Ellis Island and when a name wasn't understood because it was 

German, a name was simply given. My mother's maiden name was Birnberg, 

which ensured that if someone couldn't tell she was Jewish by her looks, they 

could tell from her name. Identification leads to classification which can lead to 

activation of stereotypes. If I were to combine all of my names in order to show 

my background it would be something like McJonesberg. Don't play the name 

game. Don't assume that you can sum-up and dismiss a person just in a name. 

 The second image demonstrates the stereotype of "the cheap and greedy 

Gypsy-Jew". Out to make a buck with no concern for how it is done. I think that 

this is supposed to be a commentary on Jewish businessmen or vendors. My 

grandfather was a candy vendor, along with being a postman. Jews are depicted as 

being shrewd businessmen [sic], but as my grandfather can attest, when you have 

nothing in your pocket you have nothing to give. Many immigrants came with 

only the clothes on their backs and as many relatives as could afford to escape the 

nazi [sic] regime. This postcard also makes fun with stereotypes of a foreign 

accent, a big nose, and of curly hair. Sometimes people tell me that I don't really 
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look Jewish, this is insulting as well. I am Jewish, whether or not you can match a 

stereotype to me. 

 Christina was the first to respond and said:  

I have grown up hearing the stereotypes you mentioned as well as others from 

different races or backgrounds. I agree with you in that someone should not be 

judged a certain way by their looks or last name [sic], that does not define culture. 

I can't imagine having to change my name just to fit in. I think it is great that you 

are proud of your jewish [sic] heritage and that you don't try to cover it up! 

 Charlotte followed: 

Jewish stereotypes are ridiculous. Your post is very interesting because it gives us 

the [sic] your family history. I really admire your great-grandparents, they went 

through more than I could ever imagine. Don't let those stereotypes get to you, 

being Jewish is something to be proud of. 

 Addison commented and gave her honest opinions: 

I think its [sic] funny (in a non funny way) how even in cartoons they draw 

Jewish people with big noses. That is so not nice. They don�t draw all American 

women as fat so whats [sic] the deal with the nose? I don�t see you as being the 

type of person to take these type of stereotypes to heart. 

 I then asked the question:  

So what do you think about the people who MAY take this to heart? Callie, do 

you know the person who made these images, or do you have a source for them? 

That could make a big difference in how they are portrayed as well. Think about 

the play/movie The Producers. Although it was produced by Mel Brooks and 

meant to be light-hearted, my friend took offense to it saying that it was "too 

much" when we saw it at the Tallahassee Civic Center. 

 Meredith revealed what she learned from Callie�s post: 

I never knew all that about Jewish people. I am terrible with stereotypes but that 

stuff is interesting. My roommate is Jewish and the only stereotype I knew of 

because of him is the tight on money one. Anyways, that is cool what you can do 

with all your names. 

 Carrie continued: 
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I think that it is wrong to make fun of someone no matter who or what their 

culture is. I have heard many comments about Jews in which are people joking 

with one another. I think that it is a cruel thing to do. I really like how you 

explained your family history in your post. It was all very interesting. 

 Samantha followed: 

I grew up in Boca Raton, biggest city I think in FL making up of many Jewish 

people. I have definitely heard almost all the stereotypes out their [sic]. I feel that 

you should not judge someone by their last name or by how big their nose is. My 

family also came to America through Ellis Island, but my family were Germans 

trying to get out of the country. When people here [sic] I am mostly German, they 

immediately think that I am some Nazi or something which is completely false. 

I'm glad that you follow your heritage and not let the stereotypes bother you. 

 Izzie drew in her experiences as they connected to popular culture: 

I'm not sure if you've seen Borat, but there were many jokes and stereotypical 

comments made about the Jewish community. I felt uncomfortable in the movie 

theater because I was afraid that some people may be offended by some of the 

jokes and comments made.... 

 Izzie further expounded on her statement saying: 

Also, my roommate is Jewish and so is my RA. When I met my roommate, I had 

no idea she was Jewish, proving that not all stereotypes are true. She does not 

have a "big nose" nor does she "squeeze her pennies." It's a shame so many 

people have so many negative outlooks on other religions and cultures. 

 Charlotte addressed the second image: 

On the second picture, the artist made that man look so sinister. Why do you think 

the artist used so much open space in that picture for what appears to be 

signatures? 

 Christina said, �I agree with Izzie about the movie Borat, I was very 

uncomfortable in most of the movie and I felt so bad for anyone who saw it that might 

also be offended.� 
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 Carrie noted:  

I disagree with people being able to create a movie like Borat . It could have 

offended many people and made others very uncomfortable. I don't think that any 

culture should be joked about. I have heard many jokes about Jewish people and I 

think they need to stop, it's wrong. 

 Samantha responded: 

Izzie mentioned a comment on how Jewish people are very picky on what they 

buy and always want that best deal they will fight for. Callie, do you ever find that 

people think of you this way? I know it is a huge stereotype and didn't know if 

Jewish people ever get looked down upon for it regularly. 

 Picking up on the mention of the movie Borat, I then asked, �Do you all know 

Borat's [sic] ethnic and religious background?� 

Miranda posted next and said: 

I can never pick out a Jewish person. So many people around me say things like "I 

know that's a Jew", and I'm like "How, do you know them"? I guess I never really 

gave in to the Jewish stereotype, I had a friend that is Jewish and I didn't even 

know until I went to her house for Hannaka [sic]. 

 Miranda commented again and said, �I was just wondering, do you think Borat is 

offensive to Jewsih [sic] Americans? The creator of his character is Jewish, but uses [sic] 

Jews as part of his comedy routine.� 

Meredith added: 

That is so funny what everyone said about Borat [sic] because when I saw it in 

theature [sic] I was with a group of people including my Jewish roommate. All 

our friends were laughing and I was just like Oh my gosh, he is probably so mad 

right now. But after the movie I found out that he had already seen the movie and 

loved it. So he was not offended by the movie, he just it was funny. 

 I was wondering how far this conversation may go in the light of Imus� recent 

derogatory comments about the Rutgers women�s basketball team. In this debate, many 

people brought up the double standards and the limits imposed on certain phrases. Are 

Jewish people allowed to say certain things and make fun of religious identity and others 

are not? 
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Family 

Callie introduced the idea that friends should constitute as family members for 

those who may come from smaller families. In Carrie�s personal blog (Appendix F-6) 

Callie said: 

I can relate to being really close to a sibling. My brother and I are only 2 1/2 years 

apart and we have always been close. My boyfriend is an only child, but I couldn't 

imagine not having my brother. I'm sure you feel the same way about your sister. 

There is just something really great about having a brother or sister to share life 

with. (Not to bum any of you only children out! Best friends can be as close too!)  

At the conclusion of the study and in her final assessment (Appendix L) Miranda 

shared her views about ways that her identity coincided with everyone else in the study 

through the blogs: 

I realized that many hold the same family and traditional values that I do. I have a 

lot in common with my peers because many of us are close to certain family 

members, believe that friends are extremely important, and firmly believe in 

gender equality and the fight against cultural stereotypes. 

Izzie added: 

Family life is very significant to me because I love my family very much and I 

value my family and their opinion. I choose to spend leisure time with my family 

because I get along with them very well and I enjoy being in their company. My 

definition of family is a team that you can count on and rely on to back you up. 

Family is love. Family is what defines you. Family is there for you to share in 

your happiness when you succeed but they are also there to pick you up off the 

ground when you fall. 

 The first image that Izzie posted in her personal blog reflected family leisure 

activities. The images she intended to show in the communal blog reflected her Irish 

family heritage. The implications of the picture not appearing in the blog post are further 

discussed in Chapter 5. When Izzie created her final personal blog post, she again 

addressed the importance of family by considering her friends as family. 
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Friends 

 In Izzie�s final personal blog post (Appendix F-4), she titled it Family and 

included a picture of her friends with the following statement: 

I just wanted to do a little blog about my friends...In this picture are two of my 

very best friends and they have been there for me whenever I needed them...I've 

known Jenn (in the middle) since freshman year of high school and Allie (the one 

to the right) since last year. We have all become so close and are there for each 

other to share in each other's happiness as well as vent to each other when boys 

are stupid, of course...I love my friends and I really don't know what I would do 

without them!!  

 In other communal blog posts, Izzie addressed how friends are influential in her 

interpretations of culturally challenging situations.  In the communal blog post by Callie 

(see Appendix G-8) Izzie shared how her experiences with her friends influenced her 

attitude regarding culturally challenging material: 

I'm not sure if you've seen Borat, but there were many jokes and  

stereotypical comments made about the Jewish community. I felt  

uncomfortable in the movie theater because I was afraid that some people  

may be offended by some of the jokes and comments made... 

 Izzie posted again and said: 

 Also, my roommate is Jewish and so is my RA. When I met my  

roommate, I had no idea she was Jewish, proving that not all stereotypes  

are true. She does not have a "big nose" nor does she "squeeze her  

pennies." It's a shame so many people have so many negative outlooks on  

other religions and cultures. 

 The influence of the people around Izzie, specifically her friends, influenced her 

attitudes about Jewish people and dispelled some of her initial thoughts. Izzie�s friends 

also commented on the blog to confirm their cultural experiences and to offer Izzie 

support so that she felt justified in how uncomfortable she felt in certain situations. 

Meredith responded to Callie�s communal blog post and shared how her friend�s values 

influenced her perspective on seeing the movie Borat and stated: 
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 That is so funny what everyone said about Borat because when I saw it in  

theature I was with a group of people including my Jewish roomate. All  

our friends were laughing and I was just like Oh my gosh, he is probably  

so mad right now. But after the movie I found out that he had already seen  

the movie and loved it. So he was not offended by the movie, he just it  

was funny. 

Media 

A sense of conflicting identity arose when students discussed the values of the 

media as related to the ways which they felt their respective identities should be reflected. 

In the discussion on Christina�s communal blog post about stereotypical housewives (see 

Appendix G-9) the students revealed how they faced difficulties in identifying with the 

role of the happy housewife in conjunction with the role of a full-time working teacher. 

Callie first referenced the images to a television show she watched: 

 What I find amusing about these pictures is the prim and proper dressing  

of the two ladies. Can you imagine wearing a cinched waist dress and  

cooking? Things like this make me think of the I Love Lucy show. She  

was a house wife, keeping the apartment clean and cooking meals for  

Ricky. But what I loved about Lucy was that she was much more than a  

high-heel dress wearing housewife. She was a person of great imagination  

and ingenuity. The role that she played as a housewife was just a product  

of the time. When society is telling you what you are supposed to be and  

when your own group (women) is willfully compliying [sic] with those roles,  

its limiting. 

 Callie expressed how limiting the role of housewife was for educated women of 

today, but some students expressed their willingness to become that model of what 

society and the media tells us is the positive cultural model. I asked the students, �Can 

anyone find an image of what you think a typical woman of today should look like? 

Perhaps a contrast to this image? If so, provide us with a link.� Callie jumped back into 

the conversation providing more examples of the ways that the media professes its values 

regarding the ideal model of identity for women. Callie said: 
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Fried Green Tomatoes and She-Devil. Anyways, who says that there has to be 

kids, marriage, and a house in the hills? These are goals and standards set by 

others. That's fine if that is what you truly desire, but don't just mindlessly go 

along with a plan of someone else's design. If you think that you are too young 

and immature for kids, your ovaries can wait. If you think that he isn't THE ONE- 

FOREVER, why risk divorce? Think that mortgage is too big for you to swing 

every month, start smaller. We seem to make so many decisions based on what 

we think we are supposed to be doing for our specific age and for our given 

gender. What is your social role? vs. What do you want your social role to be? 

Women before us fought so that we could make that choice. 

 Carrie responded after Callie agreeing with her sentiments: 

I agree with Callie. That women before us fought for what they wanted. Maybe 

we should began [sic] to try that again. Women shouldn't be looked down upon 

for standing up for what they believe and their standards. 

 The discussion of how the media affects personal identity also came into play 

when they discussed ideas of aesthetics. Samantha created a communal blog post about 

the stereotype of dumb blondes (see Appendix G-11) and used photos of celebrities to get 

her points across. These are the following images from her communal blog post: 

 

 

 Figure 4.10 Samantha�s communal blog post: Dumb blondes 
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 Although Samantha is blonde herself, she loathes the negative association with 

hair color. Izzie responded to Samantha�s blog post: 

 This picture of Paris and Nicole made me laugh because I remember  

watching the simple life and listening to their stupid comments... I think  

it's people like Paris and Nicole that are sometimes the ones that give  

being blonde a bad name... 

 Izzie emphasized how the media, specifically certain celebrities set the tone for 

how all people are judged. Miranda then responded: 

 I totally understand where you're coming from. Dumb hollywood [sic] blondes  

ruined it for the rest of us. The media is partially to blame for that  

stereotype and I can honestly say that as I grew older I was kind of  

relieved when my light blonde hair got darker because I didnt [sic] want to be  

seen a certain way. And that's really sad looking back on that cause I  

shouldnt [sic]  have had to feel that way. 

 In an art lesson that explores issues of identity, Anderson and Milbrandt (2005) 

called for a need to ask the questions that explore the ways in which people are affected 

by the stereotypes produced by the media, how certain genders are affected by this 

material, and what purpose do these images serve in identity negotiation. These ideas are 

further explored when students are asked to create artwork that depicts aspects of their 

identity in stereotypical ways. As in this curriculum, students identified the ways that the 

media challenges their identity, they discussed ways to apply it to their own lives, and 

offered suggestions on ways to deal with such challenges in the future.  

 

Day 15: Logging-Off: A Final Glance 

 

 To conclude this blogging curriculum, the students were instructed to go back to 

their personal blogs and create a post that best summed up their identity as a result of 

completing the curriculum. This final blog posting was designed to add closure to the 

bloggin curriculum and to see if anyone wanted to add or change anything about the way 

they initially identified themselves. I thought it was interesting to note that six out of the 

nine students posted personal photos of friends and family in their final blog posting. 
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Although I did not require the students to post on one another�s personal blogs, some 

chose to do so. In order to see the changes in images that students identified with, I 

posted the initial blog image with the final blog image all located on the personal pages. 

Posting both of these blog postings also provides the reader with summaries that further 

explain the choices the students made in regard to the information they shared with their 

classmates. 

Christina 

 Initially, Christina started her personal blog with an image of a family having a 

picnic. She posted the following image: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 4.11 Christina�s first personal blog post: Family picnic 

 She provided the following summary with her image: 

This image of a family picnic is part of my cultural identity. Growing up my 

family would go on picnics at a different park every weekend. I would bring my 

bike, sand toys, and dolls. My parents would cook hot dogs and hamburgers while 

chatting or reading a book. Many of my birthday parties were also celebrated this 

way. Even years later I am still fond of parks and taking a picnic! 

 I was the first to respond to Christina�s post and shared my own experiences with 

picnics: 

This image reminds me of a time in 8th grade where me and my friends organized 

a graduation party in a park just like this (except I believe the leaves were 
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green....and I don't think we grilled anything.) Anyways, did you ever go camping 

as well? Do you have any harrowing tales of bears trying to steal your picnic 

food? 

 Meredith followed my post and said, �Aww that is really cute. Pick-nicks are fun. 

Do you and your boyfriend ever go on pick-nicks?� 

 Christina responded to both of out questions in separate posts: 

I grew up camping with my dad. Once a month we would go to a new 

campground and I would be the helper. He would have me pick the site we 

camped at, I got to decide where the tent went, and I always ran off exploring 

looking for wild animals. I have camped at parks before that had bears living in 

them, usually in North Carolina or out west. Racoons [sic] were the big food 

stealers mosty [sic], however, I do have a picture of me and a black bear! 

 In response to Meredith�s comment Christina replied: 

My boyfriend and I love to go on picnics. We pack a lunch and bring the camera 

for a day. He can never get me to leave, I always want to stay. Nature is like my 

home and I feel so rejuvenated when I leave! 

 Other students shared similar experiences of camping in the woods. Carrie 

commented: 

My family used to always go on picnics when I was younger. We had a camper 

and everything [sic], we would go on trips over the weekend. It was so peaceful to 

just sit and enjoy the outdoors. 

 Izzie shared her sentiments and how the image reminded her of her last year in 

high school: 

Aww I want to go on a picnic!! This kinda reminds me about my golf banquet 

senior year. The whole golf team, girls and guys, met at the park and we had a 

huge BBQ and played frisbee and outdoor games...It was tons of fun! 

 Addison also offered her nostalgic thoughts about family and growing up in 

response to Christina�s blog post: 

Your family reminds me of mine and you all seem very close and loving :) When 

I see pictures like these it makes me miss my family :( I always loved the woods 

when I was a kid (I think that is what your setting) because I would going on 
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hunting outdoorsy trips with my Dad and Grandpa when I was little. They would 

be looking for things to hunt whereas I was looking for leaves and little critters. 

But anyways off of my soap box (sorry) I look forward to your next posts! 

 For a full summary of the dialogue in this blog post see Appendix F-1.  For 

Christina�s final blog post on her personal page, she chose a more introspective image 

that reflected her individual interests. She titled this entry Tranquility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            

Figure 4.12 Christina�s final personal blog post: Tranquility 

 In this final blog post, Christina took time to reflect on the experience and what 

was occurring in her life at the moment she posted it: 

I chose this advanced yoga pose to sum up my cultural identity. I am a simple 

down to earth woman who truly sees the important things in life. I believe in 

family, friends, good food, and taking time to smell the roses. This difficult pose 

symbolizes where I want to be in my life someday. I want to have achieved a 

balanced life and one that I can pause at any second and be able to do this great 

pose without feeling like everything else in my life will fall apart. Right now I am 

far from this picture, however I am getting closer each day. Right now my life is 

so busy and hectic and focused on things that in the end don't even really matter 
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in my big picture. Right now I am driven by school in a great but incredibly 

challenging major and I have put my personal life on hold because of it. I barely 

see my family or friends or do things that truly mean a lot to me. I know in a few 

years this will all change and I will own my own time and that is why I keep 

pushing. Don't get me wrong I love my major and being in college, but my family 

and friends will always mean more to me, and in a few years they will come first. 

One day I will be able to do this pose without my life falling apart. 

 Izzie was the first to respond to the image and said, �that's a really intense yoga 

pose haha I don't think I could handle that...� 

 Charlotte followed and said, �I have never tried yoga. I want to! Is it really as 

peaceful as everyone says it is?� 

 Miranda responded next and said: 

You have such a great outlook on life! I too love being able to enjoy the things in 

life that are MOST important to me, and although I want to have a positive impact 

on children through teaching, I wish that school wasn't SOOOO tough, just so I 

could enjoy the things I love. I guess that�s what this summer is going to be all 

about, lol :-) I really admire your outlook, don't lose that attitude! 

 Meredith concluded the comments on Christina�s last post and said: 

That sounded so poetic. I totally relate to having to put my personal life on hold. I 

feel bad about it, but teaching is something I have wanted to do since before my 

friends and my boyfriend were ever in the picture. And as far as my family goes, I 

keep telling them to come visit me bc I don't have time to come there. They 

completely understand that and they are making arrangements with their jobs. My 

boyfriend totally understands, but I think it's my friends who having trouble 

underdstanding [sic]. But like you said, one day we'll have that time back. Right 

now it is all about prioritizing. 

 Christina began her personal blog with an image related to her family, created a 

communal blog post that addressed issues with gender and stereotypes, and concluded 

with a personal reflection that summed up her current experiences as a student and a 

future teacher.  
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Miranda 

 Miranda started her personal blog post with an image that reflected her 

geographic identity while growing up (See Figure 4.10) and concluded with an image that 

reflected her philosophy of working (See Figure 4.11). For a full listing of Miranda�s 

personal blog posts see (Appendix F-2).  

 

Figure 4.13  Miranda�s first personal   Figure 4.14  Miranda�s second personal blog post: 

        blog post         Philosophy of life 

 

 Miranda provided an explanation for the first image: 

I chose this image because I have lived in the southern United States my whole 

life. It is where most of my family is from and in my personal opinion, it is the 

most beautiful part of our country. There are a lot of aspects about my family that 

make me something of a "southern girl" such as my family's origin, the fact that I 

grew up in a small southern town, my parent's business (a bait and tackle store), 

and my love of country music. Also, my fiance and I would like to move to 

Tennessee one day after we're both finished with college. His parents live there 

and we both fell in love with it when we visited. Therefore, I have posted this 

image of some scenery of the nature and homes in Tennessee. 
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 In response to the first image Charlotte replied and posed the following questions, 

�That picture is beautiful. Why did you fall in love with Tennessee though? Was it just 

the scenery, or is there something in Tennessee that you believe is better than Florida?� 

Callie followed: 

I have been to Gattlinberg, Pigeon Forge and Memphis. What part of Tenessee 

[sic] would you like to move to or which part do you like the most? Where are 

you originally from? The 30th Anniversary of the King's death is this summer, 

that could be your next excuse to go back! 

I replied, �Okay, am I the only person who hasn't been to Graceland? Do we have 

any other Elvis fans in here?�  

Samantha followed: 

That picture is really pretty. I totally understand living in the south. Have you 

been to other states, like the Carolinas, Alabama, Mississippi, etc.? I do have to 

agree, Tennessee is absolutely amazing to visit! Also, do you want lots of land 

when you move their [sic]? 

 More students continued to comment on the beauty of the first picture. Meredith 

ended the discussion by posing a question for Miranda to consider while she is a student 

at FSU. She asked, �Are you worried about the different standards and testing you will be 

faced teaching in Tennessee, considering we are learning all about Florida? I ask bc I 

plan to move to North or South Carolin [sic] and I am kind of worried about that.� 

 Miranda never answered, but these were questions that most students needed to 

consider in the future as they chose which area they want to live and teach. 

 In Miranda�s final personal blog post she summed up topics on the communal 

blog and reflected on her personal feelings. With the image (Figure 4.11) she stated: 

This image is a t-shirt with the quote "work hard and be nice to people". It's really 

simple and to the point but over the years, it's the philosophy I have come to live 

by. In a world where people are still fighting and hating each other, women are 

still trying to be considered just as worthy as a man, and people are starving, I 

know that it will still take many years to solve these problems. I know that I can't 

solve these problems on my own either, so I have decided to take this philosophy 

to heart. I will spend my life working hard so I can support myself and any family 
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that I create. I also firmly believe that no matter who you are, it's important to just 

be nice to people around you. You never know when your compliment or smile 

could make someone's day and it's common knowledge that "mean people suck". 

With all of the cultural differences and issues with those today, I think that if 

more people lived by this quote, steps could be taken to improve many problems 

we all face today.  

 Other students shared Miranda�s sentiments. Christina said: 

You are so sweet Miranda and your kindness definatly [sic] makes a huge 

difference! When I see you before our first class and you smile it makes me smile 

and feel good inside! I think that if you keep living your life that way other people 

will catch on too that that's the way life's supposed to be! 

 Charlotte then said: 

I believe that being nice to people is so very important. You never know how you 

can affect someone's day just by saying one nice thing. I also think it is very 

important to work hard, all of us do in this major! Jeez! 

 �I love that shirt. Everyone in the world should own it!� proclaimed Addison. 

Meredith rounded out the responses on Miranda�s personal blog: 

I agree. Mean people are miserable and will never be happy. The world needs to 

learn to get along with people who they may no[t] like. I have a friend who thinks 

that if you don't like someone then you should be mean to them bc if you are nice 

to that person then you are being fake. Hello! People cannot go around making it 

obvious to every person they don't like. Getting along and being nice to those 

people is what makes life better. 

After the last student posted her communal blog, I sent out the post-test and final 

assessment, which I will address later. By the conclusion of this curriculum, the students 

began using the communal blog as a sounding board for the issues that the participants 

were facing either that day, week, or near future. Questions were posed, new insights 

were gained, and the ideas that explored the cultural stereotypes created even more 

dialogue than in the personal blogs. This could be attributed to the fact that the 

participants were required to post at least two entries in the communal blog posts, but the 

subject matter proved to be provocative as well. Although this is only a snapshot of the 
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images that contribute to cultural identity, it demonstrated a fraction of a larger puzzle 

that needs to be explored. The ideas that the students expressed were part of discussions 

that may be addressed in their future classroom. Perhaps encouraging utilizing analytic 

tools can help these students better understand the various perspectives and thoughts of 

people who have different cultural backgrounds than they do. 

 

Day 16: Bookmarked Page: What Did I Connect? 

 

In order to understand if the blogging exercise changed the students perspectives 

regarding culture, teaching, and identity, I implemented a pre-test (Appendix A) and 

post-test (Appendix E). In the following section, I reveal the results between the pre-test 

and post-tests and present the analysis of the changes in Chapter 5 in order to address the 

main research question: What meanings do pre-service elementary education majors 

construct through engaging culturally challenging images, focused on identity and 

cultural hegemony issues, through blogging? 

Pre-Test/Post-Test Results 

The questions on the pre and post tests are as follows: 

1.) In what ways do you show and display your personal culture? 

2.) In what ways do you learn about other cultures? 

3.) What role do you think cultural identity will play in your role as a future teacher? 

4.) How do you define a culturally challenging or stereotypical image? What are 

some examples you have seen and/or heard about? 

5.) Describe the impact you think television, advertisements, and other visual media 

affect an individual�s identity. 

6.) How do you define culture? What is it? What does it do? 

Here are the full results of the responses for each individual in regards to the pre-test and 

post-test.. 

 

 

1. In what ways do you show and display your personal culture? 

Addison 
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Pre-test: I dont [sic] really have a specific culture so I guess I show it with that I  

 wear clothes wise and how I talk to people. 

Post-Test: in [sic] what I wear and do [sic] 

Izzie 

Pre-Test: Unfortunately, I cannot think of many ways in which I show and display  

 my culture. I am part Irish and part Italian so the main way I can think of myself  

 sharing my culture is through food and holidays. St. Patrick's Day is a big holiday  

 in my family as well as cooking big dinners and hosting family gatherings. Family  

 is very important in my culture and we celebrate events and holidays together. 

Post-Test: There are not very many specific ways in which I display or show my  

 personal culture; however, I do my best to show who I really am through what I  

 wear as well as my beliefs and morals. I believe what you do and your actions  

 make you who you are. 

Carrie 

Pre-Test: My family has traditons [sic] that we celebrate 

Post-Test: I show my culture buy the way I talk, I have a Southern accent. 

Miranda 

Pre-Test: It's always been hard for me to express what my personal culture is. I  

 know that I have one but I have never thought that I was very different from  

 others. I suppose my personal culture would be expressed in the clothes that I  

 wear, the fod [sic] that I eat, the values and beliefs that I have, and the small  

 beachtown [sic] that I came from.  

Post-Test: My personal culture is shown through the clothes I wear, my beliefs,  

 traditions and anything I do in my own personal time. I am a young female  

 student which is displayed through my dress, my activities outside of school, and  

 probably my income level. The traditions and beliefs that have been carried on  

 from my family also represents [sic] some of my culture. I also don't attend  

 church, which shows that I am an agnostic.  

 

Christina 

Pre-Test: I am part Irish and Bahamian but I am not too familiar with either since  
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 my parents do not really display them, so I tend to be more of the caucasian  

 american [sic] culture. I celebrate Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter. I eat a lot  

 of meat as well as various foods from other cultures like Chinese, Italian, and  

 Spanish. A lot of importance is placed on my education and my culture is big into  

 entertainment.  

Post-Test: I show and display my culture by the way that I talk (I don't think I  

 have an accent but I am sure to other people from different countries I do)in the  

 way that I dress, and in the food that I eat. I also display my culture by observing  

 religious holidays or other holidays that are important to me. 

Callie 

Pre-Test: I have an iPod [sic], wear a star of david [sic], and carry a credit card. I  

 recycle, own cats, take care of my family, and drive a gas efficient vehicle. I  

 watch hours of tv[sic], am quick to defend myself verbally, believe in working  

 hard, and love fashion. 

Post-Test: I show and display my personal culture through my discussions and  

 interactions with others, through my actions, and by the way that I present myself.  

 For example, I am very open to talking about being Jewish, I recycle and take  

 care of my family, and I put myself out there with honesty. 

Charlotte 

Pre-Test: I dress in American style clothes. I eat American food. I listen to  

 American music. 

Post-Test: The foods I eat, the things I like to do, everything I do in everyday life  

 makes me American. 

Meredith 

Pre-Test: I am a white American born here in the U.S. so I celebrate the American  

 holidays. I am a Christian so I also celebrate the Christian holidays. And i guess  

 you could say I dress and act like an American. 

Post-Test: As a woman, I dress like a woman and I wear my hair like a woman. 

 Growing up by the beach, I often wear tank tops and shorts and wear surfer-like 

 clothes. As a Native American, I do not show my culture. 

Samantha 
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Pre-Test: Through the way I dress and carry myself. 

Post-Test: Through my personality and they way I present myself to others. I also 

 speak about my background and my own culture. 

2. In what ways do you learn about other cultures? 

Addison 

Pre-Test: I learn about other cultures trough my classes and by observing other  

 people around me. 

Post-Test: I dont [sic] really overtly learn about other peoples cultures 

Izzie 

Pre-Test: I learn about other cultures mostly through my friends and what they do 

 in their culture. I learn through seeing their traditions and what they do in their 

 culture. I also learn through text books and television shows, etc...[sic] 

Post-Test: I mostly learn about other cultures through my friends and their 

 traditions. I learn through what I see and hear in class, as well. I believe it is 

 easiest to learn about other cultures through experience as well as actually 

 celebrating and taking part in cultural events.  

Carrie 

Pre-Test: I try to talk to other people in my classes and find out about them. 

Post-Test: I always like to ask other peolpe [sic] of their culture, most actually 

 enjoying sharing it with me. Or I may search on the internet for information about 

 other cultures. 

Miranda 

Pre-Test: I learn about other cultures in school mostly. It's been through various 

 classes including World History and Multicultural education. I also learn through 

 friends that have cultures different from mine. Whenever they talk about 

 something they are doing for their culture I get another look at the person they 

 are.  

Post-Test: I learn about other cultures in school, through meeting new people, 

 shows on tc [sic], etc. I have found that school projects sometimes opened me up 

 to new things concerning other cultures. In high school in my AP World History 

 class, I had to do a project where I experienced the life of someone from another 
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 culture. I had a friend who is a muslim [sic] and I was able to attend her mosque 

 and try her foods and see the different kinds of clothes she had, and I also did an 

 interview with her to better understand her culture.  

Christina 

Pre-Test: I love to try new foods from various cultures and learn how they came 

 to be part of the culture. I enjoy traveling to other places and countries around the 

 world. Whenever I meet someone from another cuture [sic] I am always curious 

 about where they are from and enjoy being exposed to their culture. 

Post-Test: I learn about other cultures through art, people I meet, different foods I 

 eat, movies, magazines and watching the news. If I am really curious about 

 another culture I research it. 

Callie 

Pre-Test: I learn about other cultures through observation and interaction, visual 

 media, and books. Work and school have given me the most opportunities to 

 interact with and learn about other cultures. 

Post-Test: I learn about other cultures through interaction with a variety of people, 

 through travel, through the media, and by way of my college courses. 

Charlotte 

Pre-Test: When I do my sevice [sic] learning, I work with a Japenese [sic] boy as 

 well as many children from many cultures. At work, I am around many different 

 races of people. I also learn about cultures form my Child in Elementary School 

 class. 

Post-Test: Through the people that I meet in my classes, and at work. 

Meredith 

Pre-Test: I learn about other cultures in just about all of my classes. I am taking 

 my third multicultural class now. 

Post-Test: I learn about other cultures in class, from watching TV, by the people I 

 interact with, and I learned a lot from this blog activity 

Samantha 

Pre-Test: School, parents, friends of other cultures, sports, being social with 

 people in the community, cultural events held in the community, etc. 
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Post-Test: By the way someone dresses, their skin types and hair colors, the way 

 others my talk, and by asking questions about someone's cultural background. 

3. What role do you think cultural identity will play in your role as a future teacher? 

Addison 

Pre-Test: I am going to be very accepting and culturally diverse as a teacher. 

Post-Test: I will make sure that I am equal to all cultures 

Izzie 

Pre-Test: Cultural identity will certainly play a big role as a future teacher. I will  

 use culture to teach lessons as well as learn about the students and learn about 

 their culture. Having an open mind will be vital to success. 

Post-Test: My culture defines who I am. It is important to share my culture with 

 the class as well as teach them about other cultures. It is also important to 

 embrace culture and speak openly about it. Students should not feel embarrassed 

 or ashamed of their beliefs so I will do my best to make sure the students try their 

 best to have an open mind. 

Carrie 

Pre-Test: I will try and take different cultures and pull them into my lessons and 

 activities. 

Post-Test: I don't think there will be a problem with my culture, it shouldn't play a 

 big role in my teaching because I want to focus ion the children's learning. 

Miranda 

Pre-Test: I believe my role will be to try to understandand [sic] accept all cultures, 

 including ones that my own students aren't a part of. I believe I will also play a 

 role in making my students understand that is it important to understand and 

 accept all cultures that they come across.  

Post-Test: I think I will have a role that puts me in the position of reinforcing the 

 idea of cultural diversity and multiculturism [sic] being accepted at all times. As 

 an elementary school teacher, it will be important to reinforce these ideas because 

 children are very impressionable. 

Christina 
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Pre-Test: I have a little sense [sic] of my own culture that I would like to explore 

 even more. I am very open to learning about others cultures and feel that this will 

 show in my classroom as a teacher. I enjoy celebrating others cultures and want to 

 express this in my class and allow my students to see how important culture is. 

Post-Test: I will try to make my classroom a safe equal place for all students to 

 feel welcome. I will take the time to have my class learn about the different 

 cultures among classmates as well as others. I will embrace difference and 

 incorporate it into art. 

Callie 

Pre-Test: I think that my cultural identity will play a huge role in my future 

 occupation. My cultural identity is how I view myself and effects how I view 

 others. It is good for me to be aware of who [sic] I am and where I come from, but 

 to also understand that I do not represent the only culture. Cultural identity is a 

 reference point for interaction with others. Often people are surprised at cultural 

 differences, but I need to keep myself aware that there is nothing odd about 

 someone being different from me because I am also different from them. 

Post-Test: I think that my cultural identity will play a role in my future by giving 

 me the ability to relate to others while simultaneously giving me the perspective 

 of what it is to feel like an outsider. 

Charlotte 

Pre-Test: I will have to work with many children who do not share the same 

 culture as I do. 

Post-Test: I think that being a woman will help the children in my class be 

 comfortable around me. 

Meredith 

Pre-Test: Knowing about the different cultures will help me to understand my 

 students better. I am currently learning about what cultures are more likely to 

 speak out in class and which ones are not, which ones are more likely to keep to 

 themselves and which ones are more likely to work and groups, and so on. 

Post-Test: As a teacher it is helpful to know the background of my students. For 

 example, if I have an Asian student, it is helpful to know that Asians do not like to 
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 show affection. It is also helpful to know the stereotypes that cultures have so I 

 can be careful not to make those judgements [sic]. 

Samantha 

Pre-Test: I consider myself to be an American, so I think I will be the role model 

 of what an American should be like in how they act to other cultures/people, how 

 to proudly support our country, and how we should live our lives. 

Post-Test: I know that my students will all have their own cultural background, so 

 I want each child to feel they are important and unique. The children will 

 obviously know there are differences between them, so this may be a way to 

 explain culture and make sure they know that no one is better than another in their 

 class. 

4. How do you define a culturally challenging or stereotypical image? What are some 

examples you have seen and/or heard about? 

Addison 

Pre-Test: Something that associates someone with a certain group whether or not 

 they are realling [sic] considered in that particualr [sic] group. You see 

 stereotyping all the time. 

Post-Test: anything [sic] that goes against what I believe in [sic] 

Izzie 

Pre-Test: A culturally challenging or stereotypical image could be defined as a 

 judgemental[sic] notion about a certain ethnic group or race that is often untrue. I 

 have seen many examples of this in my life such as people often thinking that 

 most African American people are poor, Mexicans and/or Puerto Ricans are 

 illegal aliens, etc...[sic] 

Post-Test: To me, a culturally challenging or stereotypical image would be a 

 biased or misinterpreted portrayal of a culture in which case this picture mocks or 

 pokes fun at someone's beliefs or heritage. Some examples I have heard about are 

 about the Jewish religion. My roommate is Jewish and she often tells me about 

 things people say about Jewish people such as they are tight about money or that 

 they have big noses. People often judge others based on their appearance when 

 they have no idea about the person or their culture. 
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Carrie 

Pre-Test: When someone or businesses are biased. 

Post-Test: I f [sic] someone is critizing[sic] a culture or not allowing someone of  

 that culture to participate. Some children may not allow other children to play 

 with them because their skin is a different [sic] color. 

 

Miranda 

Pre-Test: I believe that culturally challenging or stereotypical images are 

 generalizations. In some cases, the stereotype is true, otherwise it wouldn't exist. 

 However, it is important to understand that i [sic] doesn't go for EVERYONE. It 

 is a generalization because there are people that may fall into a stereotype, but 

 there are also many others that don't. 

Post-Test: I think these are the images like "females are worth less in the work 

 force, southerners are ignorant and racist, african americans are criminals, Jewish 

 people are rich and greedy, and middle easterners are terrorists". I think any 

 comment or idea that automatically lumps a race or type of person on a particular 

 category is a culturally challenging or stereotypical image. 

Christina 

Pre-Test: A culturally challenging or stereotypical image is one in which people 

 belonging to one culture or group are misrepresented in a bad way that is 

 offensive and inappropriate [sic]. I have heard many about Jewish people being 

 stingy, loud and obnoxious. I have heard that caucasians [sic] are snobby, rude, 

 and wasteful. I have heard that Hispanics are lazy. I have heard that African  

 Americans want eveything [sic] for free. I have heard that Asians are mean and 

 uptight. However, these are not true and these are things that apply to an 

 individual not a culture or race. 

Post-Test: I would define a culturally challenging or stereotypical image as 

 something that is not true and is offensive and hurtful about a particular culture or 

 group. I have had a lot of multicultural classes and have heard a stereotype about 

 most cultures. Some examples are, Hispanics are lazy, Jews are stingy, and 

 Caucasians are rude and snobby. 
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Callie 

Pre-Test: Stereotypical image? Stereotypes are the behaviors and attributes 

 designated as being typical of a group of people. For example, there are 

 stereotypical images of gay men as being highly sociable, clean, physically-fit, 

 entertaining, and effeminate. In American culture the idea of women is still that 

 all women want to get married and make babies. Added to that is the expectation 

 that while working full-time women should also be housekeepers, cooks, 

 babysitters, and man pleasers. Nurturing and submissive, feminine and desirable. 

 [sic] 

Post-Test: I define a stereotypical image as being a set of criteria that people tend 

 to use as a means of identifying a group, whether it be a positive or negative 

 stereotype, and are believed to be true even when the image is not true. 

 Stereotypes are generalized to an entire group and tend to cause unfair treatment 

 of that group when people believe there is truth. I have heard stereotypes about 

 dumb blondes, fat Americans, cheap Jews, lazy Indians, and southern rednecks. 

Charlotte 

Pre-Test: A stereotypical image is when someone judges people before they even 

 know them. People say black people are lazy, and white people are very stingy. 

Post-Test: An image that people may think is true because they do not know 

 anything else. Some examples are cowboys and Indians [sic], women in the work 

 place, rednecks, etc. 

Meredith 

Pre-Test: A stereotypical image consists of looks, personality, attitude, etc. that 

 may be seen a lot in a culture and this image is portrayed to all people of that 

 culture. Examples: African Americans are undereducated, Native Americans sit 

 Indian style and say "How" a lot, Muslims are teorists [sic]. 

Post-Test: It is judgements [sic] placed on cultures of race, heritage, or sex, [sic] 

 that have developed over time by recurrent experience with that culture. They can 

 sometimes be true, but not all the time. Examples: Woman [sic] cook and clean. 

 Black people cannot swim. Native Americans are uneducated [sic]. 

Samantha 
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Pre-Test: I would say when 2 cultures clash with events/holidays, like religion, 

 how parents treat their children, etc., and I have heard of many stories about 

 children in a class and the parents want the teacher to punish the child a certain 

 way but the teacher does not want to. One example is hitting the child for 

 discipline in the classroom. 

Post-Test: As hurtful, harsh, degrading, political, rude, etc. With the blogs that we 

 posted, we saw examples of women doing the cooking and cleaning, dumb 

 blondes, jews [sic] being mocked by looks and last name, women getting paid 

 less, etc. 

5. Describe the impact you think television, advertisements, and other visual media 

affect an individual�s identity. 

Addison 

Pre-Test: People see what celebrities are wearing and they go and copy it. 

 Television and all other media has [sic] a huge impact on people today. 

Post-Test: It all has a major impact now a days because of the amount of time that 

 kids spend in front of the TV. 

Izzie 

Pre-Test: I believe television and advertisements have a large impact on 

 someone's identity. In today's society, most people on television are beautiful and 

 skinny, making young girls and even girls my age think that everyone should look 

 this way. This puts stress on females to look and act in a certain way, mostly 

 portrayed through television. 

Post-Test: I think television and most visual media has a HUGE impact on an 

 individual's identity. What we see on television is often what we think is normal 

 or what everyone should look like. There are actors and actresses that are 

 gorgeous and sometimes this is what we see as being "normal" or we perhaps start 

 to believe that we should look like them. I believe that what we seen on television 

 is often misconstrued and should be more realistic and normal. 

Carrie 

Pre-Test: Watching and seeing all the different advertisements can make a person  

 change their ways. 
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Post-Test: I think tv [sic], and advertisements affect the way others view different 

 culture, it may give someone a positive or negative feeling or at the culture; the 

 way someone wants to be viewed 

Miranda 

Pre-Test: Today, the media plays a huge role in many people's lives. They try to 

 live up to what is considered to be the "successful" or "glamorous" life instead of 

 going down a path that truly makes them happy with themselves. It has become 

 "How do I make the most money" or "How do I become the most beautiful"? 

 Therefore, people are seldom ever happy with themselves [sic] and try to change 

 to be something they are not through jobs, actions, and looks. 

Post-Test: The media plays a huge role in people's lives. Many shows reinforce 

 stereotypes because people in the entertainment business look for the people that 

 fit the stereotypes and put them on tv [sic] or in magazines. People will believe 

 most anything on tv [sic] these days and will use it as a guide to the way life 

 should be, which is actually quite unrealistic. 

Christina 

Pre-Test: I think that way too often people rely on what others opinions, beiefs 

 [sic] and ideas are. I love having my own identity and not being what someone 

 else wants me to be. I feel that the impact that these things deliver is bad and that 

 is why there are so many problems in society today. These things push an 

 individul [sic] to be what they are not. 

Post-Test: I am very upset by how television, advertisements, and the visual 

 media affect an individuals [sic] identity. I feel that they do not often portray the 

 truth but instead they try to influence and control how the population thinks. T.V. 

 is very powerful and a lot of people believe everything that they see on it. It can 

 make something be "in" or "out" in a split second. I do not like how this can 

 influence an individuals [sic] identity to not feel comfortable with who they are 

 and to try and change themselves because they want to fit in. I have never fit in 

 and I have never tried to, if anything I try to be different or do things for me, not 

 because someone else wants me to be a certain way. My dad has had this amazing 

 influence on me, and because of it I am a genuinely happy person. 
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Callie 

Pre-Test: I think that the media affects an individual's identity by showing what is 

 "expected" of them. If you have pimples, then you are expected to try to get rid of 

 them. If you don't feel like you fit in, become a goth [sic] kid- there's a dress code, 

 music, and a group to identify with. Watching television lets you know what 

 things are associated with success like stretch Hummers and dripping diamonds. 

Post-Test: I think that visual media has the affect on a person's identity in a way 

 that sets up expectations of how people should think and behave. I am a female 

 and I can identify with other females. However, television and the like have an 

 influence on how I perceive what it means to be female and reaffirms what my 

 role in society is. The stereotypes of women are often hard to avoid applying to 

 oneself and to others because of the strong influence that the media generates. 

Charlotte 

Pre-Test: There are many shows and commercials that show racial stereotypes. I 

 think it can badly affect an individual's identity. 

Post-Test: There are a lot of stereotypical images in advertisements. I think people 

 can watch TV, and learn untrue stereotypes about people they do not know much 

 about. 

Meredith  

Pre-Test: I think people a lot of times want to be like people they see in the media 

 so they begin to look and act like certain celebrities they look up to. 

Post-Test: The media places a lot of stereotypes on cultures. Have you ever seen a 

 commercial with a man cleaning when advertising house hold cleaners? Probably 

 not [sic]. Women are often depicted in stereotypes as the person who cooks and 

 cleans. After seeing advertisements and things on TV constantly depicting the 

 same stereotype, that stereotype gets put into people's heads. 

Samantha 

Pre-Test: I think with media, many people are exposed to more cultures and see 

 more diversity than ever. In regards to who is being seen in the media, I think that 

 the media definitely does not show the true identity of someone, only the identity 

 the media wants to present. 
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Post-Test: I think that the media shows so much diversity in today's lifestyle that 

 more people are being exposed and are aware of the issue. Some of the things are 

 good and others are bad, so depending on how the media treats the situation is 

 how America will deal with it. This means that there may be more stereotyping of 

 name calling, or possibly not at all. 

6. How do you define culture? What is it? What does it do? 

Addison 

Pre-Test: Culture defines your beliefs and values. 

Post-Test: who [sic] you are and what makes you you [sic]. Its[sic] beliefs and 

 morals that you have. It helps you make decisions in life. 

Izzie 

Pre-Test: Culture is what defines someone. Culture is tradition passed down from 

 generation to generation. Culture shows everyone what you believe in and what 

 you do to celebrate your life. 

Post-Test: Culture is who we are and who we have/will come to be. Culture is 

 your background and what makes you, you. Culture is life and what you make of 

 it. Culture defines who you are as a person and sets you apart in a positive way, 

 from other people. 

Carrie 

Pre-Test: Culture is a persons [sic] ethnicity and where they have come from and 

 their traditions. 

Post-Test: Culture is your family background of your ethnicity and how your 

 family does activites [sic] aand [sic]what traditions they may participate in. It 

 carries on throughout generation, to look back on how people lived. 

Miranda 

Pre-Test: Culture is made of a person's identity. This includes the clothes they 

 wear, the traditions they participate in, the food they eat, the beliefs and values 

 they hold, or anything else that has become a part of them through family and 

 social influence. Culture simply reveals who a person is and where they come 

 from. 
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Post-Test: I believe culture is the way in which a person lives his or her life. It is 

 their lifestyle [sic], it's their clothes, beliefs, religion, tradition, food, and any 

 activity they choose to participate in. 

 

Christina 

Pre-Test: Culture is the beiefs [sic], ideas, and values of a similar group of people. 

 It brings people together and defines part of who they are. It gives them a 

 common ground to be recognized by. 

Post-Test: Culture makes you who you are. However, people of the same culture 

 are never exactly the same. Certain beliefs, values, and customs come from 

 culture but you can chose [sic] to have them in your life or not. It describes where 

 you come from, but its [sic] your choice where you want to go. It groups certain 

 people sometimes in good or bad ways [sic], it gets passed on generation after 

 generation. It sums up who you are and what you want to be. 

Callie 

Pre-Test: Culture has to do with a society's beliefs, values, and traits. It is a way 

 of uniting a group of people under a blanket of what is acceptable and what is 

 valued. 

Post-Test: I define culture as being the customs, concepts, and beliefs of a group 

 of people. I live in an American culture. I also identify with Jewish culture. 

 Culture is created by what kind of foods we eat, what are concept of time is, what 

 is socially acceptable, our religions, our living arrangements, our forms of 

 entertainment, etc. Culture can unite people and people can be separated by 

 culture. 

 

Charlotte 

Pre-Test: Culture is a way of life for a certain people. It is the food you eat, the 

 religion you study and much, much more. 

Post-Test: Culture is the way of life for a group of people. It keeps groups of 

 people and families together. 

Meredith 
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Pre-Test: Culture is the beliefs and traits that a person has. A person's culture 

 identifies who they are and usually is developed from the country they are raised 

 or the by the family they grew up in. 

Post-Test: Culture is who you are. It is your race, heritage, and sex and it can be 

 influenced by where you live. Culture can influence the decisions you make in life 

 and the group of people whom you spend your time with. I think cuture [sic] can 

 change as you move around and develop [sic] different personality traits. For 

 example, someone from the city may move to the country and then become a 

 southerner. This would be a change in culture. 

Samantha 

Pre-Test: Culture is your background and where your ancestry comes from. 

 Culture is not how you always look, [sic] it is what you are made up of. For 

 example, I am mainly German and Swedish but I consider myself and American. 

 It has nothing to do with my race, only my history and background. 

Post-Test: Culture is where you were you came from, meaning where you were 

 born, what your family history is, and how you live your life. This is what makes 

 each person an individual and their own self. It makes you, [sic] 

 These results from the pre-test and post-test did not reflect the heart of what was 

revealed during the study. They give the reader a sense of how students identify and 

define culture, but the generic answers were not as meaningful as the results from the 

final assessment and posts on the personal and communal blogs. As evidenced in their 

responses, some students did reveal more specific aspects of their culture. Meredith did 

not identify herself as Native American in the pre-test but later did in the post-test. In 

Chapter 5, I present more conclusions and implication related to the pre-test and post-test 

results. 

 

Final Assessment 

 

 The students concluded this blogging experience by filling out a final assessment 

specifically asking students to share the meanings they attributed to the curriculum. The 

questions guided students to explain how the blogging tool worked as a strategy for 
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analyzing and critiquing art, addressing culturally challenging material, and to help me 

understand what ideas were most significant for them as a result of participating in this 

study.  

Blogging 

When asked how the blogging process affected her discussion about stereotypical 

images, Izzie responded: 

In a blog you are able to write your thoughts and show examples and pictures of 

what you are trying to express. For me, it is easier to put into writing what I want 

to write or portray, rather than saying what is on my mind. Writing gives me the 

opportunity to express my thoughts and "vent" in a way and the blog allows me to 

see what people think of my posts as well as comment on their posts with my 

thoughts. 

 Her sentiments were shared by other students in the class.  Addison said, �You 

have time to think about comments and what you want to say when its [sic] in a blog 

whereas in the classroom its a spur of the moment comment and discussion.� The ability 

to process and reflect on thoughts was also expressed by the other participants. Samantha 

stated that, ��all the comments that were made are documented and you can go back to 

see what was said.� Callie stated: 

Discussing on a blog is different from discussions in the classroom because 

everyone gets their turn to say what it is that they want to say without being 

interrupted� another nice thing about blogs is that the conversation can be put on 

hold, the blogger can take time to really think about their response, the blogger 

can erase their own response, and the blogger can respond as much as wanted. 

 Christina also commented on how the physical space of the classroom differed 

from the virtual space: 

In a blog there is no ver[b]al [c]ommunication. It is all written. You are sitting at 

your desk in a calm environment instead of getting frustrated that a teacher is not 

calling on you to share your part of the argument. Also, you get to read what 

others write and you can go back and read it again if you need to, you don't just 

try to listen for it to be said once in class. 
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 I further explore the physical versus virtual classroom space and implications for 

instruction in Chapter 5. 

Museum experience 

 Students were also asked to reflect on their experiences and how they thought 

they connected or related to the museum experience. Although Addison said that she had 

no idea how the experiences connected, Izzie said: 

In museums, artists portray their creativity as well as what they believe is art. By 

creating a blog, this provided me with an opportunity to express myself and what 

is important to me as well as what my idea of a "culturally challenging" picture is 

in my mind. 

 Miranda said: 

I think this experience is similar to the exhibitions because it is all about 

expression. Many of the pieces we saw at the museum addressed cultural or 

gender related issues which is what this blog addressed in heavy detail. They are 

different ways, but they are both expressions of issues within our society. 

 Both Miranda and Izzie centered their responses on the ability for a person to 

openly express herself and how similarly express their thoughts in a visual medium. 

Callie shared that the blog served as sort of virtual exhibition and stated: 

This experience relates to the museum experience in the way that each student 

hand picked what was to be displayed and how and for what purpose. The posts 

were like mini-exhibits meant to be explored and open for discussion. Similar to 

what teachers do with their students, each blog presented a topic and its presenter 

helped to guide the discussion. 

 Samantha rounded out the statements and said: 

This is like our own museum of thoughts and images. You can look at each of our 

blogs as our own exhibit and we are able to give a briefing on what we think this 

means and others can critique it and tell the 'artist' how they feel about a certain 

piece. 

 Overall, most of the students were able to make connections between the blog, 

museum, and classroom.  

Future classrooms 
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 The students were also asked to think of ways that this exercise has either affected 

their thoughts about addressing diversity in the classroom and in what ways they could 

implement what they learned in a class of elementary students. They highlighted their 

philosophies towards teaching and expressed what they felt was important to address with 

diverse cultures. Miranda said: 

I think I would like to expose a variety of cultural experience in my classroom. I 

would want my students to see and experience different cultural histories and 

traditions throughout the course of the year and be sure to include activities that 

certain students with specific cultural backgrounds can relate to in the lesson 

plans. 

 When asked to consider ways of using this curriculum in her own classroom of 

elementary students, Miranda said: 

I do not know if I could do this exact kind of blogging in a classroom at the 

elementary level (at least not in the younger grades) but I do think I would like 

my students to keep a journal for them to express their daily experiences in. This 

way, they can show any issues or problems they may have, which could include 

cultural issues. Then, I can see if there are any problems I need to address or work 

on with the class. 

 Izzie stressed the openness of this curriculum and how it could affect her 

classroom: 

This gave me an interesting insight on how the class could have an open 

discussion and be able to share their thoughts and beliefs as well as comment and 

reflect on the beliefs of others. :) 

 Callie stated that as a result of this blogging curriculum she understood that: 

This blogging exercise has made me more aware that everyone faces stereotyping 

and that you don't always know what stereotypes are most tangible to that person. 

Even seemingly positive stereotypes can have a negative impact because it can 

imply that you are one way, so you can't possible be any different than that one 

way. I feel more aware of cultural issues and I hope to keep that awareness in my 

future endeavers. (Another great thing about this project is that it has taught me 

how to blog!) 
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 Each student reflected on ways that diversity and open discussions about culture 

are necessary to address in their own classrooms.   

 

Researcher Insights: An Overview 

 

 Over the course of this study I kept a journal and wrote down my thoughts before, 

during, and after this curriculum was implemented. Most of my thoughts were infused 

throughout this chapter and add another dimension to the results. I infused what occurred 

in class, online, and through correspondence between me and the students.  Originally, I 

didn�t consider that the classroom discussions would become an integral part of this 

study. I thought the students would pick up the blogging tool right away since most of 

them have active Facebook and MySpace pages. Little did I know that most of the 

students had never even heard of blogging. This lack of expertise with the practice of 

blogging changed the direction of this study. The focus began more on how to blog, why 

people even make blogs, and the purpose of them.  

 After the curriculum began online, impromptu discussions in class presented 

another facet to understanding the students and what is important to them in terms of 

cultural identity. Numerous discussions and debates that ranged from topics of hair to 

holidays helped students gain insight into one another�s perspectives. The classroom 

discussions that I recorded in my journal that were presented in this chapter led me to 

various conclusions about implications for further study. I realized the benefits of perhaps 

connecting discussions in class to the blogs. This connection could have possibly made 

students more eager to participate and not forget to adhere to the blogging schedule. 

 When the students made conncetions in the classroom to the ideas presented on 

the blog, I started to notice that students who were not as vocal in class tended to share 

more on the blog. For instance, Meredith rarely talked in class, and if she did, it was to 

the person next to her. It was interesting to note how Meredith revealed really personal 

issues regarding her ethnicity and the issues she contemplates when identifying herself as 

Native American.  

 Throughout the course of this study, I cross-referenced the identities that the 

students presented in class to their peers, with their definitions of identity from the 
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mapping my identity exercise. I even got another glimpse into their identity when they 

created their personal blogs and began posting personal photos and providing summaries 

for the rest of the class to see. Looking back on how this study was conducted, I wish I 

had an opportunity to have a class that just focused on the topics in the curriculum and 

how blogging could supplement in-class discussions over the course of a semester. This 

did serve as an exploratory study and helped me gain valuable information for future 

research and course design. The increased use of blogging and Web-mediated learning 

should make this type of study easier in the future. Even today I have incorporated 

blogging as a tool to use with pre-service Art educators enrolled in an M.A.T. program as 

they document their own clinical experiences. This researched served as the starting point 

to a life of investigating technology and its benefits for the future of education in the arts 

and museums. 

 In Chapter 5, I further use my researcher insights to present the interpretations I 

had of the study as it occurred. My notes develop into implications that a researcher or 

educator could use in future studies or curriculum development. I specifically addressed 

difficulties that occurred with the blogging tool and reveal topics of discussion that could 

have been further discussed in a new curriculum.  

 

Summary 

 

 This chapter concludes the blogging curriculum as it occurred. I provided 

information from the students personal blogs, discussions in class, and the communal 

blogs. Also, responses to the students pre-tests/post-tests, and final assessments revealed 

the perceptions and attitudes of the students as they completed this study. Frequency 

charts displayed the information that the students found most relevant for discussion and 

revealed even more about the cultural identities of the students enrolled in ARE 3313: Art 

in the Elementary Schools. At the conclusion of this chapter, I provided insights that I 

kept in my journal that revealed my thoughts and feelings about what occurred during the 

study. By revealing the events as they occurred, I have provided the reader with a 

glimpse into the possibilities of using blogging, identity mapping exercises, and surveys, 

as a means to understand how students can define and understand culturally challenging 
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material. In this presentation of the data sets, I have outlined the material that I analyzed 

and coded in order to answer the research questions with implications for further study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 

 

 INTERPRETATIONS, ASSESSMENT,  DISCUSSION, AND 

IMPLICATIONS 
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 How do students in a preservice arts methods class utilize models of value inquiry 

and criticism to respond to culturally challenging images in a blog? After extensively 

analyzing literature regarding culture, art education, Web-based learning, and museum 

education, I found little information that effectively connected all of these fields in a 

manner applicable to pre-service elementary education majors in an art methods class. 

This study centered on the need for an increased understanding of the experiences of 

preservice elementary educators and their respective abilities to define culture, identity, 

and the politics of representation in a technologically centered world by responding to 

culturally challenging and politically laden images and media. The experience studied 

focused on pre-service elementary educators� abilities to perceive, process, and respond 

to visual media on a blog. Throughout this process, I assessed the individual�s 

understandings of multicultural concerns as related to the Internet, museum, and online 

discussions, with implications for teaching and learning in art and museum education. I 

also analyzed the ways that the students defined and negotiated their identities based on 

categories and presented the implications of my findings. Therefore, the final chapter of 

this study reviews the research problem for this study and provides a summary of the 

results and implications for further study. I present the themes that emerged as a result of 

analyzing and coding the data in this study.  

 

Interpretation of Results  

 

The main research questions of this study are: What meanings do pre-service 

elementary education majors construct through engaging culturally challenging images, 

focused on identity and cultural hegemony issues, through blogging? How useful are 

traditional critical models of inquiry in blogging and related asynchronous strategies for 

examining these cultural issues in the minds of the participants? I begin this chapter by 

answering the the supporting questions. Providing the reader with answers to the 

supporting questions provides the reader with a clearer understanding of the whole 

process of the study which led up to the main question which investigates the overall 

meanings students attributed to the experience. The supporting questions answers also 

give insight into the process that led students to create meaning in this study.  
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Supporting question #1 

 

 How do individuals define and negotiate their identities in this study?  

The students negotiated their identities according to two themes: value systems 

and cultural experiences. Within these two systems were sub-categories that affected and 

influenced the ways students chose to present and discuss their respective identities in 

this study. In value systems, students reflected on ways that their personal values, family, 

friends, and media influenced their reflections and comments during this blogging 

exercise. In cultural experiences, students shared examples of how cultural experiences 

with family, friends, and personal activities defined their conception of cultural identity. 

Following, I analyze the ways that the students defined and negotiated their identities 

based on categories and present the implications of these findings. For further 

explanation of the codes through which the themes were developed see Appendix N. 

Value Systems  

Value systems, as defined by the student responses, are the ideas that construct 

cultural identity. They include the beliefs, attitudes, and philosophies that influence the 

students� thoughts regarding cultural identity. Four coded sub-categories that materialized 

from value systems included: personal values, family values, friends� values, and media 

values. These sub-categories defined the affects that other values have on the ways 

students chose to present and define their identities in the blogs and responses to surveys. 

The students shared the ways in which these values, influenced by friends, family, and 

personal attitudes, were similar to their classmates. The students in this study also 

discussed the ways their value systems differed. Overall, the identity of each student 

reflected her interactions within a community and therefore is presented as salient 

snippets of conversations that occurred. I discuss how the implications of each coded 

theme are important to address when working with preservice educators. 

Values-Family 

As discussed in Chapter 4, Miranda shared her views about ways that her identity 

coincided with everyone else in the study through the blogs in regards to family values. 

She exclaimed: 
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I realized that many hold the same family and traditional values that I do. I have a 

lot in common with my peers because many of us are close to certain family 

members, believe that friends are extremely important, and firmly believe in 

gender equality and the fight against cultural stereotypes. 

 Fuller (1999) stated that when teaching monoculture preservice educators, it is 

important to explore different family structures since this population is more inclined to 

understand their future students based on the structure of the family rather than the utility 

of each family member. Students from other cultures may have family members, whom 

the teacher will interact with, that serve as different influences in the lives of their 

children. In this exercise, students were able to express the utility of each member of 

their family. In most instances, students took the experiences of others and connected it 

to their personal memories of family.  

Callie introduced the idea that friends should constitute as family members for 

those who may come from smaller families. In Carrie�s personal blog (Appendix F-6) 

Callie commented and said: 

I can relate to being really close to a sibling. My brother and I are only 2 1/2 years 

apart and we have always been close. My boyfriend is an only child, but I couldn't 

imagine not having my brother. I'm sure you feel the same way about your sister. 

There is just something really great about having a brother or sister to share life 

with. (Not to bum any of you only children out! Best friends can be as close too!)  

 Callie�s connection between family and friends was interesting to note because of 

the significance that most of the participants put on the value of their friends. Some 

participants ventured to describe their friends as important parts in defining their lives, 

attitudes, and experiences at both school and home. Therefore, I explore the significance 

of the values that friends had for the participants as they defined and negotiated their 

identity throughout this study.   

 

Values-Friends 

 Crosnoe, Cavanagh, and Elder Jr. (2003) discussed a need to create research 

studies focusing more on the influences of friends rather than solely focusing on familial 

influences on values and attitudes.  According to these authors, the influences of 
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friendships, as evidenced in this curriculum, play a major role in how students may 

develop their value systems: 

By entering into a friendship with an academically oriented peer, an adolescent 

is gaining access to a new pool of social psychological and instrumental 

resources: social support and modeling of pro-social behavior, emotional support 

for the meeting of challenges, friends' knowledge and skills related to schooling 

and academic subjects, exposure to larger academically oriented social networks, 

and access to various forms of capital the friend may have at home. (Crosnoe, 

Cavanagh, and Elder Jr., 2003, p.333) 

 Students in this study encountered culturally challenging material, shared cultural 

experiences with one another, offered support, and provided models of appropriate 

behaviors to engage in when addressing future culturally challenging material and 

experiences. 

 In one instance, Izzie noted how uncomfortable she was while watching the 

movie Borat with her friends. Unsure of how to respond, she turned to her friend, for 

model behaviors. In the communal blog post by Callie (see Appendix G-8) Izzie shared 

how her experiences with her friends influenced her attitude regarding culturally 

challenging material: 

I'm not sure if you've seen Borat, but there were many jokes and  

stereotypical comments made about the Jewish community. I felt  

uncomfortable in the movie theater because I was afraid that some people  

may be offended by some of the jokes and comments made... 

 Izzie posted again and said: 

 Also, my roommate is Jewish and so is my RA. When I met my  

roommate, I had no idea she was Jewish, proving that not all stereotypes  

are true. She does not have a "big nose" nor does she "squeeze her  

pennies." It's a shame so many people have so many negative outlooks on  

other religions and cultures. 

 The influence of the people around Izzie, specifically her friends, influenced her 

attitudes about Jewish people and dispelled some of her initial thoughts. Izzie�s friends 

also commented on the blog to confirm their cultural experiences and to offer Izzie 
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support so that she felt justified with how uncomfortable she felt in certain situations. 

Meredith responded to Callie�s communal blog post and shared how her friend�s values 

influenced her perspective on seeing the movie Borat and stated: 

 That is so funny what everyone said about Borat because when I saw it in  

theature I was with a group of people including my Jewish roomate. All  

our friends were laughing and I was just like Oh my gosh, he is probably  

so mad right now. But after the movie I found out that he had already seen  

the movie and loved it. So he was not offended by the movie, he just it  

was funny. 

 Responses like these referencing Borat were difficult to categorize in the original 

twelve categories of the Mapping My Identity exercise (Appendix B), but materialized as 

an important factors in identity. Friends became a category that emerged from the 

analysis of this data because students differentiated the values of their friends from that of 

their family members. Some students included friends as part of family, but there were so 

many varied definitions and coded responses related to friends throughout the data 

analysis that it became a separate category. Further examples of the categories and 

examples as they relate to friends are posted in Appendix O. 

Values-Media 

 In the analysis, a large portion of the data illustrated values put forth by the 

media. The values, as expressed by the students in the communal blogs, expressed ways 

that women must look, act, and what types of roles they ought to fill in the workplace and 

at home with a family. They investigated these values as they were expressed through 

television shows, movies, celebrities, and advertisements.  Students also discussed how 

the values of the media infiltrated their sense of identity and having to choose between 

what the media says is right for them, and what they feel is the right decision for them.  

Throughout the discussions, many students referred to specific shows and experiences 

with the media in order to provide the others with examples of the ideas they were 

referencing. It was interesting to note the types of media that students referred to and to 

see them discuss their relevance in their lives. 

 Many of the students acknowledged the media and how it often subjects viewers 

to damaging values in reference to aesthetics, gender roles, and blurring the line between 
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perception and reality. In the pre-test/post test data (see Chapter 5) the students expressed 

the impact of the media on value systems. In the pre-test Izzie stated: 

I believe television and advertisements have a large impact on  

someone's identity. In today's society, most people on television are  

beautiful and skinny, making young girls and even girls my age think that  

everyone should look this way. This puts stress on females to look and act  

in a certain way, mostly portrayed through television. 

 After engaging in the curriculum, Izzie emphasized how the media played a larger 

role than she initially thought: 

I think television and most visual media has a HUGE impact on  

an individual's identity. What we see on television is often what we think  

is normal or what everyone should look like. There are actors and  

actresses that are gorgeous and sometimes this is what we see as being  

"normal" or we perhaps start to believe that we should look like them. I  

believe that what we seen on television is often misconstrued and should  

be more realistic and normal. 

 A sense of conflicting identity arose when students discussed the values of the 

media as related to the ways which they felt their respective identities must be reflected. 

In the discussion on Christina�s communal blog post about stereotypical housewives (see 

Appendix G-9) the students revealed how they faced difficulties in identifying with the 

role of the happy housewife in conjunction with the role of a full-time working teacher. 

Callie first referenced the images to a television show she watched: 

 What I find amusing about these pictures is the prim and proper dressing  

of the two ladies. Can you imagine wearing a cinched waist dress and  

cooking? Things like this make me think of the I Love Lucy show. She  

was a house wife, keeping the apartment clean and cooking meals for  

Ricky. But what I loved about Lucy was that she was much more than a  

high-heel dress wearing housewife. She was a person of great imagination  

and ingenuity. The role that she played as a housewife was just a product  

of the time. When society is telling you what you are supposed to be and  

when your own group (women) is willfully compliying [sic] with those roles,  
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its limiting. 

 Callie expressed how limiting the role of housewife was for educated women of 

today, but some students expressed their willingness to become that model of what 

society and the media tells us is the positive cultural model. I asked the students, �Can 

anyone find an image of what you think a typical woman of today should look like? 

Perhaps a contrast to this image? If so, provide us with a link.� Callie jumped back into 

the conversation providing more examples of the ways that the media professes its values 

regarding the ideal model of identity for women. Callie said: 

Fried Green Tomatoes and She-Devil. Anyways, who says that there has to be 

kids, marriage, and a house in the hills? These are goals and standards set by 

others. That's fine if that is what you truly desire, but don't just mindlessly go 

along with a plan of someone else's design. If you think that you are too young 

and immature for kids, your ovaries can wait. If you think that he isn't THE ONE- 

FOREVER, why risk divorce? Think that mortgage is too big for you to swing 

every month, start smaller. We seem to make so many decisions based on what 

we think we are supposed to be doing for our specific age and for our given 

gender. What is your social role? vs. What do you want your social role to be? 

Women before us fought so that we could make that choice. 

 Carrie responded after Callie agreeing with her sentiments: 

I agree with Callie. That women before us fought for what they wanted. Maybe 

we should began [sic] to try that again. Women shouldn't be looked down upon 

for standing up for what they believe and their standards. 

 The discussion of how the media affects personal identity also came into play 

when they discussed ideas of aesthetics. Samantha created a communal blog post about 

the stereotype of dumb blondes (see Appendix G-11) and used photos of celebrities to get 

her points across. Although Samantha is blonde herself, she loathes the negative 

association with hair color. Izzie responded: 

 This picture of Paris and Nicole made me laugh because I remember  

watching the simple life and listening to their stupid comments... I think  

it's people like Paris and Nicole that are sometimes the ones that give  

being blonde a bad name... 
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 She emphasized how the media, specifically certain celebrities set the tone for 

how all people are judged. Miranda responded: 

 I totally understand where you're coming from. Dumb hollywood [sic] blondes  

ruined it for the rest of us. The media is partially to blame for that  

stereotype and I can honestly say that as I grew older I was kind of  

relieved when my light blonde hair got darker because I didnt [sic] want to be  

seen a certain way. And that's really sad looking back on that cause I  

shouldnt [sic]  have had to feel that way. 

 In an art lesson that explores issues of identity, Anderson and Milbrandt (2005) 

called for a need to ask the questions that explore the ways in which people are affected 

by the stereotypes produced by the media, how certain genders are affected by this 

material, and what purpose do these images serve in identity negotiation. These ideas are 

further explored when students are asked to create artwork that depicts aspects of their 

identity in stereotypical ways. As in this curriculum, students identified the ways that the 

media challenges their identity, they discussed ways to apply it to their own lives, and 

offered suggestions on ways to deal with such challenges in the future.  

Cultural Experiences 

Students participating in this exercise also negotiated their identity in terms of 

cultural experiences. Examples of cultural experiences include: traditions, holidays, and 

recreational activities. I further coded these experiences by addressing the people that the 

students engaged in the cultural activities with, which included: family, friends, and 

personal.  Therefore, I will explore these three areas with examples of ways that students 

used each respective category to negotiate their identity throughout the curriculum.  

Cultural Experiences-Family 

On Christina�s personal blog (Appendix F-1) Addison shared her experiences of 

family picnics and compared her experiences to the ones identified: 

Your family reminds me of mine and you all seem very close and loving :)  

When I see pictures like these it makes me miss my family :( I always loved the 

woods when I was a kid (I think that is what your setting) because I would going 

on hunting outdoorsy trips with my Dad and Grandpa when I was little. They 
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would be looking for things to hunt whereas I was looking for leaves and little 

critters. But anyways off of my soap box (sorry) I look forward to you next posts! 

 The students in this study will one day have to understand the cultural identities 

and customs of families who may be different from their own. Sharing stories with other 

classmates could be a start for understanding the customs, traditions, and cultural 

experiences of various familial structures. It was interesting to note how students 

reflected on their own family situations when responding to the situations of others. 

Cultural Experiences-Friends 

 Students shared that a lot of their new knowledge of other cultures comes from 

cultural experiences with friends, roommates, and classmates. In the pre-test (Appendix 

A) Izzie was asked how she learned about other cultures and stated: 

I mostly learn about other cultures through my friends and their traditions. I learn 

through what I see and hear in class, as well. I believe it is easiest to learn about 

other cultures through experience as well as actually celebrating and taking part in 

cultural events.  

 In Christina�s first personal blog post (see Appendix F-1) Izzie began discussing 

cultural experiences with her friends that revealed part of her identity: 

Aww I want to go on a picnic!! This kinda reminds me about my golf banquet  

senior year. The whole golf team, girls and guys, met at the park and we had a 

huge BBQ and played frisbee and outdoor games...It was tons of fun! 

 In Miranda�s pre-test/post-test responses, she shared how cultural experiences 

with her friends shaped her identity and revealed them on the blog: 

I learn about other cultures in school, through meeting new people, shows on tc 

[sic], etc. I have found that school projects sometimes opened me up to new 

things concerning other cultures. In high school in my AP World History class, I 

had to do a project where I experienced the life of someone from another culture. 

I had a friend who is a muslim [sic] and I was able to attend her mosque and try 

her foods and see the different kinds of clothes she had, and I also did an 

interview with her to better understand her culture.  

 On the blog, the students shared their experiences with friends as a means of 

defining their personal attitudes and beliefs about other cultures, to reveal their openness 
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to learning about cultures, and to share the ideas that are most important to them in terms 

of presenting their identity. 

Cultural Experiences-Personal 

In Meredith�s first personal blog post (see Appendix F-3) Izzie shared how some 

of her personal cultural experiences shaped her understanding of other�s identity in 

relation to her personal views. 

I think this is so cool that you are Native American...I used to live in Connecticut 

and there was a reservation near my house. There was a little store that I used to 

go to that sold moccasins and such and I used to wear them all the time and they 

were my favorite pair of shoes :) good story, I know lol [sic] 

 Christina revealed how her personal cultural experiences help her deal with day-

to-day challenges and help keep her health and body in tune. In her final personal blog 

post (see Appendix F-1) Christina revealed that she does yoga. As seen in figure 4.9, and 

discussed in chapter four, Christina displayed the ways that yoga helped her achieve 

balance and focus on the important things in life.  

Awareness 

The communal blog posts showed more evidence that students were becoming 

aware of cultural stereotypes. When I posted the Aunt Jemima blog post (Appendix G-1) 

Addison said, �Is Aunt Jemima really black? I guess I never thought of that because on 

the syrup bottles shes [sic] technically clear. Aunt Jemima looks dangerous with the gun 

but yet she has a white baby...weird.� Callie responded: 

The bottle for Aunt Jemima doesn't have to be any color, although I do have a 

brown glass bottle of it, because the syrup is brown. Therefore, even a clear bottle 

would show brown skin. Just saying, she is definately [sic] meant to be African 

American. 

Maybe the liberation of Aunt Jemima is meant to represent all the images that she 

should be released from. On the other hand, maybe it speaks to what kind of roles 

freed blacks were put into even after liberation. 

 Izzie later expounded on the idea of Aunt Jemima as a character and stereotypical 

representation when she said, �I'm wondering why they chose this character for pancake 
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syrup, as well...I think it's odd to have chosen such a person for syrup and I also think it is 

a very stereotypical picture...�  

 Sara wanted to continue the investigation into the source of the representation and 

posed these questions to the class, �Does anyone know the time in which the Aunt 

Jemima syrup was made? I'm sure that also has a lot to do with why she's dressed this 

way and holding the gun. Also, do we know if she made the syrup mixture herself??? 

[sic]� 

 Charlotte said, �You have to wonder about the ethnic background of the person 

who made these advertisements. Do you think that is significant of the message?� 

 Christina revealed her personal steps towards demystifying the stereotype by 

voicing her own objections to the product, �As a little girl I never understood why she 

was on the pancake box or syrup bottle. I don't buy it anymore and maybe one day 

enough people will boyott [sic] it. I think it is one of the biggest examples of a 

stereotype.� 

 While responding to the communal blog post A Girl Like Me (See Appendix G-2) 

Meredith revealed that her ideas about African-American women, taken from television 

shows, did not match up with the ideas presented in Kiri Davis� documentary. Meredith 

said: 

I had no idea that there was so much pressure for black girls to have the fake hair 

and lighter skin. I never knew they felt that lighter skin was prettier or that natural 

hair was ugly. I guess I felt like black girls were more confident in themselves 

because they are thought of as being tough and better fighters and they are always 

on Jerry Springer saying they know they look good even when they are 300 lbs. 

Can you really bleach your skin? Is that dangerous, like for the six yr. old whose 

mother is doing it to her [sic]. That mother is showing her daughters that it is not 

okay to be dark-skinned. That isn't right. 

 As revealed in Chapter 4, Addison expressed her views regarding the clip that she 

had seen before in an Intro to Education class. Addison felt compelled to share with the 

rest of the blogging group that she related to the issues that the African-American girls 

were having regarding hair. I found this comment odd since only days earlier, Addison 

was lamenting over being grateful that she doesn�t have African-American hair. Then I 
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began to wonder if people were merely posting comments to appear empathetic without 

really addressing some of their initial concerns, thoughts, and ideas that they had about 

the topics. Then I realized that perhaps Addison now realized her previous insensitivity. 

Perhaps the blog really did help students become aware of their lack of understanding to 

issues that may be challenging for people of different cultural identities. In later blog 

posts, I noted that most people commenting on the board offered positive comments to 

one another and supported ideas posted by others. Rarely did I find someone challenge 

another�s interpretation or idea. Sometimes, I recognized that students even posted the 

same ideas with slightly different wording.  

In terms of identity, students demonstrated that even though many of their 

identities are different, their value systems, cultural experiences, and potential for growth 

are similar in regards to understanding culturally challenging material. As noted earlier in 

Table 4.3, the highest frequency of initial blog posts depicted memories and pictures of 

friends and family as indicative of their cultural identities. Regardless of which cultural 

identity the material challenged, they understood that their identity is an important part of 

understanding the values, experiences, and learning experiences of others who differ 

from them in their own classroom or future classroom.  

Implications 

The data analysis, in respect to identity, points to a need for including friends as 

part of the mapping my identity wheel (Congdon, Stewart, and White 2002), which 

served as the primary structure supporting this part of the investigation. It is necessary to 

further investigate how friends influence the ways that students perceive culturally 

challenging material and experiences in a way to address these issues more in the 

classroom.  It could mean that teachers develop exercises for students to develop more 

friendships and relationships with peers in their class that they normally do not interact 

with, perhaps helping them to open up their perspectives and develop more positive 

values regarding cultural identity. 

 One factor that affected the social interactions, awareness, and meaning 

developed by the students was a lack of diversity in this class. All of the students 

participating in this study are Caucasian, with the exception of Meridith who is Native 

American, but passes for white. All were raised in Florida, either in small rural towns, or 
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affluent suburbs. Judging from their reactions to certain images, and dialogue related to 

cultural material, the students did not demonstrate a deep understanding of ethnic and 

religious cultural identities that were extremely different from their own. Some of the 

only examples related to ethniticity outside of the student�s own identity included topics 

that addressed Callie�s Jewish heritage and my African-American ethnicity. Instructors 

should consider the possibility of having students either explore a cultural identity 

extremely different from their own, or inviting a friend to share their own personal 

experiences with everyone in the class. 

 

Supporting question #2 

 

The next supporting question asks: How will the blogging structure work toward 

the end of cultural demystification in the perceptions of the students and the instructor?  

The blogging structure itself proved a useful tool in allowing students time to 

respond and share their ideas when exploring ideas within stereotypical images. The 

communal blog, which served as a virtual exhibition of culturally challenging material, 

became a sounding board for the students as they expressed their views, raised questions, 

and affirmed initial misconceptions regarding certain images and issues. When the 

students posed questions and offered examples to their classmates, they were able to 

share and reflect on ideas they previously had not considered.  

After sorting through all of the data and reading the responses, I didn�t sense that 

the students were initially mystified, confused, or puzzled by the material presented on 

the communal blog. Actually, most of them were merely unaware or uninformed of some 

of the issues presented. I noted a theme that presented itself in the data that I titled 

transformation. Under the theme of transformation, I created several codes that directly 

applied to the ways that students revealed the ways that they responded to this study, 

before, during, and after the curriculum concluded. The following codes revealed 

transformation: challenges and conflict, awareness, support, and response. A visual 

display, of the codes under the heading transformation, is illustrated in Appendix N. 

Transformation in this case is related to Banks� (1991) ideas regarding a transformative 

curriculum. Banks stated:  
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A transformative curriculum designed to empower students, especially those from 

victimized or marginalized groups, must help students to develop the knowledge 

and skills needed to critically examine the current political and economic 

structure and the myths and ideologies used to justify it. Such a curriculum must 

teach students��how to construct knowledge themselves. (Banks, 1991, p.130) 

 Students engaged in the process of transformation by first encountering cultural 

challenging material, then defining and displaying the material, they then revealed their 

awareness of the different images and ideas presented in the blog. Callie revealed her 

growing awareness of stereotypes by stating: 

This blogging exercise has made me more aware that everyone faces stereotyping 

and that you don't always know what stereotypes are most tangible to that person. 

Even seemingly positive stereotypes can have a negative impact because it can 

imply that you are one way, so you can't possible be any different than that one 

way. I feel more aware of cultural issues and I hope to keep that awareness in my 

future endeavers. (Another great thing about this project is that it has taught me 

how to blog!) 

 While the students displayed culturally challenging material, they offered support 

to one another by sharing similar experiences and offering support in the form of 

affirmations like when Charlotte told Addison in her communal blog (Appendix G-4), 

�AMEN SISTA! Men cannot control us. And, we are not all "fat Americans." I love your 

post!� Therefore, in the next passages, I will further analyze how the students 

demonstrated that their thoughts grew during the experience, or transformed. It will 

illuminate the awareness or cultural demystification that the students went through as a 

result of this blogging curriculum. 

 

Support 

 The blogging exercise allowed students to offer support to one another in the way 

of affirmations to others points of views.  Students affirmed one another�s challenges by 

offering examples of similar experiences, empathy, or just appreciation to others for 

revealing such personal information that they were initially unaware of. Students 

participating in this blog also realized that many issues and struggles they encounter are 
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inherently the same across cultural boundaries. When asked what she learned about 

others as a result of this exercise, Callie stated, �From these exercises I learned that the 

other girls have a lot of stereotypes to deal with also. I learned what was especially 

frustrating to some of the students and how familiarized some students were with the 

types of stereotypes that were discussed.� 

Izzie learned more about the perspectives of others and how they may deal with 

issues related to culturally challenging material. Izzie said: 

From these exercises I learned what other students like me enjoy, cherish, and 

hold close to them. This blog provided the opportunity to explore people's 

backgrounds and cultures/beliefs and do my best to understand what they believed 

to be "culturally challenging" in their eyes.  

Also, with the blogging tool, students had more opportunities to offer affirmations 

or support of one another and their ideas. The blog created an environment for the 

students to share their journeys of transformation in understanding culturally challenging 

material. Exploring other techniques of blogs and asynchronous methods of discussion 

proved valuable for the art classroom 

As represented in this study, more methods of incorporating and addressing 

various forms of technology in the classroom are needed. Although I thought blogging 

was secondhand to these students, and perhaps used on a regular basis, I quickly learned 

through a series of frantic e-mail correspondence that it was not as simple as thst. With 

the advent of Facebook and Myspace, I thought that the design of a personal blog page 

would be easy.  

Implications 

On the personal blogs I initially noticed that the students were starting their blogs 

by posting personal photos. I wonder if this would have occurred if I didn�t have a blog 

and didn�t put a personal photo. I was torn between being an active participant in setting 

up a personal blog. I wanted to merely observe, but I thought it was important to 

contribute my ideas of what blogging can do as part of a curriculum. I wanted to be just 

another participant, but I think the role of teacher influenced some students in how they 

began their personal pages. It almost felt like teaching art to elementary students where 
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you want to show them a model of what the finished art product will look like, but you 

also don�t want the students to copy everything you do. 

Originally, I anticipated that students would find images from advertisements, 

popular culture, or generic images that gave an abstract representation of some aspect of 

their cultural identity. Although I never specified where the images outght to come from 

and what they consist of, many students happened to post personal photos. Therefore, it 

may be necessary to begin the scope of the study by explicitly stating that images must 

come from advertisements, popular culture, or be artworks that indicate their personal 

cultural identity.  

Although I didn�t anticipate as many personal photos, the personal blogs helped 

students tell their personal stories and reconnect to other ideas from their past. It was a 

stark contrast to the communal blog where most of the responses and dialogue was 

centered on shock or awareness rather than a collective sense of identity. Therefore, 

another implication could be that there is another clear distinction between the personal 

blog and communal blog. The personal blog must include personal photos or personally 

created images and artwork in contrast to the mass produced images that one could 

display on the communal blog. 

Originally, I created a schedule that had three students post on the communal blog 

every other day over the course of two weeks. I thought this schedule created enough 

time for the students to reflect on the blog, help maintain continuity, and give students a 

chance to reflect on ideas without feeling overwhelmed. This format quickly dissipated 

and I was forced to let the students post when they were ready. I created the first 

communal blog post in order to give students an idea of what to post in terms of content 

and file types. I anticipated that my blog post would get a lot of responses because; a) the 

content represented a culture that none of them are a part of and b) I am the teacher, so 

they probably want to get off to a good start.  

 

Supporting question #3 
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The final supporting question asks: How do Banks� (1991) value inquiry model 

and Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical model work in an asynchronous 

context to address culturally challenging visual material and hegemony?   

As a result of implementing both Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic 

critical model and Banks� (1991) value-inquiry model, students were able to describe, 

analyze, interpret, evaluate, and create methods of addressing these value problems and 

changing them in the future.  During this curriculum, the students reflected questions 

from these models that demonstrated their process of transformation, becoming aware of 

new ideas and acting upon them.  By having the students present to one another culturally 

challenging material and stereotypical imagery mirroring negative values in society, 

students were able to generate responses that illuminated their awareness. One of the 

main themes that emerged as a result of implementing Banks� (1991) value inquiry model 

was transformation. This theme, which emerged reflected a similar process found in 

Banks� value inquiry process which is illustrated as follows: 

1. Defining and recognizing value problems 

2. Describing value-relevant behavior 

3. Naming values exemplified by the behavior 

4. Determining conflicting values in behavior described 

5. Hypothesizing about the possible consequence of the values analyzed 

6. Naming alternative values to those described by behavior observed 

7. Hypothesizing about the possible consequences of values analyzed 

8.  Declaring value preferences; choosing 

9. Stating reasons, sources, and possible consequences of value choice: 

justifying, hypothesizing, predicting. 
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Student 

ANALYSIS 

INTERPRETATION

Reaction:Cultural Challenge: stereotype, 

uncomfortable moment with a person from a 

different culture, stress from school

DESCRIPTION 

 
Responds: prepares new 

solutions for the future. 

EVALUATION

Shares Cultural 

Experiences: relates to 

and offers examples 

AFFIRMATIONS: 

offers support

DEVELOPS 

AWARENESS

GIVES/RECEIVES 

SUPPORT: empathy

 When combined with Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) model, the process 

looked like the diagram presented in Figure 5.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Illustration of Banks� (1991) value-inquiry model and Anderson &  

      Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical model as expressed during the curriculum. 
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 The importance of using Anderson & Milbrandt�s (2005) model when responding 

to culturally challenging material was best expressed when Izzie created a post for the 

communal blog.  Izzie�s image did not post on her communal blog (see Appendix G-5) 

but students still responded to the summary and ideas she presented. It wasn�t until the 

last comment, out of six total questions, that Charlotte asked if anyone else had a problem 

seeing the image. With a lack of images to respond to, there was insufficient discussion 

and response to the images, which points out that Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) 

model provided the students with a way to describe, analyze, and interpret the value 

issues more in depth, rather than just responding to a written summary of culturally 

challenging ideas. I think the students connect the idea of describing an image further 

when describing something created by an artist as a form of expression. They seemed 

more inclined to talk about and interpret an image like Betye Saar�s Liberation of Aunt 

Jemima more so than a photo promo of Paris Hilton and Nicole Richie.  

 The high structure of Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic model may prove 

challenging for an organic structure like blogging. Discussion therefore should focus on 

addressing aspects of the problem under review that have not been addressed in earlier 

posts or comments. Students could focus on issues like researching the history of an 

image, tracking the evolution of an image from some earlier representations to present 

time.  

Implications 

If the students were specifically instructed to find an image created by an artist to 

connect to a stereotypical idea, then more thick descriptions about the image could have 

occurred as was displayed in my Aunt Jemima communal blog post (see Appendix G-1). 

Emphasizing the role of artists in reappropriating images could also provide deeper 

connections for the students in understanding the different facets of understanding art. An 

artist could start with a problem, analyze other solutions to the problem through 

discussions with peers, and then create a solution to the problem by creating a work of 

art. Students in a virtual classroom who have access to the physical classroom could 

bridge ideas and topics discussed on the blog and connect them to the artmaking process. 

The students began to make connections that could have possibly become deeper by 
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exploring the ideas further by making works of art that extend the ideas they found 

culturally challenging in the first place. 

I realized that students process and respond to information better when looking at 

ways to correct something rather than merely asked to a fill in the blank or recite a 

specific concept or idea. One day, after giving students a warm-up exercise that required 

them to correct errors on a sample lesson plan, I realized they were more eager to address 

the missing key components, fill in incomplete information, and make the lesson more 

suitable for use in a classroom. In this one exercise, the students generated more solutions 

and responses to addressing the issues that were wrong in that lesson plan than they have 

ever given me in a warm-up exercise that required them to recite the necessary 

components of a lesson plan. From that experience, I realized that the students were 

indeed learning the information discussed in class, but that by creating solutions to 

problems, they responded more effectively to the material I was teaching. Therefore, 

when having students address culturally challenging material, it may be necessary to have 

them solely figure out why an image is challenging, rather than letting others state it in a 

summary from the beginning. Giving students questions rather than answers could 

prompt them to begin an inquiry that leads to more fruitful discussiont than would a 

response to a pre-analyzed image.  

 

Guiding research question #1 

 

What meanings do pre-service elementary education majors construct through 

engaging culturally challenging images, focused on identity and cultural hegemony 

issues, through blogging? 

Addressing the meaning made by the participants as a result of participation in 

this study is the content-centered heart of what I was investigating. In order to answer this 

question, I present the themes that emerged under Falk & Dierking�s (2000) Contextual 

Model of Learning (CML) which was addressed in the literature review. This CML was 

first presented in the literature review to demonstrate how effective learning in museum 

setting occurs. The CML posits that learning occurs through three interrelated spheres 

identified as the personal, physical, and sociocultural contexts. This blogging curriculum 
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acted as a virtual online museum consisting of culturally challenging material. The blogs 

and surveys acted as a structure that highlighted the experiences of the students as they 

perceived, processed, and responded to the blog posts. By connecting perception to the 

personal context, process to the sociocultural context, and response to the physical 

context, as I did in the review of literature, I revealed ways students in this research study 

develop an understanding of the concepts and ideas intrinsic to multicultural art and 

museum education and identity negotiation, and revealed what was meaningful to them 

as a result of participating in this curriculum. Now I share how students created meaning 

by expressing and sharing their value systems, and documenting the transformation that 

occurred when they encountered challenging material and the responses they created to 

address these challenges. 

Personal Context: Developing Values 

 Students began by exploring their personal identity in the pre-test (Appendix A), 

Mapping My Identity exercise (Appendix B) and through their first personal blog entry. 

Falk and Dierking (2000) stated that learning in the personal context sphere requires 

proper motivation, personal interest, construction of new knowledge from previous 

knowledge, and appropriate contexts for transferring knowledge. When the students 

began reflecting on their personal identity by sharing it with others in the personal blogs, 

discussions emerged that illustrated the commonalities and differences between identities. 

For example, in Callie�s personal blog, she first posted a picture of herself on her scooter 

in a vintage outfit to demonstrate her proclivity for recycling and conservation. Students 

in the class began posting and reflecting on how their own identity was similar or 

different to Callie�s. Miranda shared her feelings and said: 

I admire your ideas on recycling and reuse. Occasionally I do some vintage 

shopping. Not only is it cheaper but it is for a good cause. I also think you are 

brave for riding a scooter in boots, or just riding a scooter in general, lol. I'm 

terrified of riding on anything like scooters or motorcycles, which is silly cause 

[sic] I drive a car and these days, that's not safe either, lol. I actually have a pair of 

boots like that, but they're black and I only wear them in the winter. It's a great 

picture of you, very representative of you and your values.  
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 By allowing students to select images that they identified with, they were able to 

further explore their interests in a meaningful manner rather than having pre-set material 

for them to discuss. The students were focused on revealing their positive values about 

media images, day to day life, and how open their minds are when interacting with 

others. Beginning with the students� personal values gave me insight into how these 

values might change when they encounter someone with a different cultural identity. 

Although the personal and sociocultural contexts are dependant on one another, the 

specifics of what each individual identified with at the beginning of this study were first 

displayed through the personal blog, pre-test, and mapping my identity exercise. 

Sociocultural 

The sociocultural context emphasizes the learning that occurs through 

conversations and shared meanings between people (Falk and Dierking, 2000). In this 

study, students revealed that their families have a large influence on their perspectives 

and attitudes. In her response to the mapping my identity exercise, Izzie defined her 

family and said: 

Family life is very significant to me because I love my family very much and I 

value my family and their opinion. I choose to spend leisure time with my family 

because I get along with them very well and I enjoy being in their company. My 

definition of family is a team that you can count on and rely on to back you up. 

Family is love. Family is what defines you. Family is there for you to share in 

your happiness when you succeed but they are also there to pick you up off the 

ground when you fall. 

 The first image that Izzie posted in her personal blog (Appendix F-4) reflected 

family leisure activities. The images she intended to show in the communal blog 

(Appendix G-5) reflected her Irish family heritage. The implications of the picture not 

appearing in the blog post were addressed in supporting question number three of this 

chapter. When Izzie created her final personal blog post, she again addressed the 

importance of family by considering her friends as family. In Izzie�s final personal blog 

post (Appendix F-4), she titled it Family and included a picture of her friends with the 

following statement: 
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I just wanted to do a little blog about my friends...In this picture are two of my 

very best friends and they have been there for me whenever I needed them...I've 

known Jenn (in the middle) since freshman year of high school and Allie (the one 

to the right) since last year. We have all become so close and are there for each 

other to share in each other's happiness as well as vent to each other when boys 

are stupid, of course...I love my friends and I really don't know what I would do 

without them!!  

 In other communal blog posts, Izzie addressed how friends are influential in her 

interpretations of culturally challenging situations.  In the communal blog post by Callie 

(see Appendix G-8) Izzie shared how her experiences with her friends influenced her 

attitude regarding culturally challenging material: 

I'm not sure if you've seen Borat, but there were many jokes and  

stereotypical comments made about the Jewish community. I felt  

uncomfortable in the movie theater because I was afraid that some people  

may be offended by some of the jokes and comments made... 

 Izzie posted again and said: 

 Also, my roommate is Jewish and so is my RA. When I met my  

roommate, I had no idea she was Jewish, proving that not all stereotypes  

are true. She does not have a "big nose" nor does she "squeeze her  

pennies." It's a shame so many people have so many negative outlooks on  

other religions and cultures. 

 The influence of the people around her, specifically her friends, influenced her 

attitudes about Jewish people and dispelled some of her initial thoughts. Izzie�s friends 

also commented on the blog to confirm their cultural experiences and to offer Izzie 

support so that she felt justified in how uncomfortable she felt in certain situations. 

Meredith responded to Callie�s communal blog post and shared how her friend�s values 

influenced her perspective on seeing the movie Borat and stated: 

 That is so funny what everyone said about Borat because when I saw it in  

theature I was with a group of people including my Jewish roomate. All  

our friends were laughing and I was just like Oh my gosh, he is probably  

so mad right now. But after the movie I found out that he had already seen  
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the movie and loved it. So he was not offended by the movie, he just it  

was funny. 

 The social space created by Izzie�s friends in the theater influenced her reactions 

to the culturally challenging material in Borat. Had Izzie seen this movie alone, her 

understanding of the movie may have been different. This is similar to the sociocultural 

space created by the blog. Students became aware of ideas and possible reactions by 

discussing implications and sharing experiences with their classmates. If students were 

prompted to respond to the images without consulting their classmates, without raising 

questions and concerns, the awareness of the situation would not have been as rich. 

 Pretest/posttest. When analyzing the results of the pretest and posttest, I also 

noticed that some students defined themselves more so by identifying how they were 

different from their peers than completely similar. When asked how she shows and 

displays her personal culture, Miranda originally said culture is expressed in her values 

and beliefs. After completing the curriculum, she stated in the post test that she doesn�t 

attend church, ��which shows that I [am] agnostic.� It was interesting that she made it a 

point to express that she does not have religious beliefs since so many of the other 

students shared how Catholicism, the Baptist church, and even Judaism played a 

significant role in defining their respective identities. The social context causes us to 

define ourselves not only as part of a unit, sharing similar experiences, but social 

interactions also help us clarify how certain beliefs distinguish us as well. 

The sociocultural space created by the blog allowed students to draw in more 

meaningful experiences, consider the perspectives of others, and offer support to one 

another in the form of shared experiences or affirmations to acknowledge one another. 

The process allowed each individual to present their views and give others suitable time 

to address these views, offer similar experiences, or reiterate opinions stated in earlier 

blog posts. The blogging process allowed conversations to be transcribed and on display 

for people to constantly revisit in order to make sure everyone had an opportunity to have 

their opinions heard or addressed in the conversation. 

Physical and virtual space 

 Physical context affects how a person behaves or interacts with their environment 

(Falk and Dierking, 2000). How a person interacts with the space they are in may affect 
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what type of learning occurs and how much of it takes place. Architect Michael Graves 

(Stephen, 2001) commented that art museums have been created to function as spaces 

where people may have discussions, study, and engage in a social climate. So it is also 

important to consider how a virtual space functions for people to have discussions and 

engagement in a social climate.  Virtual spaces where people engage in conversations are 

spaces that prohibit the tell-tale detection of social cues like voice inflection, raised 

eyebrows, and gestures that cue people into authentic reactions to a conversation (Lynch, 

2004). Therefore, when creating a learning environment in a virtual space, one must 

consider how a space with no boundaries can affect a student�s sense of comfort, well-

being, and overall safety. In this study, the only people given access to the blog were the 

students that participated in the study. If access to the blog was accessible to anyone, it 

could have affected the type of information students chose to disclose. 

 Virtual space was an environment that played a large role in the minds of the 

participants. The blogging environment elicited conversations that allowed the students to 

share experiences and discuss ways that they would tackle culturally challenging material 

in their future classrooms. Students were given time to process their responses, reflect on 

other students points, and find ways to connect their ideas without being interrupted. As 

expressed in Chapter 4, students participating in a virtual environment have an 

opportunity to go back and read the insights of others at their own convenience. The blog 

allows people to edit what they say, and to really give them all a chance to voice their 

opinions without worrying about the teacher moderating the conversation and limiting it 

due to the time constraints implemented in a physical classroom. 

 In her final assessment of the study, Callie brought up an interesting point, �I 

think some people might hold back more on a blog than they would in person or vice 

versa.� This statement suggests that blog discussions should be augmented with in-class 

discussions to give everyone an additional opportunity to raise issues, address ideas, and 

share experiences. Perhaps this would also hold students accountable in posting and 

responding to blogs in a timelier manner. This is the type of blended learning 

environment that I addressed in the review of literature and further points to a need for 

further study on balanced integration of the two spaces, physical and virtual learning 

environments. 
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Pretest/posttest 

When asked how cultural identity would play a role in their future teaching 

experiences, the students already understood and discussed in the pretest that it is 

important to be accepting of all cultures and have an open mind in regards to diversity. In 

the posttest students like Christina emphasized how important it is as a teacher to make 

the classroom a safe environment for all students to feel welcome. Initially, as stated in 

her pretest, Christina identified that she was open to discussing and celebrating different 

cultures in her classroom. In her posttest she emphasized creating a, ��safe equal place 

for all students to feel welcome.� As a result of the blogging exercise, Christina realized 

the importance that space plays in an individuals comfort level in discussing challenging 

material. Spaces created in virtual environments, like blogging can make others feel 

comfortable in sharing aspects of their cultural identity, gain support from classmates and 

peers, and allow individuals to reflect on ideas that are most special to them. 

My struggles are similar to yours 

Students realized that no matter how different they may be from people on 

television or in society in terms of cultural identity, many of the struggles and challenges 

that one faces are similar. In the communal blog post A Girl Like Me (Appendix G-2), the 

students made interesting revelations about hair and how their issues were similar to the 

African-American girls in the video clip. Addison said: 

My hair is naturally straight and I wish that I could do something else with it. I 

guess its [sic] just funny to see people complain about their hair being curly and 

wazy [sic] when thats [sic]what I wish my hair would do. :)  

 I was surprised to see Addison�s comment when only days earlier she lamented 

about not wanting to have African-American hair because she would not have to deal 

with it. Then it made me wonder what types of feelings students were really portraying in 

this blog exercise.   

 Samantha came into the discussion and added to Addison�s feelings about hair 

and how it affected her:  

I would have to agree with Addison and how 'white' people always want that  

tan look as opposed to the pale white color. I am subject to that because I am pale 

white. I also have stick straight hair and perm mine to get just slight curls/waves. I 
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didn't realize that they pretty much think the opposite of us with skin color and 

hair...very interesting  

 Callie and Samantha shared with the class that their families� struggles with 

ethnic heritage were similar as well. In this discussion, they revealed ways not to think or 

behave. They modeled value systems that were important to them presently, and how 

these value systems may affect them in the future. In Callie�s communal blog post (see 

Appendix G-8) Samantha stated: 

I grew up in Boca Raton, biggest city I think in FL making up of many Jewish  

people. I have definitely heard almost all the stereotypes out their. I feel that you  

should not judge someone by their last name or by how big their nose is. My  

family also came to America through Ellis Island, but my family were Germans  

trying to get out of the country. When people here I am mostly German, they  

immediately think that I am some Nazi or something which is completely false. 

I'm glad that you follow your heritage and not let the stereotypes bother you. 

 By revealing similar struggles with cultural identity and offering shared family 

experiences, in one statement, Samanthat created an opportunity for Callie to feel 

included and a part of the class even though she was seemingly different from everyone 

else. Creating opportunities for students to share these similar cultural experiences with 

friends and family could potentially offer more opportunities for instructors to focus on 

the role of friendships in the learning environment and the potential impact on student 

learning. 

Implications 

 Creating a safe virtual space for students to feel free to share and discuss their 

feelings, reveal their cultural identities, and address challenging material, is essential to a 

study of this nature. It allows students to share their understandings and gives 

opportunities for students to reflect on the ways that others develop awareness. 

Instructors need to consider the types of conversations that will occur and how to address 

any inappropriate conversations. Although students displayed a sense of connectedness, 

students in other situations may feel threatened by threatening or derogatory comments. 

Instructors may consider moderating comments before they are actually posted on the 

blog in order to maintain a safe environment for communication. As institutions like 
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museums and schools strive to create safe spaces for learning, instructors must consider 

the space they create in an online learning environment. 

  Although the time frame limited the discussions and topics addressed, I did see 

the possibility for further exploration into issues that students are unfamiliar with. 

Students expressed in their pretest and posttests that they learned most through their 

interactions with people of different cultures. Perhaps inviting people from other cultures 

into this blogging exercise could have produced more radical changes in understanding 

the cultural challenges that other people face. It may have helped them empathize more 

with the students they face in their future classroom.  

Making connections to other disciplines could also foster more thematic inquiry. 

Integrating the perspectives of students in other fields like social work could help take the 

discussions in different directions. Social work students engaged in analysis of images 

and ideas on a blog could gain insight on ways to assess clients� perspectives by engaging 

in visual blog posts as well. 

Summary of Meaning 

What students found most meaningful out of this study related to their future 

careers as classroom teachers and a greater awareness of their personal value systems as a 

student, friend, or family member. They focused on the ideas they thought they needed in 

order to address culturally challenging material in their future classroom. This curriculum 

of this study also helped them discuss new ideas about their environment: where they 

came from, where they are presently, and what type of learning environment they will 

create for their students in the future. Personally, I found that as an instructor, I was more 

willing to share my own cultural identity in a personal blog than in the classroom. I knew 

that by sharing parts of my identity in the classroom, I may face a barrage of questions 

that could lead to other topics that I am not comfortable sharing with my students. I have 

had experiences where students can persist for a whole class period with trying to figure 

out every detail of my private life after seeing one photograph. With the blog, I was able 

to share meaningful aspects of my identity, my family, and students were able to respond 

to this image while staying on the topic of the one photo. Twenty people were not asking 

me the same questions or responding with the same comments. The blog gave me time to 
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respectfully and thoughtfully address any questions they had regarding my family 

without the conversation leading down other paths.  

As a result of this exercise, I noticed that the students were eager to share personal 

stories with their classmates, developed a sense of introspection in terms of revealing 

their identity, and understood how their identity possibly affects classroom instruction. 

Originally I designed this curriculum to challenge students� notions about stereotypes and 

representations and perhaps get them to feel uncomfortable with the representations that 

they were faced with. I hoped that they would investigate why some of these images were 

even created in a manner that gets them to think more deeply about the types of ideas 

they may inadvertently enforce in their classroom. I thought I would be exposing them to 

empathize with situations they never experienced. Although the curriculum didn�t appear 

to contain enough material to radically change their conceptions of cultural identity, it 

was a great exercise in developing communication, a good resource for having students 

flesh out ideas on difficult topics, and an effective way of having students use their 

personal identities to explore the issues of other artists and image makers. 

 As a result of this study, students revealed a developing sense of self-awareness 

and support for their peers. Having an awareness of others� culturally identifying factors, 

connecting it to one�s personal experiences, and offering support to others are important 

considerations when developing curriculum for others. In situations where teachers are 

responsible for team teaching, or developing curriculum as a group, it is important to be 

aware of different culturally identifying factors that play a role in the material an educator 

chooses to present, or not present. As stated by Congdon, Stewart, and White (2002), 

giving teachers an opportunity to reflect on the cultural perspectives they bring to the 

classroom can provide methods of creating new and dynamic work. Banks (1991) stated 

that, �If teachers do not know how their own cultural binders can obstruct educational 

opportunities for students of color, they cannot locate feasible places, directions, and 

strategies for changing them� (p.71). Therefore, it is important to develop more strategies 

for future teachers to explore their identity.  
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Primary research question # 2 

 

How useful are traditional critical models of inquiry in blogging and related 

asynchronous strategies for examining these cultural issues in the minds of the 

participants? 

This question is addressed primarily in the final assessment and changes in the 

pre/post-tests that the participants filled throughout the study. The perceptions of the 

critical inquiry models varied in the minds of participants. In regard to the ways they used 

the models, students learned to carefully construct responses that gave them an 

opportunity to connect and process their thoughts. This was similar to the editing and 

changing that occurs when one creates a work of art or curates a show to be exhibited in 

museum. The changes that Izzie expressed in her pre-test that changed in her post-test 

included understanding that as a teacher, she is responsible for sharing her culture, 

speaking openly about culture, and creating an environment that lets students feel 

comfortable sharing their beliefs. In the final assessment, when students were asked, In 

what ways could this exercise in blogging and addressing cultural issues affect your 

future teaching? Izzie said: 

This gave me an interesting insight on how the class could have an open 

discussion and be able to share their thoughts and beliefs as well as comment and 

reflect on the beliefs of others. :) 

 Izzie commented on the openness of the conversations, and this was evident in 

many of the first comments that people made on the blog posts. Students shared personal 

experiences and ideas related to the material and content posted in the images. Although 

it seemed difficult to get the students to directly use questions based on Banks� (1991) 

value-inquiry model, the model of questions did set the tone for the types of 

conversations that occured on the blog. Rather than limiting their comments to how 

absurd, funny, or pretty the images were, students were compelled to ask questions, make 

value judgments and inquiries regarding the material. This could also be because the 

students were required to make at least two comments on each blog post. The dialogue on 

a blog is not as interesting if everyone is posting the same comment as everyone else, 

very similar to a classroom discussion. The students seemed eager to say new insightful 
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things, but sometimes the comments were limited to surface comments or basic 

descriptions.  

The openness of the discussion proved more valuable and utilitarian than 

implementing the critical models for most of the participants. Perhaps if students posted 

questions related to the models directly on the blogs without offering commentary, there 

could have been more discussion related to the analytic models. I think that it was easier 

for students to just sit at the computer and respond to what was visible on the screen 

rather than going to search for their packet that contained sheets with the questions from 

the analytic models. Again, the high structure of the models may not be effective for 

future teachers in the classroom as well, Miranda stated: 

I do not know if I could do this exact kind of blogging in a classroom at the 

elementary level (at least not in the younger grades) but I do think I would like 

my students to keep a journal for them to express their daily experiences in. This 

way, they can show any issues or problems they may have, which could include 

cultural issues. Then, I can see if there are any problems I need to address or work 

on with the class. 

 As a result of this study, participants explored their identity and the culture of 

others. By expressing their personal identity through a blog and, ��.having to write and 

show something of your own shows who you are and some people may be shy and not do 

that in a classroom setting,� exclaimed Samantha. The environment also created a safe 

space for students to identify aspects of their cultural identity that they may not have 

shared with others� prior to the exercise. As noted in the pre-test and post-test, Meredith 

significantly changed her responses by identifying herself as Native American after the 

blogging curriculum was completed. Allowing people to connect with one another 

enabled these students to foster meanings with others in the class. The connectedness 

between experiences, ideas, and meanings and openness of students in expressing these 

thoughts seemed more useful in the blogging exercise than did utilizing the analytic 

models.  

Implications 

When implementing a curriculum of this nature, many considerations need to be 

addressed. I realized that this study occurred at a time when students were swamped with 
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work from other classes. So if I stretched out the timing of the study, I would implement 

it longer than three weeks to allow the students more time to process and respond to the 

material. This allows the students to express their deeper understanding of the material. 

More time allows the students to systematically use Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) 

analytic critical model in a way that is obvious in the responses.  

 In order to further explore the usefulness of Anderson & Milbrandt�s (2005) 

analytic critical model, it is necessary to creating a separate teaching and learning 

structure that requires all of the stages of the model to be addressed so that students have 

a clear understanding of the importance of fully analyzing an object or image.  

In this study, most students seemed to only reach the description stage, less delved into 

analysis and interpretation, with fewer exploring the social context and judgment of the 

material presented on the blogs. If students look back at a blog post and analyze the 

frequency of comments that were descriptive, analytical, interpretive, and evaluative, 

they may find the gaps and become better prepared to address them in future posts. 

 

Museum Education Issues 

 

 One of the initial reasons for developing this study was to explore ways of 

connecting the museum experience to a classroom of pre-service educators who one day 

are responsible for taking their students to the museum. I wanted to look at ways of 

addressing culture, stereotypical imagery, and analytic art strategies to help future 

teachers understand ways of utilizing the museum in the classroom experience. When I 

asked the students how this exercise corresponds with the creation and display of culture 

of exhibitions in a museum Samantha said: 

This is like our own museum of thoughts and images. You can look at each of our 

blogs as our own exhibit and we are able to give a briefing on what we think this 

means and others can critique it and tell the 'artist' how they feel about a certain 

piece. 

 Callie connected the blogging experience and museum experience back to the 

classroom: 
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This experience relates to the museum experience in the way that each student 

hand picked what was to be displayed and how and for what purpose. The posts 

were like mini-exhibits meant to be explored and open for discussion. Similar to 

what teachers do with their students, each blog presented a topic and its presenter 

helped to guide the discussion. 

When asked how this experience related to the museum Miranda said: 

I think this experience is similar to the exhibitions because it is all about 

expression. Many of the pieces we saw at the museum addressed cultural or 

gender related issues which is what this blog addressed in heavy detail. They are 

different ways, but they are both expressions of issues within our society. 

 Students revealed how the museum is an institution that has the opportunity to 

allow people to express their beliefs and invites others to come in and interpret and judge 

these expressions as we did in the blog. Since museums invite discussion and debate 

about cultural objects, so too can a virtual exhibition created by students. Students were 

able to define their identity and put it on display for their classmates to see. This 

formation of what Callie called �mini-exhibits� opened up opportunities for students to 

explore different facets of their cultural identity and make connections to their peers.  

 

Implications 

 

If students model the creation of an online exhibit in the same manner as a 

museum, they could participate in a group building activity. Perhaps by assigning roles to 

each student: curator, educator, art historian, registrar, director, students could understand 

the efforts of a museum to come together to present exhibitions. When students create 

blogs, more emphasis could be placed on creating posts than responding to different 

topics or themes similar to exhibitions that are centered on themes. Themes selected by 

the teacher, according to the curriculum, or by a class consensus may create more 

connections and opportunities for student engagement and learning. Using the thoughts 

and ideas from students could possibly fuel more interdisciplinary connections between 

the museum and multiple departments on university and college campuses. There are 

many more possibilities to explore with the creation of an online gallery. Access to the 
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internet could prompt museum educators to have students find more contextual 

information related to the image.  

Students engaged in a blogging curriculum can focus on one aspect of the 

museum experience and explore it in more detail through a virtual space. For instance, 

when I took the students to the Museum of Fine Arts at Florida State University in the 

beginning of the semester, they had an opportunity to view a faculty exhibition and were 

drawn to the works that explored gender. I am not sure if it was a coincidence that this 

topic was covered in the communal blogs in depth, but it definitely served as an entry 

point activity to get the students thinking about which topics to discuss.  

 

What I would do differently 

 

If I did this study over again, I would start implementing the curriculum at the 

beginning of the semester in order to get the students in the routine of responding to 

online tools. I would have a short intro to blogging, what it is, how to post to a page and 

so on. I thought that the students were more versed in this, but a lot of them had never 

seen blogger.com before. Some students were confused about creating a link from their 

page to the communal blog as well. Perhaps if I teach a class like this again, the students 

will have had a technology course, or already have been required to do blogging for 

another class. An introduction to blogging is necessary to facilitate proper use of the 

blogs. If the students were involved in blogging practices prior to participating in the 

curriculum, they may demonstrate more eagerness in daily participation. So, an instructor 

could have students find a blog that meets their general interests, participate in the blog 

for a one week and report back to the class what they learned from their experience. Thus 

giving them an entry foray into the possibilities of blogs in tapping into a individuals 

personal interests. 

At times, I noticed it was difficult to get students to adhere to the schedule or 

respond in a timely manner. Even though I created an explicit step-by-step process, I 

quickly realized that this schedule would not be adhered to and therefore had to send out 

multiple reminders to students. This class, which met on Mondays and Wednesdays from 

4:00-5:45, came at the tail-end of a long block of classes for the students. From 
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conversations overhead in class, I know the students were accustomed to catching up on 

all of their homework for classes on Sunday nights and Monday mornings before their 

classes started at 11am. I therefore decided to send reminders to students late in the 

afternoon on Sunday in hopes that the students would either answer the survey or create 

their blogger account by Monday morning. The user statistics available to administrators 

of classroom sites on Blackboard showed me that the most hits or log-ins from the 

students occurred on Monday mornings. Therefore, I think if the surveys were always 

implemented Sunday night or Monday morning, the students would understand that 

responding to them is part of a routine before they attend class. This saved me the trouble 

of sending out so many reminders to complete surveys or set up blogger.com accounts. 

Another aspect that I wanted to address more explicitly is the idea of 

incorporating other artistic interpretations in the communal blog that challenged the 

cultural stereotypes. Most students (including myself) did not make a great distinction 

between stereotypical and culturally challenging. In Meredith�s communal blog post, she 

did juxtapose two images, one that was stereotypical with one that was challenging the 

cultural stereotype. Not many people were aware of these differences that Meredith 

displayed since the images were selected from the same context of a black and white 

cowboys/Indians movie.  

I am sure that the responses were slower to the mapping My Identity exercise 

(Appendix B) than to classmates� personal blogs because it required more time and 

thought to complete. When I filled out my own identity map, I felt the need to express a 

lot of thoughts related to the twelve categories and numerous questions for each aspect of 

my identity. The site surveymonkey.com also allowed me to see the time that a 

respondent started and ended the mapping my identity survey. The time spent on the 

survey ranged from twenty minutes to an hour. Even though I set a deadline for 

submitting the responses to the blogs and surveys, many people did not adhere to the 

specific dates for various reasons.   

 Other questions that came up over the course of the study included more aspects 

of integration and reaching out to the community. What would happen if friends outside 

of the classroom, representative of other cultures, were invited to participate on the blog?  
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Since friends was a category that emerged from the data, and had relevance in the 

students cultural identity, then a way to incorporate friends into classroom activities 

could give richer meaning to students participating in a curriculum of this nature again. 

While considering the boundaries of the virtual space, what global boundaries could a 

classroom blog reach? The virtual space allowed for students within a small town to 

connect, but what would happen if classrooms across the continent and geographic 

regions connected? Creating virtual partnerships is something that broadens the dialogue 

in a class that is limited in its cultural makeup and diversity. Considering partnerships 

and extended classrooms brought to mind another possibility for this study. �Could a 

partnership with a pre-service class in another country prove valuable in addressing 

issues of culture, identity, and stereotypes?� Perhaps understanding the hegemonic forces 

and regulation of media images in other countries provides more understanding of the 

control over media images in our own country.  

 Also, I was torn between being an active participant in setting up a personal blog. 

I wanted to merely observe, but I thought it was important to contribute my ideas of what 

blogging can do as part of a curriculum. I wanted to be just another participant, but I 

think the role of teacher influenced some students in how they began their personal 

pages. It almost felt like teaching art to elementary students where you want to show 

them a model of what the finished art product will look like, but you also don�t want the 

students to copy everything you do. But I did enjoy how the personal blogs helped 

students tell their personal stories and reconnect to other ideas from their past. It was a 

stark contrast to the communal blog where most of the responses and dialogue was 

centered on shock or awareness rather than a collective sense of identity. 

 

Final thoughts 

 

 After this study finished, I discovered new ideas that could possibly change the 

direction of future study regarding culturally challenging material, identity, and inlusion 

of technology in the art classroom. In this study, students constructed meanings by first 

establishing a connection to their families and friends. This pointed to a need to include 

friends as a category in Congdon, Stewart, & White�s (2002) Mapping My Identity 
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exercise. Throughout this study, students told stories and reflected on experiences that 

helped to shape their perspectives and values today. They seemed mutually supportive, 

not critical or challenging to one another when exploring ideas centered on cultural 

identity. The community and security of the virtual space allowed students to reveal 

deeply personal meanings and challenges that they have faced over the years. Although I 

anticipated students would distinguish challenging from stereotypical, the value problems 

in the material were still apparent and analyzed by the participants on the blogs. I didn�t 

present the analytic models in a systematic way, and the students were not as 

technological savy as I hoped, so these ideas needed to be addressed in a more distinct 

manner.  

 I constantly toyed with the idea of selecting the images for the students to 

analyze, or to have them select them on their own. In the end, I realized that the student-

centered approach yielded more answers about the identities of the students. Having them 

select the images to be discussed showed what issues are most pressing to the students at 

this moment in time. Hopefully the knowledge they gained from this exercise will help 

empower them to be more aware of the images and ideas they present in the classroom. 

Continuing this blog exercise and promoting different themes could only elicit more 

meaningful perspectives from the students. It appeared that they were only beginning to 

understand the process of creating an online dialogue that could lead in many different 

directions regarding the analysis of stereotypical and culturally challenging imagery. 

Therefore, more time needed to be spent orienting students to the blogosphere and the 

process involved in blogging. In order for one to understand the plight of others, they 

must first be in touch with the plight of self. This exercise in self-awareness and 

understanding helped unite a community of classmates that may not have bonded as 

genuinely without this opportunity.  

 Potentially, this exercise helped construct a community that would otherwise have 

been superficially engaged during in-class discussions. As a result of this curriculum, 

students were able to start understanding ways to define culture, understand others� 

perspectives, and think of strategies to use in their future classrooms to address cultural 

concerns. Although the long-term implications are unknown for a study of this nature, it 
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is important to make any effort to offer new perspectives for future educators to consider 

in their own classroom one day.  
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APPENDIX A 

 

Pre-Test Questionnaire 

(Administered by surveymonkey.com) 

 

Provide the following information about yourself: 

      

Major:      

Age:      

Ethnicity:   

 

 

1.) In what ways do you show and display your personal culture? 

 

2.) In what ways do you learn about other cultures? 

  

3.) What role do you think cultural identity will play in your role as a future teacher? 

 

4.) How do you define a culturally challenging or stereotypical image? What are 

some examples you have seen and/or heard about? 

 

5.) Describe the impact you think television, advertisements, and other visual media 

affect an individual�s identity. 

 

6.) How do you define culture? What is it? What does it do? 
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APPENDIX B 

Mapping My Identity 
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APPENDIX C 

Student Schedule 

C-1 Calendar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRE-TEST 

 

                            

 

 

 

 

DAY 1 

 

Congdon, 

Stewart, White 

(2002) Mapping 

My Identity 

Exercise 

 

 

DAY 2 

 

- Create a blogger.com 

personal page 

- Post an image or 

media clip that reflects 

your cultural identity.  

 

 

DAY 3 

  

- Post responses to 

each participants 

personal blog 

 

 

 

 

DAY 4 

 

- Use Anderson & 

Milbrandt�s (2005) 

analytic critical model, 

post at least TWO 

responses to the starter 

posts on the communal 

blog. 

DAY 5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 6   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 7 

Group A 

Post images/media that 

1.) Are stereotypical of 

your culture 

2.) Challenge ideas 

about your cultural 

identity 

(Everyone else must 

respond to each post at 

least TWO times) 

                 DAY 8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 9 

Group B 

Post images/media that 

1.) Are stereotypical of 

your culture 

2.) Challenge ideas 

about your cultural 

identity 

(Everyone else must 

respond to each post at 

least TWO times) 

DAY 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 11 

Group C 

Post images/media that 

1.) Are stereotypical of 

your culture 

2.) Challenge ideas 

about your cultural 

identity 

(Everyone else must 

respond to each post at 

least TWO times) 

DAY 12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 13 

Group D 

Post images/media that 

1.) Are stereotypical of 

your culture 

2.) Challenge ideas 

about your cultural 

identity 

(Everyone else must 

respond to each post at 

least TWO times) 

DAY 14 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 15 

Post one final 

image and 

reflection on 

your personal 

blog 

             DAY 16 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 17 

 

FINAL 

ASSESSMENT 

 

 

DAY 18 

 

 

 

 

 

DAY 19 

 

 

 

 

   

DAY 20 

 

POST-TEST 

 

 

 

DAY 21 
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C-2 Detailed schedule 

 

 

Thank you for participating in my research study. It is a three-week study that 

requires you to create a personal blog and participate in a classroom communal blog. 

Here are step-by-step instructions. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to e-mail me 

at audraprice@hotmail.com. 

 

WEEK ONE:  (3/26/07-4/01/07) 

Getting to know you 

 

2/14/07  

1. Create a blogger.com account and e-mail a link of your account page to: 

audraprice@hotmail.com. Step-by-step instructions and examples are available on 

the site.  

 

2.  Look at the Mapping My Identity wheel and motivating questions. On the 

identity wheel, number each aspect of your culture in order of its importance. 

Write your name on the wheel and keep it in your folder to later turn in to Audra 

Price. 

 

3. Answer the Mapping My Identity survey (example from Audra Price provided). A 

link will be sent to you from www.surveymonkey.com (All surveys are 

confidential and will only be viewed by Audra Price). 

 

4. Create one post on your personal blogger.com page that reflects YOUR culture 

and/or identity. You may add any additional information that provides the reader 

with an understanding of how you identify yourself. 

 

5. Log-in to your personal blogger.com page and visit the communal blog at: 

http://are3313.blogspot.com.  

 

Using Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical model (BLUE 

SHEETS) and questions from Banks� (1991) value-inqury model 

(YELLOW SHEET), post comments on the blog entries that I posted. You 

must post at least TWO or more comments on each blog post. You may 

pose questions, respond to other bloggers, or make statements that help 

others understand the images that are presented. Keep the discussions 

alive! 
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WEEK TWO: (4/02/07- 4/08/07) 

Getting to know one another 

 

1. Log-in to your personal page. 

 

2. Visit the communal blog  at http://are3313.blogspot.com and click the link to 

each person�s personal page and make at least ONE comment on EACH 

page.  

 

a. Refer to Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical model and 

Banks� (1991) value inquiry questions to help you make meaningful 

comments. 

 

3. You will be responsible for posting one blog entry on the communal blog. 

Think about an aspect of your culture that you wish more people knew about. 

You can also consider images of your culture or a culture you associate with 

that you feel are misrepresented. Select and post two images and/or media 

clips that show: 

 

a. One culturally challenging image 

b. One stereotypical image 

 

4. You will be assigned to one of one of four groups. (Group A,B,C,D) Each  

group will be assigned a day to post on the communal blog titled: Culturally 

Challenging Images and Stereotypes.  

 

(ex. If you are in Group A, you have until 12pm on the day you are 

assigned to post a blog entry on the communal blog).  

 

5. To make a blog entry log-in to blogger.com using the following e-mail 

address and password: 

1. Log-in: ARE3313@hotmail.com 

2. password: fsuseminoles 

 

6. Everyone else is responsible for making at least TWO or more comments for 

each blog. You may refer to Anderson and Milbrandt�s (2005) analytic critical 

model and Banks� (1991) value inquiry questions to help you make 

meaningful comments. You may pose questions for other students to answer, 

you may respond to each other�s comments, offer alternative views, etc. 
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7. Repeat process until each person has had an opportunity to post a blog entry 

and comment at least twice on each blog posting. 

 

 

 

 

WEEK THREE: (4/09/07-4/15/07) 

Final Reflection 

 

1. Post one more blog entry on your final page that you would like visitors to 

comment on. It can be an image that you find intriguing, culturally 

challenging, stereotypical in nature, or something that sums up your cultural 

beliefs. 

 

2. Post at least ONE comment on each participant�s final blog entry. 

 

3. Complete the post-test survey. A link will be e-mailed to you via 

www.surveymonkey.com. (All surveys are confidential and will only be 

viewed by Audra Price). 

 

 

YOU ARE FINISHED!!!! Thank you for taking the 

time to participate in this research study!!!!! 
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C-3 Value-inquiry model 

Consider the following questions when reflecting on blog posts. These questions are 

based on Banks� (1991) value-inquiry model: 

 

 

 

1. Describe the image(s). What do you see? 

2. What are your initial reactions to the image(s)? 

3. What value problem is illustrated in the image(s)? 

4. Where have you seen the image(s) or its likeness before? 

5. Why do you think this image was created? 

6. What values do you think are illustrated in the image(s)? 

7. Why do you think the artist or creator of this work chose to interpret the image(s) 

in this manner? 

8. If you could create an image(s) that depicted alternative points of view, what 

would you include? 

9. What are some consequences of portraying the image(s) in this manner? 

10. How have other artists and image makers responded to the ideas in the image(s)? 

Find and post a picture, video clip, and/or other response that contradict the ideas 

in the image(s).  

11. Describe how this image could affect your future teaching activities and work 

with elementary students. 
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Banks, J.A. (1991). A curriculum for empowerment, action, and change. In Christine E.  

Sleeter (Ed.) Empowerment through multicultural education. Albany, N.Y.: State 

University of New York Press.  

C-4  Analytic critical model 

Questions for Leading an Interactive Critique 
Using Anderson's Method 

 
  I. Reaction 
This stage should be brief-- only long enough for several initial global responses. 
 
A. General Questions 
  1.  What's your first response to this work? 
  2. How does this make you feel? 
  3. What does it make you think of? 
  4. What does it remind you of? 
   Ok, lets find out why you have this reaction by beginning to 
describe what we see. 
   
 II. Description 
 A. Obvious Thematic, Formal, and Technical Qualities 
  1. What images (illusions/pictures of recognizable things) do 

you see? 
  2. What colors (shapes/textures/etc.) are they? 
  3. Are there any outstanding or unusual features you notice? 
  4. What else do you see?  (Gently force increasingly subtle 

discriminations.) 
  5. Are there any dark(light) areas? Rough/unusual textures?  

Large/small shapes? etc. 
  6. How do you think this work was made?  (What is it, a 

painting, a sculpture, a photograph, or what?) 
  7. What types of brush strokes (sculptural finish, photograghic 

technique, etc.) do you see? 
  8. What is the artist's (physical) point of view?  What are your 

clues? 
 B. Formal Relationships of Shapes and Images to Each Other.  
    The key in formal analysis is to look for relationships 

between forms and images. Differences such as where a 
rhythm changes or one thing being bigger or darker or 
brighter than another are particularly significant clues for 
meaning.  The focus here is on principles of design.   

  1. What (images, colors, shapes, textures, lines) dominate the 
image?  Why? 
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  2. Are there significant negative areas/spaces in work?  What 
makes them significant? 

  3. What movement do you see?  What elements--line, shape, 
etc.--and/or what principles (rhythm, proportion, etc.) cause 
this? 

  4. Where do you see contrast? What causes it? 
  5. (Focusing on implied movement...)  Where are the figures 

looking/leaning toward/pointing? 
  6. Where does the focus lie in this work?  What causes you to 

look there?  (Is there a single focus?  Why?  Why not?  What 
features cause us to see it that way? 

 C. Formal Characterization (Intended impact of the forms, colors, 
theme, and their relationships) 

  1. What mood is presented?  How are we meant to feel in the 
presence of this piece? Why? What's the  evidence? 

  2. Why are we meant to focus where we do?  (Why is there no 
central focus or why is there a central focus?) 

  3. Is this realistic? formalistic?  expressivistic?  
  4. Is this primitive, slick, aggressive, bold, intellectual, 

overpowering, timid, monumental, fluid, abstract, cool, 
static, rhythmic, hot, etc?...  How?  Why?  What's the  
evidence? 

  5. (Sometimes your strategy needs to focus on asking opposites 
to get to the character of a piece...)  What if the background 
were a different color?  What if it were done realistically 
instead of in exaggerated forms?  What if it had soft edges 
instead of hard?  and so on... 

 D. Contextual Examination (Historical and Cultural Context)  
     These questions will normally be answered by the   
    teacher or through outside research. 
  1. Who did the work? 
  2.  What was the artist's point or intention? 
  3. What is the title? 
  4. When and where was the work done? 
  5. How does it reflect that place and those times? 
  6. What style is it considered to be? 
  7. Does it have or has it ever had a functional purpose?  What? 
  8. What influenced its production (social context, other art, 

technology available)? 
  9. What impact has the work had on work that came later or on 

society in general? 
  10. What does the work tell us about the people who originally 

made and used it? 
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III. Interpretation  
 A. General Questions 
  1. What do you think this work means?  (Remind students of 

the subject matter, qualities, and character as they described 
them to prompt interpretations.)    

  2. If you were inside the work, as a particular character, 
abstract form or figure, what would you be 
thinking/feeling? 

  4. (In the face of non-objective or highly abstract work...) What 
does it make you think of or remind you of?     

  5. What would you entitle this work if you were the artist? 
Why? 
   
 V. Evaluation 
 A. Personal Experience 
  1. What was your experience in critiquing this work? 
  2. Have your perceptions/feelings of it changed since we 

started?  How? 
  3. Would you like to have it for your own?  Why/why not? 
  4. Do you feel a need to resolve what you found through visual 

critique versus what you found in the contextual 
examination?  Can this be done?  How? 

 B. Aesthetic Judgment 
  1. Do you think the work is good in and of itself?  Why or why 

not? What criteria do you base that on?  (Answers can be 
about technique, skill level, expressive power, beauty, and 
other qualities to be found in the work itself.) 

 C. Contextual Judgment 
  1. Did the work address some significant human problem or 

need?  Did it do it well? Why or why not? 
 D. Final Judgment   
  1. Was the work up to the task we have determined that set for 

itself? Was it worth making? 
  2. Ultimately was it worth examining?  Why/why not? 
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APPENDIX D 

 

 Post-Test Questionnaire 

(Administered by surveymonkey.com) 

 

 

 

1.) In what ways do you show and display your personal culture? 

 

2.) In what ways do you learn about other cultures? 

  

3.) What role do you think cultural identity will play in your role as a future teacher? 

 

4.) How do you define a culturally challenging or stereotypical image? What are 

some examples you have seen and/or heard about? 

 

5.) Describe the impact you think television, advertisements, and other visual media 

affect an individual�s identity. 

 

6.) How do you define culture? What is it? What does it do? 
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APPENDIX E 

 Final Assessment 

 

 

 

1.) Describe your process of selecting and displaying images on the blog. How did 

you determine what materials were culturally challenging? 

 

2.) In what ways do you think discussing culturally challenging images and 

stereotypes on a blog differs from discussion in the physical classroom? Explain. 

 

3.) How do you think this experience relates to the museum and the creation and 

display of exhibitions by curators? 

 

4.) If you could create a title and introduction to this virtual exhibition, how would 

you sum it up? What would you say? 

 

5.) I didn�t really learn anything new that I didn�t already know about my culture and 

who I am. 

 

6.) What did you learn about others as a result of these exercises? 
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APPENDIX F 

 Personal Blogs 

 

F-1 Christina 

 
Part of my cultural identity  

 
This image of a family picnic is part of my cultural 
identity. Growing up my family would go on picnics at a 
different park every weekend. I would bring my bike, sand 
toys, and dolls. My parents would cook hot dogs and 
hamburgers while chatting or reading a book. Many of my 
birthday parties were also celebrated this way. Even years 
later I am still fond of parks and taking a picnic! 

Posted by Christina B at 8:35 PM    
14 comments:  
Audra said...  
This image reminds me of a time in 8th grade where me 
and my friends organized a graduation party in a park just 

like this (except I believe the leaves were green....and I don't think we grilled anything.) Anyways, did you ever go 
camping as well? Do you have any harrowing tales of bears trying to steal your picnic food? 
February 18, 2007 12:00 PM    

Meredith said...  
Aww that is really cute. Pick-nicks are fun. Do you and your boyfriend ever go on pick-nicks? 
February 19, 2007 5:12 PM    
Christina B said...  
I grew up camping with my dad. Once a month we would go to a new campground and I would be the helper. He 
would have me pick the site we camped at, I got to decide where the tent went, and I always ran off exploring looking 
for wild animals. I have camped at parks before that had bears living in them, usually in North Carolina or out west. 
Racoons were the big food stealers mosty, however, I do have a picture of me and a black bear! 

February 19, 2007 5:32 PM    
Christina B said...  
My boyfriend and I love to go on picnics. We pack a lunch and bring the camera for a day. He can never get me to 
leave, I always want to stay. Nature is like my home and I feel so rejuvenated when I leave! 
February 19, 2007 7:06 PM    
Carrie said...  
My family used to always go on picnics when I was younger. We had a camper and everything, we would go on trips 
over the weekend. It was so peaceful to just sit and enjoy the outdoors. 
February 19, 2007 8:55 PM    

Izzie said...  
Aww I want to go on a picnic!! This kinda reminds me about my golf banquet senior year. The whole golf team, girls 
and guys, met at the park and we had a huge BBQ and played frisbee and outdoor games...It was tons of fun! 
February 20, 2007 9:23 PM    
Abster said...  
Your family reminds me of mine and you all seem very close and loving :) When I see pictures like these it makes me 
miss my family  
:( I always loved the woods when I was a kid (I think that is what your setting) because I would going on hunting 

outdoorsy trips with my Dad and Grandpa when I was little. They would be looking for things to hunt whereas I was 
looking for leaves and little critters. But anyways off of my soap box (sorry) I look forward to you next posts! 
February 21, 2007 5:19 PM    
Charlotte said...  
I miss going on picnics with my family. That is so fun. Do you think that when you have a family, you will carry on the 
picnic tradition? 
February 22, 2007 2:54 PM    
Christina B said...  

I definately hope to carry on the picnic tradition. I feel that life is so hectic and crazy but when you are surrounded by 
beautiful nature and the people you love all of that disappears and you can truly take everything in! 
February 22, 2007 9:57 PM    
Callie Jones said...  
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I think that it is great that your family gets together for picknicks. The Natural History Museum here in Tallahassee is a 
good spot for a picknick. Like others have said, your picture reminds me of camp trips. When I was younger, and living 
in Alabama, my family would go camping at Lake Eufala. I was also in Girl Scouts for eight years and went camping 
many times with my troop or during the summer. On one Girl Scout trip we left a campsite for a couple of hours and 
came back to find our site ransacked. A fellow girl scout found what appeared to be peanut butter smeared on her 

sleeping bag. A bit of advice, beware of raccoons! 
February 25, 2007 4:40 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
This park reminds me of one in my home town. A couple times a year, my entire family (from my mother's side) gets 
together at a picnic ground and have a bar-b-que. It really is one of the best times of the year for me and I always look 
forward to it. The park in your picture is such a beautiful place! Ours is usually by the river where I'm from and we take 
jet-skis out on the water before and after we eat :-) 
February 27, 2007 7:48 AM    

Samantha said...  
This all makes me want to go on a picnic right now! I'm glad that you had this great experience as a child and I do hope 
you do carry it on as a tradition in your family. I think our class should go on a picnic one day....:) 
February 27, 2007 10:42 PM    
Izzie said...  
I agree with what Samantha said...we should def go on a picnic as a class...maybe just go on landis one day for class 
and camp out there and draw pictures or something...sounds like fun :) 
March 12, 2007 10:27 PM    

Abster said...  
I can totally tell that you are an extremley laid back very calm person who just likes to go with the flow and whatever 
happens happens. I envy that. 
March 13, 2007 7:21 PM    
Post a Comment  
 
Tranquility  

 

I chose this advanced yoga pose to sum up my cultural 
identity. I am a simple down to earth woman who truly sees 
the important things in life. I believe in family, friends, 
good food, and taking time to smell the roses. This difficult 
pose symbolizes where I want to be in my life someday. I 
want to have achieved a balanced life and one that I can 
pause at any second and be able to do this great pose 
without feeling like everything else in my life will fall 
apart. Right now I am far from this picture, however I am 

getting closer each day. Right now my life is so busy and 
hectic and focused on things that in the end don't even 
really matter in my big picture. Right now I am driven by 
school in a great but incredibly challenging major and I 
have put my personal life on hold because of it. I barely see 

my family or friends or do things that truly mean a lot to me. I know in a few years this will all change and I will own 
my own time and that is why I keep pushing. Don't get me wrong I love my major and being in college, but my family 
and friends will always mean more to me, and in a few years they will come first. One day I will be able to do this pose 

without my life falling apart. 
Posted by Christina B at 7:20 PM    
4 comments:  
Izzie said...  
that's a really intense yoga pose haha I don't think I could handle that... 
March 12, 2007 10:27 PM    
Charlotte said...  
I have never tried yoga. I want to! Is it really as peaceful as everyone says it is? 

March 13, 2007 7:28 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
You have such a great outlook on life! I too love being able to enjoy the things in life that are MOST important to me, 
and although I want to have a positive impact on children through teaching, I wish that school wasn't SOOOO tough, 
just so I could enjoy the things I love. I guess thats what this summer is going to be all about, lol :-) I really admire your 
outlook, don't lose that attitude! 
March 14, 2007 7:33 AM    
Meredith said...  
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That sounded so poetic. LOL. I totally relate to having to put my personal life on hold. I feel bad about it, but teaching 
is something I have wanted to do since before my friends and my boyfriend were ever in the picture. And as far as my 
family goes, I keep telling them to come visit me bc I don't have time to come there. They completely understand that 
and they are making arrangements with their jobs. My boyfriend totally understands, but I think it's my friends who 
having trouble underdstanding. But like you said, one day we'll have that time back. Right now it is all about 

prioritizing. 
March 14, 2007 5:07 PM    
Post a Comment  
 
 
 

F-2 Miranda 
My Cultural Identity Image  

I chose this image because I have lived in the southern United States my 
whole life. It is where most of my family is from and in my personal 
opinion, it is the most beautiful part of our country. There are a lot of 
aspects about my family that make me something of a "southern girl" 
such as my family's origin, the fact that I grew up in a small southern 

town, my parent's business (a bait and tackle store), and my love of 
country music. Also, my fiance and I would like to move to Tennessee 
one day after we're both finished with college. His parents live there and 
we both fell in love with it when we visited. Therefore, I have posted 
this image of some scenery of the nature and homes in Tennessee. 
Posted by Miranda Locke at 3:44 AM    
10 comments:  
Charlotte said...  

That picture is beautiful. Why did you fall in love with Tennessee 
though? Was it just the scenery, or is there something in Tennessee that 
you believe is better than Florida? 
February 27, 2007 5:00 PM    
Callie Jones said...  
I have been to Gattlinberg, Pigeon Forge and Memphis. What part of 
Tenessee would you like to move to or which part do you like the most? 
Where are you originally from? The 30th Anniversary of the King's 
death is this summer, that could be your next excuse to go back! 

February 27, 2007 7:32 PM    
ARE3313 said...  

Okay, am I the only person who hasn't been to Graceland? Do we have any other Elvis fans in here? 
February 27, 2007 8:38 PM    
Samantha said...  
That picture is really pretty. I totally understand living in the south. Have you been to other states, like the Carolinas, 
Alabama, Mississippi, etc.? I do have to agree, Tennessee is absolutely amazing to visit! Also, do you want lots of land 
when you move their? 

February 27, 2007 10:34 PM    
Audra said...  
Goodness, that last ARE 3313 comment was from me! Sorry! 
February 28, 2007 5:44 AM    
Christina B said...  
That is a gorgeous picture! Now I can't wait to visit Tennessee. Do you want to live in a remote area there or more of a 
small town? 
March 1, 2007 10:32 AM    

Izzie said...  
This picture is so beautiful!! I've never been to Tennessee but I really want to go!!! 
March 12, 2007 10:24 PM    
Izzie said...  
Oh in response to what Audra said, I haven't been to Graceland either...And heck yes, GO ELVIS haha 
March 12, 2007 10:25 PM    
Abster said...  
SOUTHERN PRIDE BABY!!! lol 

March 13, 2007 7:49 PM    
Meredith said...  
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Are you worried about the different standrads and testing you will be faced teaching in Tennessee, considering we are 
learning all about Florida? I ask bc I plan to move to North or South Carolin and I am kind of woried about that. 
March 14, 2007 4:57 PM    
Post a Comment  
 

 
Work Hard and be Nice to People  
 
This image is a t-shirt with the quote "work hard and 
be nice to people". It's really simple and to the point 
but over the years, it's the philosophy I have come to 
live by. In a world where people are still fighting and 
hating each other, women are still trying to be 

considered just as worthy as a man, and people are 
starving, I know that it will still take many years to 
solve these problems. I know that I can't solve these 
problems on my own either, so I have decided to 
take this philosophy to heart. I will spend my life 
working hard so I can support myself and any family 
that I create. I also firmly believe that no matter who 
you are, it's important to just be nice to people 

around you. You never know when your compliment 
or smile could make someone's day and it's common 
knowledge that "mean people suck". With all of the 
cultural differences and issues with those today, I 
think that if more people lived by this quote, steps 
could be taken to improve many problems we all 
face today.  
Posted by Miranda Locke at 3:41 AM    

4 comments:  
Christina B said...  
You are so sweet Miranda and your kindness definatly makes a huge difference! When I see you before our first class 
and you smile it makes me smile and feel good inside! I think that if you keep living your life that way other people 
will catch on too that that's the way life's suposed to be! 
March 13, 2007 6:36 PM    
Charlotte said...  
I believe that being nice to people is so very important. You never know how you can affect someone's day just by 
saying one nice thing. I also think it is very important to work hard, all of us do in this major! Jeez! 

March 13, 2007 7:27 PM    
Abster said...  
I love that shirt. Everyone in the world should own it! 
March 13, 2007 7:48 PM    
Meredith said...  
I agree. Mean people are miserable and will never be happy. The world needs to learn to get along with people who 
they may no like. I have a friend who thinks that if you don't like someone then you should be mean to them bc if you 
are nice to that person then you are being fake. Hello! People cannot go around making it obvious to every person they 

don't like. Getting along and being nice to those people is what makes life better. 
March 14, 2007 5:02 PM    
Post a Comment  
 

F-3 Meredith 
 

 
I am a Native American Indian, but to most 
people, I am just white. Some people wonder why 
I always mark off Native American on tests such 
as the FCAT, SATs, and General Knowledge 

exam. My boyfriend sais, I'm Native American but I still mark white because I am white. I don't look like an Indian. 
My distance relatives were Indians." This is true for me too, but we were brought up differently. I was brought up 

knowing that I am a Creek Indian and my clan is wind. My great great grandparents were full blooded Indian. If 
someone gave me something and then it took it back I call them an Indian Giver and my mom would tell me not to ever 
say that because we are Indians and the Indians did not do that. When we would go camping I would get eaten up by 
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bugs and my mom would say, "You need more Indian blood in you. The bugs don't like Indian blood. I never get bit." I 
guess I just grew up in a family where our culture was more valued. I even have access to paper work that proves I am 
a Native American Indian. This is why I perceive myself as a Native American. 
I chose that picture because it is a pciture of the Native Americans back in the day when my ancestors were around. It 
shows teepees which are cool and mountains in the background because they usully lived in the mountains. 

Posted by Meredith at 9:13 PM    
16 comments:  
Audra said...  
Wow, this is interesting. Do you have any images that reflect your Native American culture? Which region were Creek 
Indians usually residing? 
February 18, 2007 12:05 PM    
Meredith said...  
I believe they were mostly in Alabama and Oklahoma. I know there are still Creek reservations in Oklahoma. 

February 19, 2007 4:52 PM    
Carrie said...  
It's so cute, that your mom told you not to say "Indian giver." I would say that all the time in elementary school. Your 
cultural background sounds really interesting and it's neat to have papers to show that you are Native American. 
February 19, 2007 9:01 PM    
Christina B said...  
I love how pround you are of your culure and identity, I can see how important it is to you. Having proof that you are a 
Native American must be so special. Do you ever go to Alabama or Oklahoma to visit any family? 

February 20, 2007 6:10 PM    
Abster said...  
I absolutely love your post. You were so honest about everything and I felt that you were/are trully honored to be a 
Native American. I would have never known that was your culture if you wouldnt have said anything. I just thought 
you had a great tan year around. LOL. I guess the phrase you can learn so much from your peers really is true. :) 
February 21, 2007 5:06 PM    
Meredith said...  
To respond to Christina. I have a lot of family in Alabama. My great great Granmother escaped to Alabama back when 

the government wouldn't let the Indians speak their own languages and beat them for doing so. I guess out family just 
continued to grow there. I do visit there. I don't have any family in Oklahoma except for my cousin who is real into 
culture and he is teaching on a reservation there. 
February 21, 2007 5:33 PM    
Charlotte said...  
Your background is very interesting! What advantages have you had because of your Native American background? 
What disadvantages? 
February 22, 2007 3:00 PM    
Christina B said...  

Wow, that is horrible what your great great Grandma had to go through but I am glad she was finally safe. I think it is 
wonderful that you know so much about your family and that they mean so much to you! 
February 22, 2007 10:04 PM    
Meredith said...  
To respond to Charlotte's comment, I don't reall have advantages to being Native American. If I really wanted to get a 
hold of my papers that prove me to be Native Americans then I know there are some scholarships I could get. There 
was one that I was going to apply for, but I ended up not doing just because there is so much work involved. There are 
no disadvantages for me either. It's not like you can look at me and tell I am Indian. But my ancestors faced a lot of 

terrible things being Indian. The family just recently started talking about it all because for the longest time it was very 
hush hush. 
February 25, 2007 11:52 AM    
Callie Jones said...  
Indian giver is such a stupid phrase. If anything it should be Government giver because it was this country's leaders 
who gave away land that wasn't their's to give and then took it back when they realized it was valuable. There are so 
many things about America's history that are truely horrible. When I was growing up in Alabama, my elementary 
school was really focused on teaching us about Native Americans and tribe history. People there really seemed to 

embrace Native American ancestory. It is incredible to think of a time in which people weren't allowed to embrace their 
culture. It very much parallels some of Jewish History. 
February 25, 2007 5:05 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I always thought you looked like maybe you had Native American blood in you. That also explains why you did the 
section that you did on the Math cultures presentation. You wouldn't know it by looking at me, but I am a quarter 
Cherokee. I think it's really great that you seem to be so in touch with your heritage. I'm also German Scot-Irish, but my 
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family has never had any traditions that reflect that. It's always interesting to meet and get to know someone who has a 
background that you can learn from :-) 
February 27, 2007 8:17 AM    
Samantha said...  
Wow! I think this is so interesting. Do you have a certain language that you speak or that your family did speak? Do 

you still follow any of the old traditions? 
February 27, 2007 11:02 PM    
Izzie said...  
I think this is so cool that you are Native American...I used to live in Connecticut and there was a reservation near my 
house. There was a little store that I used to go to that sold moccasins and such and I used to wear them all the time and 
they were my favorite pair of shoes :) good story, I know lol 
March 12, 2007 10:41 PM    
Izzie said...  

About what Carrie said, I said "indian giver" the other day to one of my friends that was actually native american and 
then I realized maybe I shouldn't have said that...but we laughed it off 
March 12, 2007 10:42 PM    
Abster said...  
Your grandma sounds like an amazing woman. I wish I had half the courage in myself to do the things that she did. 
March 13, 2007 7:19 PM    
Audra said...  
Izzie, it's interesting that you brought up Native Americans in Connecticut. The Mashantucket Pequot Indians own the 

largest casino in Connecticut due in part to this land grant. 
http://www.pequotmuseum.org/SocietyCulture/MashantucketLandGrant/ 
Meredith has your family been positively affected by reparations at all? 
March 13, 2007 8:11 PM    
Post a Comment  
 
 

Wednesday, March 14, 2007 

 
 
This is not a good picture, but it is the only one 
that I have that consists of who I consider my 
family. This picture was taken in my old backyard 
on my Mom's 45th Bday. In the picture is my 
mom, my dad, my boyfriend, and his parents, 
along with a few others. My boyfriends family is 
as much of my family as my own family and this 

goes both ways. Our families have spent Mothers 
Day, dinners, birthdays, Easter, and Thanksgiving 
together. His mom has helped me through some 
rough times and when my mom was going 
through breast cancer for the second time she said 
the only thing that put her at ease was knowing 
that I had another mom who could take of me if 
anything happened to her. This is how close we all 

are and I do not know where I would be without 
either one of families. My mom is my best friend and the first person I call when I am upset. My dad was a commercial 
fisherman and a truck driver for my entire childhood and adolescent life and was not around too often. He is trying hard 
to make up for that now which means so much to me. I have a younger brother who is unfortunatly not in this picture 
but we have not been close since middle school. However, we are becoming close again since he came and lived with 
me here in Tallahassee for a while. My boyfriend is my world and I honestly do not know how I got through eighteen 
years of my life without him. These are the people who have made me who I am today. They all have so much faith in 
me, more than I have in myself sometimes. This helps me get through whatever life throws at me.  

Posted by Meredith at 5:24 PM 1 comments  
Untitled  

1 Comment - Show Original Post  

Christina B said...  
That is amazing that you have one big wonderful family! That must mean so much to you that you and your boyfriends 
family are so close and get along. It's incredible how people that we meet in life come to be part of our family. I think 
what you have is really special and I can tell they all mean the world to you!  
March 15, 2007 9:16 AM  
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F-4 Izzie 
Tuesday, February 20, 2007 
Beach Bummin'  

My family and I used to take several day trips to 
the beach just to relax and escape from the stress 
of school, work, and life in general. The beach 
was only about 30 minutes away so we would hop 
in the car with lunch and the usual beach attire and 
"get up" and stake out a white sandy area to plop 

our things down and take a load off. Just being 
able to sit on the beach all day and not have to 
worry about anything was nice. It was also 
entertaining to watch all the interesting people 
walk by. A trip to the beach sounds really good 
right now, and I'm sure many people would 
agree... 
Posted by Izzie at 9:32 PM    

11 comments:  
Abster said...  

That sounds absolutely AMAZING right now! I miss the beach so much when I am in the place I like to call 
Tallanasty. But just keep in mind that thanks to Dr. Floyds seldom coolness Spring Break is now 2 days sooner!!! 
WOO HOOO!!!!!  
 
P.s. SSSUUUCCCKKKAAAAAA!!!! :) 
February 21, 2007 4:55 PM    

Meredith said...  
Yes, it does sound good. I grew up only five minutes from the beach so Tallahassee is a change for me. Now my 
parents moved about 30 miles east of Pensacola and there is not beach there either. So I miss it. Well I hope you get to 
spend your whole Spring Break there. 
February 21, 2007 5:39 PM    
Audra said...  
It seems like you all had the privilege of growing up near Florida beaches. Do you think they are the best around? Has 
anyone ever been to the Caribbean or to any west coast beaches? 
February 21, 2007 6:15 PM    

Carrie said...  
I love to live so close to the beach. It's so relaxing, you just go all day and forget about all your troubles! Talking about 
the beach makes me excited for Spring Break, hopefully I will get to go. 
February 21, 2007 8:49 PM    
Charlotte said...  
You just made me so home sick! My family and I used to just relax on the beach almost every weekend. I say we all go 
beach bummin together after this crappy semester is over! 
February 22, 2007 12:17 PM    

Izzie said...  
haha i definitely agree...we should all take a trip to the beach after this long crummy semester is over!! spring break is 
only a few days away. woo hoo!! 
February 22, 2007 5:48 PM    
Christina B said...  
I grew up in south Florida where you step out of your car and you walk 5 footsteps and you are in the water, when I 
went to Jacksonville for a wedding I was amazed at how much longer it takes to get in the water since the sand is so 
much further and whiter. My mom is from the Bahamas and always used to tell me that their sand there is pink! I have 

not been in awhile and I would definately love a refresher :) 
February 22, 2007 9:49 PM    
Callie Jones said...  
I went to the Bahamas a few years ago on a cruise with my junior college. The water was clear and warm, it was 
amazing! I don't really have any memories of going to the beach with my family, but when I was in high school my 
brother and I went with a friend's family to a beach house on Mexico Beach. It was only for one week during the 
summer, but it was one of the best vacations. They really made us feel like family and going to the beach just meant 
crossing the street. If I ever have a children, I definately want to give them those kind of memories. 

February 25, 2007 4:12 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
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I used to live literally around the corner from the beach where I grew up. I spent so much time there growing up, so 
when I came to Tallahassee, I had to adjust to not being able to just walk to the beach. I definately understand your 
perspective now, counting down the days til we can relax at the beach! 
February 27, 2007 5:07 AM    
Samantha said...  

I definitely grew up on the beach too, although I prefered the pool over the beach(because I'm not a huge fan of sand). 
Have you ever been to any of the island beaches, like aruba, mexico, etc.? They are sooo different from here and I 
loved them soo much...I wish I could be their! 
February 27, 2007 10:25 PM    
Izzie said...  
I really would love to go back to the beach this week...I had the chance to go a few times over break and I def did NOT 
want to leave :( 
March 13, 2007 4:31 PM    

Post a Comment  
 
 
Family  

 
I just wanted to do a little blog about my 
friends...In this picture are two of my very best 
friends and they have been there for me whenever 

I needed them...I've known Jenn (in the middle) 
since freshman year of high school and Allie (the 
one to the right) since last year. We have all 
become so close and are there for each other to 
share in each other's happiness as well as vent to 
each other when boys are stupid, of course...I love 
my friends and I really don't know what I would 
do without them!!  

Posted by Izzie at 4:32 PM    
7 comments:  
Christina B said...  
Best friends are amazing.........they are always 
there for you. Its cool that you have a best friend 

that you met only a year ago and yet you are already so close. I think that lasting friendships develop in college, there is 
just so much going on to bring two people so close! 
March 13, 2007 6:23 PM    
Charlotte said...  

Friends are wonderful and so very important! Cherish your best friends, they are the very best people to have around! 
March 13, 2007 7:24 PM    
Abster said...  
the one girl in the red looks just like you but with brown hair. Are yall related at all? 
March 13, 2007 7:27 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I always think it is so great when people know exactly who their real friends are. I think there are a lot of people who 
think they know someone and then that person turns out to be someone they can't even associate themselves with (can 

you tell I'm speaking from experience?) Anyways, I'm happy that you have friends that are important to you :-) 
March 14, 2007 7:27 AM    
Meredith said...  
I like how your two best friends are girls you met here in college. As I was just writing on Addison's, I have found way 
better friends here in college than I ever did back home. 
March 14, 2007 4:45 PM    
Izzie said...  
i definitely agree with all of your posts, girls...I love my best friends and I really don't know what I would do without 

them... 
March 14, 2007 11:09 PM    
Izzie said...  
Addison- it's funny you said that we look alike because people ask us that a lot but we're not related... 
March 14, 2007 11:09 PM 
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F-5 Addison 
 

MEE!!!  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

So I added these 3 pictures to help explain who I am and what is important to 
me. I know you all have seen my collage but I highly doubt you memorized 
what it looks like, soooooo that's a little refresher for you. If you couldn't 
already tell I am a HUGE FSU fan and nothing could change that and I mean 
NOTHING. I also love my family to death. They are my everything and get me 
through my extremely long and intense school days. LOL! I don't know what I 
would do without them. So I thought I would put the clover in my post because 
I am part Irish along with being born on St. Patrick's Day which until this 

coming birthday of mine I didn't really like because my birthday always fell 
over Spring Break, but this birthday is going to be amazing! I am turning 21 on 
the day I get to celebrate part of my culture (that's what my excuse is going to 
be :)!!) So I think that is all I am supposed to write about for this 1st post. Ok 
BYE!! 
Posted by Abster at 4:33 PM 12 comments  
Post a Comment On: Absters Blog  
"MEE!!!"  

12 Comments - Show Original Post Collapse comments  

Meredith said...  
Wow! I can't believe you were born on St. Patricks Day and you are Irish. That is so weird. Sound like you were born 
to be a lucky person. Is that true so far?  
February 21, 2007 5:36 PM  
Audra said...  
Just curious, I have a friend who is Irish and Italian and says she hates it when everyone assumes her family gets drunk 
all the time and works for the Mafia. Is this something that has ever bothered you or anyone in your family?  
February 21, 2007 6:10 PM  

 
Carrie said...  
My family is important to me too. That's really neat that your birthday is on St. Patty's Day. It sounds like it will be a 
fun on for you :)  
February 21, 2007 8:46 PM  
Charlotte said...  
I love the picture of your family all in FSU wear. Did your family have an impact on the fact that you came to FSU? 22 
DAYS!!!  
February 22, 2007 12:14 PM  

Christina B said...  
I am very close to my family too! It's neat that you all like FSU, do you go to any games together? I am also Irish so I 
celebrate our heritage! Do you have any other Irish customs?  
February 22, 2007 9:44 PM  
Abster said...  
I think it just happened to be a freak thing that I am part Irish and born on St. Patty's Day. I am not out of the ordinary 
lucky but I feel that I am lucky to be where I am and to have met all of the wonderful people that I have thus far. LOL I 
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dont think anyone in my family has ever been told that all we do is get drunk. We arent big drinkers expect for 
margaritas occasionally.So no that doesnt bother me. My family was cool about me going where ever I wanted for 
college as long as I went somewhere lol. My sister went to FSU so I guess I just thought it would be cool to go here. 
This is really the only place I applied so I was pretty set on going here. It wasnt real close to home but close enough to 
be able to go home whenever I wanted. My parents and my sister come to atleast 1 game every season, but are there in 

spirit for everyone. That sounds like their dead which they arent but you know what I mean... hopefully!! There arent 
any other Irish customs that I really follow I dont think besides St. Pats Day but if I think of one we do I will let you 
know. :)  
February 23, 2007 6:07 PM  
Callie Jones said...  
You are going to have such a great 21st B-Day, I am excited for you! (A reminder to everyone- We are all Irish on St. 
Patty's!) You were really smart in lamenating your collage, it will be a perfect classroom visual and pristine forever. Is 
the picture of your family from your house? Just asking because the banisters and poles are garnet and gold!  

February 25, 2007 4:00 PM  
Abster said...  
The pic of my fam was taken here in Tally. The posts are of the entrance to my townhouse and it all just happend to 
turn out to be a nice back drop. :)  
February 26, 2007 4:58 PM  
Miranda Locke said...  
I wish my family shared all of the school spirit the way yours does. My sister and I are the first ones to go to college 
since my great-grandfather, lol. I'm also Irish, but I wasn't lucky enough to be born on St. Patrick's Day, that must be a 

lot of fun for you. Yes, we all have seen the collage but you did a really great job on yours and I think it's great that you 
posted it, you should be proud :-)  
February 27, 2007 5:04 AM  
Samantha said...  
Well, I can happily say we have 2 things in common! First, I'm also a huge FSU fan and totally understand the 
pride...I'll be s the one sitting in the Alum section with you for every home game for, yea, the rest of my life!! Also, I've 
got some Irish in me too!! But you have the best of all situations for this St. Patty's Day. Random question, do you have 
any red-heads in your family with being irish? I was born a red-head and so was my brother...I'ts always interesting to 

see if it follows culture like people say.  
February 27, 2007 10:18 PM  
Izzie said...  
I really hope that you are alive the day after your birthday this Saturday haha that is so awesome that your birthday is 
on st. patrick's day...you are very lucky!!  
March 12, 2007 9:55 PM  
Izzie said...  
about what Audra said, as well...I'm Irish and most people assume that since I'm Irish, I automatically get drunk often 
or especially on St. Patrick's Day. Oh well...we Irish know how to party.  

March 12, 2007 9:56 PM  
 
Friends Forever!!  

So these are my 2 best girl friends in the whole 
wide world. They will be in my life for as along as 
I am here. Aimee is to the left of me and Morgan 
to the right. Aimee goes to USF so I don't get to 
see her as often as I would like to, and Morgan 

goes here so I see her like every other day if not 
everyday. When we are together we are 
inseparable so much so that our parents call us the 
3 Musketeers. If it weren't for these 2 girls I 
wouldn't have been able to become the person I 
am today. We get each other through the good the 
bad and the ugly (a.k.a. mean dumb boys). We all 
just seem to know when one of us needs someone 

to talk to or to listen to our silly bitching. I <3 
these girls to death!!  
Posted by Abster at 7:38 PM 4 comments    
Post a Comment On: Absters Blog  
"Friends Forever!!"  

4 Comments - Show Original Post Collapse comments  

Charlotte said...  
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I really like your post because it reminds me of my two friends. We are really close like you guys are. The pic is way 
cute!  
March 13, 2007 9:51 PM  
 
 

Christina B said...  
One of my best friends goes to FAU, we see each other prolly a total of 14 days a year, she travels a lot and I don't get 
to go home much, we are still as close if not closer than we used to be, we play pone tag like you would not believe!  
March 14, 2007 6:55 AM  
Miranda Locke said...  
I left my best friend behind in our home town. Whenever I go home I make sure to spend time with her and she's even 
made some visits to Tallahassee to see me. And yes, phone tag is also a big part of our relationship :-P  
March 14, 2007 7:24 AM  

Meredith said...  
That is good to have friends like that. I always had horrible friends. I did everything right and they did everything 
wrong. It wasn't until I came to college that I found that there are girls out there more like me who are more deservant 
of my friendship.  
March 14, 2007 4:44 PM  
 
 

F-6 Carrie  
 
 

 
This is a picture of my sister and I at the river. I Love 
being outdoors and spending time on our boat. 

During the summer my family is always spending 
time down there on the weekends. It would be our 
time to enjoy each other and just to have a good time 
with each other. My family is very important to me 
my sister and I are very close. We are only 2 years 
apart, so we can relate to each other. Since I have 
been at college I have really been able to see how 
important my family is to me. 
Posted by Carrie at 4:03 PM 6 comments  

6 Comments - Show Original Post Collapse 

comments  
Abster said...  
You and your sister are soooo cute! She looks just 
like her big sis!! Your boat picture reminds me of all 
the great weekend I used to have with my family 
before I got into college too! I MISS THEM :( as I 
am sure you do too. But just think in a few short 
months the summer will be here which means the 

lake is going to be your new best friend!! LOL :)  
February 21, 2007 4:59 PM  
Meredith said...  

You too look so much alike. Everyone is talking about the beach and the river and you can tell we are all ready for 
Spring Break. LOL. I have to agree with what you said about not realizing how important your family is to you until 
until you came to college. Me and my parents I think are closer than ever now. I never knew I could sit and talk to my 
mom on the phone for an hour and then do again the next day. But it sounds like you and your family have a lot of fun 
together. That's good. It's important.  

February 21, 2007 5:44 PM  
Christina B said...  
I also love to go relax on the river and take in the sun. Do you like to tube or water ski? I have a sister except we are 11 
years apart, stil we are best friends!  
February 22, 2007 9:54 PM  
Callie Jones said...  
I can relate to being really close to a sibling. My brother and I are only 2 1/2 years apart and we have always been 
close. My boyfriend is an only child, but I couldn't imagine not having my brother. I'm sure you feel the same way 

about your sister. There is just something really great about having a brother or sister to share life with. (Not to bum 
any of you only children out! Best friends can be as close too!)  
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February 25, 2007 4:22 PM  
Samantha said...  
You and your sister are very cute!!! I have to agree with Callie. I think the best gift I can have is a close relationship 
with my sibling. Like you said, now more than ever, family means so much and especially those close relationships 
with siblings. I can't wait to spend time with my brother over Spring Break! I'm sure you'll be doing the same...  

February 27, 2007 10:29 PM  
Izzie said...  
I agree with Addison...you and your sister are so adorable...she def looks like a little version of you!! I have a little 
sister too and she looks NOTHING like me..I still think she's adopted but oh well hahah family is so awesome and 
that's so good that you get along with your sister...or so it appears...lol  
March 12, 2007 10:00 PM  

 
Posted by Carrie at 3:40 PM 6 comments    

Labels: My Black Lab Angus  
March 2007  
Untitled  

6 Comments - Show Original Post Collapse 

comments  
Audra said...  
This looks like the cover to some children's book about 
a dog who can basically save the world. I know you 
like fishing, does your dog help ya'll fish as well?  

February 21, 2007 6:16 PM  

 
Carrie said...  
No he doesn't know how to catch fish, but he likes to go 
swimming in the river though.  
February 21, 2007 8:40 PM  
Charlotte said...  

It's really great that you are so close to your family. I miss being able to see my family whenever I wanted to, I am sure 

you feel the same way. I love your dog. I bet he would love Spunky!  
February 22, 2007 12:19 PM  
Miranda Locke said...  
I can completely relate to you. My sister and I are also two years apart and we are very close. She really is one of my 
best friends. My family is the most important thing to me, which includes my really close friends and my grandmother 
is my hero. Your dog is really cute, I have a golden retriever that has that same expression that your dog has all of the 
time :-)  
February 27, 2007 7:11 AM  
Comment deleted  

This post has been removed by the author.  
February 27, 2007 7:11 AM  
Abster said...  
I went and played with lab puppies last night and I freaking got scratched like no other to the point of me bleeding. I 
was not very happy. I want to meet Angus though! :)  
March 13, 2007 7:23 PM  

 
 

 
Monday, March 12, 2007 
 
 
This is a picture of my roomates and I before a 
Football game this past year. I think that having 
friends in college is very important. There are 
times when you need someone to talk to who 

going through all the same crazy college stress 
that you are. My roomates are the best, we are 
able to help each other out with problems, just by 
having a friendly conversation. And you have 
friends that who love to hangout with. We have 
some of the best times when we are all together. 
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College is very important, but it is suppose to be the best time of your life. So Live a litte! 
Untitled  

5 Comments - Show Original Post Collapse comments  

Izzie said...  
I agree with what you said about having friends and how they are important...I don't really know what I would do 
without my friends...They are always there for me, especially when I need to vent or when I'm upset...Friends are so 

great and I've met so many great people here at FSU!!  
March 12, 2007 10:01 PM  
Christina B said...  
Great friendships make getting through college possible! I have a best friend up here and one back home. The one back 
home and I talk 10 times a day I am so happy that we have stayed close even though I went so far away to college.  
March 13, 2007 6:27 PM  
Charlotte said...  
College is wonderful! I wish we could enjoy more of it!  

March 13, 2007 7:25 PM  
Miranda Locke said...  
You are lucky to be living with all girls that you like! I live with my fiance and his friend, so I'm the only girl :-( It's ok 
because next year we're living with MY friend, hehe. I envy all the girl time you get to have!  
March 14, 2007 7:30 AM  
Meredith said...  
That's what I love so much about all of us having all the same classes. We share in each other's stress and frustartion 
and I think we are closer because of it.  

March 14, 2007 4:53 PM  
 

F-7 Audra 
Tuesday, February 6, 2007 

My World  

I think this photo pretty much sums up everything 
about my cultural identity. It is a photo of my 
family (front. nephews Izzie and Devin. back 
Daddy, Sister-in-law, Mommy, Me, Brother) 
taken on gameday of an Auburn football game. 
This photo shows us standing in the Tiger Den 
where the players, coaches, and recruits go before 
and after the game. I spend most weekends 
driving up to Auburn during football season to 

watch my brother coach. I am very much into 
college football and knowing what is going on 
with teams across the country. I love sports and 
fitness in general and often watch ESPN. 
My family is the most important thing to me and 
some of the only times that we all get to spend 
together occurs during football season since my 
parents live in Connecticut and I live in Florida. 

Posted by Audra at 2:19 AM    
13 comments:  
Christina B said...  
I really like this photo because it shows how special your family is to you. You are all smiling and decked out in game 
colors and ready to spend the day together making memories. I wonder if whenever any of you see a football game or 
Auburn sign you think of all the wonderful times you have shared there. 
8:26 PM    
Audra said...  

A lot of my friends call me an Auburn fanatic. I also go to all the bowl games with my family, it has become something 
of a tradition. If I am not at a game, I am trying to watch it on television. All of my friends live up north, so I am the 
only Auburn fan they know....and they LOVE to rub it in when Auburn loses. So it has its downsides too! 
10:41 PM    
Carrie said...  
Your picture is so cute of your family in their Auburn attire. I think it's great when families get together and enjoy each 
other and Football :) 
11:50 PM    

Charlotte said...  
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Your brother coaches? How freaking cool! Do you get a lot of football stuff from him? It is really great that you are so 
close to your family, I wish I had that. Great pic! 
5:52 PM    
Audra said...  
I get a lot of Auburn gear from them, but for some odd reason, whenever I wear it in Tally I get dirty looks.... 

6:42 PM    
Callie Jones said...  
Boo Auburn! Roll Tide, Baby! Ha-Ha, just kidding! I grew up in Alabama, my brother was born in Ft. Rucker, but I am 
not really any team's fan. I like bama's colors over auburn's though. This reasoning transferred over when I moved to 
Florida and I decided to be an FSU fan because I didn't like UF's colors. Silly, I know. I was wondering, though, the 
difference in age between you and your brother? How did this play into growing up? Was he a protective older brother? 
I've always thought it would be cool to have an older brother. 
7:29 PM    

Audra said...  
My brother is actually 10 years older than me, so I kind of grew up like an only child. He was almost like a second dad 
for me. He threatens to "kick any guys ass" who does wrong by me. But he is also a very calming spirit and was always 
my role model. If my family still lived in Texas, I would've gone to Texas A&M like he did. I also contemplated being 
a track coach full-time because I look up to him so much. 
9:36 PM    
Abster said...  
I cant believe you brother is famous!! Well in college football anyways. If I had a family member coaching a major 

college football team, I would be there every weekend too. Your family reminds me a lot of my own when it come to 
college football. There is a lot of rivalry between my immediate family and the entire rest of my moms side. They are 
all dumb Miami fans, but I guess thats what happens when one of my uncles played for them. Might I just mention he 
is the only one to have gone there and they still root for them. Atleast I root for the freaking school I go to!!! 
8:04 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I don't know what I would do if I lived so far from the rest of my family! My fiance's family live in Tennessee so he 
only gets to see them a couple times a year. Your love of sports reminds me of a friend of mine, guys love her because 

she's a girl that actually can't live without sports. Its takes a lot for me to get into them, I just recently started watching 
football, but only if it's FSU. It's great that you enjoy working out, I've been trying to do that more, but I can't say that 
I'm at the level where I enjoy it yet, I'm trying though! 
10:43 AM    
Izzie said...  
This photo is really great!! It's awesome that you value your family so much because family is so important and they 
are always there for you. I don't know what I would do with my family, as much as they do get on my nerves 
sometimes...Family is always there for you, no matter what :) 
12:03 AM    

Izzie said...  
you are a crazy auburn fanatic and I'm not surprised that some people give you dirty looks here...there are a lot of 
Alabama fans here..I happen to know some...but sometimes I do rep the Auburn hat...and I get some dirty looks as 
well...but it's all good 
12:12 AM    
Abster said...  
I am picturing your family in all garnet and gold and its an AWESOME picture!! 
9:24 PM    

Audra said...  
You are CRAZY Addison, that nonsense will NEVER happen!!!! GO TIGERS! 
1:20 AM    
Post a Comment  
Home  
Subscribe to: Post Comments (Atom)  
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F-8 Callie 
 

I chose to post this image to reflect some of the 
aspects of my cultural identity. Some key points: 
Clothing, Conservation, and Time. Clothing: I 
love fashion! This picture was taken of me on 

Halloween and I am wearing some of my vintage 
clothing. This is my kind of mod scooter girl flight 
attendant outfit. My boyfriend said that I would 
kill myself wearing these heels on my scooter, but 
I tried to convince him that the ladies in Italy wear 
heels on their scooters all of the time. 
Conservation: I love my scooter! I was able to buy 
this little Honda Metropolitan outright and it is the 

only thing with my name on the title. The gas is 
like 70 miles to the gallon and the tank only holds 
a gallon at a time. Also, something that is really 
important to me is the fact that scooters have low 
emissions. Becoming a more enviromentally 
conscious culture is something that I believe in 

and want to work toward. Collecting vintage clothes and recycling as many items as I can is just another way that I can 
practice the policy of reuse. Time: There isn't enough time! We are in a rush-rush world. Because of my Metro I am 

able to get from my boyfriend's house to parking on FSU within 15 minutes. This is so important because I need to 
cram as many things into my day as is humanly possible. I think that is another reason why I enjoy vintage and retro--it 
is kind of a way to look back and imagine a time when things were just a little slower. 
Posted by Callie Jones at 10:08 AM 9 comments  

9 Comments - Show Original Post Collapse comments  

Audra said...  
When I first saw this image, I envisioned you as a suprehero about to take off. I love how you were able to sum up a lot 
of your beliefs into one image. Have you ever thought about painting some designs on your scooter to make it more 
personal?  
February 18, 2007 11:56 AM  

 
Meredith said...  
You look so cute. I really think your post gives insight to who you are. You have a good yet simple explanation of 
yourself. It's cool how you found a picture to represent all of those things.  
February 19, 2007 5:15 PM  
Christina B said...  
What an awesome picture! You exert so much female power, I love it! I like how you want to wear any shoes you like 
while driving your scooter. I completely agree with your idea about time, how I would love to go back when time was 

not such an issue.  
February 19, 2007 7:11 PM  
Carrie said...  
Your picture is so cute. I wish I had a scooter at school for the parking, life would be a little less stressful. I think you 
really explained who you are and your beliefs.  
February 21, 2007 8:54 PM  
Charlotte said...  
I really admire your ideas. I like how you really made this blog very personal and shared your unselfish beliefs. Plus, 

the picture is awesome!  
February 22, 2007 2:57 PM  
Abster said...  
I love your picture! It is sooo cute. I envy you for having a scooter. I have always wanted one especially when it came 
to the shitty parking the FSU has for 4 wheel vehicles. :) Love your boots as well. I dont think I could ever pull them 
off or have the guts to wear them but you definitely do. I also agree that there is never enough time in a day. I always 
feel like there is something I didnt have time to do. Keep on scooting!!!  
February 26, 2007 5:11 PM  

Miranda Locke said...  
I admire your ideas on recycling and reuse. Occasionally I do some vintage shopping. Not only is it cheaper but it is for 
a good cause. I also think you are brave for riding a scooter in boots, or just riding a scooter in general, lol. I'm terrified 
of riding on anything like scooters or motorcycles, which is silly cause I drive a car and these days, that's not safe 
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either, lol. I actually have a pair of boots like that, but they're black and I only wear them in the winter. It's a great 
picture of you, very representative of you and your values.  
February 27, 2007 8:01 AM  
Samantha said...  
I have to admit, I have not gotten into the vintage clothing, but the scooter idea is the best yet for getting around. Also, I 

admire that you were able to buy it out right in your name. Not very many people can say that about objects like a 
scooter. It's funny you mentioned looking like a flight attendent, because I thought the same at first!! You are so cute 
with the way you're dressed and all...I wish I could pull off that look!  
February 27, 2007 10:53 PM  
Izzie said...  
Hahah I love this picture...I really want a scooter!! You did such a great job describing yourself in this picture...Those 
boots are pretty awesome too!! lol  
March 12, 2007 10:34 PM  

 
 
Family is a strong part of my cultural identity. 
Because my parents are divorced, my mother is 
away in the military, and my brother is under my 
legal guardianship, I feel very aware of the 
importance of family. Since my mother's 
grandparents were immigrants, we have very few 

blood relatives in the states. The picture that I 
have included in this last blog is that of my step-
mother's family. She has two brothers, three 
sisters, and a whole lot of nieces and nephews. My 
brother and I love going to New York to visit our 
dad and extended family! There is nothing like 
having a family to spend time with and it just 
makes me so thankful that I have my brother 

Daniel (he's the one in the striped t-shirt on the 
left). 

Posted by Callie Jones at 8:41 PM 6 comments  
Untitled  

6 Comments - Show Original Post Collapse comments  

Izzie said...  
I think it's so great that you value your family...family is such an important part of my life and I can't even imagine 
where I would be or what I would do without them...I really admire you for helping your mom out with her gluten free 
diet...you are such a great daughter and your mom is lucky to have someone who cares enough to read all those labels :)  
March 12, 2007 10:36 PM  

Christina B said...  
Wow you definatly have a big responsibility with your brother, he has a great role model though! You handle yourself 
with so much composure I would never have known how much you handle, but you do it so well. Do you want a big 
family?  
March 13, 2007 6:48 PM  
Abster said...  
My favorite memories are with all of my extended family and that makes me really miss home and hate being away at 
college.  

March 13, 2007 7:26 PM  
Charlotte said...  
You have a great big family. I think family is very important, and I love this picture.  
March 13, 2007 7:30 PM  
Miranda Locke said...  
And I thought my family was big! You must feel good to have such an important role in someone's life. My sister has 
always kind of looked up to me (I cant understand why, lol) but it always a good feeling to know that you are a great 
influence in someone else's life.  

March 14, 2007 7:38 AM  
Meredith said...  
Has your step-mother's family become a big part of your life? Do they all view you and your brother like family? I 
know a lot of step parents and step children don't get along.  
March 14, 2007 5:12 PM  
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F-9 Charlotte 
 

Girls Rule  
 
Most of the choices in my life are influenced by my gender. I absolutely love being a 
female! I love how I feel when people underestimate my ability, and I prove them so 
wrong. I want to be a teacher for the simple fact that I love teaching children! I am very 
caring and compassionate. Though those may be some stereotypical qualities of a 
female, but I do not believe that I want to be a teacher because I am female. I choose to 
spend an equal amount of time with both males and females. At work, I am the only 

woman on the management team. I get to spend my work days surrounded by men. 
However, school is much different. I really enjoy spending time with my classmates 
because we have a lot in common.  
 
Posted by Charlotte at 4:16 PM    

11 comments:  
Christina B said...  
I absolutely agree that gils rule! I also feel I am very feminie but that doesn't stop me from doing anything I want to do. 

I think its great that you want to be a teacher for YOU and not because it "fits" our gender role. 
February 20, 2007 5:57 PM    
Meredith said...  
The picture is great! It really fits what you were talking about. I too always surprise people with what I can do being a 
girl. And it is a great feeling. I never thought about about it like that. 
February 20, 2007 6:22 PM    
Abster said...  
I doubt I could have said that better myself! Idont know what its like to work with all males but I am sure you are great 

and dont let them walk all over you. You are a great girl and have the teaching world so much to offer!! I know this is 
corny but I have to say it: 
BOY DRULE AND GIRLS RULE!!!! haha :) 
February 21, 2007 5:02 PM    
Carrie said...  
I think you have explained the ability women very well. It would be hard working with all men, do you ever have any 
problems with them? I think that it is great picture, the puppy is such a cutie. "Girls can do anything boys can do." 
February 21, 2007 8:58 PM    
Charlotte said...  

Working with all men is very annoying. I feel like sometimes they leave me out of some things because I am a female. 
We also butt heads a lot because they are so damn stubborn. However, it isn't always a nightmare. 
February 22, 2007 3:02 PM    
Callie Jones said...  
I was wondering if anyone else ever went through a phase of loving pink as a girl, then hating it because it was a 
stereotype color and immature, and then finally come back into embracing it again with maturity? My brother likes to 
remind me of this time and again. He says things like, "oh is this like that time you hated pink?" I don't care anymore 
because I love pink and I am comfortable with that. Also, because pink is sort of a stereotypical girl color, I feel that it 

gives us more power. Just hear me out on this. Girls can favor whatever color that they want. It is boys who are 
restricted in color. (Consequently, this is why I began to worry when boys started wearing pink polos a few years 
back.) Girls can wear shorts, skirts, pants, or dresses. It is boys who are restricted in choices. Girl Power! 
February 25, 2007 4:55 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I think it's really great that you are proud of being a girl. It really does feel great when you can show up a guy when 
everyone else had different expectations. I've never had to work around a lot of guys because I've always worked in 
coffee shops and it seems to be a female-dominated job, so I admire your ability to deal with all those guys :-P Also I 

think it's good for a girl to have a lot of feminine qualities, despite the fact that they may fall under stereotypes. That 
just means you know exactly who you are, what you want out of life, and that's a really healthy attitude to have :-) 
February 27, 2007 8:09 AM    
Samantha said...  
I admire you for working with all boys. I don't know if I could handle that... You did sum it up very well in being a girl. 
As stereotypical as it is with being a female teacher, I think/know we have way more power than what people think. 
We are the ones changing and teaching the future! 
February 27, 2007 10:58 PM    

Izzie said...  
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Yeah, so pretty much girls DO rule...despite the fact that guys probably disagree, of course...Even though girls do get a 
little "catty" sometimes, friends are always there for you...Being a girl has some disadvantages but being "girly" is 
definitely worth those little bumps in the road...just think what life would be like without pedicures haha 
March 12, 2007 10:38 PM    
Izzie said...  

to comment on what Samantha said, I think it would be fun to work with guys because I get along with boys well but at 
the same time, boys can get annoying :( 
March 12, 2007 10:39 PM    
Abster said...  
If it werent for girls we wouldnt have a populations so what now boys!!!! 
March 13, 2007 7:20 PM    
Post a Comment  
 

 
Tuesday, March 13, 2007 

This is a picture of my granny, 
my cousin, and me. I chose this 
picture because my family, 
especially my granny, is so 
important to me. My granny is 83 
and you would never be able to 

tell by the way she moves around. 
She is 4'11, plays on a bowling 
league, and is the coordinator of 
her church. Most importantly 
though, she is my granny. She 
gives me back scratches, and we 
play cards well into the night. I 
love her! 

Posted by Charlotte at 7:32 PM 3 
comments  
Untitled  

3 Comments - Show Original 

Post Collapse comments  

Christina B said...  
Thats so great that you get to 
spend time with your granny and 

that she is able to do things. Thats adorable that she goes bowling!  
March 14, 2007 6:58 AM  
Miranda Locke said...  

Your grandmother sounds like mine! She is in her 80s now, the company she worked for MADE her retire, lol. Since 
then, she volunteers at the police station, the hospital, the local theater, and the space center. My grandmother is 
actually one of my heroes and I think its wonderful that you have a nice relationship with yours :-)  
March 14, 2007 7:40 AM  
Meredith said...  
Wow! That sounds like a super granny. Have you always lived near your Granny growing up? If so, do you think your 
relationship would be different if you did not live near each other. I only ask bc I was closest to my grandmother and 
for most of my life she lives 8 hrs. away.  

March 14, 2007 5:15 PM  
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F-10 Samantha 
 
Wednesday, November 08, 2006 
My Family  

 

My family(Dad, Me, my brother James, 
and Mom). 
 
Me and my brother in South Carolina. 
 
My backyard looking out at the sunset 
in Boca Raton, Fl.  
I chose to put 3 pictures here because it 

shows many parts of my cultural identity. My family is extremely 
important to me and there is nothing more fun than getting to hang out 
with my family. Since I am so far away from them now, it means even 
more when I get to spend time with them. Also, my brother is my best 
friend. We grew up doing everything together and when we get a chance, 
we still do everything together! I love the south and most of my family 
lives in the south. (My dad always says that I am a true southern belle!) I 
also wanted to include a picture of the sunset because I think it truly 

represents what south Florida means to me.  
posted by Samantha @ 9:17 AM 11 comments 
"My Family"  

11 Comments - Show Original Post Collapse comments  

Audra said...  
Have you ever encountered anyone that thought being a southern belle 
was a bad thing?  
3:51 PM  

 
Callie Jones said...  

Your backyard sunset is beautiful! I am really close to my brother too. 
I've always wanted to be considered a southern belle and I'm not sure 

why exactly. My mother use to tease me about being a JAP (Jewish American Princess). I've always thought that this 
was a cute term, and I think that is how she meant it. Recently, however, my boyfriend has told me that when gentiles 
use that phrase it is not neccessarily a good thing. It can also be meant as a nasty remark on my being spoiled by my 
parent's money (assuming that because we are Jewish, we have money). Like many other slang terms, when used by the 
"ingroup" it is okay, but takes on negative connotations when used by the "outgroup".  
5:18 PM  

Samantha said...  
I don't think anyone has ever thought of me being a southern belle is bad, but the reputation of where I grew up comes 
with such the stereotype of being stuck up, having tons of money, and getting everything I want. That is why a lot of 
the time I don't like to tell people where I live because they automatically think these things of me...but they are not 
true for me.  
7:53 AM  
Abster said...  
I love sunsets like that. When I was in high school my friends and I would go to the beach and stay all day be totally 

worn out but stay to see the sun set. That was my favorite part of the day. It also seems like family is a major deal for 
all of us in this class. I think its cool that you and your brother are best friends...you dont see that very often.  
5:16 PM  
Comment deleted  
This post has been removed by the author.  
5:22 PM  
Charlotte said...  
I know how difficult it is to be away from family. How often do you get to go home?  

5:31 PM  
Miranda Locke said...  
This reminds me of home! I lived right around the corner from the beach and there was nothing prettier than a sunset 
overlooking the water. I share your "southern girl" background and no matter what anyone says, it is fabulous :-) I'm 
probably just as close with my sister as you are with your brother. Before I went off to college, my sister and I did 
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everything together and she is my best friend to this day. I can also understand missing your family. My sister is at USF 
so we don't see each other nearly enough :-(  
8:22 AM  
Meredith said...  
I can't believe that is your backyard. That is so pretty. How far apart are you and your brother in age? That is kind of 

weird that you live in South Florida when you and your family are such southern people. It's a big difference. Which do 
you prefer?  
7:39 AM  
Christina B said...  
I remember sunsets like that since I am from south Florida too! I loved growing up in south Florida, I find Tallahassee 
to be the complete opposite, do you?  
8:54 AM  
Izzie said...  

I would just like to say that I am fully jealous that that picture is in your backyard!! It is beautiful!! About the 
stereotype you said about being "stuck up", 
I think you are the sweetest girl and I have 
never thought that, so go southern belles 
haha  
10:45 PM  
Izzie said...  
Where in South Florida do you live?  

10:46 PM  
 
 
Tuesday, March 13, 2007 
Final Post  
 
This here is a picture of my Dad's entire 
family; his 3 sisters, my 3 uncles, 11 

cousins(2 not shown), my parents and 
brother, and my grandparents. My family 
usually gets together once every few years 
and I truely enjoy every minute of it. I don't 
talk to my cousins very often, but when we 
are together, it is like one huge fun party. 

My family means so much to me and I know they will always be their for me. They have definitely taught me 
unconditional love and I am so thankful to have such a wonderful relationship with everyone! 
 

 
 
 
 
This is my other "family". These are 
some of my very close friends in 
Tallahassee and they are the very best! 
We do almost everything together and I 

love everything about us. Most of them 
are older than I am and many live or 
grew up in Tallahassee. They have taken 
me in and helped me with everything up 
here and I cherish that so much. I am 
one of the youngest of our group so I 
feel like I have another set of parents, 
grandparents, aunts and siblings all here! 

They keep me from getting home sick 
and they are part of the reason I would 
love to stay here in Tallahassee for much 
longer than school will keep me here. 
posted by Samantha @ 5:37 PM 4 
comments    
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Some Interesting pictures...  
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These are a few pictures that I 
wanted to add in reference to some other blogs posted on ARE 3313 Blog. In general, these pictures were all taken in 
Japan and they are all American things...It is so interesting to me how much America gets blamed and questioned for, 
when other countries are making their own versions of the same stuff. I hope you find this just as interesting! 
posted by Samantha @ 5:15 PM 1 comments 

"Some Interesting pictures..."  

1 Comment - Show Original Post  

Miranda Locke said...  
You really seems to have strong family values and that is a really wonderful thing. There are too many families that 
have forgotten how to be close and I think that's really sad. Also, I've seen the red bull truck before driving in 
Tallahassee and I can honestly say that I have no idea what it does, lol.  
7:43 AM  
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APPENDIX G: Communal Blog 

G-1 Audra�s Communal Blog Post: Aunt Jemima 
 
Tuesday, January 30, 2007 
Who is Aunt Jemima?  
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
(Top: 1950's Aunt Jemima Advertisement) 
(Bottom: The Liberation of Aunt Jemima by Betye Saar) 
Posted by ARE3313 at 1/30/2007 05:42:00 PM  
20 comments:  
Meredith said...  

This picture is crazy. Aunt Jemima makes some good pancakes and she looks very southern and country, but I never 
thought of her a slave and that is what this pictures portrays. It shows her holding a white baby and cleaning and what 
is up with the gun? Without the pictures of her in the background, I never would have even thought that was Aunt 
Jemima. 
February 20, 2007 9:15 PM    
Izzie said...  
This post has been removed by the author.  
February 20, 2007 10:18 PM    

Izzie said...  
I'm very confused as to why or for what reason Aunt Jemima has a rifle in one hand and a butter churn in the 
other...Strange. In this artist's work, Aunt Jemima is portrayed as a caretaker of a white child. About Meredith's post, I 
agree with what she said. I would've never known this was Aunt Jemima if it weren't for the picture of her on the 
outside. 
February 21, 2007 12:45 AM    
Audra said...  
The piece is titled "The Liberation of Aunt Jemima", why do you think the artist chose that title? What is she being 

liberated from? 
February 21, 2007 12:57 AM    
Christina B said...  
Maybe she is being liberated from being associated with pancakes and syrup and as a southern cook. The gun could 
stand for her battle against this image. 
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February 21, 2007 9:50 AM    
Carrie said...  
I think that the author is trying to show that Aunt Jemima was a slave that was going to be freed. I had never really 
though of her as a slave. I think the artist chose the title so it would better explain the picture for the viewers. 
February 22, 2007 12:05 AM    

ARE3313 said...  
Is Aunt Jemima really black? I guess I never thought of that because on the syrup bottles shes technically clear. Aunt 
Jemima looks dangerous with the gun but yet she has a white baby...weird. 
February 25, 2007 3:07 PM    
Addison said...  
Sorry that post above is really mine I forgot I was in ARE3313 blogs and not mine. 
February 25, 2007 3:09 PM    
Callie Jones said...  

For me, Aunt Jemima has always represented Mammy from Gone With The WInd. In Gone With The Wind, Mammy 
was Scarlet's family slave. One big reason why this is such a negative stereotypical image is that Mammy is portrayed 
as a house slave who is happy in her role and who doesn't desire to be free because she has a certain authority and 
presence in that family. Also, GWTW gives the impression that Mammy wasn't treated badly, that she was like one of 
the family. 
February 25, 2007 6:33 PM    
Abster said...  
Is Aunt Jemima really black? I guess I never thought of that because on the syrup bottles shes technically clear. Aunt 

Jemima looks dangerous with the gun but yet she has a white baby...weird. 
February 26, 2007 7:24 PM    
Charlotte said...  
Why do you think they chose this kind of character for pancake syrup? 
February 26, 2007 7:28 PM    
Callie Jones said...  
The bottle for Aunt Jemima doesn't have to be any color, although I do have a brown glass bottle of it, because the 
syrup is brown. Therefore, even a clear bottle would show brown skin. Just saying, she is definately meant to be 

African American. 
 
Maybe the liberation of Aunt Jemima is meant to represent all the images that she should be released from. On the 
other hand, maybe it speaks to what kind of roles freed blacks were put into even after liberation. 
February 27, 2007 12:13 AM    
Izzie said...  
I'm wondering why they chose this character for pancake syrup, as well...I think it's odd to have chosen such a person 
for syrup and I also think it is a very stereotypical picture... 
March 13, 2007 12:48 AM    

Izzie said...  
I'm wondering why they chose this character for pancake syrup, as well...I think it's odd to have chosen such a person 
for syrup and I also think it is a very stereotypical picture... 
March 13, 2007 12:48 AM    
Samantha said...  
Does anyone know the time in which the Aunt Jemima syrup was made? I'm sure that also has a lot to do with why 
she's dressed this way and holding the gun. Also, do we know if she made the syrup mixture herself??? 
March 13, 2007 10:45 AM    

Charlotte said...  
You have to wonder about the ethnic background of the person who made these advertisements. Do you think that is 
significant of the message? 
March 13, 2007 8:57 PM    
Christina B said...  
As a little girl I never understood why she was on the pancake box or syrup bottle. I don't buy it anymore and maybe 
one day enough people will boyott it. I think it is one of the biggest examples of a stereotype. 
March 13, 2007 9:01 PM    

Audra said...  
There are actually people who collect Aunt Jemima memorabilia. Does anyone know someone who does? Do they 
explain why they collect it? 
March 13, 2007 9:56 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
We used to have Aunt Jemima syrup in the house when I was younger and I vaguely remember wondering about the 
lady on the bottle, much like Christina said she did. I don't remember attaching a stereotype to it as a child, but I do 
remember buying a different brand when I was grocery shopping for the first time by myself. I think I made a 
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conscious decision to buy something that didn't look like it had such a strong racial stereotype on it. I think race issues 
are harder to pick out the younger a person is, but they become more obvious as we grow. 
March 14, 2007 9:18 AM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I do think that the picture represents some kind of liberation of a slave woman and the life she was forced to live. Also, 

it seems to say "This is a black woman that is no longer going to serve food to other people because she is on the path 
to freedom". I think this picture portrays the idea that an African American woman should no longer be considered a 
servant who serves pancakes to a master. 
March 14, 2007 9:21 AM    
Post a Comment  
 

G-2 Audra�s Communal blog post: A girl like me 
 
POSTS BY AUDRA: A Girl Like Me  
Posted by ARE3313 at 1/30/2007 05:51:00 PM  
Labels: A Girl Like Me  
12 comments:  
Christina B said...  

I have not seen anything like this clip before. It really gave me insight into how some African American women view 
themselves. I was a bit shocked when I heard it. I was saddened that at times they may feel they need to look like a 
different culture to feel beautiful. I think that society may influence them to feel that way and want to change their hair 
or skin tone. This was very touching to watch. 
February 20, 2007 9:26 PM    
Meredith said...  
I had no idea that there was so much pressure for black girls to have the fake hair and lighter skin. I never knew they 
felt that lighter skin was prettier or that natural hair was ugly. I guess I felt like black girls were more confident in 

themselves because they are thought of as being tough and better fighters and they are always on Jerry Springer saying 
they know they look good even when they are 300 lbs. 
Can you really bleach your skin? Is that dangerous, like for the six yr. old whose mother is doing it to her. That mother 
is showing her daughters that it is not okay to be dark-skinned. That isn't right. 
February 20, 2007 10:58 PM    
Audra said...  
Why do you think this young woman created this documentary? How could it affect your work with future elementary 
students? 
February 21, 2007 4:51 PM    

Christina B said...  
I think that this young woman created this documentary so that other people and females would know what African 
American females feel on a daily basis and what they go through physically and emotionallyto feel accepted . This will 
affect my work with future students in that when we have an art prject we are working on and if I do a model or 
example of it I will be sure to put up an example from their culture so that they can know they are accepted and 
beautiful just the way they are. I will also be reassuring with self protraits or anything personal and make sure there are 
materials avaiable for them to portray themselves how they want to in relation to their culture. 
February 24, 2007 4:03 PM    

Christina B said...  
I think that this young woman created this documentary so that other people and females would know what African 
American females feel on a daily basis and what they go through physically and emotionallyto feel accepted . This will 
affect my work with future students in that when we have an art prject we are working on and if I do a model or 
example of it I will be sure to put up an example from their culture so that they can know they are accepted and 
beautiful just the way they are. I will also be reassuring with self protraits or anything personal and make sure there are 
materials avaiable for them to portray themselves how they want to in relation to their culture. 
February 24, 2007 4:08 PM    

Callie Jones said...  
I watched this clip the other day in my prejudice and stereotypes class. One of the most heartbreaking moments of the 
clip was when the little girl chose the bad doll as black, the good doll as white, and then had to hand over which doll 
she looked like. Its really painful to realize the inner turmoil of someone who is trying to figure out their place in life 
and to think that society is telling them that they are bad. How do you deal with a society that is telling you that black is 
bad? 
February 25, 2007 6:42 PM    
Abster said...  

I have totally seen this movie clip thing before. I watched it last semester in my Intro to Ed class. I felt like when I 
watched it I could relate a lot of the things the girls were saying about their race to things about white girls as well. I 
feel that some girls think that girls with a nice tan are prettier then girls who are more pale, Nicole Kidman for example 
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is pale but an amazing looking woman. Same thing goes for Jada Pinkett Smith lighter skin and beautiful but that 
doesnt mean that dark skin women are ugly. There are so many dark skin models that I would die to look like. I love 
the hair comments about perming and straightening and natural. My hair is naturally straight and I wish that I could do 
somehthing else with it. I guess its just funny to see people complain about their hair being curly and wazy when thats 
what I wish my hair would do. :) 

February 26, 2007 7:40 PM    
Carrie said...  
I did not realize that young black girls feel this way. It really shows how much pressure is on young girls to look 
beautiful. I felt bad for the girl when her mother told her not to where her hair like that because she looked African. 
That is her culture! I think this was a very good clip and I learned a lot from it. 
March 12, 2007 10:10 PM    
Izzie said...  
This video was really interesting and I agree with Callie...when the girl chose the black doll and bad and the white doll 

as good...I thought this clip was very interesting and it's a shame that some girls feel ashamed of their culture... 
March 13, 2007 12:52 AM    
Samantha said...  
I would have to agree with Addison and how 'white' people always want that tan look as opposed to the pale white 
color. I am subject to that because I am pale white. I also have stick straight hair and perm mine to get just slight 
curls/waves. I didn't realize that they pretty much think the opposite of us with skin color and hair...very interesting. I 
will definitely make sure that in the classroom they will have materials to make images of themselves and make them 
feel that they are special the way they are. 

March 13, 2007 10:55 AM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I feel like I've seen this clip before, maybe in my Teacing Diverse Populations class. I agree with Christina in that it 
does make you feel kind of sad that people think they have to look a certain way to be "beautiful". The truth is, there is 
all kinds of beautiful and I wish that society portrayed that to the masses instead of the crap we see on TV now. 
March 14, 2007 9:47 AM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I think this documentary was created in order to show the problem of "one kind of beauty". I also think that when I am 

an elementary school teacher, it will part of my job to teach my students that each person is special, unique and 
beautiful BECAUSE of the differences, not despite them. 
March 14, 2007 9:49 AM    
Post a Comment  
 

G-3 Meredith�s communal blog post 
 

Meredith's Post  
The first picture is typical for a Western movie. The cowboys and Indians are always fighting. But what I never 
understood is why the Indians are always portrayed as the bad guys. The cowboys are the good guys and the heroes that 
travel around looking over their shoulders for the Indians to attack. The Indians are the ones that screwed over. The 
cowboys came in and took over theIndian's land and treated them like theyhad no reason for existence. So why arethe 

Indians the ones who are portrayed asthe bad guys in all westerns? 
The second picture is culturally challenging because it shows two cowboys and an Indian together and it appears they 
are hiding out or spying on someone. Anyhow, they are working together. This is odd to see because you always hear 
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cowboys vs. Indians. They are always fighting each other in Westerns and the rare times that they do get along, I find 
odd. 
 
Posted by ARE3313 at 2/25/2007 02:13:00 PM  
20 comments:  

Callie Jones said...  
Does anyone remember the old tv show F-troop? Its been a really long time since I have seen it, so this comment on it 
is from my memory of it. Although there were so many bad stereotypes used in that show, one of the things that was 
amusing about the troop vs. the Indians, was that the troop was unorganized and fumbling, but the Indians were calm 
and wise. It was a comedy, though, and the positive spin on the Indians may have been a result of hindsight and guilt. 
February 25, 2007 6:14 PM    
Audra said...  
Callie, I'm going to see if I can find a clip of that show on YouTube. I'm trying to think of any positive portrayals of 

Native Americans in movies or television lately. Why do you think Native Americans there is a lack of non-
stereotypical imagery? 
February 25, 2007 7:03 PM    
Callie Jones said...  
Oh, another Native American clip that I remember is one from the seventie or eighties that aired for-ever. You guys 
may remember it was a public service announcement with America and all of its polution. At the end of it someone 
throws trash into the street at the foot of an Indian who sheds a single tear. I think that he may have been wearing a 
headress or maybe just braids. It always made me feel bad because its like we took this land from the Indians, and now 

look what we have done to it. (A few years ago I saw something on VH1 that showed that guy wasn't even a Native 
American. He was like Italian or something!) 
February 25, 2007 8:43 PM    
Christina B said...  
All of the western movies that I can remember have the Native Americans portrayed as the bad guys and I could never 
understand why. The settlers that took from the Native Americans were the bad guys, but we try to erase that from our 
history don't we. I don't know what I'll do if I teach history, I can't lie and cover up the truth of what we did. 
February 26, 2007 1:43 PM    

Charlotte said...  
I never really thought about the fact that Native Americans are always potrayed as bad guys. These pictures bring up a 
very good point. They should make more movies showing the truth about what happened. 
February 26, 2007 7:32 PM    
Abster said...  
My Dad loves John Wayne westerns and everytime he was fighting "bad guys" they almost always ended up being 
Indians and I never understood that. The only bad people that I ever saw what were white were like bank robbers that 
of course were caught. Directors of those movies were clearly stuck in a rutt. 
February 26, 2007 8:30 PM    

Audra said...  
Do you think directors and producers of movies have really moved out of that rutt? How else are these negative 
portrayals of Native Americans reinforced? 
February 26, 2007 8:52 PM    
Meredith said...  
No they havn't moved out of that rutt and I don't know if they ever will. We have to teach out future students the truth 
in what really happened. These negative portrayals are reinforced sometimes through school plays during 
Thanksgiving. I have never seen any in real life, but on TV shows I have seen where this has happened during a school 

play. 
February 27, 2007 11:48 PM    
Christina B said...  
I do not think they have moved out of the rutt, and what really bothers me is when you have a movie and a character is 
claimed to be Native American and they really are not in real life, I don't know if that is because a Native American 
does not want to do it because of the misrepresentation to their culture or if it is the directors decision. I think a Native 
American should play the part and be able to represent their culture through their eyes. 
March 2, 2007 12:15 PM    

Carrie said...  
I remember watching old western movies of Cowboys vs Indians. But some did have them working together, as they 
were on the same side. It was not common to see that back in the day. Like Addison said the Director of those movies 
is the one causing the controversy between them. 
March 12, 2007 10:17 PM    
Izzie said...  
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I just recently watched a western film for film class last semester and they portrayed the Indians as the "bad guys." The 
movie was terrible and they made the Indians look like they were incompetent, etc...It's unfortunate that there are so 
many misrepresentations of the Native American culture 
March 13, 2007 1:09 AM    
Izzie said...  

I agree with what Carrie said, as well...sometimes it's the directors that are misinformed...sometimes they do not do 
enough research for movies and they are misinformed about what really happened with the "cowboys and Indians." 
March 13, 2007 1:10 AM    
Samantha said...  
This is a good issue that I guess I never realized really. I feel the Native Americans in general totally got this bad 
stereotype and have never really been given a chance to tell their side of the 'story'. It would be interesting to see a 
Native American create a movie to see their side of it. 
March 13, 2007 11:51 AM    

Charlotte said...  
How do you think this image would affect someone who knows nothing about Native Americans? 
March 13, 2007 9:03 PM    
Carrie said...  
I think that is an intersting point Samantha made about seeing the Native Americans tell their side of the story. I 
thinkit's wrong how the Indians were treated and were looked at so negative. 
March 13, 2007 9:03 PM    
Audra said...  

Do you think the directors are really misinformed, or do they CHOOSE to portray Native Americans this way? 
March 13, 2007 9:50 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
This is part of the reason I don't watch westerns. I always thought there was something really unrealistic about them. 
When you see an image of white people fighting Native Americans, it's so sterotypical of Native Americans being 
savage barbarians. 
March 14, 2007 9:54 AM    
Miranda Locke said...  

I think it is wrong to show Native Americans as "bad guys". They were in America first and historically, they were 
ones that had their lands taken from them. Doesn's that make the white people that stole from them "bad"? 
March 14, 2007 9:56 AM    
Meredith said...  
To respond to Christina, I read that many times Native Americans try out for the parts in movies, but don't get it bc they 
do not look the part. It was saying that movies have created a certain look to Indians that we only think of Indians as 
looking acertain way when really they can look anyway. I know of just three main features of Indians and that is dark 
skin, dark hair, and a long nose. 
March 14, 2007 6:40 PM    

Samantha said...  
That's true that you made a point about Native Americans looking like others. I have a friend that is half Native 
American and he doesn't have any features that you would immediately think he's Native American. The only reason I 
found out was because he told me stories about his family and about how he still goes and hunts with other Native 
Americans for weeks. I find it so interesting! 
March 14, 2007 9:40 PM    

Post a Comment  

G-4 Addison�s communal blog post 
Addisons Post  
 
OK so these 2 images just piss me off! 
LOL. I hate that there is a stereotype of 
women in general and the fact that 

larger American women always get 
compared to thinner European women. 
Yeah the thong hanging out is less 
attractive on the American woman but 
you know what the European women 
looks skanky. Sorry to say it but to me 
its not attractive on either. Another 
thing is that you never see a thinner American woman 

compared to larger women of other countries. So does 
that mean that America only has fat women and 
everywhere else is where all the skinny people live? I 
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THINK NOT!!!!!! I am also mad that they put a picture of McDonald's food on the American side like that is the only 
place that people eat it. UMM HELLO McDONALD'S IS ALL OVER THE WORLD!!! So what if the American 
woman is larger than the European but I can bet you that the American woman's armpits are shaved and the Europeans 
aren't! I know that isn't really a proven fact but I had to add that in! :) 
The other picture is of a man pretty much controlling a woman. Sorry to burst their bubbles but there will be no man 

that controls me EVER. Men who need to control someone have issues of their own they need to take care of before 
getting into a relationship with someone. I think I know more girls who have their b/f's wrapped around their finger 
then the other way around. I know that I can get my Dad to pretty much do whatever I ask but at the same time he isn't 
a pushover either but that's what Dad's are for! I guess it all depends on who the guy is. 
19 comments:  
Callie Jones said...  
I find it really surprising that Europeans have the stereotype of "the fat American". Just last week I watched an 
animated movie called Belleville. It was a French movie, or at least French-Canadian, and the parts that portrayed 

America showed huge slovenly people. The fact that other countries seem to find us so lacking in self-control cannot be 
good for foreign relations. 
February 25, 2007 6:07 PM    
Audra said...  
Perhaps that idea of excess is why so many other countries hate us in the first place. It seems easier for them to link 
images of overweight people with our consumerism. Can anyone find any cultures that VALUE a woman who is not 
stick thin? 
February 25, 2007 6:54 PM    

Callie Jones said...  
The other day in my ceramics class, my instuctor showed slides of female fertility sculptures. The sculptures showed 
curvacious women with large breasts, hips, and everything else. She told us that the reason that the women had such an 
exaggerated form in the sculpture was because that particular culture was of an aggrarian type and becoming large 
meant that you were wealthy and could be waited on. Being a large woman also meant that you could have many 
children because you had enough body fat and didn't have to risk miscarriage through manual labor. Now that we are of 
a post-industrial nation producing more than we need, we are expected to avoid excess. Everything seems to be an 
uphill battle, but we need the exercise! 

February 25, 2007 8:33 PM    
Christina B said...  
I hate to see those pictures and have people think that obesity exists only in America. I have been to Europe before and 
not everyone there is an average weight or thin. I do believe America needs to learn portion control and daily exercise 
but sometimes people are overweight because of health conditions like diabetes or thyroids, not neccessarily 
McDonalds, and I did eat at one in Italy so they have them there too like Addison said. I remember when I studied 
Latin that the beautiful and admired women back then were vuluptuous and full figured, what happened? 
February 26, 2007 1:36 PM    
Charlotte said...  

AMEN SISTA! Men cannot control us. And, we are not all "fat Americans." I love your post! 
February 26, 2007 7:34 PM    
Abster said...  
I could not have said any of yalls comments better myself!!!! 
February 26, 2007 8:19 PM    
Meredith said...  
LOL. That is hillarious. But you know they say Americans are obeis bc we have the money to actually buy food rather 
than getting filled up on rice day after day. But agree, there has to be fat people somewhere else too. And women are 

making a comeback controlling the men now. I am like you, no man will ever tell me what to do. Me and my boyfriend 
are the same in that sense. We don't controll each other and we do whatever we want. As long as we're not hurting each 
other, why not? 
February 27, 2007 11:43 PM    
Christina B said...  
I agree, no one should ever control you, especially men. For some reason I find men to be the most power hungry. I 
think what Meredith said is a key to a healthy relationship. 
March 2, 2007 12:11 PM    

Carrie said...  
WHAT! Like Addison said do all they fat women live in America? NO! I think that other countries have become 
accustomed to relating bigger women as 'Americans' which I think is wrong. Although, it wouldn't be a bad idea for 
everyone not just women to eat healthier to lead a better life. 
March 12, 2007 10:21 PM    
Samantha said...  
I also have to say that when I was in Japan, they had McDonalds, Wendys, Starbucks, etc. at almost every corner. Yes, 
their servings are somewhat smaller, but no other country has the right to judge us on the fast food restaurants we have. 
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March 13, 2007 11:46 AM    
Izzie said...  
I think it's a shame how foreign countries assume that Americans are overweight...thanks so much for posting that nasty 
picture, Addison... 
March 13, 2007 2:48 PM    

Izzie said...  
about the "being wrapped around someone's finger" comment or being "whipped", my best friend is totally obsessed 
with her bf and he has her completely under his control...I think it's terrible and it is such a bad position to be in 
March 13, 2007 2:49 PM    
Samantha said...  
I agree with Izzie, it is terrible when guys have girls wrapped around their fingers. It shouldn't be that way and girls 
need to also understand that they have to be the ones to change and not be soooo attached. 
March 13, 2007 7:09 PM    

Charlotte said...  
Do you think that people in other countries really think of Americans as being overweight? I do not think that all 
people in other countries are skinny. Why are they so concerned about us anyway?! 
March 13, 2007 9:06 PM    
Carrie said...  
I think that is interesting what Callie had said, about some cultures when women are larger they could be waited one. In 
each country women may follow their culture in the way the women look and eat, is important to them. But now you 
are what you eat, so you must eat healthy to be healthy. 

March 13, 2007 9:14 PM    
Audra said...  
Considering that our country is deemed overweight, I would also be interested to know the statistics on women AND 
men with eating disorders. Can anyone find the numbers? This is something you may have to face in your classroom 
one day. 
March 13, 2007 9:49 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
This is such a great post and it's interesting that you point this issue out. I saw an episode of Oprah where a French 

woman was giving Americans tips on how to be thin like a European woman....I was really confused by that particular 
episode. Are we really portrayed as the pigs of earth? 
March 14, 2007 9:58 AM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I agree though, I do think the European woman looks skanky,lol. I dont care to see anyone's thongs, thin or heavy. 
Also, my fiance was looking over my shoulder and laughed at your picture. He told me to give you a high five for your 
post :-) 
March 14, 2007 9:59 AM    
Meredith said...  

Ok so even if we are more overweight than the rest of world, I bet there are more women who stand on their own two 
feet and do not let any men controll them more than any other country. I would rather be fat and doing my own thing 
than to be skinny and controlled by my husband. 
March 14, 2007 6:35 PM    
Post a Comment  

G-5 Izzie 

 
[Image did not appear due to technical issues] 
 
 

I have decided to write a post in honor of this Saturday�s holiday and Addison�s birthday, St. Patrick�s Day. My mother 
and father are Irish as well as my grandparents so St. Patrick�s Day has always been an important holiday to my family. 
Every year my mom makes the traditional dish of corned beef and cabbage (sounds gross but it is actually quite good). 
Anyway, this upcoming holiday got me thinking about the stereotypes that Irish people are drunken fools on St. 
Patrick�s Day and this stereotype is not entirely true but can often be proven correct. On St. Patrick�s Day we often see 
people wearing shirts that say �kiss me, I�m Irish� or other select phrases. Although most believe this holiday is an 
occasion to drink green beer and get �sloshed�, it is actually a religious holiday. March 17th celebrates the feast day of 
St. Patrick. It is also said that the three leaf clover was used by St. Patrick to represent the trinity. This image of the 

cartoon does not offend me but may offend someone else who is Irish and is not necessarily classified as a �drunken 
fool.� So have a great St. Patrick�s Day, everyone, and be safe. The stereotype of the �drunken Irish� will most likely 
carry on and the stereotype will most likely stand as is.  
Posted by ARE3313 at 3/14/2007 10:44:00 PM  
8 comments:  
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Samantha said...  
I really like the Irish theme for St. Patrick's Day. It is true that St. Patty's Day gets recognized to drink green beer and 
have fun, but I am also glad that your family still follows the traditions with making the food and all...and it actually 
sounds really good! How did good luck come out of the 3 leaf clover? 
March 14, 2007 11:03 PM    

Izzie said...  
that's a good question, Samantha...I'm not sure how the 3 leaf clover is considered to be good luck but I'll have to look 
into that because now I'm curious!! 
March 15, 2007 12:22 AM    
Christina B said...  
St.Patrick's day is special for me too since I am half Irish. My grandparents were 100% Irish and always hated the 
"drunken" stereotype since they were big into the Catholic church. The stereotype doesn't bug me that much and I 
really enjoy the day overall. 

March 15, 2007 11:08 AM    
Christina B said...  
It's funny that I know some people who get drunk everyday and they are not even Irish, I think people find any excuse 
to get drunk and St. Patricks day is a really good one. 
March 15, 2007 11:10 AM    
Samantha said...  
I agree with that, especially living in a college town. I'll be drinking a little green beer, not going to lie! 
March 15, 2007 1:03 PM    

Meredith said...  
I did not know all that stuff about St. Patrick's Day. Do you know how the the whole pinching thing came about if you 
do not wear green? 
March 15, 2007 1:51 PM    
Charlotte said...  
I do feel like there is a major stereotype against Irish people. Just because you are Irish does not mean you are a 
drunken fool! 
March 15, 2007 4:20 PM    

Charlotte said...  
I cannot see your pictures. Am I the only one? 
March 15, 2007 4:21 PM 
 

G-6 Carrie 

 
Carrie Noll's Post  
 
  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
I chose these pictures because discrimination against women is still a problem today. Women still do not get the same 
respect in or out of the workplace, as men do. A highly qualified woman could apply for a position and a man with 
fewer qualifications is more likely to get the job. The picture of the woman with 15% is a poster that was designed to 
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raise awareness among women students, and urged them to ask current and future employers what action they were 
taking to address equal pay. In years back, there were many jobs that were for men only and women weren�t even able 
to apply. I feel that women are just as capable as men to do the work in many jobs. Probably with in the last ten years I 
think it has become less of an issue now that women have become CEO�s of big companies. In the picture �Carry on 
Discrimination� the man is getting paid for doing the exact same thing as the women. IT�S CRAZY! I don�t understand 

why everyone thinks women are a downgrade from men. I hope that one day everyone will realize that women can be 
just as successful as men and will get paid for their knowledge and qualifications. 
Posted by ARE3313 at 2/28/2007 05:39:00 PM  
15 comments:  
Christina B said...  
I know there has been talk that there is more equal pay now, however I read a study that said it is still way off and that 
men get substantial amounts more for the same job, especially in the business world. The article showed the different 
salaries men and women recieve for the same job. Somehow as women we need to take action and change this because 

people think its changing but it is not, or at least way too slowly! 
March 2, 2007 12:29 PM    
Meredith said...  
I never understood that either. My boyfriend keeps saying he will leave the country if Hillary Clinton is president 
because he doesn't think a women is capable of running our country. I don't think men are any more capable of doing 
anything than women. Women keep proving that we are capable, yet men are still being paid more and receiving more 
opportunities. Maybe having a successful women president will finally prove it once in for all. We can be better than 
men. 

March 9, 2007 12:11 PM    
Charlotte said...  
I learned about this in my Social Problems class. I was shocked to hear the statistics of how much more men get paid to 
do the same jobs as women. As you say, it is slowly changing. I just wish we could all be equal! 
March 10, 2007 1:24 PM    
Callie Jones said...  
One story that I heard about this kind of discrimination had to do with a woman asking her boss for a promotion. She 
was a single parent who was qualified for the promotion, but her boss chose not to give it to her. Instead, it was given 

to a less or equally qualified man because "he has a family to support". That kind of thing isn't just gender 
discrimination, its discrimination against not being married! 
March 12, 2007 11:00 AM    
Samantha said...  
The great thing is that women are starting to fulfill these higher and better jobs than men. I was talking to a woman the 
other day and she made a very great point...that is women have not had to take care of themselves in the past because 
their husbands worked and they cooked and cleaned. Now, with the change in society, women are working and 
becoming much more independent and not needing the help of men to support them always. With many things, I feel 
this issue will change in time, but we need to keep pushing for it. 

March 13, 2007 11:23 AM    
Izzie said...  
I agree with what Charlottesaid...In the Family Problems and Social Changes class I took, I learned that women and 
men can have the same jobs but the men often make more...for no real reason at all...interesting? I think so... 
March 13, 2007 6:20 PM    
Charlotte said...  
Where did the first picture come from? I love that picture because of the message it portrays. I want to know where it 
came from because the more people who see it, the more people who will become aware of the pay differences between 

men and women. Her expression says so much. 
March 13, 2007 9:15 PM    
Audra said...  
What are some ways you can address the gender issues in your own classrooms? I am curious to hear any examples of 
how to diminish the stereotype of woman as inferior workers. 
March 13, 2007 9:24 PM    
Samantha said...  
I think that in order to address an issue like this in the classroom, the family has to be willing to do the same at home 

because I would say that I learned about men making more and women making less from my parents and watching tv. 
Personally, I think it will take a few generations to completely first get rid of the stereotype that women are under men 
in many things, including pay. Then you just treat males and females equally in class and make sure not to favor one 
over another. 
March 13, 2007 9:46 PM    
Christina B said...  
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I would address the gender issue in my classroom by having women engineers, lawyers, doctors, and ceo's come in and 
not say that women are the only ones who can do it, BUT to say that THEY can! I think it would be a big inspiration to 
the females in my classroom. 
March 13, 2007 9:57 PM    
ARE3313 said...  

Women = GODS!!! 
 
<3, Addison 
March 13, 2007 10:01 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I love the first picture of the 15% off. Not because I agree with the idea, but because I think that is a really interesting 
way to portray the issue of equal pay in the workplace. I had a job where I had to struggle to have the raise that the men 
did and it was really upsetting because it was the first time I experienced gender discrimination. 

March 14, 2007 10:12 AM    
Miranda Locke said...  
The second picture is intriging to me because we definately know when we're being screwed over. I knew it at my old 
job at Dunkin Donuts. I worked just as hard as the two male employees that got hired with me and they got the raise 
first. So I had to work TWICE as hard to get my raise. How is that fair? 
March 14, 2007 10:14 AM    
Callie Jones said...  
Its like the movie The Stepford Wives, once women start becoming successful and show that they can accomplish 

anything that men can, men try to find ways to maintain themselves as being superior. Sometimes I wonder if marriage 
is a way of keeping women under control. Husbands feel like they must make more money than their wives, wives vote 
like their husbands, and wives are more likely to move for their husband's career than vice versa. I don't really think 
that marriage is a conspiracy, but I do see how one person in the relationship could dominate rather than both partners 
treating each other as equals. 
March 14, 2007 10:17 AM    
Meredith said...  
Here is something to think about. Do you think a male teacher would be hired over a female teacher or the male teacher 

would get paid more than the female teacher? Think about how many more female teachers there are than male 
teachers and the discomfort that some children feel having a male teacher. I was nervous a heck when I was put into a 
class with my first male teacher. 
March 14, 2007 6:21 PM    
Post a Comment 
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Tuesday, March 13, 2007 
Miranda Locke's Post  

 
I chose these two images because of the negative connotations that 
come with having a southern heritage. Often when people think 

"southern", they assume the person is a redneck, especially if it's a 
poor southern individual. The term redneck is used to describe a 
southern person that is not well educated and financially challenged, 
but society has attached many stereotypes. They are often 
considered "white trash", racist, and basically completely ignorant 
and useless people. The picture of the redneck license shows this 
through things like "failed", "requirements: graduate first grade", 
etc. This shows many of the stereotypes a southerner faces because 

of thr assumptions others make about their way of living. The 
second picture is collage mocking the lifestyles of "redneck" people. 

There are images of large women 
sitting around with goofy fast 
food hats, a truck door locked 
with a bike lock, etc. I wanted to 
show these images to remind 
everyone that us "southern belles" 

probably have stereotypes 
attached to us because of where 
we're from or our heritage. It is 
clearly wrong to assume that a 
southerner is a "redneck" because 
of where many of us are now. 
Posted by ARE3313 at 3/13/2007 
05:14:00 AM  

16 comments:  
Samantha said...  
I completely agree with you and I 
get the stereotype a lot that I am 
very racist, but I am not and do 
not think that way. Also, i've seen 
were people take the 
"redneck/southern" stereotype 
and blame that for things they say 

and what they do. I think it is 
unfair and not a good excuse to 
use about stupid things you may 
do with your friends. 
March 13, 2007 11:14 AM    
Izzie said...  

I definitely agree with you, Miranda...sometimes I even find myself making jokes about this, although it really isn't 
funny...I feel bad when people are labeled as "rednecks" or "hicks" because sometimes that is the way they live and 

they should not be labeled or mocked for their lifestyle just because they may do things differently... 
March 13, 2007 6:25 PM    
Carrie said...  
I totally understand what you are saying. I grew up in a small town and many people referred to us as a "Hick town". 
Just because someone is Southern they shouldn't be judged or labeled as a dumb person who doesn't have teeth and 
can't talk. I am in college and I am southern girl. Maybe people will begin to think about this differently. 
March 13, 2007 9:20 PM    
Charlotte said...  

I think people should be proud of where they live. Being from the South does not mean you are racist or stupid. People 
need to lay off the redneck jokes. 
March 13, 2007 9:21 PM    
Audra said...  
I must admit, since I have come to Tallahassee I have seen a LOT more confederate flags on license plates and it kind 
of puts me at unease. I remember when my brother used to coach at Ole Miss and EVERYTHING is about the 
confederate flag at tailgating....picnic tables, skirts, plates, shirts all have the schools "official" logo. Needless to say, I 
am not sure many people realize how offensive this symbol is and register it more as "tradition" 
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March 13, 2007 9:23 PM    
Samantha said...  
I agree with what you have to say Audra...I feel it is almost a 'fad' and the 'cool redneck' kids all need to have the 
confederate flag flying on their truck, with big tires, and mud covering the sides....it kind of reminds me of the 'boca' 
fad back home when all the girls in middle school NEEDED a louie vatan bag or a coach bag. This was to represent the 

high class look and lifestyle they lived in. I think it's all kind of stupid really. 
March 13, 2007 9:34 PM    
Charlotte said...  
I agree with both of you. I would never fly a confederate flag. I am not sure if the people who do are just trying to be 
cool, or if maybe they really do not understand the underlying meanings. Jeez! 
March 13, 2007 9:44 PM    
Christina B said...  
I agree with Audra, I see a lot of confederate flags and symbols up here and it gives me a weird feeling. 

March 13, 2007 10:04 PM    
Christina B said...  
I think it is unfair that people who are southern are labeled with being a "redneck" or a "hick" just because they are 
southern. I am glad that you are standing up for what you belive in Miranda! 
March 13, 2007 10:05 PM    
ARE3313 said...  
Your pictures remind me of something Jeff Foxworthy would host or talk about. I laughed more so in disgust when I 
saw these pictures not because I was discriminating against southerners because I am one but because people associate 

those type of pictures with stupid people and some great famous people are from the south and I bet people dont think 
they are stupid just because they are fans of Nascar. 
**ADDISON** 
March 13, 2007 10:06 PM    
Carrie said...  
Jeff Foxworthy is one of the funniest guys ever. Although he is very rude about making jokes about rednecks. They 
may be funny to some people, but may also offend others. 
March 13, 2007 11:37 PM    

Callie Jones said...  
This post has been removed by the author.  
March 14, 2007 9:56 AM    
Callie Jones said...  
Okay, I guess I'm going to have to be the one to point out that that woman isn't just wearing a burger king hat, she is 
also using her bust as a cup holder. Anyways, the redneck collage is of real people doing what they do. I've grown up in 
the south, living in Alabama for ten years and Florida for eleven, and I've met several people who call themselves 
rednecks, are proud racists, and one who even beer-tailgated in the back of his truck in the middle of the day during 
Junior collage (beer cooler, umbrella, pink flamingo, lawn chair). You don't even have to be a southerner to be a 

redneck- that "redneck woman" chick is from Illinois. To me you are a redneck if you say are, otherwise "you just 
MIGHT be a redneck" or you just might not. 
March 14, 2007 11:06 AM    
Callie Jones said...  
I personally loathe the confederate flag. The confederacy lost, and for good reason. I do not wish for the uprising of the 
south (aka the south will rise again)-- whether you believe it or not that mantra has a lot to do with the KKK. As for 
defending a flag that represents a rich history, the confederate flag that we see today wasn't the confederacy's only flag. 
There were several other flags that were used, but did not really work out. One flag looked like the union flag when 

rolled up, another looked like a white surrender flag. As far as I am concerned, that confederate flag is worth as much 
as confederacy money at the end of the civil war. 
March 14, 2007 11:19 AM    
Meredith said...  
My whole family is from Alabama and I love it there. I love southern people and I love the country. I have heard the 
"You might be a red-kneck if..." jokes, but I guess I never really thought about it before because I never really knew 
about all the stereotypes that go along with southern people. I went to a theme party where the theme was white trash. 
Luckily I didn't dress up bc I was thinking trailer trash. I get to the party and everyone is dressed like red-knecks and I 

was confused. My boyfriend had to explain to me that red-knecks are considered white trash. Sorry but my family is 
not while trash. They are southerners who occasionally might have some worms cooked in their peas that were grown 
out back, but they are great people and they are not poor or trashy. 
March 14, 2007 6:09 PM    
Meredith said...  
I understand how confederate flags can be offensive and makes people look racist, but some people don't see it that 
way. My boyfriend has a small confederate flag and he just sees it as a piece of history. It also resembles the south and 
he is kind of a southern guy. He doesn't have it as a racist symbol. It is just like Puerto-Ricans having their flags and 
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Cubans having their flags. I think it is meant to some people more as a cultural thing. The pictures also reminded me of 
Jeff Foxworthy and I was thinking how funny it is for him to make all those redkneck jokes when he himself is a huge 
redkneck. 
March 14, 2007 6:16 PM    
Post a Comment  

 
 

G-8 Callie 

 
Callie Jones: Jewish American  

In the first image that I chose, the cartoon shows a negative 
attitude toward Jewish name assimilation. The interpretation 
that the cartoonist has for Jews with Americanized names 
indicates that Jews are trying to hide the fact that they are 
Jews. This feeds into the stereotype, "those sneaky Jews". My 

last name is Jones because my mother married someone who 
wasn't Jewish. Otherwise, you might know right away that I 
am Jewish because my last name may include Berg or Stein. 
The truth is that this is a country of assimilation. Standing out 
as being something other than American was not good for 
immigrants coming into the United States during World War 
II. There was hatred toward Jewish immigrants. Through a last 
name you could tell who was Scottish or Jewish, who to trust 

or distrust. My great-grandparents (both sets from my 
grandmother and grandfather) were German-Jewish 
immigrants and it was no coincidence that both sets were 
given the same first names, Max and Rose. Treated like cattle, 
they were hearded through Ellis Island and when a name 
wasn't understood because it was German, a name was simply 
given. My mother's maiden name was Birnberg, which 
ensured that if someone couldn't tell she was Jewish by her 

looks, they could tell from her name. Identification leads to 
classification which can lead to activation of stereotypes. If I 

were to combine all of my names in order to show 
my background it would be something like 
McJonesberg. Don't play the name game. Don't 
assume that you can sum-up and dismiss a person 
just in a name. 

 
The second image demonstrates the stereotype of 
"the cheap and greedy Gypsy-Jew". Out to make a 
buck with no concern for how it is done. I think 
that this is supposed to be a commentary on 
Jewish businessmen or vendors. My grandfather 
was a candy vendor, along with being a postman. 
Jews are depicted as being shrewd bussinessmen, 

but as my grandfather can attest, when you have 
nothing in your pocket you have nothing to give. 
Many immigrants came with only the clothes on 

their backs and as many relatives as could afford to escape the nazi regime. This postcard also makes fun with 
stereotypes of a foreign accent, a big nose, and of curly hair. Sometimes people tell me that I don't really look Jewish, 
this is insulting as well. I am Jewish, whether or not you can match a stereotype to me. 
Posted by ARE3313 at 2/26/2007 11:01:00 AM  
17 comments:  

Christina B said...  
I have grown up hearing the stereotypes you mentioned as well as others from different races or backgrounds. I agree 
with you in that someone should not be judged a certain way by their looks or last name, that does not define culture. I 
can't imagine having to change my name just to fit in. I think it is great that you are proud of your jewish heritage and 
that you don't try to cover it up! 
February 26, 2007 1:32 PM    
Charlotte said...  
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Jewish stereotypes are ridiculous. Your post is very interesting because it gives us the your family history. I really 
admire your great-grandparents, they went through more than I could ever imagine. Don't let those stereotypes get to 
you, being Jewish is something to be proud of. 
February 26, 2007 7:38 PM    
Abster said...  

I think its funny (in a non funny way) how even in cartoons they draw Jewish people with big noses. That is so not 
nice. They dont draw all American women as fat so whats the deal with the nose? I dont see you as being the type of 
person to take these type of stereotypes to heart. 
February 26, 2007 8:34 PM    
Audra said...  
So what do you think about the people who MAY take this to heart? Callie, do you know the person who made these 
images, or do you have a source for them? That could make a big difference in how they are portrayed as well. Think 
about the play/movie The Producers. Although it was produced by Mel Brooks and meant to be light-hearted, my friend 

took offense to it saying that it was "too much" when we saw it at the Tallahassee Civic Center. 
February 26, 2007 8:46 PM    
Meredith said...  
I never knew all that about Jewish people. I am terrible with stereotypes but that stuff is interesting. My roomate is 
Jewish and the only stereotype I knew of because of him is the tight on money one. Anyways, that is cool what you can 
do with all your names. 
February 27, 2007 11:38 PM    
Carrie said...  

I think that it is wrong to make fun of someone no matter who or what their culture is. I have heard many comments 
about Jews in which are people joking with one another. I think that it is a cruel thing to do.I really like how you 
explained your family history in your post. It was all very interesting. 
March 12, 2007 10:28 PM    
Samantha said...  
I grew up in Boca Raton, biggest city I think in FL making up of many Jewish people. I have definitely heard almost all 
the stereotypes out their. I feel that you should not judge someone by their last name or by how big their nose is. My 
family also came to America through Ellis Island, but my family were Germans trying to get out of the country. When 

people here I am mostly German, they immediately think that I am some Nazi or something which is completely false. 
I'm glad that you follow your heritage and not let the stereotypes bother you. 
March 13, 2007 12:42 PM    
Izzie said...  
I'm not sure if you've seen Borat, but there were many jokes and stereotypical comments made about the Jewish 
community. I felt uncomfortable in the movie theater because I was afraid that some people may be offended by some 
of the jokes and comments made... 
March 13, 2007 2:54 PM    
Izzie said...  

Also, my roommate is Jewish and so is my RA. When I met my roommate, I had no idea she was Jewish, proving that 
not all stereotypes are true. She does not have a "big nose" nor does she "squeeze her pennies." It's a shame so many 
people have so many negative outlooks on other religions and cultures. 
March 13, 2007 2:55 PM    
Charlotte said...  
On the second picture, the artist made that man look so sinister. Why do you think the artist used so much open space 
in that picture for what appears to be signitures? 
March 13, 2007 9:09 PM    

Christina B said...  
I agree with Izzie about the movie Borat, I was very uncomfortable in most of the movie and I felt so bad for anyone 
who saw it that might also be offended. 
March 13, 2007 9:16 PM    
Carrie said...  
I disagree with people being able to create a movie like Borat. It could have offended many people and made others 
very uncomfortable. I don't think that any culture should be joked about. I have heard many jokes about Jewish people 
and I think they need to stop, it's wrong. 

March 13, 2007 9:24 PM    
Samantha said...  
Izzie mentioned a comment on how Jewish people are very picky on what they buy and always want that best deal they 
will fight for. Callie, do you ever find that people think of you this way? I know it is a huge stereotype and didn't know 
if Jewish people ever get looked down upon for it regularly. 
March 13, 2007 9:40 PM    
Audra said...  
Do you all know Borat's ethnic and religious background? 
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March 13, 2007 9:47 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I can never pick out a Jewish person. So many people around me say things like "I know that's a Jew", and I'm like 
"How, do you know them"? I guess I never really gave in to the Jewish stereotype, I had a friend that is Jewish and I 
didn't even know until I went to her house for Hannaka. 

March 14, 2007 10:01 AM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I was just wondering, do you think Borat is offensive to Jewsih Americans? The creator of his character is Jewish, but 
uses Jews as part of his comedy routine. 
March 14, 2007 10:02 AM    
Meredith said...  
That is so funny what everyone said about Borat because when I saw it in theature I was with a group of people 
including my Jewish roomate. All our friends were laughing and I was just like Oh my gosh, he is probably so mad 

right now. But after the movie I found out that he had already seen the movie and loved it. So he was not offended by 
the movie, he just it was funny. 
March 14, 2007 6:30 PM    
Post a Comment  
 
 

G-9 Christina 

 
Christina's Post: Stereotypical American Housewives  

I chose these two posts because they resemble 

society's images of a stereotypical American 
housewife. In one of these images the woman is 
dressed up cute hoovering over the stove, in the 
other she is wearing an apron staring off into space 
pondering what to cook. I do not believe there is 
anything wrong with being a housewife or stay at 
home mom. However, I belive that it should be the 
womans choice and not her husbands or society. 

Times haves changed, but there is still a big gender 
bias in who stays at home. 
Posted by ARE3313 at 2/21/2007 09:34:00 AM  
23 comments:  
Audra said...  
In what ways do you think the image of the 
stereotypical housewife has changed today? Do you 
think these images negatively affect young girls in 
anyway? 

February 21, 2007 4:50 PM    
Charlotte said...  
Where did you find these pictures? 
February 22, 2007 3:20 PM    
Christina B said...  
I think that the image of the sterotypical housewife 
has changed today in that womem are expected to do 
it all, meaning they should have a successfull job, 

but it can't pay more than her spouses, and women 
have to raise the perfect family. However, the 
husband can only work, and when he comes home at 
night he should have a nice warm meal waiting with 
a beer and he gets to plop in front of the t.v. and do 

nothing. I do believe that these images negatively affect young girls 
but I think there are enough role model women out there that they 
think twice when they see these pictures and know it is not the only 

way to live. 
February 23, 2007 1:10 AM    
Christina B said...  
I used google images to find the pictures. 
February 23, 2007 1:10 AM    
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Meredith said...  
The pictures remind me of a 1940 movie that I had to watch for my multicultural film class. This lady was a successful 
business woman and never made time for her husband until he wanted to leave her. Then she tried to become the house 
wife that he wanted, but she just couldn't cut it. She didn't know how to do anything, not even make coffee. So it goes 
to show that some women are cut out for the house wife job and others are not. And it's not fair for men to try to put the 

house wife label on us. 
February 25, 2007 1:48 PM    
Callie Jones said...  
What I find amusing about these pictures is the prim and proper dressing of the two ladies. Can you imagine wearing a 
cinched waist dress and cooking? Things like this make me think of the I Love Lucy show. She was a house wife, 
keeping the apartment clean and cooking meals for Ricky. But what I loved about Lucy was that she was much more 
than a high-heel dress wearing housewife. She was a person of great imagination and ingenuity. The role that she 
played as a housewife was just a product of the time. When society is telling you what you are supposed to be and 

when your own group (women) is willfully compliying with those roles, its limiting. 
February 25, 2007 6:25 PM    
Carrie said...  
These pictures do look like the sterotypical housewife, from back in the day. Then women were expected to cook and 
clean, and raise the children. Now women are more likely to be working moms. Most usually go through a fast food 
restauraunt instead of cooking supper. Though I think being a stay at home mom is great, many women have become 
incorporated into business. I do agree with Christina, the images can negitively affect young girls in not thinkinh they 
can go to college and become someone. 

February 26, 2007 10:39 AM    
Carrie said...  
Sorry- correction: the images can negitively affect young girls in thinking they can not go to college and become 
someone. 
February 26, 2007 10:43 AM    
ARE3313 said...  
This post has been removed by the author.  
February 26, 2007 8:26 PM    

Abster said...  
I think there are still some girls out there that long to do exactly what those pictures show. I mean I want to eventually 
be a stay at home mom but not to the point where my husband walks all over me because we all know that wont happen 
:) 
February 26, 2007 8:27 PM    
Charlotte said...  
This post has been removed by the author.  
February 26, 2007 8:27 PM    
Charlotte said...  

I agree that pictures like this can negatively affect young girls when thinking about their future. I am just hoping that 
this stereotypical image of women is slowly changing, and will eventually not exist. 
February 26, 2007 8:28 PM    
Audra said...  
Can anyone find an image of what you think a typical woman of today should look like? Perhaps a contrast to this 
image? If so, provide us with a link. 
February 26, 2007 8:50 PM    
Callie Jones said...  

Fried Green Tomatoes and She-Devil.  
 
Anyways, who says that there has to be kids, marriage, and a house in the hills? These are goals and standards set by 
others. That's fine if that is what you truly desire, but don't just mindlessly go along with a plan of someone else's 
design. If you think that you are too young and immature for kids, your ovaries can wait. If you think that he isn't THE 
ONE-FOREVER, why risk divorce? Think that mortgage is too big for you to swing every month, start smaller. We 
seem to make so many decisions based on what we think we are supposed to be doing for our specific age and for our 
given gender. What is your social role? vs. What do you want your social role to be? Women before us fought so that 

we could make that choice. 
February 27, 2007 12:46 AM    
Carrie said...  
I agree with Callie. That women before us fought for what they wanted. Maybe we should began to try that again. 
Women shouldn't be looked down upon for standing up for what they believe and their standards. 
March 12, 2007 10:13 PM    
Izzie said...  
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This picture made me laugh only because my stupid guy friends always comment on how they think that women should 
be barefoot, in the kitchen, cooking dinner for the men. Obviously they are kidding but at the same time it's a little 
disturbing to think that people actually believe this is the role of women today... 
March 13, 2007 1:03 AM    
Izzie said...  

I also agree with what Carrie said...women today are very successful and most women have jobs..both of my parents 
work...Having extra income because of my mom is always a plus, but at the same time this is not the only reason she 
works. My mom has a job because she enjoys what she does and simply does not want to stay at home and clean and 
such (not that that is bad if you mom doesn't have a job)...it's just what my mom chooses to do...many women today are 
successful and it really gets under my skin when males say women are incapable of "real jobs." 
March 13, 2007 1:06 AM    
Samantha said...  
Do you think that since more women today are going to college and getting degrees has anything to do with the the new 

stereotype of women? I feel our generation will think of women as these stay at home moms that cook, but our kids 
will probably have a completely different stereotype of women because they won't see as much of that...or at least I 
hope. 
March 13, 2007 11:08 AM    
Audra said...  
I have actually noticed a change in this view of women. My friends sister, a very accomplished lawyer, WANTS to be a 
stay at home mom so that she can provide the best care for her children. With all these stories of crazy nannies, daycare 
facilities, you may see more moms choosing to stay at home and take care of the house. I am still torn on what I will do 

in the future when I am married with kids. 
March 13, 2007 9:54 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
One of my grandmothers actually has pictures like these in her home. I never did ask if they were for an antique person 
or if she seriously believed in the messages behind them. It could just be that they were from her generation. I hope that 
more women today are finding that their place in the world is outside of the kitchen. 
March 14, 2007 9:50 AM    
Miranda Locke said...  

This post has been removed by the author.  
March 14, 2007 9:52 AM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I also wanted to say that I dont think I could ever just be a housewive. I think the most I will do is take off some time 
when I start having children, but I would like to have a career for a large part of my life. Besides, I can't cook :-( 
March 14, 2007 9:52 AM    
Samantha said...  
I agree with Audra on the crazy nannies and day cares. There are so many out of control stories I have heard with other 
people watching kids. I know that I want to be at home for awhile when I first have kids, but not for my whole life. 

Like Miranda, I want a career of my own and who wants to sit at home and clean and cook all day? Not me! 
March 14, 2007 9:46 PM    
Post a Comment  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

G-10 Charlotte 
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I picked these two pictures because they both show the stereotype that women should take on "normal women 

roles" in the job market. Women can do anything we want to do, whether it is leading a major law firm or being 

a house wife. These two images show what society believes women are capable (or not capable) of in the job 

market. Though this stereotype is slowly changing, I still have angry customers come up to me and ask me 

where my boss is. They cannot understand that I am a woman, and I am the boss. 
Posted by ARE3313 at 2/26/2007 08:09:00 PM  
20 comments:  

Abster said...  
I am going to go with this post is from Izzie for the one fact that testicles is the topic of the first 
picture and that just seems like something she would post about with all of her crazy antics :) I did 
laugh out loud at the picture are first before I read it. I feel like the picture still to this day explains 
the fear that men have to work under a women boss. Maybe they need to grow some and get over 
it! 

February 26, 2007 8:37 PM    
ARE3313 said...  
oops... I forgot to put a title. But it's Charlottenot Izzie :) 
February 26, 2007 10:55 PM    
Meredith said...  
Wow! I cannot believe people give you a hard time at work not being able to understand that you 
are the manager. But you are right, things are changing. I think it will take a while for men to 
finally realize that there are women who are capable of doing anything a man can do. Men just 

don't want to admit it yet. I think the reason that men do not want to hire women for certain jobs is 
because they are scared of being shown up by a women. Many times, we can do it better. 
February 27, 2007 11:32 PM    
Audra said...  
Do you think people have a problem believing you are the boss more so because of your gender or 
age? Also, do you think to be viewed as effective bosses, do women have to behave more like 
men? 
February 27, 2007 11:42 PM    

Charlotte said...  
I think that people have a problem with both my gender and my age. I cannot say which one is 

more difficult for them to understand. I do not behave like a man, and I believe that people respect and listen to me. 
However, if I did act like a man I might have it easier. 
February 28, 2007 7:50 PM    
Christina B said...  
When a customer does find out you are the boss how do they react? Do they treat you as a boss or act like they didn't 
hear you? 
March 2, 2007 12:21 PM    

Carrie said...  
I think that many older people can't understand that women can do anything men can in this day in age. I feel that 
women can be a house wife if they want or be a lawyer, it's their choice! 
March 12, 2007 10:31 PM    
Samantha said...  
Regardless of whether you are male or female, young or old, as long as you can take charge and make sure a business is 
running the way it should, than there shouldn't be any problems with who is the boss. I'm proud that you are boss, it 
takes a strong person! 

March 13, 2007 11:30 AM    
Izzie said...  
First, I would just like to comment on how I thought it was funny that Addison immediately thought this post was from 
me before it was titled, so thanks, Addison haha anyway, I thought this first cartoon was very interesting and I think it's 
such a shame that most people in the work force immediately assume that males will have higher ranked positions. 
March 13, 2007 2:58 PM    
Izzie said...  
I also would be really upset if I was the boss, like you are, and a male customer was upset and asked to speak with the 

manager. I would loveee to see the look on his face when I told him I was in charge...Males usually think that the boss 
will be a male as well and us females need to do something about this stereotype!! 
March 13, 2007 3:00 PM    
Izzie said...  
I also would be really upset if I was the boss, like you are, and a male customer was upset and asked to speak with the 
manager. I would loveee to see the look on his face when I told him I was in charge...Males usually think that the boss 
will be a male as well and us females need to do something about this stereotype!! 
March 13, 2007 3:00 PM    
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Samantha said...  
Is there anyone else who's had to deal with this? I was just wondering if there were other experiences in other 
circumstances that people have had to deal with in regards to being a boss or in charge of something big that usually 
men would do. 
March 13, 2007 8:15 PM    

Christina B said...  
I hope to see a lot more women bosses in the future. I think that a woman has so much to offer in that kind of position. 
Put simply, women just run things better than men do! 
March 13, 2007 9:22 PM    
Carrie said...  
To be a manger takes a lot and being a young women, can just make it harder. Like Samantha said you are a strong 
person to be able to deal with the sterotype each day of someone thinking that you aren't good enough to be the boss. 
That does mean something, you have showed everyone that it is possible as a women to be successful. 

March 13, 2007 9:29 PM    
Audra said...  
What are some ideas about feminism that you could use in the classroom? Who are key people in the feminist 
movement today and what do they say? 
March 13, 2007 9:46 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I'm about to be manager for the first time at my job. However, we're mainly girls and we only have a few male 
employees. I hope that the guys take me seriously as a boss and dont just turn to our male owner. Otherwise, I'll fire 

them.....j/k! 
March 14, 2007 10:05 AM    
Miranda Locke said...  
It's so sad to me that we still live in a world where men are considered the bread winners and the frail little wife should 
be at home cooking dinner and changing diapers. I'm over it and I really hope our world continues to change so that 
women dont have to be seen in that light anymore. 
March 14, 2007 10:06 AM    
Callie Jones said...  

Speaking of women's roles, what do you guys think about Senator Hillary Clinton's presidential bid? Here is a women 
in competition with men over an office that has been held by only men. Does her gender figure into your like or dislike 
of her? Are you ready to see a female president, do you think that she shouldn't be president? Why? See if you can 
think about it in gender neutral terms. This is something that I am trying to figure out for myself. 
March 14, 2007 10:36 AM    
Callie Jones said...  
One of the bravest things that I feel women have done in order to fight against the oppression of sexism is going 
undercover. On one hand, its sad that it came down to dressing like a man in order to be given the same opportunities 
as a man, but on the other hand it was such a bold and courageous move on the part of the women who did this. Two 

examples of times when women "went undercover" was when some women dressed up as soldiers in order to help fight 
in wars in which they believed (but were thought too weak as a gender to be of service) and times when women posed 

as men in order to get the professional education which they 
desired. "We can do it!" and I truely believe that we can. 
March 14, 2007 11:04 AM    
Meredith said...  
The great thing about being teachers is that we are the boss. 
Yeah we have a priciple who is out boss, but in our 

classroom with our students, we are in charge. No one 
seems to have a problem with that considering we are 
women. Why is it okay in the schools, but not anywhere 
else? 
March 14, 2007 6:27 PM    
Post a Comment  
 
 

G-11 Samantha 

 
Samantha Popken's Post: Dumb Blondes  
Many people look at me and automatically think �Dumb 
Blonde�. They joke with me about being blonde and how 
my mistakes can all be blamed for having blonde hair. Most 
people making these comments have no idea of the amount 
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of education I have received. My question is, why do only blondes get picked on for asking that one dumb question or 
saying something ridiculous? I would say some of it has to do with celebrities, like the ones shown above. All we ever 
see in entertainment are these women and when they make ridiculous comments, people think we are all alike. Well, I 
totally disagree. Most of you can probably back me up and say that women are smart, witty, athletic, leaders, and still 
have that girly innocent side that comes out once in a while. I think people need to give others a chance before they 

start dissing you with, for example �dumb blonde� jokes or comments. 
Posted by ARE3313 at 2/28/2007 04:03:00 PM  
17 comments:  
Christina B said...  
I have never understood why people pick on blondes, hair color has nothing to do with intelligence! I read in my 
magazine that Camerdon Diaz died her hair dark brown and said that now people take her more seriously. I wonder 
when the "dumb blonde" jokes will end...hopefully soon. When people say the "dumb blonde" jokes to you how do you 
respond? 

March 2, 2007 12:25 PM    
Meredith said...  

People always tell me I should have been born blonde. I am smart, but I have no common sense. I make 
good grades, but I am extremely ditzy. And I am a brunet. I don't know why blondes get that stereotype. 
Do you remeber on Legally Blonde when the only people in law school at Harvard were brunets? The 
color of your hair cannot affect your brain size. It is impossible. 
March 9, 2007 12:04 PM    
Charlotte said...  

I completely agree with you! I have had blonde all my life, and I have heard every blonde joke out there 
because of it. I absolutley abhore when people say "oh she is just having a blonde moment." It makes me 
feel like just because I have blonde hair, people cannot take me seriously. Love the post. 
March 10, 2007 1:21 PM    
Callie Jones said...  
This post has been removed by the author.  
March 12, 2007 11:14 AM    
Callie Jones said...  

This post brings to mind phrases such as "blonde bombshell" and "gentlemen prefer blondes". I think that it is 
important to realize that while "dumb blonde" may seem like a more offensive stereotype, it is intertwined with the sex 
symbol stereotype. It all has to do with male domination and female submission. If you can categorize an entire 
outgroup as dumb, you are superior. Then, you praise that weaker group as only functioning for the purpose of sex. If 
the group, i.e. blondes, feeds into that stereotype thinking of it in positive terms (we want to be desired), there is 
submission to the stereotype and therefore a submission to an inferior role. 
March 12, 2007 11:15 AM    
Carrie said...  
I think that you are very right. People should not automatically judge someone without even knowing them. I think that 

when people see a blonde girl they don't take her seriously and that has got to change! It was a great post. 
March 12, 2007 10:37 PM    
Izzie said...  
This picture of Paris and Nicole made me laugh because I remember watching the simple life and listening to their 
stupid comments... I think it's people like Paris and Nicole that are sometimes the ones that give being blonde a bad 
name... 
March 13, 2007 3:02 PM    
Izzie said...  

When I think of a "dumb blonde", I immediately think of Jessica Simpson...It's unfortunate that people such as her have 
earned such a bad reputation for being a dumb blonde but sometimes I think people ask for it...Just because she is 
blonde does not mean she has to act ditzy or stupid...If she really is this way in real life, perhaps a change of hair color 
would do her well haha jk 
March 13, 2007 3:04 PM    
Charlotte said...  
I remember when I was about tweleve, I came home crying because the boys on my block were picking on my blonde 
hair. I realize now that they were just being boys, but I do not think people realize that the "dumb blonde" stereotype 

can really hurt people's feelings. =( 
March 13, 2007 9:12 PM    
Audra said...  
Do you think Jessica and all of these girls are really dumb, or are they living up to this stereotype to make themselves 
more marketable? 
March 13, 2007 9:25 PM    
Carrie said...  
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I think that since people have began saying "Dumb Blondes" that many people have blonde hair just for the attention. 
They want to make a statment for themselves and the only way they can is by acting stupid. I do think it's wrong to 
refer to people as dumb blondes, but some people just ask for it. Which in a way can make things worse for the 
sterotype of blonde women. 
March 13, 2007 9:35 PM    

Christina B said...  
I wonder if the blonde stereotype will ever end, will it someday be "ditzy brunette"? or "fiesty red"? I think these 
stereotypes should just stop altogether! 
March 13, 2007 9:45 PM    
Addison said...  
I dont like Paris Hilton because she is only known because of her last name not because she made a name for herself 
besides porn star. But for Jessica Simpson she is actually quite intelligent but I think uses her blondeness as a way for 
attention as some other blondes do as well. 

March 13, 2007 9:57 PM    
Miranda Locke said...  
I totally understand where you're coming from. Dumb hollywood blondes ruined it for the rest of us. The media is 
partially to blame for that stereotype and I can honestly say that as I grew older I was kind of relieved when my light 
blonde hair got darker because I didnt want to be seen a certain way. And that's really sad looking back on that cause I 
shouldnt have had to feel that way. 
March 14, 2007 10:08 AM    
Miranda Locke said...  

Everyone on this planet has "those moments". We all say stupid things and trip and there's always some comedian that 
likes to be funny and say "way to go, dumb blonde". Yea, they're not funny and the jokes old!!! 
March 14, 2007 10:10 AM    
Meredith said...  
Do you think parents of your future students will judge you because you are blonde? 
March 14, 2007 6:23 PM    
Samantha said...  
I hope not because I don't know how I'd get much respect if that were the case. I don't think it will be a problem, but it 

is something that I'm sure would cross parents minds to think I would have a "blonde moment" if I were to make a 
mistake. 
March 14, 2007 9:34 PM    
Post a Comment 
 

 

APPENDIX H  

My Mapping My Identity Example 

 

Respondent Type:  Tracked   Edit / Delete this respondent  

Email:  audraprice@hotmail.com Name: audra price  

Custom Data:  empty IP Address: 69.246.175.205  

Started Survey:  2/10/2007 7:14:06 AM Ended Survey: 2/11/2007 5:42:24 PM      

 

 

 

  
1. How do you define your cultural identity? 

    

   

 
1. a.) Religious Identity/Community b.) Gender and Sexual 

Identity/Community  
   

a.) I consider myself to be religious. Growing up, we regularly attended Baptist 

church and I still go every Sunday. My uncle is a Bishop with his own church. 

It's a C.O.G.I.C church and different from any other service I have ever been
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It's a C.O.G.I.C church and different from any other service I have ever been 

to. I am mostly private with my religion unless I am offering advice to a friend. 

4 

 

b.)Most of my choices are affected by the fact that I am a female. For instance, 

I would LOVE to run at night, but fear that some crazy man would spot me and 

kidnap me. Same for going to the store alone and late at night. I'm not sure how 

gender affect my interactions with students since most of them are female, 

maybe that makes it better since I identify more with female issues. I just read 

a study concluding that about 75% of people with higher degrees in Art 

Education are female, so I guess I am part of a statistic. I am sure if I were 

male that I might have gone towards a career more on the business end of 

things. Most of my time is spent with female friends and venting about boys or 

other girl issues.4 
   

 

 

 
2. a.) Geographical Identity/Community b.) Family Identity/Community  

   

a.)It is such a pain in the butt to answer the question "where are you from?" 

because I am not sure if I should just say the last place I lived, the place I lived 

the longest, where I was born, or what. I usually just say Connecticut since my 

parents are still there, but I have lived in five places besides Tallahassee and I 

don't feel like any of them really define who I am. I like to think I am an urban 

person, but I prefer to see trees and walk out of my house to go on a run and 

not get run over by taxis. I WOULD like to live somewhere that had a lot of 

things to do, especially for twenty-something year-olds, but I guess I still lean 

more towards the suburban life. 4 

 

b.)Family is probably one of THE most significant aspects of my life. I feel 

like they are the only constant for me, they keep me grounded, and they are the 

only people I really trust. I try to make every effort to visit my nephews, 

brother, and sister-in-law in Auburn when I can. I definitely put school work on 

hold if my parents are also in town or nearby. They are the ones that encourage 

me and help me make major life decisions. I define family as my mom, dad, 

brother, sister-in,law, and nephews. They are the people in your life that 

support me through good times and bad, do not bad mouth me to others, and 

are the ones who give the best advice.4 
   

 

 
3. Age Identity/Community  

   

I am young, but old enough to know better. I am actually enjoying getting older 

because I find myself making less mistakes and dealing with problems better 

when it comes to work, relationships, and other daily issues. I like to spend
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when it comes to work, relationships, and other daily issues. I like to spend 

time with friends my age because most of us are going through similar career 

and relationship issues that weren't happening when I was in college. Although 

I am 28, I feel younger because I am in the college environment and usually 

like younger people's music. I refuse to become interested in easy listening or 

that slow old people music. 4 
   

 

 

 
4. Economic Identity/Community  

   

I don't really know how to define my economic identity since I am at a cross-

roads. I grew up upper middle class, but the life of a graduate student is far 

from that. When I get a job, I will have a lil more money, so I can't say for sure 

what I am. I am not really concerned with my economic status at this point 

because it doesn't define who I am as much as other things.4 
   

 

 

 
5. Political Identity/Community  

   

I can honestly say that I am not too much into politics. I am currently keeping 

up with the new presidential candidates, but I wouldn't lean towards one just 

because they are democrat. I think a lot needs to be done in terms of reforming 

politics and how it is defined. Lately it seems like both republicans and 

democrats are blurring the boundaries and what each party stands for. It doesn't 

seem like such a black and white issue.4 
   

 

 

 
6. Recreational Identity/Community  

   

In my spare time I run whenever possible. It clears my mind and helps me from 

becoming ancy and restless. I also spend a lot of time of the computer talking 

with friends, checking e-mail, and reading gossip sites. I have no shame about 

the gossip sites. It's a lil habit I picked up when I moved to Tallahassee for 

some reason.4 
   

 

 
7. Aesthetic Identity/Community  

   

I think the way I dress confuses a lot of people about my cultural identity. I 

grew up in a preppy town in Connecticut and tend to wear things that a lot of 

girls in my culture may not wear. For some reason, my new glasses have also 

confused a lot of people about my ethnicity and/or culture. For some reason
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confused a lot of people about my ethnicity and/or culture. For some reason 

they make me look more "artsy." I'm not sure if my clothes really define who I 

am since my personality is not always reflected in my choice of clothing. right 

now, I spend little energy on clothes because the budget does not permit time 

on these sorts of things.....unless I am treated to a lil shopping spree by 

someone!4 
   

 

 

 
8. Racial/Ethnic Identity/Community  

   

My ancestry is African-American...100%.A lot of people are confused by this 

because of my fair skin and hair type. Sometimes it irritates me having to 

justify the fact that "yes, I am black." Other times I think that I would probably 

ask the same question if I saw someone that looked like me. I have a friend 

who is mixed and I didn't even realize it until I met her mother who is white. At 

this point in time, it seems a little irrelevant to know if someone is mixed or not 

since most of the time it is even hard to tell. I think this aspect of my culture is 

relatively important because it shapes my attitudes towards most of the music I 

listen to, the movies I see, or some of the people I generally hang out with. 4 
   

 

 

 
9. Occupational Identity/Community  

   

I consider myself an art educator and then an artist. I never really wanted to 

make a living off of making art, I always wanted it to be something I enjoyed 

doing. I have had fun teaching for the longest, and it will determine where I 

will be living in the next year, so yes, it has a huge deal to do with my identity. 

I don't think a majority of people respect art education OR education because 

of how little money is involved in this career. Especially when it comes to art 

education since most people think I just make stick figures all day. I think 

members of the art education community are doing a lot to garner more respect 

in the field by having national publications, but I think it will be difficult to 

ever get the same respect as people in accounting, law, or government careers.4 
   

 

 
10. Health and Body Identity/Community  
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My physical and mental health play a huge part in how I see myself and possibly 

how others see me. Running and staying physically fit is probably the one thing 

that DOES keep me sane and thinking clearly. It helps motivate me to do work 

and overall, I feel better if I do exercise. I have convinced a few friends about the 

importance of eating healthy and working out as a lifestyle, and not just 

something to do right before spring break. I definitely have a more upbeat and 

positive attitude when I work out. My first couple of years teaching, I drank a lot 

of soda, ate all the junk in the teachers lounge, and didn't work out like I used to. I 

decided to get a gym membership and felt so much better when going to school. 

My patience with students was better, and I found that I wasn't sluggish 

throughout the day.4 
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APPENDIX I  

Study Approval Forms  
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APPENDIX J 

Frequency chart for Mapping My Identity wheel 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Family Religion Health Gender Ethnic Occupational Aesthetic Geography Age Recreational Economic Political 

#1 9   1         
#2  2 2 2 3 1       
#3 1 3 2 2   1   1   
#4   1 1  2  1 3 1 1  
#5  1 2 1  1   2 2 1  
#6  1 1 1  4   1 1 1  
#7   1    3 1 2 2 1  
#8  2   2  2 2 1  1  
#9     3 1 1 3  1 1  
#10   1 2   1 1  1 2 2 
#11  1   1 1 2  1 1 1 2 
#12     1   2   1 6 
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APPENDIX K 

Color-Coded Blogs 
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APPENDIX L 

Final Assessment Results 

 

1. Describe your process of selecting and displaying images on the blog. How did 

you determine what materials were culturally challenging? 

Addison: I googled stereotypical images and posted the first two images that I liked and 

disliked at the same time. Anything that put down American women was a good enough 

reason to choose the image. 

 

Izzie: In lieu of this past weekend's holiday, I decided to go with something from St. 

Patrick's Day and the Irish culture. I went with something to do with the stereotype of all 

Irish people getting drunk often. The picture I chose was a cartoon that was culturally 

challenging of the Irish and their known "drinking problems." 

 

Carrie: I thought about my experiences in life and how I am judeged and also how I 

judege others. 

 

Miranda: I thought about some of the issues that came to mind concerning stereotypes 

and issues with cultural images. Then I searched for pictures on the Web that represented 

the feelings I wanted to convey. After selecting the pictures that spoke to me, I described 

why these pictures represent how I feel about these issues. 

 

Christina: I thought of all of the challenging stereotypes that bothered me and I wanted to 

use one that mean a lot to me which was a stereotypical housewife. I googled for the 

topic and chose from a group of pictures. 

 

Callie: I knew that I wanted to display something that had to do with Jewish stereotyping, 

so I went on to Google Images and typed in things like Jewish American Princess and 

Stereotypical Jew. The cartoons and caricatures that I found of Jews didn't require 

knowing a celebrity who is Jewish, which could lead to stereotype confirmation for an 

entire group based off of one person, and pointed out what the cartoonist felt what was 

true of and stereotypical about Jews. 

 

Charlotte: I just thought of what really bothered me in real life. 

 

Meredith: Well I knew already that Indians are always the bad guys in westerns so I 

looked up westerns for a picture to show that. And for my other pic., I just happened to 

find a pic. that had an indian hanging out with cowboys, which I though was odd. So I 

used those two. 

 

Samantha: The way I went about choosing images for the blog was by what others had 

already posted and what I thought was a big issue that many others could relate to. I 

wanted to pick topics and images that were recent and easy to understand. 

 

2. In what ways do you think discussing culturally challenging images and stereotypes on 

a blog differs from discussion in the physical classroom? Explain 
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Addison: You have time to think about comments and what you want to say when its in a 

blog whereas in the classroom its a spur of the moment comment and discussion. 

 

Izzie: In a blog you are able to write your thoughts and show examples and pictures of 

what you are trying to express. For me, it is easier to put into writing what I want to write 

or portray, rather than saying what is on my mind. Writing gives me the opportunity to 

express my thoughts and "vent" in a way and the blog allows me to see what people think 

of my posts as well as comment on their posts with my thoughts. 

 

Carrie: I think that more people will say how they really feel on the blog, being is a 

classroom is hard because some people are shy and don;t want to talk, in fron of others 

 

Miranda: I think it is different because there are more ways to express your feelings. Not 

only is there an explanation, but actual pictures that help portray ideas. I also think it is 

different because everyone else has a chance to say something in response so the topic 

can be explored in more detail. 

 

Christina: In a blog there is no veral ommunication. It is all written. You are sitting at 

your desk in a calm environment instead of getting frustrated that a teacher is not calling 

on you to share your part of the argument. Also, you get to read what others write and 

you can go back and read it again if you need to, you don't just try to listen for it to be 

said once in class. 

 

Callie: Discussing on a blog is different from discussions in the classroom because 

everyone gets their turn to say what it is that they want to say without being interrupted. 

On the other hand, I think some people might hold back more on a blog than they would 

in person or vice versa. Also, another nice thing about blogs is that the conversation can 

be put on hold, the blogger can take time to really think about their response, the blogger 

can erase their own response, and the blogger can respond as much as wanted. 

 

Charlotte: You can right exactly how you feel without feeling like an idiot. You can also 

take the time to really think about what you want to say. 

 

Meredith: Because everyone is commenting on the subject on a blog where as in class not 

everyone participates. Also, I think people speak more openly on a blog then they would 

in front of a whole class. 

 

Samantha: I think that having to write and show something of your own shows who you 

are and some people may be shy and not do that in a classroom setting. Also, if someone 

is afraid of making a comment positive or negative to something, they can do it without 

saying it face to face, which sometimes makes saying it somewhat easier. Also, all the 

comments that were made are documented and you can go back to see what was said. 

 

3. How do you think this experience relates to the museum and the creation and display 

of exhibitions by curators and educators? 

Addison: I have no idea. 
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Izzie: In museums, artists portray their creativity as well as what they believe is art. By 

creating a blog, this provided me with an opportunity to express myself and what is 

important to me as well as what my idea of a "culturally challenging" picture is in my 

mind. 

 

Carrie: I think people can express themselves. 

 

Miranda: I think this experience is similar to the exhibitions because it is all about 

expression. Many of the pieces we saw at the museum addressed cultural or gender 

related issues which is what this blog addressed in heavy detail. They are different ways, 

but they are both expressions of issues within our society. 

 

Christina: I think it allows one to look at a culturally challenging stereotype and really 

think about it and share ideas with others about it. 

 

Callie: This experience relates to the museum experience in the way that each student 

hand picked what was to be displayed and how and for what purpose. The posts were like 

mini-exhibits meant to be explored and open for discussion. Similar to what teachers do 

with their students, each blog presented a topic and its presenter helped to guide the 

discussion. 

 

Charlotte: Because I now know some personal things about people just like you can learn 

through someone's artwork. 

 

Meredith: We are analyzing pictures on the blog just as we did in the museum. 

 

Samantha: This is like our own museum of thoughts and images. You can look at each of 

our blogs as our own exhibit and we are able to give a briefing on what we think this 

means and others can critique it and tell the 'artist' how they feel about a certain piece. 

 

4. If you could create a title and introduction to this virtual exhibition, how would you 

sum it up? What would you say? 

Addison: Stereotypical images and comments from college age women. 

 

Izzie: Culture Connections. This virtual exhibition is a forum for friends to post their 

thoughts and ideas about culturally challenging images as well as their beliefs and things 

they hold close in their hearts. 

 

Carrie: I like the title of Cultures and diversity. 

 

Miranda: "The Images of Cultures in Present Society" -This blog has two parts. There is 

the individual aspect and the community. In the individual portion, each member of the 

blog shares their personal culture by posting images and explanations of whatever is 

important to them. The communal blog allows for the members to post ideas about 
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culture and images in today's socity. Both of these parts allow for interaction between the 

members and the sharing of ideas. 

 

Christina: I would call it : A look into the past and the future". It is looking at culturally 

challenging stereotypes and images that have been around for awhile and examining if 

they have really even changed. 

 

Callie: Stereotyping: An open discussion between students In this virtual exhibition 

students have brought forward steretypical images found on the internet and presented 

them in a blog format. After creating their own blog pages, the students read each others 

posts and made responses to the images. The end result of this exibit is seeing how well 

students are familiar with stereotypes and how they respond to these stereotypes. 

 

Charlotte: This culturally challenging exibition deals with your peers, and how they feel 

about real stereotypes. 

 

Meredith: Cutures Around Us Our exhibition consists of differen cultures from our class 

and the different outlooks and stereotypes that people have on those cultures. 

 

Samantha: I think a great title would be something along the lines of cultural diversity in 

stereotypes. Basically, this is a collaboration of pieces that many cultures have 

contributed to and gave their ideas on certain stereotypes that go along with who they are. 

Many of the stereotypes others could relate to and others no one knew anything about. I 

feel this is a wide array of work that means so much. 

 

5. What did you learn about your own culture as a result of these exercises? 

Addison: I didnt really learn anything new that I didnt already know about my culture 

and who I am. 

 

Izzie: By doing research for my topic, I learned a lot about my heritage as well as myself. 

By reading and posting on other students blogs, I also learned about their culture and 

beliefs. I thought this was a very good way to explore other cultures. 

 

Carrie: I felt that I can appreciate better. 

 

Miranda: I learned that I am not the only one that feels and relates to my ideas. I have 

peers that I see everyday that share in my culture due to their beliefs and opinions. Many 

agreed with what I had to say, so I now know that my culture is shared with people I see 

on a daily basis. 

 

Christina: I actually got to research my own culture. As odd as it sounds before this 

activity I did not really know what my culture was. I though that what I do daily is not 

special or a culture but it is, I just had to look a bit harder. 

 

Callie: From searching for a stereotypical image of Jews, I learned that Jews were 

mocked for trying to assimilate in America. "The Name Game" image demonstrated that 
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even when trying to become Americanized people thought of Jews as being sneaky. Its 

almost like the artist hated not being able to immediately tell from a name that he was 

dealing with someone who was Jewish. From other posts I was reminded that Americans 

are seen as fat, women are still paid less, and men still have this idea of an ideal house 

wife. 

 

Charlotte: How many stereotypes are out there. I never really sat down and thought about 

it until this. 

 

Meredith: This exercise opened up my eyes to the disadvantages that women have. 

 

Samantha: I realized the stigmas that come along with being a blonde haired young girl. 

Also, with other blogs that were posted, I learned that many stereotypes aim to look down 

upon me for the race I am, the hair color I have, or background I grew up in. Even after 

all this supposed hate, I still have a great loving family and friends that support me in 

what I wish to do with my life. 

 

6. What did you learn about others as a result of these exercises? 

Addison: Everyone is different and you have to take them or leave them. 

 

Izzie: From these exercises I learned what other students like me enjoy, cherish, and hold 

close to them. This blog provided the opportunity to explore people's backgrounds and 

cultures/beliefs and do my best to understand what they believed to be "culturally 

challenging" in their eyes. 

 

Carrie: I actually learned about many different cultures, like the young black women and 

Native Americans, women in our country and others. 

 

Miranda: I realized that many hold the same family and traditional values that I do. I have 

a lot in common with my peers because many of us are close to certain family members, 

believe that friends are extremely important, and firmly believe in gender equality and the 

fight against cultural stereotypes. 

 

Christina: I learned that others do not always have the same backgrounds as me nor do 

they always know about certain stereotypes. I am from south Florida and have grown up 

hearing every single Jewish stereotype there is and I could not believe when someone 

posted they had never heard any. I don't necessarily agree with the stereotypes but 

growing up I was always warned about them over any other culture. Now at my age I 

understand that they are stereotypes and not always true. 

 

Callie: From these exercises I learned that the other girls have a lot of stereotypes to deal 

with also. I learned what was especially frustrating to some of the students and how 

familiarized some students were with the types of stereotypes that were discussed. 

 

Charlotte: I learned how difficult it is to be placed in some stereotypes, like Callie and 

Meredith. 
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Meredith: I learned that we all have a lot in common. We agreed on I think everything 

that everyone said. It seems that we have very similar outlokks on life. 

 

Samantha: I learned the stereotypes that others get that I knew nothing about, which 

explains why they are the way they are. Also, I found out that many have great families 

that they love to be around and friends that are their greatest support. Many of us have the 

same problems and that from this we can communicate our thoughts and grow from it. 

 

7. In what ways could you address culture in your own classroom? 

Addison: Have students bring in something that represents their culture and talk about it 

to the class. 

 

Izzie:I believe bringing the actual culture to the classroom is the best way to introduce 

culture to students. A guest speaker is always a great choice as well as a "culture day" 

where the children all talk about their culture and bring a food item from their culture. 

 

Carrie: I think that the students could do group work and projrcts on different cultures. 

 

Miranda: I think I would like to expose a variety of cultural experience in my classroom. 

I would want my students to see and experience different cultural histories and traditions 

throughout the course of the year and be sure to include activities that certain students 

with specific cultural backgrounds can relate to in the lesson plans. 

 

Christina: I think I could have my studnets research their own culture and share it with 

the class and we might all learn something we never knew. I could incorporate others 

cultures into a lesson plan or project. 

 

Callie: I'm all about art, so I would love to address culture through art projects. In my 

ceramics class, the instructor always asks what a n object says about our culture or 

societal norms. It seems like if you guide students toward thinking about things in a 

larger context, you have a chance of really opening up that students eyes. In order to be 

intentional, you must be aware. 

 

Charlotte: Have a day where parents can come in and talk about their different cultures. 

Make it fun with activities and food. 

 

Meredith: I could have the class draw pictures that are culturally challenging to their 

culture. 

 

Samantha: I think culture is a topic that will come up on its own, but when it does come 

up you can have a project with kids, explaining each persons background or make a paper 

person resembling themselves. Then you can have them write on the back of themselves 

where they came from, their culture and race, etc. 
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8. In what ways could this exercise in blogging and addressing cultural issues affect your 

future teaching? 

Addison: It reminds me to have an open mind about everything and to not judge. 

 

Izzie: This gave me an interesting insight on how the class could have an open discussion 

and be able to share their thoughts and beliefs as well as comment and reflect on the 

beliefs of others. :) 

 

Carrie: I caould be more open to diversity. 

 

Miranda: I do not know if I could do this exact kind of blogging in a classroom at the 

elementary level (at least not in the younger grades) but I do think I would like my 

students to keep a journal for them to express their daily experiences in. This way, they 

can show any issues or problems they may have, which could include cultural issues. 

Then, I can see if there are any problems I need to address or work on with the class. 

 

Christina: It has definately made me more aware. I now know that not everyone has the 

same knowledge on certain issues or looks at things the same way even when they might 

seem obvious to me. I will try to be a mentor for my studnets and to make them as 

comfortable with their background or heritage as I possibly can. 

 

Callie: This blogging exercise has made me more aware that everyone faces stereotyping 

and that you don't always know what stereotypes are most tangible to that person. Even 

seemingly positive stereotypes can have a negative impact because it can imply that you 

are one way, so you can't possible be any different than that one way. I feel more aware 

of cultural issues and I hope to keep that awareness in my future endeavers. (Another 

great thing about this project is that it has taught me how to blog!) 

 

Charlotte: It can help me explore how different cultures feel. I can also become aware of 

some stereotypes I never knew about. 

 

Meredith: It can help me to see and try to avoid thinking about stereotpes of my students 

 

Samantha: I will be aware of these types of stereotypes that are given to people and try 

my very hardest not to give stereotypes to my students. 
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APPENDIX N: 

Diagram of Category Codes 
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